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INTEGRATION EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Subsidium is a multidisciplinary team consisting of lighting/electrical, mechanical, and structural engineers along with a
construction management team that utilizes an integrated design approach to best address the needs of the client. For the 2016
AEI Student Design Competition, Subsidium implemented cross disciplinary collaboration to design a multi‐use midrise building that
will attract many in the Back Bay area of Boston to visit the building and outdoor plaza through integrated design features.
A strategic design process enhanced collaboration within the group throughout the design. The design team utilized a BIM
Execution Document and the Last Planner System to address and resolve the project challenges through integration. Revit was
utilized as the central modeling platform for all disciplines. The Last Planner System was implemented to generate a design
schedule through pull planning. This aligned the system design for each space: two level parking garage, retail, and office space.
Tuned Liquid Damper/Cooling Tower
Together, Subsidium’s structural and
mechanical teams worked to design an
innovative, combined building damping
system that also serves as the building’s
cooling tower. The tuned liquid damper
(TLD) adds to the resiliency and reliability
of the building as a whole.

Custom Façade System
In order to best address the
energy requirements desired
for this project, Subsidium
designed a custom façade
system that not only adds
visual interest to the
building, but which responds
best to the physical site
conditions imposed by its
geographic location and
orientation.

Tri‐Generation System
The Subsidium electrical and mechanical
team sought to create a flexible, reliable,
and sustainable solution for the overall
MEP system. The tri‐generation system
not only fulfills these expectations but also
eliminates additional fuel storage and
offers an attractive payback period to
offset the high initial cost.

Collaborative Team Space
A co‐located team work environment
facilitated integration within the
team. Proximity of work stations
allowed
for
easy
information
exchange and problem solving.

Office Space Layout
A flexible office space is key in
attracting future tenants.
Therefore, Subsidium worked
collaboratively to determine
the
best
solutions
in
developing an adaptable,
flexible, and efficient office
space.

Street Level Plaza
One of the major goals Boston is the
creation of foot traffic through the Back Bay
area. Thus, Subsidium has collaborated to
provide a public space that supports a
range of different functions for the citizens
of Boston as well as serving as an attractive
entrance to the building
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and affordable energy to flexible spaces to fulfill all the
needs of the occupants.
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At Subsidium, we strive to create and deliver optimal,
sustainable design solutions through an integrated,
multidisciplinary approach with a main focus on our client
needs. These needs are specified by the owner and are the
basis for the goals of the project and Subsidium.
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1. Project Introduction

3. Defining the Owner
Subsidium knows that the success of a project relies on
understanding and exceeding the owner’s expectations.
The owner, a well‐known developer, has goals that define a
successful development. The owner shares common goals
with the city of Boston: both wish to build a “green”
building. The owner also wants to ensure that the building
is resilient in the case of an emergency or disaster.
As a developer, the owner has a few goals that will help to
improve the cash flow on the project. “Green” buildings
can be an attraction to tenants looking to lease and
therefore, the construction of such a building becomes a
desirable for such developers. The owner wishes to
maximize leasable square footage and provide desirable
work conditions to prospective tenants. Tenants also wish
to have a flexible office space, the provision of which
becomes another goal of the owner. As a developer, many
of the goals are driven by what is deemed to be attractive
to tenants while maintaining a realistic budget. The owner
can justify spending extra money as long as there is a
reasonable return on investment.

4. Defining the Project Themes
888 Boylston Street is a proposed multi‐use facility in the
heart of the Back Bay area of Boston, Massachusetts. The
project site is located next to some of Boston’s most
prominent buildings, including the Prudential Tower to the
South and the John B. Hynes Memorial Convention Center
to the West. One of the main entrances to the Shops at the
Prudential Tower neighbors the project site to the
East. This new midrise is to consist of three levels of retail
beneath fourteen levels of office spaces. Two levels of
underground parking will be constructed to tie into a pre‐
existing parking garage for the Prudential Center and
Shops. Subsidium is committed to designing a building that
supports the goals of the occupants, owner, and the city of
Boston. Subsidium plans to accomplish all of the
stakeholders’ goals with an innovative facade system
coupled with a tri‐generation system that provides clean
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Subsidium strives to ensure that the goals of the owner and
city of Boston are aligned with the design throughout the
duration of the design development all the way through the
project turnover. The ability to design an energy efficient
building that promotes increased foot traffic to the
beautiful Back Bay area is essential. The four Project
Themes that the design team focused on throughout the
delivery are: coexistence with surroundings, sustainability
and lifecycle, adaptability, and safety.
A hierarchy of goals were defined based on various levels of
information pertaining to the project. Above are the
project themes which are composed of a few lower levels
of project goals. First are the Owner Defined Challenges,
which are the challenges given directly from the owner to
the project team. These challenges are obstacles that must
be met to please the owner.
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influenced the decision making process. In many ways, the
goals of the three stakeholders over lapped, however, in a
few cases, design decisions were put into place to allow for
certain stakeholders to benefit more than others. To
ensure that the design goals would be met, the project
delivery proposed is a design‐build joint venture, depicted
in Figure 1.

6. Design Facilitation and
Communication
6.1 Decision Making

The next level are Design Team Defined Challenges which
are separate from the Owner Defined Challenges but are
additional challenges that the design team felt would be
beneficial to include.
These defined challenges, both by the owner and the design
team, filter into the Design Team Goals. These goals are
designed to meet and exceed all of the defined challenges.
By meeting all of the Design Team Goals, all defined
challenges will be met.
Finally, the Design Team Goals are filtered into the four
project themes seen above. By satisfying all of the project
themes, each and every defined challenge and design team
goal will be met. A visual of what these defined challenges
and design team goals are and how they flow into the four
project themes can be found on Drawing I‐101. And are
further explained in Section 6.1.1.

5. Stakeholders
The main stakeholders
were briefly touched
upon previously, but
Subsidium identified
the
important
of
understanding
how
each stakeholder was
able to drive the
decision
making
process.
The
three
Figure 1: Project Delivery
stakeholders,
the
owner, tenants, and the Back Bay area of Boston, all
Team Registration Number: 03‐2016

It is important to have an established decision making
procedure to guide the integration process. When
collaborating on a multi‐disciplinary team, it is imperative
to ensure every option’s goals are aligned to eliminate
wasted time. Subsidium created a decision making matrix
to help guide the team and eventually teach the design
team the decision making method of choosing by
advantages.

6.1.1 Establishing the Project Themes
To ensure that the design decisions were guided by the
goals, the team evaluated the program from the owner and
established the project themes of sustainability,
adaptability, coexistence, and safety. At first, the team
created a decision making matrix to guide the design
choices which included mainly topics derived from the
program outline. Each design goal within the theme was
weighted by the significance it had to the overall design
process. It was a good start to the process, but the team
felt it was incomplete and ambitious to weight every design
decision based on a very broad matrix. A portion of the
matrix is identified in Figure 2, and the complete matrix is
found in Drawing I‐101.
Design Goals
Coexist with
Surroundings

Criteria
Local Impact

Durability

Lifecycle cost
Sustainability and
Lifecycle

Payback Period
Energy
Efficiency
Impact on
Enviroment

Definition
Weight
Impact everyday life
around Boylston
5
Street
Durability: Lifespan of
materials/systems/
3
structure
Lifecycle Cost: overall
cost of a material /
5
system/structure over
its lifetime
Payback Period: How
long a system takes to
4
pay for itself
50% energy saving
5
than ASHRAE 90.1
Overall impact of a
material/system/struc
5
ture on the health of
the environment

Figure 2: Portion of Original Goal Matrix
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These themes were clearly defined in the original matrix,
but the design team reevaluated the design goals and
challenges to encompass more of the stakeholder needs.
The process began by establishing all the project challenges
prescribed in the program. The design team then explored
additional challenges to resolve in order to ensure complete
satisfaction by all stake holding parties.
Once these
obstacles were identified, they were categorized into
broader team goals. These goals then filtered down into
the project themes that were once established at the
beginning. An example of one of the project themes
defined is demonstrated in Figure 3, and the complete flow
chart is referenced in Drawing I‐101. This flow diagram
provided a much cleaner and organized vision for the design
of building.

that drove most decisions by the design team. Decisions
were made during weekly meetings where every team
member would have the chance to discuss the pros and
cons of systems for the building which allowed different
perspectives to weigh in on critical decisions. The design
team benefited greatly from the outside opinions and
perspectives of each discipline while making decisions. The
conversations held during meetings were more in depth
than a chart allowed which is why the decision making
matrix was the starting point, not the end, of the decision
making process.

6. 2 Integrated Collaborative Environment
Subsidium sought to create an
integrative and collaborative
environment to enhance the
communication and information
exchange among all the disciplines
within the team. The design team
felt that this was the first step to a
Figure 4: Smart Board in
Co‐located Space
successful project design and
delivery. The design team could provide the most
integrative design for each design point. Technical devices
such as a Smart Board as shown in Figure 4 aided in team
integration.

6.2.1 Team Building to Improve Collaborative
Environment

Figure 3: Portion of Goal Alignment Chart

As the team went through the decision making process, the
chart was continually reflected upon to ensure the decision
was resolving the project challenges. Alongside this chart,
was the stakeholder analysis, shown in Drawing I‐101. This
Venn diagram recognized which project challenges each
stakeholder would be affected by. As far as the decision
making process went, the team minimized reliance on the
original matrix and found that these two charts were much
more beneficial. “Choosing by Advantages” was rather than
superficially ranking goals through the original matrix. This
provided an insightful and logical way to choose between
options even though there were tradeoffs and tough
decisions that are highlighted in the Integrated Design
Points of the paper.

6.1.2 How Decisions Are Made
Choosing by advantages, a decision making strategy that
allows teams to make decisions based on which option
offers the most benefits to the stakeholders, was a method
Team Registration Number: 03‐2016

Prior to collaborating on this project, the team members
knew each other, especially interdisciplinary partners.
Before officially forming the group, the members went to
dinner in order to get to know one another better. During
the dinner, the team discussed interests and hobbies. After
the dinner, all members agreed to join together for the task
of designing the systems for the Boylston Street
Project. Throughout the duration of design development,
the team attended multiple dinners for a bonding
experience. This allowed the team to relate on a
nonprofessional basis and build trust. This was crucial to
the team as a whole as it brought the team together.

6.2.2 Open Environment for Communication
The design team sought to create an open environment for
communication. Subsidium defines an “open environment
for communication” as an environment in which everyone
had a voice and every design team member was heard.
Subsidium understands that not every team member is as
assertive as others thus, a lot of the care was taken in
developing the meeting structure to ensure that each
member had equal time to voice ideas and concerns. Some
methods to improve upon the open environment included
rotating meeting leaders and discipline recaps, which are
elaborated upon further in Section 6.3.3. The ability to
exchange information quickly and efficiently became one of
Integration

the keys to success for creating the integrated collaborative
environment. Communication is essential for any team
across any discipline, and therefore, the design team
established all the facets of information exchanges first.
*Does not apply to Ethan Fogle!

6.3 Communication within a Co‐located
Environment
A co‐location based design environment was Subsidium’s
method to effectively increase communication between
the design disciplines. Having all four disciplines within the
same workspace, collaboration between the design team
was simple due to the accessibility of each team member.
When conflict arose during collaboration, mitigation was
accelerated due to the co‐located environment. Inter‐
disciplinary
collaboration
and
cross‐disciplinary
collaboration were both positively affected by the co‐
located environment.

6.3.1 Inter‐Disciplinary Collaboration
The design team believes that the first step to successful
team integration was inter‐disciplinary collaboration. The
project co‐location space contained seven computers,
which allowed for each member to typically have their own
work station. A discipline pair established their goals for the
day then were able to work separately but in close
proximity to improve productivity. The ability to divide
work yet have the support of a collaborative partner close
by gave the disciplines the capability to have the most up to
date information and quickly diagnose issues. Effective
inter‐disciplinary communication set the stage for
successful cross‐disciplinary collaboration.

to collaborate on integrated design points can be found in
Section 8. Integrated Design Points.

6.3.3 Weekly Meetings
Subsidium held weekly meetings to address current issues
with the project. The meeting structure was formalized to
ensure that the design team could efficiently accomplish
everything on the itinerary. In the beginning of the design
process, it was the responsibility of the construction
discipline to run meetings. However, once the meeting
structure and format were established, each member
alternated running weekly meetings. From this, Subsidium
developed not one or two leaders but eight, further
supporting the “open environment for communication”.
The weekly meetings covered old and new discussion topics
as well as granted time for each discipline to develop their
weekly schedules. Each discipline brought their weekly
schedule to the meeting to discuss what they accomplished
since the previous meeting, if they had anything that
inhibited them from satisfying their weekly goals, and plan
where to go next in terms of workflow
Successful collaboration stemmed from understanding
what each discipline was designing. Each discipline took
time to educate the design team of details involved in their
design to ensure that the team was informed on each
system included in the building design. The meeting
minutes were designed to aid in the efficient flow of the
meeting and ensured that meeting structure would remain
consistent. . An example of meeting minutes can be found
in SD Construction Management • E.

6.3.4 Meeting Efficiency
6.3.2 Cross‐Disciplinary Collaboration
Cross‐disciplinary collaboration was essential for
Subsidium’s major decisions. Although the team worked in
a collocated space, collaboration was not always easy. Not
every decision benefitted all discipline’s building systems.
For example, more glazing surface area on the façade
benefitted daylighting, but it forced higher cooling loads for
the mechanical system. It became necessary for each
design option to have a detailed understanding of the other
disciplines system to make educated decisions on what
choices best accomplished the four project themes set at
the beginning of the project.
Through the benefits of the co‐location work environment,
disciplines were able to collaborate to work through issues
that arose on design points. The design team had
scheduled team meetings, but also collaborated off the
record amongst the disciplines to solve issues at any
time. More information on how the design team was able
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Through the first couple of meetings, the team felt as
though the meetings were not as an efficient use of time as
they could potentially be. The construction management
team began to monitor the duration of the meetings and
timing when the team got off topic of discussing the
meeting minutes or meeting agenda. These off topic points
included bringing up a topic that is unrelated to the current
issue and talking about things unrelated to the project all
together. As the team’s friendships grew, a social aspect
played a role in meeting inefficiency. The construction team
proposed that all members take turns running the meetings
in order to appreciate the meeting minutes and agenda. As
more members experienced the responsibility of meeting
leader, the meeting efficiency improved.
Along with changing the leadership role, the team changed
the meeting times. Meeting times scheduled after dinner
time, caused the team to have less focus. By switching the
time to before dinner, hunger became a prime motivator to
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complete the meetings. The fluctuations in efficiency is
demonstrated in Figure 5. The blue bars are the durations
of the meetings and the orange line represents the
effectiveness of the meeting.

accessed by Subsidium. This allowed for nonverbal, group
conversations to be held by the team when members were
not in the co‐located work environment. Many of the
conversations held within this app were regarding meeting
time and places, quick questions regarding another team
member's work, or notification of information that was
ready for transferring.

6.4.3 Google Drive

Figure 5: Meeting Effectiveness

6.4 Nonverbal Communication
Utilizing nonverbal communication was critical for speedy
information transfer. The team exploited the different
means of communication through many media including,
storage drives, text messaging, and collaborative
documents. These methods were very important due to
the varying schedules of the team.

6.4.1 Y drive
A unique computer
drive was created for
all members of the
team to access and
upload any type of
documentation
or
virtual models. This
drive was maintained
on
the
“office”
computers or could be
Figure 6: Collaborative Drive
remotely
accessed
from a personal computer. The tasks each of the members
were working on could be easily accessed by other
members for reference. The main categories were
structured by the design phases: Conceptual, Schematic,
Design Development and Construction Documents,
exemplified in Figure 6. These categories were then divided
into the following main categories: Lighting/Electrical,
Structural, Construction Management, Mechanical,
Integration, and BIM. This kept the information organized
and could be easily tracked through the different design
phases and building design.

A lot of the features that Google Drive offers
were beneficial to the success of the
group. The drive allowed the team to create
a unique folder for all team members to
access for anywhere with internet. Folders were created
for each design option and integration. This provided
collaborative methods for working on a specific task utilized
within disciplines and the team as a whole. Documents
could be edited simultaneously for effective use of
work. The drive was especially useful during meetings for
taking notes and creating documents relevant for all team
members. For example, the decision making matrix was
created using a Google Sheet, and Google Slides were used
for creating design review presentations. A very useful
feature of the drive was the sidebar that displayed a feed
which members edited what documents and when they did
it.
Before deciding Google Drive was the best tool for easy
collaborative documentation, Box was assessed for its’
usefulness. Box is similar to Google Drive in that it has easy
file sharing capabilities. The major con for Box was its lack
of collaborative documentation. A document could be
edited simultaneously but other media such as spreadsheet
and presentation collaboration were not available, thus
Google Drive was adopted rather than Box.

6.4.4 Option to Option Information Transfer Board
Aside from digital technology, an information transfer
board was displayed in the co‐located workspace. The
transfer board had five different sections, All, CM, L/E,
Mechanical, and Structural as seen in Figure 7. Each option
had a designated color Post‐It that was assigned for pull

6.4.2 GroupMe
GroupMe is an app that allows for easy
group communication. The team created a
group within this app to which could be only
Team Registration Number: 03‐2016

Figure 7: Option Information Transfer Board
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planning upon which the discipline could write their
question/piece of information on. This was then placed in
one of the categories on the board to be further discussed
at a later date. The board was especially useful for direct
option‐to‐option communication. It was an effective means
to note a request for information or to set up a cluster
meeting regarding certain integration points. For easy
accessibility, the board was placed in a convenient location
for all disciplines.

6.5 BIM Execution Document
A BIM Execution document or, BIM‐ex doc, was developed
for the project (SD Integration ∙ A). The driver of the
completion of this document was to understand how the
design goals related to the system designs which ultimately
led to the programs that would be used to model them. The
team came to the realization that Revit would be the best
option for all system models. The structural team could
directly import their RAM structural model into Revit while
plug‐ins and additional resources allowed the electrical and
mechanical options to model their systems.
An
interoperability diagram is demonstrated in SD Integration
∙ A.

6.6 Last Planner System
The design team utilized aspects of the Last Planner system
(LPS) to input lean measures into design facilitation. With
several aspects of last planner system in place, the design
team was able to efficiently manage their time due to all
discipline’s ability to collectively plan out the design
process. Additional information on LPS can be found in SD
Integration ∙ B.

6.6.1 Pull Planning
The milestones of the project were decided based on the

Figure 8: Design Team Pull Planning

planning was completed multiple times throughout the
design process to update the tasks needing to be
completed. In doing this, the team was able to identify the
information required from the other options.
The methodology to complete this planning occurred in the
collaborative environment mentioned above where each
options’ Post It notes were aligned to determine the design
progress of the project.

6.6.2 Lookahead Schedule
Lookahead schedules were developed on a two week cycle
by each set of disciplines. These schedules were based on
the tasks determined from the pull planning. They were
created by hand for easy editing as they were updated each
week. The update included the new or changed tasks for
the foreseeable future. The team decided that a two‐week
lookahead would serve the needs of the design phases
better than the typical three‐week to six‐week
lookahead. Two weeks allowed the options to carefully
review the potential constraints of the future tasks and
alleviate them if extra time was needed. An example is
exemplified in Figure 9.
Task
Baseline Costing
Detailed Façade Est.
Schedule 1
PDM
Site Logisitics

Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat
1/1 1/2 1/3 1/4 1/5 1/6 1/7

Figure 9: Ex. for a portion of a CM Lookahead Schedule

6.6.3 Weekly Work Schedules
From the lookahead schedules, a weekly work plan was
developed. This schedule was a more detailed plan that
elaborated on the tasks in the lookahead schedules. After
each week, the percentage of the plan completion was
documented along with the lookahead schedule. This
allowed the team to track their progress as well as others.
The progress was updated at each weekly meeting amongst
all members of the group. While this occurred, constraints
of completing the task were analyzed and could be
discussed with the group. The group knew what
information needed to be transferred in order to complete
the work.

breakdown of the building types and the design
phase. These milestones are the same as the categories for
the design schedule which are titled in Figure 8.
From this point, pull planning enabled the team to work
backwards to identify the tasks necessary for the
completion of the milestone. Each option had a designated
colored, Post It to write down the task, duration, and
constraints to the completion of the task. This phase
Team Registration Number: 03‐2016
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7. Architectural Features

additional foot traffic around the Prudential
Center. Subsidium designed an integrated facade system
for three sides of the building and a more conventional
curtain wall system on the Northern façade, facing Boylston
Street. This dual facade system allows for 888 Boylston
Street to stand out and promote the green thinking Boston
prides itself on while also assimilating with the emerging
architecture of the Back Bay area.

7.2 New Façade

Figure 10: Subsidium Design 888 Boylston Street

Although a typical, single skin façade provided excellent
daylight and views, the project team was concerned that
the energy performance of the building could become
compromised by the inefficiency of the façade. Therefore,
the design team went through several design iterations to
come up with the most beneficial design for each discipline
while focusing on the owner challenges. More information
on the façade design selection can be found in Section 8.1
Integrated Façade Design. The final design is shown in
Figure 11.

Drawing I‐102 displays an image overview of the
architectural changes and features that the project team
made. Figure 10 is an overall image of the architecture of
the building.

7.1 Jurisdictional Requirements
The project location falls under the jurisdiction of Article 41‐
Huntington Avenue/Prudential Center District within the
Boston Redevelopment Authority Zoning Code. Each
district has its own personal goals within the zoning code to
improve
the
area.
Within
the
Huntington
Avenue/Prudential Center District, the redevelopment
authority wishes to:
“promote development that emphasizes a sense of human
scale through appropriate block and building sizes and
shapes, modulated and detailed facades and storefronts,
and articulated entryways; to increase pedestrian activity
along the streets surrounding the Prudential Center by
promoting streetscape improvements, requiring active
ground‐level uses, and permitting the creation of a mixed‐
use economy, including office, retail, commercial, and
residential uses; and to promote the public welfare of the
people of Boston (Section 41‐1).”

With these goals in mind, Subsidium sought to deliver a
space that promotes all these improvements outlined by
the Boston Redevelopment Authority. The mixed use
building at 888 Boylston Street will provide the Prudential
Center with a design that meet their goals. The office tower
coupled with the three levels of retail will generate
Team Registration Number: 03‐2016

Figure 11: New Angled Facade with PV Panels

7.3 Additional Leasable Space
While the current building design rises roughly 300 feet
above the street level, the maximum building height by
code is 155 feet. Subsidium is maintaining the height of the
building and is confident that an appeal to build above the
zoning code regulation will be honored to promote the
improvement of the Prudential Center District in order to
draw more people to the area. Subsidium aimed to
maximize the square footage of leasable space within the
building to accommodate more Bostonians for both work
and leisure activities. Subsidium extended the column line
on the office floor plans to increase the occupancy for both
tenant and owner benefits. Please see Figure 12 below for
column line shift location. The additional square footage
provides the owner more leasable space while still abiding
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by the setback limits outlined by the Boston
Redevelopment Authority Zoning Code Section 41‐18.

event the Owner wants to convert this to an intensive or
extensive green roof. Refer to the Drawing CM‐105 for
costing. The structural team has designed the roof to
account for this additional load.

Figure 12: Concept Floor Plan Extending Five Feet

7.4 Plaza Design
A green patio space is present at the existing project site,
however, it does not completely coincide with what the
Redevelopment Authority of Boston’s goals for the
Huntington Avenue/Prudential Center District. Other than
the grass area to the south, the space currently lacks in
seating. A new pedestrian plaza was designed to offer
pedestrians and business men and women alike the ability
to enjoy the area in comfort for leisure and business. The
plaza is also structurally capable of supporting emergency
vehicles in the event of a fire or other disasters during the
lifetime of the building. A rendering of the plaza is
illustrated in Figure 13. Additional renderings and plans can
be found in Drawing CM‐103.

Figure 14: Rooftop Green Space

8. Integration Design Points
8.1 Integrated Façade Design
The integrated façade design was deemed an essential
design point for the building to accomplish the challenges,
goals, and themes set by the project team. The design
team sought to create a sustainable façade that coexisted
with the surrounding architecture and ensured occupant
safety in case of an emergency.

8.1.1 Typical Facade

Figure 13: Plaza Rendering

Many of the goals for the design team’s pedestrian plaza
directly tie into the goals of the Boston Redevelopment
Authority. Subsidium strives to design a space not only for
pedestrians and passersby, but also for those working
within the office building and retail space. Collaborative
spaces with all the amenities will make the space accessible
to both pedestrians and tenants alike.

7.5 Green Space
On the roof, approximately 8,000 square feet of green
space has been be allotted. This was done to provide an
additional area for the tenants in the office spaces to enjoy
the outdoors in addition the plaza space (Figure 14).
Because of the unique views of Boston and the Back Bay
from the rooftop. Anadd/alternate was included in the
Team Registration Number: 03‐2016

A typical, single skin glass curtain wall system proved to
challenge some of the project themes and quickly became
a high priority integration point. In terms of lighting design,
a typical façade maximized daylight harvesting, however,
for of energy efficiency, some of the floor to ceiling glazing
had to be eliminated to mitigate the solar gain. Structurally,
a typical façade would not present many design challenges.
For resiliency needs, the structure would require a few
special design considerations such as earthquake glass and
drift limitations for the mullions.
Through an analysis of Table 1: Typical Facade Goals
the typical design, the
Reduced Energy
team realized that the Sustainability Renewable Energy
Withstand 100 years Storm
challenges that the
per ASCE 7‐05
façade should respond
Adaptability Ease of Operations and
to
which
are
Maintenance
summarized in Table 1.
Occupant Comfort
Coexistence
Safety

Not Limit the Views of the
Bay
Saftisfy Green Bostonian
Pride
Safety through Design
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8.1.2 Daylighting Analysis
Preliminary daylighting studies were completed for a
shadow and a solar irradiation analysis. The result of these
studies (shown in Figure 15) led to the design team’s
classification of which façades were the most problematic
in terms of glare and solar heat gain. This allowed for the
team to target specific areas of the building enclosure in
order to benefit the overall sustainable aspect of the
envelope. The final conclusion of architectural form came
about from the ability to lessen glare on the south façade
while capturing
more
solar
energy through
the use of
photovoltaic
(PV) panels on
the
West
The
façade.
façade on the
East and North
receive a lesser
amount of sun,
and the first
Figure 15: Solar Study
three levels of
retail received almost none.
Solar studies results, completed by the electrical designers,
provided the mechanical design team with the necessary
knowledge to improve the sustainability of the façade
system. It became important for the mechanical design
team to lessen the solar heat gain as much as possible from
the West façade to minimize peak cooling loads.

8.1.3 Façade Iteration 1
Subsidium’s façade solution began with Iteration 1, Figure
16, to oblige with the established project themes discussed
above. Since the enclosure of the building is tied very
closely to its energy performance, the design team decided
to start by impacting the architecture and energy
performance. A typical office façade design consists of a
single skin façade that does not allow for the enclosure to
perform in a way that would benefit the overall building
energy performance. A double skin façade is a possible
solution to improve energy efficient facades which led the
design team to explore this system. The design team,
however, found that this assembly had limitations
regarding the customization of the façade components.
Structurally, a double skin façade is fairly typical, therefore,
the façade could have been a standard manufacturer
specification instead of a custom design which significantly
increased the cost.

Figure 16: Facade Iteration 1

Although driven by sustainability, this decision to specify a
standard double skin façade was rejected because it did not
provide maximum energy savings nor a unique solution to
the green Bostonian pride.
Although it provided
unobstructed views of the Back Bay area, the occupant
comfort would be at stake from the large amount of area
for the solar glare.

8.1.4 Façade Iteration 2
After evaluations of the first iteration, the design team
began to explore other solutions to better address the
goals. Photovoltaic panels on the façade were deemed a
possible source to generate power and incorporate
renewable energy. It was found that the roof could not be
fully occupied with panels because of the required outdoor
space by the owner. For this reason, it became important
to have the PV panels on the façade to increase renewable
energy production. Iteration 2 is depicted in Figure 17.
The electrical design team needed to find the most
appropriate angle for the solar panels to be tilted for the
maximum amount of solar gain. The clear glass was slanted
inward to compliment the PV panel angle as well as to allow
for the architectural form to self‐shade primarily on the
South and West façade which would significantly reduce
the solar heat gain. The tilt of the photovoltaic panels was
set to be 42 degrees to perfectly align with the latitude

Figure 17: Facade Iteration 2
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which provided the panels the potential for maximum
performance (Figure 18).
Further deliberation within the
design team found that the
allowable area (approximately
1’‐4 ¼”) for thin film
photovoltaic on the façade
was non‐beneficial in terms of
The façade’s
its lifespan.
concave nature also created
the possibility for snow
Figure 18: PV Panel Angle on accumulation on the PV
Facade
panels, posing possible danger
to the public on nearby streets. In addition, the lack of
energy generation due to the limited amount of PV surface
area as well as the loss of building rentable space, due to
the concave characteristics, brought remarkable concern to
the construction team, architect, and especially the owner.
Leasable space is how developers earn profit, and this
façade iteration would eliminate approximately 14,000
square feet of income producing space.
The structure of the façade required a custom design that
would need to undergo much more testing in comparison
to iteration 1. A special connection was necessary at the
joining of the two concave panels of glass to guarantee its
resiliency in regards to the lateral movement of the building
as well as air and water leakage. Since the façade tilted
inward, the structural team had to ensure that the glass and
the frame could support the load of people – the possibility
of people leaning on the glass.

mitigating the problems developed from the concave
nature. The photovoltaic panels would no longer shade
themselves for a portion of the year and the safety concern
for the snow accumulation was eliminated. The outward
protrusion remained 18” similar to façade iteration 2;
however, this did not
Table 2: Revised Facade Goals
subtract any rentable
Reduced Energy
space. In fact, the Sustainability Renewable Energy
outward curve added
Withstand 100 years Storm
per ASCE 7‐05
more of an open feel to
the space by slanting Adaptability Ease of Operations and
Maintenance
outward
while
Occupant Comfort
retaining the self‐
Optimize Squarefootage
Not Limit the Views of the
shading architectural
form. Furthermore, the Coexistence Bay
Saftisfy Green Bostonian
construction
team
Pride
feared that zoning
Safety
Safety through Design
codes could be violated
with the outward projection of the new façade design, but
confirmed that no building setback laws were violated. In
addition to the increase of building volume, the
photovoltaic panels also gained surface area on the façade
since the location of the panels coincided with the plenum
space to 3’‐8”. The payback period is the similar for all
iterations in different photovoltaic efficiency; however,
throughout the lifespan of the panel, the cost savings from
not using the electrical utility line is highest using iteration
3 with standard photovoltaic. The final model is shown in
Figure 19. More information and details on the calculations
of the PV panels is found on SD Integration ∙ D and
Integration ∙ E.

Ultimately, the project team decided this façade iteration
did not pose the best solution to the challenges the building
is aimed to address. With these lessons learned, the team
was tasked to take this design one step further and solve
the prominent problems of the extreme concavity,
structural stability, and the limitation of rentable square
footage.

8.1.5 Façade Iteration 3
Before the team continued the design iterations, they
reevaluated the goals of the façade. Since façade iteration
2 reduced leasable space, optimizing the square footage
was added to the façade goals shown in Table 2. Thinking
through all of the challenges and goals that the project
team had set out in developing a façade, the design team
came to the creation of façade iteration 3. The process
began with the architectural form of the surface becoming
convex opposed to the inward concave design of façade
iteration 2. This change in form was inspired by the
architectural aesthetic vision, as well as, the potential of
Team Registration Number: 03‐2016

Figure 19: Facade Iteration 3: East and South (Left); West (Right)

The façade selection resulted in loss of natural daylight and
view compared to a floor to floor glass façade. This was due
to the 40% wall to window ratio that the ASHRAE design
guide suggests for an energy efficient building. Therefore,
the design team internally compromised by adding 1’‐6” of
Solera glass that provides the West façade with the diffuse
daylight while improving the insulation as well as
incorporating a 5’‐6” height of electrochromic glass. In
addition to this compromise the design team decided to
keep the North façade the most open with a center 30’‐0”
Integration

span of floor to floor glass. This decision plays to the design
of the recommended floor plan, allowing all occupants
within the space a chance to look out to the Charles River.
Although there are many benefits to this façade in terms of
a lower thermal heat gain, daylight harvesting, and views
for the occupant, the structure of this façade proved to be
challenging for design as well as a severe increase in cost of
materials
and
constructability.
The
upfront cost of this façade
is significant compared to
the standard façade, but
the team felt that the
savings on energy in the
long term was worth the
cost increase, especially
since it is the cheapest
amongst
the
design
iterations (Figure 20).
Figure 20: Facade Iteration Cost
Refer to SD Integration ∙ F
for detailed cost tracking.

8.1.6 Façade Structure and Constructability
Façade iteration 3 required the most custom structural
design of the three façade iterations (see Drawing I‐103).
The custom engineered aluminum structure is the most
costly of the façade options, however, suffers no losses in
the performance, resilience, and architectural aesthetic
facets of the design.
The façade is a unitized system in which the aluminum
frame and glass will be fabricated in a shop then brought to
the site. The section of iteration 3 is shown in Figure 21.This
construction type works best for high performance facades
where large volumes of panels are required. The aluminum
frame provides a sleek and slender aesthetic without
impeding on the amount of glass space in the façade to
ensure that the various glass materials can perform as
designed for their thermal and electrical properties. The

small
frame
also
maintains the views
without the mullions
cutting the occupants
view at eye level.
The
angles
and
geometry of the façade
necessitated
special
connections
with
detailing
to
accommodate
glass
tolerances due to the
structural response of Figure 21: Facade Iteration 3 Section
the façade under lateral
loading shown in Figure 22. The main connection to the
building is the same as a typical façade connection to the
top of the slab. Please see SD Integration ∙ G for details of
the connections.
With such a custom
design, visual and
performance mock‐
ups for testing are
essential.
Visual
mock‐ups serve as a
standard for the
quality of the façade
and its components.
They also allow the
owner and architect
Figure 22: Facade to Slab Connection
to see structure prior
Detail
to
construction
allowing for alterations to be made. Since the façade is a
unitized system constructed in a shop, performance mock‐
ups can be more easily tested for structural response, water
and air infiltration, thermal performance, and sound
transmission. As Boston is in a 140mph wind zone, the
custom façade will meet the standards of ASTM 1886 and
1996 for impact and wind borne debris impact in
accordance with ASCE 7‐10.

Figure 23: Façade Iteration Progression
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8.2 Differing Facades

8.3 Critical Load and Its Impact

Once the West façade was designed, the team began to
evaluate the other sides of the building. The unique façade
was kept on the East and South facades without the
electrochromic glass. This façade was beneficial on the
South because it lessened direct solar ingress entering the
spaces during the summer time. To keep a more
continuous look, the angled façade continued through to
the East. The North façade, however, did not carry the
angled façade, but rather was designed to have double
pane glass with spandrel to aid in reducing the cooling load
by keeping the 40% wall to window ratio. The 30’‐0” on
center of the North façade remained floor to ceiling glass to
not obstruct the views of the Charles Bay. Refer to Drawing
I‐104 for the complete façade illustration and Drawing I‐105
for North and South elevations and Drawing I‐106 for East
and West.

Subsidium’s design team realized that MEP building loads
come not only from the exterior but from within as well.
With this and the owner defined challenges in mind, the
team turned to defining the critical IT load and the
appropriate design response to all MEP loads together. A 48
hour emergency backup for the office was stressed as a
major design component. The design team sought to create
a system that could support not only the life safety loads
but also what the design team deemed as critical for 48
hours to minimally affect the operation of the building.

8.2.1 Optimized Floor Layout
The floor layout was cogitated during the facade
development as the view out the building was considered a
crucial impact on occupant comfort. The design team aimed
to provide good views to the Back Bay area for both the
open office and private offices, and determined the North
side of the building provides the best views. The project
team recommended a mixed floor layout with private
offices s ituated along the North side as well as the middle
section of the South side and the center 30’‐0” span of floor
to ceiling height glass on the North contribute to the open
office space. Open offices wrap around the core from the
West, North, and East side, obtaining optimal daylight
harvesting opportunity with the West, South, and East
façade systems (Figure 24). While this is the recommended
floor layout for the space, future tenants have the
opportunity to customize the space to meet their needs. A
floor plan can be found on Drawing I‐107. Further
information about this can be found in the Section 10.
Marketing of the CM narrative.

8.2.1 Preliminary Investigation
In order to respond to this challenge, the design team
considered a separate heat and power plant using a boiler
to produce heat while buying all needed power from the
electric grid. Alternatively, a combined heat and power
system utilizing a piece of equipment on site that produces
both heat and power was also considered. It was concluded
that a separate heat and power system would bring larger
pieces of equipment and higher capital cost of generators
that do not increase the day to day efficiency of the system.
These larger pieces of equipment would translate into more
critical picks on site for the construction team. This could
also pose a possible danger and change in the structural
design due to the amount of excess fuel that would need to
be kept on‐site.

Figure 25. Natural Gas and Electricity Comparison

Furthermore, as demonstrated in Figure 25, with the ratio
of the electric utility rate being much higher than the
natural gas utility rate, power generation on site using
natural gas combustion is financially beneficial. Refer to SD
Integration ∙ H for tri‐generation economics.

8.2.2 Tri‐Generation Selection
Figure 24: Optimized Floor Plan
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To ensure and exceed the requirements defined by the
owner, Subsidium design team achieved a redundant and
reliable scheme by utilizing a tri‐generation system. As
shown in Figure 26, a tri‐generation system heats, cools,
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The capability of tri‐generation system to allow a fully
operable building in a scenario of either gas or
electric/steam line failure enabled the design team to
reconsider the critical load. Due to the two means of
supporting the building fully, the design team re‐defined
the critical load to be as follow in Figure 27:
Figure 26: Tri‐generation Schematic

and powers the building it serves. Subsidium’s specific tri‐
generation system utilized natural gas to run both fuel cell
and reciprocating engine power generators. The byproduct
of heat off of the reciprocating engines was then utilized to
become part of the heating and cooling systems of the
building. A mechanical room floor plan can be found on
Drawing I‐108. For more information on Subsidium’s
specific tri‐generation system, please refer to the
Mechanical Narrative.
Table 4: Tri‐generation Goals
50% Baseline AHRAE 90.1
2007
Reduced Energy,
Emissions and Water
Sustainability
Consumption
Reduced Lifecycle Costs
LEED Accreditation
Reduced Payback Period
Minimum 48 Run Time
Telecom, Security and
Data Loads Operational
Withstand 100 years
Adaptability
Storm per ASCE 7‐05
Ease of Operations and
Maintenance
Occupant Comfort
Saftisfy Green Bostonian
Coexistence
Pride
Safety
Safety through Design

This system allows for
a redundant power
supply in a situation
when
either
the
natural gas or the
electrical / steam line
is interrupted. Unlike
the
more
conventional separate
heat
and
power
system, tri‐generation
system allowed for a
more energy efficient
and
redundant
solution. The goals
that the tri‐generation
system satisfies are
listed in Table 4.

8.2.2 Defining Critical Load
In making the decision of what level of redundancy to
achieve with the best interest of the tenant in mind, the
design team considered two different scenarios. In the case
of either gas or electric/steam line failure, the design team
believed it was crucial for the building to be fully operable
in order to minimally affect the tenants.
In a scenario without a tri‐generation system, the generator
would have needed to be sized to fully support the building
load in order to support the scenario where electric grid
fails. However, due to the capability of the tri‐generation
system to generate electricity with natural gas, it was
possible to reduce the generator capacity.
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10% of lighting load
50% of plug load
0% of kitchen/pantry load
100% of server room load
25% of specialty equipment load
27% of thermal cooling load
Figure 27: Critical Load Percentages

For the remote unlikelihood that all utility services are
interrupted, this would allow support for the IT load to
operate for 48 hours as well as 50% of the office space.
Refer to SD Integration ∙ I for the four different scenarios:
normal operation, loss of natural gas utility service, loss of
electrical/steam utility service, and the combined loss of all
utility service to the building.

8.4 Tuned Liquid Damper / Cooling Tower
A cooling tower is a necessary part of any mechanical
system, however, the design team sought to make the
cooling tower work in more way than one. By combining
the cooling tower with a tuned liquid damper (TLD), the
design team was able to create an innovative solution that
increased the structural system’s resiliency and reliability
under normal and extreme wind events. Even on a day‐to‐
day basis, occupants can perceive small motions in a
building. This level of perception varies based on the
individual occupant, however, the addition of a TLD virtually
eliminates all motion problems, thus improving occupant
comfort. Table 5 illustrates the benefits of the TLD/Cooling
Tower and the project challenges it resolves.

8.4.1 Baseline System
Generally, in a building of this size, a TLD would not be
considered. The concrete shear walls are capable of
controlling drift even under the amplified 100 year storm
conditions. However, the shear walls lack the ability to
control the response to daily accelerations, a major source
of occupant comfort issues. Cooling towers, on the other
hand, are necessary for most conventional buildings in
order to reject heat from the HVAC system. If these two
systems were not to
Table 5: TLD/Cooling Tower Goals
be integrated the
Withstand 100 years
roof space would
Adaptability Storm per ASCE 7‐05
need
to
Occupant Comfort
accommodate two
Safety
Safety through Design
large
equipment
Integration

footprints. With the restriction of mechanical space to only
1/3 of the total roof area, a combination of these two pieces
of equipment is practical and is representative of the power
of collaboration.

model performance test must be performed before
progressing into a detailed design and construction
documents phase.

8.4.2 Damper Design Selection
Subsidium design team developed a multi‐purposed
structural/ mechanical element to meet the design goals.
The team recognized that the needs of the two disciplines
could be satisfied by a combined TLD and cooling
tower. For the structural design of the building, the TLD
serves to efficiently improve occupant comfort for daily
wind occurrences. It also helps reduce the building
acceleration response during times of high wind such as
during a hurricane or major storm. It is exceptional at
improving habitability and serviceability. Furthermore, the
mechanical design team used the invention to create a
resilient heat rejection system by integrating the cooling
tower with a more permanent part of the structure, thereby
making it less susceptible to damage during a 100 year
event; refer to SD Integration ∙ J.
In order for this new system to work, it was crucial for the
design team to maintain the amount of water contained in
the damping portion which serves as the basin of the
cooling tower. A TLD utilizes the wave motion to absorb
vibration energy and dissolve it through intrinsic friction or
friction at the surface of the walls. (Fujii et al). The wave is
to have the same fundamental frequency as the building in
order to perform effectively. A cooling tower rejects heat
from the HVAC system to the surrounding environment by
blowing air over a flow of water. Combining these two
concepts, it was essential for the flow of water through the
cooling tower to have minimal effect on the wave motion in
the body of water while achieving the flow needed for heat
rejection.
In the shown design (Figure 28), the defined volume of
water is to be maintained with a control system in order to
operate properly as a tuned liquid damper. As per building
industry standards, this TLD must be tested for the
combined effects of the cooling tower and damper
functionality. To test the damping, a time history analysis
was performed using the ground motion plot for the
standard ALTADENA function (SD Integration ∙ K). The
ALTADENA function describes a function of the
displacements over time for a recorded earthquake. The
inherent damping was initially set to 0% to determine the
raw performance of the building. A second analysis was run
with the inherent damping set to 4%, a typical value for
design of TLD’s. This allowed the design team to note the %
reduction in drift’s and base shears based on this level of
damping. To develop a better notion of actual size, a scale
Team Registration Number: 03‐2016

Figure 28: Conceptual Function of TLD/Cooling Tower

The TLD/cooling tower will be constructed on the roof in its
final position (Figure 29). A concrete box, including base
and four walls, will be formed and placed, with special
sleeves inserted for drains,
make‐up water line, fans,
and water input line. To seal
the
tank
walls
and
penetrations,
a
waterproofing membrane
will be applied. A float type
sensor will be used to
monitor the water level in
the tank at all times. The
cooling tower fill will have to
be custom ordered from a
manufacturer, and special
embeds will be included to
support the fill. The lid to
the box can be precast, and Figure 29: TLD/Cooling Tower Location
placed atop the box with the tower crane.
The added resiliency and safety of this innovative
TLD/cooling tower does come with its drawbacks. Due to its
permanent location, this may restrict flexibility of the roof
space for future owner needs.
Damper conclusion: TLD’s are effective at improving
occupant comfort, simple to construct, extremely cost
effective, and virtually maintenance free.
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9. Conclusion

Team Interaction
Having a central work location for team
members along with multiple platforms for
communication and file sharing created an
environment conducive to integration

Subsidium worked to create an integrative and innovative
approach to the design of 888 Boylston Street. Through
collaboration between design disciplines, Subsidium’s
produced an innovative building design that meets the
goals of the project. Please refer to Table 6 to see how each
Design Facilitation
integrated design approach met the team goals.
The design team benefited from the
strategic design process of Last Planner
Table 6: Summary of Design Approach
system,
colocation,
and
effective
Goal
D esig n Approach
information
exchange
to
supplement
Plaza: Creates a space that can draw foot traffic to building
Coexistence
integration.
Tri‐Gen: Puts less strain on Boston's electric utility infrastructure
Tri‐Gen: Focus on source energy and total carbon footprint
Façade: Reduces mechanical load while providing supplementary
Sustainability power with PV panels
TLD/Cooling Tower: Comination of systems makes economical
use of floor space
Plaza: Flexible design to support varied space usage
Office Layout: Provides flexibility for changing owners and
tenants
Façade: Custom façade designed for reliability along with
Adaptability balancing mechanical and daylighting needs
TLD/Cooling Tower: Provides added resiliency and reliability for
everyday events and major storms
Tri‐Gen: allows for a fully operable building in the event of partial
utility interruption, allows for future expansion
TLD/Cooling Tower: Provides a more storm resistant building
system
Safety
Plaza: Allows for emergency access to building during future
disasters

Subsidium also learned a lot of valuable lessons over the
course of this project. For a summary of the lessons learned,
please see Table 7.
Table 7: Lessons Learned

Lessons Lea rned
Lean Priciples
The team became familiar with various lean priciples such as: Last
Planner System, Pull Planning, and Choosing by Advantages
Design Process
There are many challenges associated with developing an
integrative, multi‐disciplinary design that fulfills a projects themes
Team Interaction
It is incredibly important to communicate effectively,exchange
information, and listen while working towards a common goal
Industry Professionals
There is great value in the experience and guidance from
professionals with expertise in different areas
Team Bonding
An enjoyable work environment and good people make having the
motivation to work and collaborate very simple
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Facade
Through collaboration, Subsidium produced a
custom façade system that best meets the
needs of the project.

Tri‐Generation System
To ensure and exceed the requirements defined by the owner,
Subsidium designed a redundant and reliable tri‐generation system
to heat, cool, and power the building.

Office Space Layout
A floor plan was recommended by the
design team, providing good view to the
Back Bay area optimal daylight harvesting
opportunity.

TLD/Cooling Tower
Subsidium worked to produce an
innovative and integrative tuned liquid
damper/cooling tower that condenses
two separate systems into one.
Plaza
The street level plaza serves as not only an
attraction to the buildings but also supports
emergency service responder vehicles and
equipment in the event of an emergency.
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Integration ∙ A – BIM-Ex Document
Subsidium BIM-Execution Document

Plan
Development of:
- BIM Goals
- BIM Uses
- Design Schedules

Design
- Information Exchanges
- Systems Design
- 3D Coordination
- Design Review
- Schedule Update
- Sustainability Viability

Construct

Operate

- Construction Documents
- Site Trouble Shooting

- "As Built" Drawings
- Systems Data Logs
- System/Building Models
- Operation and
Maintenance Manuals

Through the Use of the BIM Execution Document, the typical uses for a BIM document as well as how the
document will be utilized throughout the phases of the project. This was important to the team for the evaluation
of how not only the physical model would be developed but also, how the work was planned to achieve the team
goals.

The design team decided that Building Information Modelling would benefit the project in all four project
phases. The above chart details all of the uses for BIM from project planning to building turnover and
operation.

AEI3-2016 ∙ Integration

Link Back to Integration Exec.

Integration ∙ B – Interoperability
Interoperability

Key
Ultimate modelling interface
Supporting Programs

Plug-ins or additional resources
Direct Import/Export

Interoperability was an important point of
integration. The end goal during the design stage
was to be able to import all design into Revit.
Outlined in the graphic above is the design process
and how each program interacts with each other to
eventually be imported into Revit for 3D
coordination.

Indirect Import/Export
AEI3-2016 ∙ Integration

Link Back to Integration Exec.

Integration ∙ C – Last Planner System
Last Planner System
To fully take advantage of the
LPS, the team utilized the
process shown in to the right.
The theme of this lean tool is
to begin with the end in mine.
This is advantageous over
traditional design methods

Milestones
The end goals of the project
were determined to be the
milestones.
This included
design goals for individual
disciplines as well as integrated
decisions. To further see major
design goals please refer to
CM-106 for the design
schedule.
Image from “The Last Planner” by Alan Mossman

Phase Schedule
Pull planning was completed to identify the major tasks that led up to the milestone. These were written on sticky notes and
included the name of the task, the duration of the task and what was needed to complete the task. Each discipline required its own
color, an image of the pull planning end product can be seen in the image below. Identifying the constraints to the tasks allowed
for the team to be aware of what information was needed from the other disciplines. These tasks were then arranged in a
sequential order, starting at the milestone.

Lookahead Planning
Two week lookahead schedules were then made based on the task order, based on the pull planning. These lookahead schedules
included what tasks that would be worked on within the next two weeks and if measurable, the approximate percentage completed.
These were continuously updated each week. The benefits of looking into future tasks are that tasks can be made ready when they
are required to be done, and remove the uncertainty of the flow of time and information, which ultimately reduces the waste.

Weekly Work Plan
Weekly work plans were established in the weekly meeting held by the team. These weekly schedules identified the tasks that will
be done for the week and hold the disciplines accountable for the work they said that they will complete.

Percent Plan Complete
While some tasks it was easier to establish the
percentage of the task completed, it was not so easy for
others. Regardless of the holes in establishing the
percentage complete, the causes for the task not being
completed was identified in the weekly meetings. This
allowed for the team to find potential themes in not
being able to complete the work like lack of time or
information. This was identified by A3 documents.
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Integration ∙ D – Solar Studies
Photovoltaic Study

Utilizing NREL’s PVWatts® Calculator at pvwatts.nrel.gov,
the West façade was the only face deemed to benefit
from the integrated façade design. The South façade was
considered for this addition; however, after analysis, the
towering Prudential Tower would inhibit the usefulness
of the system on that façade.
Both thin film and standard (Polycrystalline) photovoltaic
panels were considered for each façade iteration. These
arrays were analyzed and the results can be seen in the
table below. Assumptions for the calculations include
$0.20/kWh for cost of utility power (annual average cost),
a fixed array type, 14% in system losses, a 251° azimuth
(building’s West façade), a 1.1 DC to AC ratio size, and a
96% in inverter efficiency.
After deliberation with the design team, iteration 3 with
standard photovoltaic panels was chosen to be part of
the façade design. Although it had a slightly slower
payback period, it provided the best cost savings after 25
years, which is the life span of the panel. Iteration 2 also
raised other concerns with the project team as discussed
in the integration report.

Roof Array with Standard PV Panels
Tilt of PV Panel
Area of PV Panel

10

(ft2)

7489.219
695.771

Area of PV Panel (m2)
PV Efficiency (%)

15%

DC System Size (kW)
Initial Cost of PV, Inverter, and Installation($)
Cost Energy Bought from the Utility ($)
AC Energy Generated (kWh/yr)
Federal Incentive Savings
Payback Time (yr)
Cost Savings After 25 Years ($)

104.366
$
$
$

$

344,406.59
23,750.20
118751
104,321.98
10.109
833,839.61

Photovoltaic Roof Array Calculation Results

In addition, one-third of the roof was allotted for an
array, and the calculation for this array can be seen in the
table on the right.

Photovoltaic Panel
Solera Glass
Electrochromic Glass
Spandrel Glass

Photovoltaic on Façade Iteration Comparison Analysis
Façade Iteration with Type of
Panel
Length of Façade (ft)
Height of PV Panel (ft)
Tilt of PV Panel
# of Stories (#)
2
Total Area of PV Panel (ft )
2
Total Area of PV Panel (m )
PV Efficiency (%)
*DC System Size (kW)
Initial Cost of PV Film and Installation($)
Cost Energy Bought from the Utility ($)
**AC Energy Generated (kWh/yr)
Federal Incentive Savings($)
Payback Period (yr)
Cost Savings After 25 Years ($)

Iteration #2
with Thin
Film
108.125
2.018
42
14
3055.427
283.858
10%
28.386
$ 93,673.26
$ 6,394.20
31971
$ 28,101.98
10.255
$ 94,283.72

Iteration #2
with
Standard
108.125
2.018
42
14
3055.427
283.858
15%
42.579
$ 140,509.89
$ 9,596.40
47982
$ 42,152.97
10.249
$ 141,553.08

Iteration #3
with Thin
Film
108.125
3.808
67
14
5764.188
535.510
10%
53.551
$ 176,718.43
$ 10,435.80
52179
$ 53,015.53
11.854
$ 137,192.10

Iteration #3
with
Standard
108.125
3.808
67
14
5764.188
535.510
15%
80.327
$ 265,077.64
$ 15,716.20
78581
$ 79,523.29
11.807
$ 207,350.65

*DC System Size (kW) = Array Area (m²) × 1 kW/m² × Module Efficiency (%)
**AC Energy Generated (kWh/yr) is calculated from NREL’s PVWatts® Calculator at pvwatts.nrel.gov
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Integration ∙ E – Solar Studies
Photovoltaic and Electrochromic System
The design team thought the direct use of DC power collected
from the photovoltaic panels on the façade would be ideal since
there are some losses associated between converting DC and AC
power. Many discussions led to possible applications, but
application in the form of powering electrochromic glass
became a front runner in the development of the façade system.
This choice came to light because both the photovoltaic (PV)
panels and the electrochromic glass are only applied to the West
façade. Formation of this system allows for smart control of the
glass because high levels of energy will only be produced by the
PV’s when the electrochromic glass needs to be tinted, which
both happen when solar gain is high. The process of this power
distribution can be seen depicted in the Façade photovoltaic DC
and AC distribution image on the right.
To further develop this, calculations for energy required to
power 14 levels of electrochromic glass on the West façade was
completed as it can be seen in the Electrochromic Glass Pwer
Calculation table below. Assumptions made include the
operation of the 2000 SF of electrochromic glass (SageGlass)
Façade photovoltaic DC and AC distribution
required approximately 60W. The annual energy required to
power all 14 stories is not high, and a customized panel on every
Straig ht
Slanted
other floor will be allotted to power two stories of Façade Tilt with Standard
electrochromic glass.
Height of PV Panel (ft)
3.500
3.808
Electrochromic Glass Power Needed
Tilt of PV Panel
90
67
Height of Smart Glass (ft) 5.5
Total Area of PV Panel (m2)
492.212
535.510
Length of Façade (ft) 108.13
*DC System Size (kW)
73.832
80.327
2
Area of Smart Glass (ft ) 594.69
Energy Bought from the Utility ($) $ 11,486.80 $ 15,716.20
**AC Energy Generated (kWh/yr)
57434
78581
Area of Smart Glass (m2 ) 55.248
Payback Period (yr)
14.848
11.807
Energy Required Per Floor (kWh/yr) 52.04
Cost Savings After 25 Years ($) $ 116,618.64 $ 207,350.65
Energy Required for 14 Stories (kWh/yr) 728.56
Electrochromic Glass Power Calculation

Façade Tilt Comparison
The Facade Tilt Comparison table
and the solar analysis indicate that,
by slanting the west facades, the
potential locations of PV panels
gain extra 33.3% solar irradiation
annually.
After analyzes performed using the
PVWatts Calculator, it was found
the slanted façade performs 26.9%
better in energy generation
annually and 43.8% better in
overall cost savings throughout the
lifespan of the panels than the
straight façade. This confirmed the
original hypothesis in changing the
angle of the façade.
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Integration ∙ F – Façade Cost Tracking
Façade Cost Tracking

Above is the facade design cost tracking
broken down into the different materials for
each facade iteration. The different façade
iterations were closely tracked in cost per
square foot. On the graph, the rise and
eventual fall of the cost of the façade can be
easily seen.
To the right each design
iteration and the square foot cost can be
seen. This detailed estimate is an example
how each division was tracked over the
design phases.
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Integration ∙ G – Façade Details
Façade Details
Window Washing Rig Information

Section cut of slab embed with reinforcement
location
Plan of façade to slab connection, note slotted holes
for horizontal adjustment

Typical top of slab connection for both façade types

Façade Cleaning System

Typical mullion connection at floors

AEI3-2016 ∙ Integration

The cleaning system for the façade will be a Tractel
Roofcar which allows for access to the North, East,
and West sides of the building. The roof car can
access much of the south façade, however, for the
portion of the façade below the mechanical roof
another means of access must be used. Davits will
be installed on the south edge of the mechanical
roof in order to reach the portion of the façade in
this area. A Tractel system makes cleaning and
maintenance of the custom façade just as simple
as a typical curtain wall system.

Link Back to Integration Exec.

Integration ∙ H – Trigeneration Economic Analysis
TRIGENERATION – ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
$/MMBtu

SPARK SPREAD ANALYSIS

$60.00
$50.00

$/kwh

Spark Spread Analysis

$0.250

Through research and analysis, Subsidium’s
Design Team was able to determine from the
U.S. Bureau of Labor statistics that the price
of electricity in comparison to the price of
piped natural gas in the Boston in 2014. The
spark spread analysis, which compares the
cost of natural gas and electric both in
$/MMBtu from that year, is shown above to
be very favorable for a CHP or Tri-generation
system. Due to this analysis performed early
in the design process, and the pursuit of an
energy efficient and resilient design,
Subsidium’s design team further pursued
the concept of a CHP or Tri-Generation
system.

$0.200

$40.00
$0.150
$30.00
$0.100
$20.00
$0.050

$10.00
$0.00
JAN

FEB
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MAY
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NATURAL GAS

SEP

$0.000
OCT

POWER

Future Trends of Natural Gas and Electric
Prices in Boston
Subsidium’s design team also analyzed
through the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics if
the prices from 2014 would be similar, worse
or better in the years to come. Through the
two graphs above, natural gas prices dropped
in Boston and the U. S. at large in 2015 while
electric prices stayed close to constant. If
these trends continue during the early years
of operation of the building, then paying of
the higher initial cost of a CHP or Trigeneration system is very viable. In fact, a
spark spread of over $12 dollars between
electric to natural gas prices in $/MMBtu is
normally considered to be an indicator for
further study of Combined Heat and Power or
Tri-Generation systems, which pales in
comparison to the average spark spread in
2014 of $47.43, furthering the success
possibility of CHP or Tri-generation.
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Integration ∙ I – Tri-Generation Redundancy
REDUNDANCY
Scenarios
Reciprocating
Engine
Fuel Cells
Boiler
Air Handling
Units
EQUIP. Fan Coils
Absorption
Chiller
Electric Chiller
Cooling Tower
Diesel
Generator
Lighting
Critical Power
Receptacles
OFFICE
General
Receptacles
Server
Lighting
RETAIL
Receptacles
ALL
Life Safety

No
Normal
No Gas Electricity/ No Utility
Op.
Steam
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

The chart above shows what portions of the building will be
serviced in the event of different utility failure events. It is
important to note that the standby electric chiller is sized
only to cool the office server and electrical rooms.
The map below depicts the area of service of the Veolia CHP
plant steam utility. This 110psi steam allows the building
heated hot water system to remain in operation during
natural gas service interruption.

BOYLSTON
SITE
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Integration ∙ J – Tuned Liquid Damper/Cooling Tower
TUNED LIQUID DAMPER / COOLING TOWER
For more information regarding the tuned liquid damper/cooling tower, refer to the Structural and
Mechanical Narrative Report.
Tuned Liquid Damper/Cooling Tower Location

Tuned Liquid Damper
A tuned liquid damper utilizes the wave motion of water
to counteract the lateral forces in the structure.

Cooling Tower
A cooling tower rejects heat from the HVAC system to the
surrounding environment by blowing air over a flow of
water broken up into small droplets in what is called fill.

Design Criteria for Tuned Liquid Damper/Cooling Tower
It was crucial for the water droplets to fall from the fill uniformly across the surface and for the condenser water to be drawn out of the bottom of the tank in a
laminar fashion. Furthermore, it was necessary to maintain the exact volume of water within the basin of water to operate as intended for structural purposes.
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Integration ∙ K – Tuned Liquid Damper
Tuned Liquid Damper-Structural Analysis
Principle of Tuned Liquid Damper
Damper before
wind excitation

TLD response to
wind. Liquid
moves opposite
direction of wind
because of the
fluid inertia from
gravity.

Baffles work to
damp the liquid
within the TLD.

Fluid continues
to move back and
forth, damping
the structure.

Wind excitation
complete.

AEI3-2016 ∙ Integration

The above charts show the
smoothness of the displacement
curve due to the effects of the
tuned liquid damper. The chart
below shows the percentage
reduction
of
shear
and
displacement.

D amper Results [%]
Base shear
45.76
reduction
Max story
50.88
disp. reduction
Link Back to Integration Exec.
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The Goal Alignment figure can be found above. It was created by assessing the owner defined program and extracting the
project challenges that needed to be overcome. Through these the design team further analyzed any obstacle that was not
explicitly defined as well as, the personal goals of the team thought served the best interest of the stakeholders. Once these
identified, the team then grouped these into the design team goals, which encompassed one or a few project challenges. The
goals were then filtered into all encompassing project themes which were recognized by the team early on. This chart allowed
for easy design decision and provided a basis for decision analysis. It provided to be a collaborative tool for the disciplines to
ease the integrative design decisions.

3

14,229 sf

To properly evaluate the solutions to the
project challenges, the team needed to
understand the stakeholders that they
would affect. The stakeholders for the
project are the owner, the future tenant
and the surrounding Back Bay area. The
Back Bay area encompasses the surround
offices, businesses, workers and
pedestrians. A Venn diagram was created
to signify the major stakeholders and their
shared challenges. With this diagram, the
team was able to stay cognizant of who
they are trying to appease.

888 BOYLSTON STREET

1

This was the first design decision making matrix first attempted by the group. While captured the project themes that
we wanted to obtain, did not incorporate all of the design hindrance. The weighted system provided a very narrow way
at looking at each design decision. Especially since not all decisions overcame all of the design goals. This was a
good start to trying to think about the project holistically and ultimately led to the goal alignment flow chart which was
better suited to the design team needs.

4

This design matrix demonstrated some of the highlights of the project and the project challenges they satisfy. These
are echoed in the individual reports, as well. Each obstacle was resolved with one or more design decisions to ensure
that the building accomplished all that it should.
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Plaza Design
The plaza was designed to give tenants and
pedestrians a space to relax and enjoy the
outside. With movable seating, tenants can
utilize the space for meetings and customize
the space to fit their needs.

Green Space
The green space was designed to give tenants another
outdoor space to enjoy fresh air and views of the Back
Bay area.

New Facade
The amount of solar gain was a topic of discussion
for the design team, primarily on the west facade.
The project team sloped the facade to provide
natural solar shading as well as utilizing
electrochromic glass to provide further shades
without disrupting the views. Photovoltaic panels
were also included on the facade to generate
power to operate the electrochromic glass. On the
east and south facade, a replica facade was
designed to look identical to the west but cut costs
by using spandrel instead of PV and clear glass
instead of electrochromic.
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BOSSTON, MA
P: 555-555-5555
WWW.SUBSIDIUMENGINEERING.EDU

888 BOYLSTON STREET

Mechanical Room Relocation
The mechanical room relocation allowed for
distribution duct work runs to be minimized and
allowed the structural members on the roof to be
downsized.
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Additional Square Footage
The north facade was extended out an additional 5'-0"
to allow for the owner to gain valuable rentable space
and give tenants more office square footage.
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Facade Designs
Facade A: Facade A is only utilized in the very center of
the north facade to allow the most daylighting to enter
the office spaces.

Unitized System
The facade system is designed to be constructed as a
unitized system. A unitized system, rather than a stick
built system, was chosen due to the complexity of the
facade system design. The unitized system eliminates
part of the steep learning curve and inconsistencies
possible by the unique facade design. The panel will be
constructed in 14 feet high by 5 feet wide units.

Facade B: Facade B is utilized everywhere else on the
north facade. This design allows for the same views as
Facade A while respecting the ASHRAE design
recommendation for the window/wall ratio.
Facade C: Facade C is located on the west facade, and
utilizes PV panels slanted up towards the sun and self
shading electrochromic glass to shade the spaces.

C
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The stack joint detail is a typical detail that allows all the
unitized facade panels to stack, or connect vertically.

Facade D: Facade D is located on the east and south
facade, and keeps the same shape as Facade C without
the use of electrochromic glass and PV panels to cut
cost without sacrificing the architecture.

A

Stack Joint Design

D

Facade Testing and Shipping

An off-site mock-up test will be conducted to ensure that the facade materials
can withstand all the necessary forces that will be placed on it. Only once the
facade is proven to withstand all necessary wind forces and water penetration
will the facade be shipped to the project site for installation.

The unitized facade panels will be built and transported as individual vessels. The
packaging design i essential to ensure that facade arrives in the same quality as it
was built. The facade will be delivered with the same Just-in-Time delivery
method to ensure the panels are on-site when they are needed.

On-Site Quality Control
Concerns
The construction team will have a few concerns
regarding an on-site quality control. The two main
concerns were confusion between the multiple facades
and the steep learning curve regarding the sloped
facade.
Mitigation of Concerns
Daily meetings would be held with the facade crews to
ensure that the daily installation plan was understood in
order to confirm the correct facades would be installed.
The construction team would combat the steep
learning curve with an on-site
visual mock up as well as facade
installation training for each
crew member. The on-site
visual mock-up will be
supervised by both the architect
and facade supplier to
guarantee quality installation.

Installation Process
Subsidium understands that the ability to manage the
flow of material and labor on site to successfully
execute the installation of the facade system. Field
installation sequence goes as follows:
(1) placement of embedded anchors
(2) Shake-out of facade units
(3) Hanging of units with crane (seen below)
(4) Interior trim and accessories
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3'-4" Clear Glass
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Rigid Insulation
Raised Floor
3'-4" Spandrel Glass

4.1

North Middle Facade Section

4.2

North Middle Facade Diagram
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Raised Floor
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The top left render shows the plaza area. The top right depicts the building
lobby. The interior office spaces can be seen in the bottom left and right,
with both the open and private office spaces.
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STRUCTURAL EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
For the 2016 AEI Student Design Competition, Subsidium worked to deliver a high quality, innovative mixed use building with Class
A office space, retail space and an outdoor plaza. The structural team collaborated with all disciplines to produce a structural
system that meets the needs of the project. Through integration, the team provided an innovative design approach to address the
challenges of this high performance building. Please see the diagram below for a brief introduction to the structural systems of 888
Boylston Street.
Tuned Liquid Damper/Cooling Tower:
• Works as a cooling tower and damping
system
• Reduces building acceleration response
during high wind
• Helps to improve occupant comfort
• Virtually maintenance free
Lateral System:
• 24 inch coupled shear wall
system
• Works with Tuned Liquid
Damper
• Maximum total drift: 6.5 inch
Gravity System:
• Composite steel frame
• 3¼ inch lightweight concrete
on 3 inch metal deck
• No interior columns
• Flexible floor plan
Trusses:
• Transfer loads at 4
different locations on
building
• Reduces need for deep
transfer beams
• Serves as architectural
feature

Composite Columns:
• Define entrance to retail
• Architectural feature
Plaza:
• 16 inch thick two way flat slab
• Serves as emergency responder
access to the building
• Attractive feature for public

Green Roof:
• Designed for 100 psf
live load
• Flexible for intensive or
extensive green roof
• Supports PV panel array

Facade:
• Aluminum framed
custom façade
• Blast and Hurricane
Resilient
• Sleek aesthetic

10th Floor Mechanical
Room:
• Smaller columns
sizes compared to
two level roof
penthouse
• Shorter mechanical
runs
• Lower crane lifts

Parking Garage:
• Concrete flat slab system
with drop panels
• Typical 20 inch square
columns
• 10 foot square x 4.25 inch
deep drop panels
Foundations:
• Existing mat slab inadequate for
building loads
• Drilled caisson foundation system
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design development to project turnover. The ability to
design an energy efficient building that promotes increased
foot traffic to the beautiful Back Bay area is essential. The
four themes that the project team will focus on throughout
the project delivery are: coexistence with surroundings,
sustainability and lifecycle, adaptability, and safety. Each
one of these project goals is defined below:
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1. Project Introduction
The Boylston Project is a proposed multi‐use facility in the
heart of the Back Bay area of Boston, Massachusetts. The
project site is located next to some of Boston’s most
prominent buildings, including the Prudential Tower to the
south, and the John B. Hynes Memorial Convention Center
to the west. One of the main entrances to the Shops at the
Prudential Center neighbors the project site to the
east. The new midrise is to consist of three levels of retail
beneath fourteen levels of office spaces. Two levels of
underground parking will be constructed to tie into a pre‐
existing parking garage for the Prudential Center and
Shops. Subsidium is committed to designing a building that
supports the goals of the occupants, owner, and the city of
Boston. Subsidium plans to accomplish all of their
stakeholders’ goals with an innovative facade system
coupled with a tri‐generation system that provides clean
and affordable energy to flexible spaces that fulfill all the
needs of the occupants.

2. Team Mission
At Subsidium, we strive to create and deliver optimal,
sustainable design solutions through an integrated,
multidisciplinary approach with a main focus on our client
needs

3. Project Scope/Goals
Subsidium strives to ensure that the challenges of the
owner and city of Boston are aligned with the design from
Team Registration Number: 03‐2016

The structural team goals are to design an efficient and
resilient system that supports the building, project, and
team goals by designing it to accommodate all possible
tenants of the facility. The structural team designed a cost
efficient and practical structural system while ensuring a
resilient, flexible, and quality design.

4. Building and Site
Prior to design, the Subsidium design team performed a
detailed site analysis of the buildings and surrounding
environment.
The footprint of the site at the plaza level is approximately
39,280 square feet of which a small area is located above
an underground portion of Interstate 90. Two levels of
underground parking connect to a multi‐level retail space
with a reconfigured entry to an existing retail and dining
center. Above the retail space are 13 office floors that will
support a range of future tenants. Highlighting the entrance
to the building at street level is a multi‐use plaza that serves
as an attractive gathering space for building occupants of
888 Boylston Street, neighboring buildings, and pedestrians
passing by.
Structural

Several of the existing site conditions pose specific issues to
the structural design team primarily in relation to the
coordination and integration with the construction
management team. For a more comprehensive list of site
challenges, please see Table 1.
Table 1: Site Challenges

Challenge

Site Challenges
Site Congestion
Impacts

Minimal Laydown area
Laydown area is on top of
newly constructed plaza

Construction Sequence
Plaza design, shoring
procedures

Interstate 90
Challenge

Impacts
Construction sequence; stabily
Highway cannot acquire
of structure during
any additional structure
construction
loads
Gravity system selection and
design
Poor Soils, High Water Table
Challenge
Impacts
Bearing capacity of soil
will not accomodate new
structural loads
High water table

Foundation system selection
and design
Dewatering essential for
construction and schedule of
new foundations

Existing under the site is a mat slab foundation, seen in
Figure 1, surrounded on 3 sides by existing slurry walls.
These together form the underground parking levels. Poor
quality soils beneath the mat slab combined with a high
water Table create challenges for the foundation system
design and the coordination of its construction. For more
information regarding foundation design, please see
Foundation Section on page 12 of this report.

Figure 1: 3D View of Parking Garage with Mat Slab Foundation

5. Codes and Standards
Subsidium’s structural team utilized various codes for the
design of 888 Boylston Street. The adopted building code
for Massachusetts is IBC 2009 which references ASCE 7‐05.
These were used as the baseline code and standard for the
structural system. The design was further evaluated against
the more recent standard ASCE 7‐10. The structural team
developed design loading for wind and seismic from ASCE
7‐10 which generated a more reliable design for greater
resiliency. Please see SD Structural ∙ A for a more in depth
analysis of code usage.
Prior to any design, Subsidium’s structural team determined
the construction type to be IA in accordance with IBC 2009.
This required the primary structural system to have a 3 hour
fire rating whereas the floor system is to have a 2 hour fire
rating. Such fire ratings can be seen in Table 2. This chart
was used to check elements within each occupancy (e.g. the
floor system on each office required a 2 hour fire rating).
Table 2: Fire Ratings from IBC 2009

Building Element (within occupancy)
Primary Structural Frame
Bearing Walls
Exterior
Interior
Nonbearing walls and partitions
Exterior
Nonbearing walls and partitions
Interior
Floor construction
Roof construction

Type I A [hours]
3
3
3
See IBC Table
602
0
2
1.5

6. Building Structure
Design of the gravity and lateral system took place
concurrently. The gravity system for office and retail of 888
Boylston Street is a composite steel frame with 3¼ inch
lightweight concrete on 3 inch metal deck. A two level
concrete flat slab parking garage sits beneath a 16 inch two
way street level plaza slab. A 24 inch thick concrete shear
wall in combination with a tuned liquid damper/cooing
tower combination core supports the building against
lateral forces.

7. Gravity System
7.1 Goals
Subsidium set criteria for a gravity system that would meet
the needs of 888 Boylston Street as well as all design
disciplines. Keeping in mind the project goals set forth by
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the team at the beginning of the project, as well as the
discipline goals. Please refer to Table 3 for an explanation
of the integrative gravity goal criteria.
Table 3: Gravity System Integrated Goals
D iscipline
Integ rat ive Gravit y Goa ls
Practical design
Meet serviceability requirements
Structure
Efficient floor layout
Lightweight
Cost efficient design
Construction
Optimal layout for construction
Maintain plenum space
Maintain space for raised floor system
Mechanical
Compliment glass selection within
façade
Maintain floor to ceiling height
Lighting/Electrical
Doesn't impede daylighting
Open office layout
Architecture
Maintain floor to ceiling height
Coexistence

7.2 Loads
The loads used to design the gravity system differed based
on the use of the space in the building. The office and retail
floors were designed to a 30 psf superimposed dead load
(to account for MEP, floor finishes, etc.) in addition to the
self‐weight of the slab and structure. An 80 psf live load was
used to design the office floors. This accounts for a 15 psf
partition load and 65 psf for the rest of the live load. This
provides for future tenant flexibility in the office space with
a higher live load than required by code. In order to
accommodate long term heavy storage for future tenants,
the structural design team designed the areas around the
core of the building with a 125 psf load for filing cabinets or
other heavy storage. Please see Figure 2 below for typical
floor plan loading diagram. Such loading allows for flexible
layouts for the future building tenants.

The parking garage was designed to a 30 psf superimposed
dead load in addition to the self‐weight of the structure and
a 40 psf live load which is typical for parking garages. The
plaza slab was designed to support the worst case loading –
an IBC defined 8000 lb point load at any location and a 250
psf distributed load. This allows for firetruck access to the
building after construction. During construction, temporary
shoring will be necessary to support any additional
construction loads from material and equipment that the
slab may see. The mechanical floor and penthouse were
designed to a 125 psf live load to support the large
equipment. For a more in depth breakdown of loading,
please see SD Structural ∙ A and B.

7.3 Design Progression
Throughout the various design stages of 888 Boylston
Street, the team altered designs to better achieve the
team’s goals. Please refer to Table 4 for how the design
changes better aided the team in reaching the goals.
Table 4: Design Changes

C ha ng e
10th Floor Mechcanical
Room
Lower office floor live load
Shifting column live D.3 out
5 feet
Switching to Light Weight
Concrete

B enefit
Sustainability
Sustainability
Cost efficiency
Adaptability
Sustainabiility

One major decision the design team made early in the
project was to increase the square footage in the office
spaces by moving column line D.3 out 5 feet. This change
worked to increase rentable floor area while helping to
offset the cost of the façade and other systems. Shifting the
column line D.3 out on the tower on the north façade by 5
feet would add 580 square feet of rentable space per office
floor of rentable space. Please refer to Figure 3 below for
orientation
of
shift.
New
D.3 ‐ Original

5’‐0”

N

Figure 3: Column Line Shift

Figure 2: Typical Office Floor Loading
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This shift also allowed for a truss to pick up the column
transfer on the fourth floor on the north façade. This
transfer truss helped to ensure architectural continuity
throughout the building and was more practical than a deep
transfer beam. Please see retail truss section and the
Integration Narrative for a more detailed description.

Structural

Another decision the team made was to move a mechanical
room to the 10th floor which required coordination
between all disciplines. Moving it lower meant designing an
entire floor between two levels of typical office for a higher
mechanical live load compared to the normal live load on
the floor. While this did require more consideration, it
reduced the weight of heavier members and equipment
that needed to be lifted to the top floor. Please see the
Integration Narrative for more information regarding the
decision making process.
Initially the structural team designed the floor system with
normal weight concrete. The team also analyzed the option
of using lightweight concrete composite deck slabs. While
lightweight is normally a more expensive alternative, the
reduced slab depth required actually meant that the
reduced volume of lightweight concrete cost less than the
larger volume of normal weight that would have been
necessary. Please see Section 7.5 Initial Design and
Optimization for further details regarding the switch to light
weight concrete.
Originally, the structural design team designed the office
gravity layout with a 100 psf live load over the entire floor
(15 psf for partitions) with the justification that this would
provide any future tenant with the loading flexibility
desired. The design worked, however, after a more in depth
review of standard industry practices, along with typical
tenant requirements, the design team determined that
designing for 80 psf (with 15 psf for partitions) would
provide a fully functional and practical design with
essentially no reduction in features or capabilities for the
owner or tenant. Thus, balancing adaptability and loading
flexibility with sustainability and economy thorough less
material usage. This design revision reduced the maximum
beam to an acceptable size of W27. The office space was
designed to an 80 psf live load with the exception of the two
specific locations around the core where tenants have the
ability to place long term storage. Please see the
comprehensive load table on SD Structural ∙ A.

7.4 Alternate Systems Evaluation
Gravity and lateral system selection took place
concurrently. When selecting a gravity system for 888
Boylston Street, the structural team designed various
systems and selected the system that best met the goals for
the team using the team goals as well as the gravity system
criteria for all design disciplines referenced previously in
Table 3. The system that met the most goals, a composite
steel structure, was chosen as the optimal system for 888
Boylston Street. Please see Table 5 for a list of systems
evaluated and pros and cons for each.
Team Registration Number: 03‐2016

Table 5: Alternate Gravity System Evaluation
Alternate Systems Evaluation
Concrete
Pro
Con
Span required deep beams
Ease of Construction
Columns interfere with flexible
layout
Post Tensioned Concrete
Pro
Con
Long span lengths
Too many slab openings
Deflection and vibration
Knockout Slabs
Construction cost
control
Composite Steel
Pro
Con
Long spans
Long cantilever spans
Complicated phasing
Long procurement time
Minimal interior columns
Ease of construction

Goal Met
none

Goal Met
none

Goal Met
Adaptabilty
Coexistence
Sustainabilty

The team compared the
design of a typical floor using
concrete vs composite steel.
As shown in Figure 4, an all
concrete system required
more interior and perimeter
columns to achieve the
desired floor to floor height
which abandons the project
Figure 4: Additional Columns
team goal of an open floor
for Concrete Design
plan. In addition, the weight
saved by using a composite steel system is approximately
36% for a typical office floor as compared to a concrete
system. This addition of weight over the entirety of the
structure would translate to a 20% increase in the seismic
forces on the building. Therefore, in an effort to maintain
an open floor plan as well as keep seismic weight low, a
concrete system was deemed unfeasible.

7.5 Initial Design and Optimization
In order to achieve a 2 hour fire rating for the floor system,
a 3VLI composite metal deck with 3.25 inches of light weight
topping was used compared to the 4.5 inches of normal
weight to acquire the same fire rating. Using lightweight
concrete allowed for reduced member sizes, thinner slab
depth, and overall reduced floor system cost. The total steel
weight was reduced by 23.7% and this, coupled with the
reduced quantity and cost of the concrete slab, translated
to a total gravity system savings of 12% on the initial
building estimate. For more information regarding the
benefits of switching to light weight concrete, please see
Construction Narrative for concrete cost details. Please see
SD Structural ∙ C for steel weight comparison.
Once the basic code information was determined, the
structural team began the initial layout and design. In the
Structural

early stages of the project, the design team tried to
maintain the grid system inherent to the architecture. This
layout provided for ideal column locations in the parking
garage levels, allowing for smooth traffic flow while also
maintaining the number of parking spaces. Due to the
multiple uses of the building, the structural team designed
the structure in stages mainly based on occupancy type.
This created three major design phases for the team: Office,
Retail, and Garage/Plaza. This division of space also was also
important for distinguishing fire‐resistance ratings between
occupancies. Table 6 shows the rating requirements given
by IBC that were adhered to during the structural design;
namely to separate the parking garage, retail/lobby, and
office spaces. For example, to separate the parking garage
(S‐1), from the retail space (M), the worst case of the two
occupancy group fire‐resistance ratings was chosen; 3
hours. These ratings only apply between occupancies.
Table 6: Fire Rating per IBC 2009 Occupancy Type

Occupa ncy Group

Fire‐Resista nce
Ra ting [hours]
4
3

H‐1, H‐2
F‐1, H‐3, S‐1
A, B, E, F‐2, H‐4, H‐5, I,
2
M, R, S‐2
U
1
After an analysis of the parking garage grid layout, the
structural designers began placing columns for the typical
office floor. Then, the team moved to the retail spaces and
lobby, using column locations from the office above and the
garage below to avoid as many large transfer beams as
possible. As the team stepped through the design process,
areas were optimized for the changing layouts.
Office Floor Plan: Working with the goals of adaptability
and sustainability, the structural team started by placing
columns in locations to minimize disruptions for an open
floor layout. Beams were then framed to minimize member
quantities, cantilever lengths, and the number of interior
columns which led to a few different layouts. The structural
design team used RAM Structural System to analyze and
design the gravity system with hand calculation verification.
Over the course of design, a the structural team developed
several interations for floor plan framing, the process of
which is explained below.
Minimized Cantilever Layout: At first, the team attempted
to limit the cantilevers on the building perimeter in order to
reduce the beam sizes as can be seen in Figure 5(a). The
design worked, however, the columns added at the corners
would require additional columns in the garage levels,
meaning a reconfiguration of the garage and the possible
Team Registration Number: 03‐2016

loss of parking spaces. After a discussion with all team
members, it was decided that the additional columns also
interfered with the view from the interior as well as the
flexibility of the layout of the spaces. For these reasons, the
design team decided against adding columns to eliminate
cantilevers which created the next layout concept.
Orthogonal Layout: The structural team attempted to keep
the beam and girder layout orthogonal to avoid angled
connections which are more complicated and costly. When
laying out the beams and girders orthogonally for the
typical office layout, two specific areas drew excess
amounts of load resulting in large W30 members. This
framing pattern also required many pieces that changed
directions often, creating an unnecessary number of
members and complicated deck layouts. Figure 5(b) depicts
the combination of the orthogonal layout along with a few
select cantilever locations.
Final Layout: The structural design team developed a
diagonal framing pattern that solved several of the issues
created by other options. Angled girders at the inside
corners of the office floor plan was the best method for
maintaining reasonable member sizes as well as minimizing
the overall number of pieces and simplifying deck layout.
Both of these benefits help with constructability, economy,
and efficiency of the structure. The ability to cantilever a
few more areas in this plan also helped to open up they
layout and eliminate restrictions to the views out of the
building. The diagonal framing members along with all of
the cantilevered sections can be seen in Figure 5(c). For
beam design hand calculations please see SD Structural ∙ C.
The long spans on the north side of the floor plan made
camber criteria an important issue. These spans initially
were 58 feet long and were eventually increased to 63 feet
in the extension of the office floor plan. The team therefore
set specific camber requirements based on AISC’s Steelwise
“Specifying Camber” (Downey 2006).
The following camber criteria was used:
• Beams were cambered for 80% of wet concrete
deflection
• Minimum camber set to ¾”
• ¼” camber increments
The following configurations were not cambered:
• Beams under 24 feet
• Spandrel beams
• Beams with cantilevers
• Beams shallower than 14 inches

Structural

Parking Garage: The distance between the top of the
existing mat slab and the top of plaza slab left 19 feet total
for the two underground parking levels. This was split in half
for two 9’6” floor‐to‐floor height levels, the bottom located
on the existing mat slab. In order to not encroach on this
depth, a flat slab system was chosen for the parking garage.
Drop panels were added to increase the punching shear
capacity and flexural resistance around the columns. See
Drawing S‐103 of typical column and drop panel
configuration along with typical garage section. The parking
level was designed for the typical parking garage live load
of 40 psf. The system was constructed and analyzed in Etabs
and verified using hand calculations. The parking level slab
is 12 inches thick with typical reinforcing pattern of #8 @ 6
inch on center in positive moment regions and #7 @ 6 inch
on center in negative moment regions for the column strips.
Typical drop panel dimensions are 10 feet x 10 feet x 4 ¼
inch thick. See SD Structural ∙ D for detailed calculations.

These requirements assure that beams are ideal for the
cambering process, constructability, and coordination.
Along with camber, the design team set deflection
limitations. The sizing of beams was subject to deflection
limits set at L/360 of the span length for the gravity beams
under live load and L/240 for total load. Other serviceability
limits, such as construction loading and vibrations, were
checked and designed for.
To better accommodate the flexibility of the space for
future tenants, knockout slabs were incorporated in the
design of all office floors to provide for future stairs and
were located in the same bay on each floor. These areas
were framed to allow the removal of the slab without
detriment to the integrity of the structure. This will allow a
tenant with multiple floors to interconnect these work
spaces. Please see Drawing S‐105 for location of knockout
slab.

Street Level Plaza and Retail: At the street level there are
two primary load areas: the plaza space and the retail area
enclosed by the building. In Figure 6 the loading scheme for
the street level can be seen.

Retail Floor Plans: The team then moved to framing the
retail gravity layout. Framing the retail spaces required
more coordination with the architecture of those areas as
the floor plan changes from level to level and they serve as
the transition between the office tower and parking garage.

Plaza: 250
f

N

After laying out column locations on the three levels of
retail, the team laid out the beam framing in much of the
same way as the office floors. While most of the framing
could be derived from the office levels, other areas were
more challenging and unique. Drawing S‐104 illustrates two
of the areas that required more attention to detail: the
atrium space and the two‐level sloping columns.

Retail: 100
Figure 6: Loading Scheme for Street Level

(b)

(a)

N

(c)

N

N

Figure 5: Changing floor plans throughout course of project
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While both the retail and plaza space could be designed to
the code required 100 psf for their occupancy, the team saw
some issues that could arise from that. During construction,
the plaza level would be used for material delivery and
laydown. After construction is complete the plaza would
serve as emergency responder access to the building in the
event of a fire or other disaster. This means that over its life
the structure could experience heavy vehicle loading. So,
while construction loads could be shored, the team decided
that the plaza needed to be designed to support heavy
vehicle loads.

7.6 Roof
The roof system is separated into two parts as illustrated in
Figure 7. The green roof area is of a similar construction to
the typical office floors. It is a composite 3 inch metal deck
with 3.25 inches of lightweight concrete topping. This space
was designed for a 30 psf superimposed dead load plus the
structure weight. This load accounts for the typical roof
components, MEP, roof finishes, etc. A 100 psf live load was
chosen for this area to accommodate the addition of a
green roof, an add alternate for the owner. The roof of the
mechanical penthouse is non‐composite steel framing with
a 3 inch metal roof decking, insulation, and the proper
weatherproofing layers. It was designed for 30 psf dead
load plus self‐weight. The roof was designed for the
controlling roof snow load of 25.2 psf over the minimum IBC
roof live load of 20 psf.
Green roof
Mech. roof

Figure 7: Roof Loading Diagram

7.7 Trusses
An essential aspect of the gravity system was the design of
four transfer trusses throughout the building. It was
important to keep in mind the goal for
Level 4:
sustainability, desire for an efficient
South/West
design,
and
architectural
Transfer Truss
considerations when designing and
Level 4: North
optimizing the trusses. Please see
Transfer Truss
Figure 8 for location of trusses on
Level 3: East
floor layout. Aside from the actual
Transfer Truss N
strength design of the trusses, there
Figure 8: Transfer
were
several
other
design
Truss Locations
considerations that had to be
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addressed by both the structural team and the rest of the
design team.
The constructability of the trusses was the first concern.
The team knew these elements would likely be composed
of large and heavy members. Connections would also be a
complication in terms of fabrication. For these reasons, the
design team considered both off‐site and on‐site assembly.
The second major consideration with the trusses was a
serviceability concern. The deflection of the truss was
examined under dead load alone for the selected design
and the vertical deflections were insignificant for
consideration in the constructing the rest of the building.
Designing the trusses was achieved using two software
programs. RAM Structural System was used to find the load
from the columns above entering the trusses. Design of the
trusses was performed through SAP2000 with hand
calculation verifications.
Level 4: South/West Transfer Trusses:
In order to cantilever the tower over the Interstate, two
transfer trusses were designed to carry all of the load from
above the highway back into the building and down into the
foundations.
The design team discussed supporting all of the load from
the top down with a truss or trusses on one of the upper
floors. It was decided that, due to constructability issues,
the truss at the fourth level would be the optimum design
solution. A truss at higher levels would require a large
second crane to be brought on site. This extra crane and its
associated costs would only be necessary to lift the truss(es)
adding additional cost for little benefit. The addition of a
truss at the top level also obstructs the views in the office
on the top floor which are typically the most desirable
spaces.
Level 3: East Transfer Truss
On the east side of the building, at the first and second
levels where the retail columns meets the office columns,
there is a transfer. In order to maintain architectural
consistency with the level 4 south/west transfer as well as
use the most efficient design, the team decided to use a
truss to transfer the large column point loads.
Level 4: North Transfer Truss
On the Boylston Street elevation, another transfer occurs
on the 4th level in the transition between office and retail
floors. To maintain a consistent aesthetic, the structural
team discussed with the rest of the project team the idea of
Structural

using a truss to transfer the loads from the office space to
the large columns at the front of the building. Doing so
added architectural consistency throughout all the
elevations of the building and also allowed the team to use
smaller exterior columns at the street entrance to the
building. Please see Figure 9 for architectural impact of
truss.

8.0 Lateral System
8.1 Goals
At the same time that the gravity system was being
optimized, preliminary lateral models were built to get
rough order of magnitudes for the comparison of systems.
The results were verified through a MWFRS and ELF
Procedure for wind and seismic respectively. See SD
Structural ∙ B for sample of these analyses.
Beginning lateral system design, it was important to
examine the overall project goals along with the specific
discipline goals. Subsidium was then able to determine how
the lateral system would specifically address these goals.
See Table 7 for the integrative lateral goal criteria.
Table 7: Integrative Lateral Goals

Figure 9: Truss on North Facade

D iscipline

Design methodology and criteria can be found in SD
Structural ∙ E. All truss sizes can be found on Drawing S‐107.
Structure

7.8 Connection Design
The structural team designed typical
connections for the gravity members. A
shear tab was selected for beam to girder
connections because it allows for more
fabrication and preparation in the shop
thus decreasing field labor and
construction cost. This idea helps to
Figure 10: Typical
increase the efficiency of construction
Shear Tab Connection which in turn drives the project goal of
sustainability. Please refer to Figure 10 for connection
detail.
The connection was designed to meet AISC
recommendations. For specific loading, design, and hand
calculations see Drawing S‐105.

7.9 Gravity System Summary
Through coordination and collaboration with the entire
design team, the structural team was able to work
efficiently to design a gravity system that met the goals for
the project. The final desing offered a constructible,
efficient, and practical design that best met the project
challenges.
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Construction
Mechanical
Lighting/Electrical
Architecture

Integ ra tive La tera l Goa ls
Building resiliency
Immediate occupancy
Practical design, ease of construction
Façade protection
No impact on floor space
Cost efficient design
Resiliency with constructability
Minimal schedule impact
Resilient design
Mimimal clash issues
Minimal clash issues
Not to obstruct views or impact façade
Façade protection (drift limitations)
Not detrimental to architecture or views

8.2 Loads
While generally in the northeast
coast seismic is not a controlling
consideration, both wind and
seismic loads were evaluated to
determine their overall impact on
the design. The inadequate soils
beneath the site make a seismic
check necessary and initial analysis
indicates that a reduced seismic
Figure 11: Shear wall
core
weight is critical to ensure that
seismic forces do not control. A refined analysis showed
that, with the selected gravity system, wind controlled for
the overall story forces. Certain criteria had to be set for
which to compare the performance of the LFRS. The drift of
the building would have a direct impact on the resiliency,
immediate occupancy, and feasibility of the custom façade
system. To address this the structural team adopted the
horizontal drift limitation of H/400 of the building height for
total building drift and the same H/400 of the story height
Structural

for interstory drift allowances. This is a historically accepted
value and was chosen for initial design because of its
success in the past. This value also restricts both the overall
and interstory drift much more than the seismic limitations
set by ASCE 7‐05 and 7‐10. The design team opted to design
for the more stringent values in order to produce a more
resilient, reliable, and occupant focused design. Table 8
notes the more restrictive preliminary drift limits.
Table 8: Wind Drift Limitations

Level Heig ht [ft ] D rift
Office
14
Retail
16.5
Roof
20
Total
298

Limit [in]
0.42
0.50
0.60
8.94

decision matrix also
helped the team to Table 9: Drifts associated with wall
thicknesses
reevaluate the goals.
Wa ll
Ma x
Ma x
This led to the
Thickness
D
rift
X
D
rift Y
understanding that
[in]
[in]
[in]
the system had to
22
6.34
8.37
control drift and have
24
5.82
7.75
a minimal impact on
the floor plan, façade,
26
5.38
7.22
architecture,
and
28
5.01
6.80
constructability.
An initial model indicated that in order to control drift, the
sizes for a braced frame core would be excessively large. An
option to expand the core and effectively increase its
moment of inertia is illustrated in Figure 12(b).

8.2.1 Wind
A wind loading analysis was completed using ASCE 7‐05 and
ASCE 7‐10. The building was designed to the ASCE 7‐10
values because it generated a more reliable and resilient
design. This assumption is supported through a proposed
rating system developed by a nationally recognized
structural engineering firm that confirms the use of 100
year MRI to achieve a level of “Very High”in a buildings
quality and durability. The maximum wind pressure on the
walls is 38 psf at the roof level. Please see SD Structural ∙ B
for a more detailed explanation of wind load calculations
and suggested building serviceability quality levels.

8.2.2

Seismic

An initial seismic evaluation was done using the Equivalent
Lateral Force (ELF) Procedure of ASCE 7‐05 and the Seismic
Design Criteria prescribed in the Geotechnical Report (see
SD Structural ∙B). The building was then reanalyzed using
ASCE 7‐10.

8.3 Alternate Systems/System Evaluation
After completing the wind and seismic evaluations, the
structural team had to determine exactly which systems
would be best suited for this particular combination of site
and soil along with best meeting project requirements.
Several different options were evaluated. The figure on SD
Structural ∙ G summarizes the different systems that were
taken into consideration. This figure became a comparative
matrix that functioned as a method of rating each system
as it pertained to the project goals along with those
developed by the team. Thus, it highlights the reasons
certain systems were ultimately eliminated.
The team examined the overall geometry of the building
and the constraints that would impact the design of the
lateral system. The development and continued use of the
Team Registration Number: 03‐2016

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: (a) Shear Wall Core Location, (b) Potential Braced Frame
Core Location

Expanding the core would require braces to be added in
more locations around the core area which would cause
major coordination issues with the architectural layout of
the floor plan. This, coupled with the importance placed on
maintaining the smallest core possible, eliminated the
concept of a braced frame core.
Braced frames at the perimeter would have negative
impacts on the views and, thus, were not favorable for
marketability given the requirement of Class A office space.
Since the façade angles, it would also create odd and
unusable space between the frames and the façade.
As noted, perimeter moment frames were also considered.
They were ultimately ruled out because of the higher cost
required to provide equivalent stiffness as a braced frame
or concrete shear wall. While moment frames would help
keep the façade and core areas open for MEP coordination,
they would require large and expensive members and
connections which would most likely require a large
amount of field welding.
Another lateral model was created, this time to analyze a
concrete shear wall core. Initial results indicated that the
shear wall provided several benefits over a braced frame
Structural

core. Even with the smaller effective core area illustrated in
Figure 12(a), reasonable drift values, close to the limit of
H/400, were still achieved. These preliminary values can be
seen in Table 9 below with the respective wall type.
All of these considerations coupled with its increased ability
to control drift while maintaining a practical core size led to
the conclusion that a concrete core would better suit the
team goals.

Table 10: Drifts for varying wall thicknesses

Wa ll
Thickness

22"
24"

8.4 Design and Optimization
The design team chose to locate the shear walls around the
elevator core as it is the center of the building. This allows
for the center of rigidity and mass to remain towards the
center of the building which reduces the torsional affects
from eccentricity. Initially the structural team was designing
the shear walls with 4000 psi concrete. Through a
discussion with the construction management team and
further research into typical shear wall construction, the
design team decided to investigate the use of 6000 psi
concrete. An optimization analysis was completed in which
the structural team ran different combinations of shear wall
thickness and concrete strength. The results from these
trials can be seen in Table 10. Comparison of the values
obtained led the team to the decision that a 24 inch thick,
6000 psi concrete shear wall met the required limits. As the
figure shows, the overall building drifts were easily
achieved with the maximum being 6.49 inches (less than
the limit of 8.94 inches), however, the interstory drift ended
up controlling the design. The selected walls maximum
interstory drift is 0.41 inches compared to the limit of 0.42
inches.
After the preliminary analysis was, the lateral system was
re‐evaluated against the goals and criteria established by
the team. Here, several design revisions came about to
better address the requirements that had to be satisfied
along with a continued effort to achieve the best
interdisciplinary support possible. Please see Table 11 for

26"
28"

f'c [psi]

Ma x
D rift X
[in]

Ma x
D rift Y
[in]

Ma x
Interstory [in]
(for Office
Levels)

4000
6000
4000
6000
4000
6000
4000
6000

6.34
5.21
5.82
4.78
5.38
4.42
5.01
4.11

8.37
7.01
7.75
6.49
7.22
6.04
6.80
5.65

0.54
0.45
0.50
0.41
0.46
0.38
0.43
0.36

design revisions. The most notable of these revisions is the
Tuned Liquid Damper/Cooling Tower combination that the
team developed (referred to as a TLD). While the initial
concept of a damper in a building of this size is not
something typical, the team decided that the lateral system
design was the first step in designing for resiliency and
reliability. This idea took on a whole new light when the
concept of combining the damping system with a cooling
tower surfaced. If the damper could be used to help control
the movement of the building and there was still a need for
a cooling tower on the roof, the team was determined to
integrate these two systems and prove their effectiveness.
An extensive amount of
preliminary
research
was preformed to
better understand the
behavior
and
capabilities of a TLD. A
TLD is very effective at
Figure 13: Tuned Liquid
reducing the vibration
Damper/Cooling Tower
of a building in everyday
circumstances to improve occupant comfort. There have
been many studies performed to validate the success of a

Table 13: Design Revisions
D esig n Revisions
Slosh Damper
Other Disciplines Benefit

Structural Benefit
Reduction in drift
Less structural damage
Occupant comfort

Reduced fan power require
Less lifts to top floor
Integrates cooling tower, more efficient use of roof space
Mechanical Room Shift
Other Disciplines Benefit

Structural Benefit
3% Column size reduction
Reduced seismic weight

Less fan power, duct sizing, and shaft size
Shorter lifts for heavy equipment
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Challenge

Goal Met

Would require extra testing to fully design
interaction of components

Challenge

Adaptability
Sustainability

Goal Met

Extra load/increased beam size above office
floor

Structural

Adaptability
Sustainability

TLD under these every day occurrences. A concept of the
TLD/Cooling Tower Combination can be seen on the
previous page in Figure 13.
The damper analysis was performed in Etabs and
preliminary tank sizing was done by hand calculations. The
shear walls, gravity columns, and diaphragm were modeled
and additional mass loads were applied to best represent
the building and its responses. A time history analysis was
completed using the ELCENTRO ground motion plot to
serve as a baseline for comparison. An earthquake ground
motion plot was used to provide a means of quantifying the
damping that could be provided. The time history was run
with 0% damping of the structure. This gave the team a
baseline for the buildings response to this ground motion
plot. Through research and consultation with industry
professionals, the structural team determined that the
optimal range for a TLD is up to 4% damping. This means
that the best combinations for damper effectiveness and
constructability envelope its capabilities from 0 – 4%
damping. Once the two analysis were complete, the overall
reduction in base shear and maximum displacements were
compared. The results confirmed that the addition of a TLD
will minimize any motion issues, increasing occupant
comfort, and provide a more reliable, resilient design under
everyday circumstance and in the event of a major storm.
Please see SD Structural ∙G and H.
Normally, a TLD would have to undergo thorough testing to
determine and confirm the initial design properties. Due to
the integrated nature of a TLD/Cooling Tower combination,
further testing is necessary to ensure to it behaves as
intended. A scale model will be built to determine the
damping properties and their relationship to the needs of
the cooling tower. This will allow for design modifications
to take place.
The TLD/Cooling tower not only performs well for the
structural capabilities of the building but its constructability
also lends itself as a benefit. The damper portion is simply a
concrete basin poured on the roof with a custom cooling
tower attached on the top. Please see Constrution
Management Narrative for more details.
The cooling tower is an essential element in the
performance of the mechanical systems in a building. This
means that the cooling tower would be necessary even
without the TLD portion. Combining these two elements
not only saves space on the roof area, but it also reduces
the risk of damage to the cooling towere in the event of a
storm. Refer to the Mechanical Narrative for more details.
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As noted in Section 7.3, the design team decided to move a
level of the mechanical space to the 10th floor. This would
have benefits to both mechanical and the LFRS for the
structural team. Structurally, more of the weight would be
moved from the roof down toward the center of the
building. This reduced column sizes by 3% and also slightly
reduced the seismic forces which in turn reduced the
overturning moment of the building. This also decreased
fan power and shaft space needed to ventilate office spaces
thus reducing energy and material costs. Please see the
Mechanical Narrative for more information regarding the
benefits of moving the mechanical room.
The construction team also benefits through the reduced
number of heavy lifts that would be required to the roof
level. Please see the Construction Management Narrative
for an analysis of construction and site conditions with the
lowered mechanical floor.

8.5 Coupling Beams
An incredibly important component that contributes to the
performance of the shear wall core is the analysis and
design of the coupling beams. These function to tie two
separate walls together so that they act with one another,
increasing the capacity of the core. For constructability
purposes the coupling beams are subject to several
geometric restrictions. They can only be as thick as the walls
to which they attach, in this case 24 inches. They also need
to be of similar material type, thus 6000 psi. Their depth is
restricted by the floor‐to‐floor height of the building as they
cannot impede in the head room in the transition between
the core and the office space. With a 14 foot floor‐to‐floor
and 9 ½ foot floor to ceiling clearance the coupling beams
could range from 4 ½ feet deep down to the minimum
depth required to transfer the necessary forces. The
structural team coordinated with the rest of the design
team to get a better idea of the problems a deep beam
could pose in this area of the core. The conclusion that a 4
foot deep coupling beam would not impede lighting,
mechanical, or any other services out of the core allowed
the structural team to achieve the maximum section in
order to help ensure a coupled action between the shear
wall sections. Thus the chosen coupling beam section is 24
inches thick x 48 inches deep and 10 feet long. For a more
in depth analysis and reinforcement design of the coupling
beams, please see SD Structural ∙ G.

8.6.1 Lateral System Summary
By setting concise goals and collaborating with the design
team, the structural team was able to design an innovative
approach to the lateral system. The development of the
Structural

lateral system went beyond a typical design methodology
to develop something that not only met and exceeded the
project challenges, but did so through an integrated,
innovative, and collaborative means.

9.0 Foundation System Design
Existing under the site is a 3 foot thick mat slab foundation.
This slab sits on several layers of soil which are outlined in
Haley & Aldrich, Inc.’s Report on Subsurface Conditions and
Foundation Design Recommendations. The overall results
from this report can be seen on Drawing S‐103. The
information provided in the report along with a verification
of the total building weight proved that the soil conditions
supporting existing mat slab could not accommodate the
addition of the building on top. While a soil bearing capacity
was not provided, the soil type was and from this the design
team was able to determine a bearing capacity based on the
code allowance. All of the soil types below the mat slab and
above the bed rock can be classified by the Unified Soil
Classification System (USCS) as either SP, GM, CH, or ML.
Table 12: Foundation Pressures per IBC 2009

Allowa ble Foundat ion Pressure
Type
Allowable Pressure [psf]
SP, GM
2000
CH, ML
1500

A review of the local building codes is shown in Table 12
which lists allowable bearing pressures per the soil
classification. Based on these values the structural team
was able to prove that the mat slab would be insufficient to
support the new building loads. The design team concluded
that drilled caissons would be the best approach. The
caissons would only be used to support those columns with
total loads exceeding 1000 kip. Columns with less load can
be supported directly on the mat slab.
Table 13: Enveloped Caisson
Dimensions

The variation in column loads
at the mat slab level produced
Va ria ble Ra ng e [ft]
a wide variety of optimal
Diameter (Φ) 2' 6" ‐ 5' 0" designs for the drilled
Height (h)
3' 6" ‐ 6' 6" caissons. This design range
was enveloped and the results can be seen in Table 13.
Figure 14 shows a schematic of a typical caisson. Sample
calculations for enveloping the caisson sizes can be found
on SD Structural ∙ E.
The major challenge developed from the use of deep
foundations comes through the penetration of the mat
slab. The water table in this area fluctuates between
elevation ‐3.8 and 2.7 while the top of the mat slab sits
between elevation 2.6 and 2.7. This means that dewatering
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will be essential in the process of drilling and constructing
the caissons. This will be addressed with a wellpoint
dewatering system which can be installed and made
functional in a short period of time. This will ensure that the
drilled caissons are installed and capable of supporting the
structure above to ensure the construction schedule.

10.0 Building Enclosure Design
Subsidium’s structural team worked closely with the design
team to develop a custom, high performance façade
system. At the beginning of the project, the team set goals
for the façade’s performance based on the project goals,
overall team goals, and the structural design team’s goals.
See Table 14 for the integrative façade goals.
Subsidium began a schematic design of the structural
system for the façade. Prior to moving further along in
design, Subsidium will work with Benson Industries to
produce a more complete design of the custom façade
system. Having the contractor involved early in design
facilitates a more constructible, practical, and project
specific goal, however, it does lock the project team to a
façade contractor very early in the process.
Benson will work ensure
the façade system meets
the necessary schedule,
cost, and constructability
requirements for the
project.
Subsidium
created
a
custom, unitized exterior
cladding system that meets thermal performance as well as
impact resistance requirements in accordance with ASTM
1886 and 1996, which specify standard test methods for
missile and wind borne debris impact.
Figure 30: Top of Slab Connection

Table 14: Integrative Facade Goals
D iscipline

Int eg ra tive Fa ca de Goa ls
Resiliency , no sustained damage from disaster
Structure
Efficient design and construction, constructible
Sleek design, not bulky to obstruct views and materials
Constructible, cost efficient design
Construction
Minimal schedule impact
Supports material choices
Mechanical
No negative impacts on mechanical systems
Sleek design not to impede views
Lighting/Electrical
Supports daylighting necessities
Architecturally interesting but not excessive
Architecture
Functional design

A typical façade can either be designed as a stick built
system or a unitized system. The design team decided to go
Structural

with a unitized curtain wall system for many reasons some
of which are:
• created and glazed in factory, sent to site
• faster installation
• large volume of panels required
• high performance requirements
Figure 29 illustrates the
units that will be
prefabricated and hung
to form the façade.
Typical units are 5 feet
wide and span from
floor‐to‐floor. The frame
consists of aluminum
mullions that connect to
the top of the slab as
shown in Figure 30. The
connection is comprised
of an embed channel
seated in the top of the
Figure 29: Custom Facade System
slab with an angle that
connects the mullions the embed. The angle gives flexibility
with slotted holes to account for both vertical and
horizontal tolerances. More details on the façade
connection can be see on Drawing S‐108.
Assembly of the façade prior to its arrival on the site
provides a major benefit in that it can be tested for thermal,
water, and air penetration to ensure it functions as
designed.

11.0 Conclusion
Subsidium’s structural design team worked to create an
integrative and innovative approach to the design of 888
Boylston Street. Through collaboration between structural
partners as well as other design disciplines, Subsidium’s
structural team produced an innovative structural system
that meets the goals of the project. Please refer to Table 15
to see how each design approach met the team goals.
Each structural component of 888 Boylston Street was
designed to ensure a quality, resilient structure. Please see
the diagram on the next page for a comprehensive systems
summary for the building structure.
Table 15: Concluding Goal Summary

Goal
Coexistence

Sustainability

Adaptability

Safety
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Design Approach
Plaza: Flexible space that supports desire to
draw foot traffic to building
Gravity System: Use of lightweight concrete
reduced structure weight
Lateral System: Combination of tuned liquid
damper and cooling tower allowed for more
economic use of floor plan
Gravity System: Minimal interior columns allow
for flexibility for furture tenants
Lateral System: Tuned Liquid Damper provides
reliability in a wind or seismic event
Façade: Custom façade designed for hurricane
and blast impact provides resiliency and
minimal damage in a disaster
Transfer Trusses: Integration of structural
deisgn and construction sequence help to
ensuer job site safety
Integration: Working with the construction
management team to ensure proper structural
sequencing

Structural

Tuned Liquid Damper/Cooling Tower:
• Innovative, integrative combination of
a TLD and Cooling tower
• Improves occupant comfort, improves
resiliency and reliability for everyday
occurences as well as major events

Roof:
• Designed to support PV panels
used to generate energy for the
building
• Ability to support the addition of a
green roof

Lateral System:
• 24 inch thick concrete walls
• 48 inch deep link beams
• Works in combination with TLD,
controls major drift of building
• Designed for major storm event

Custom Facade:
• Preliminary components designed
to ensure resiliency and reliability
• Further design will be performed in
conjuction with Benson Industries
to ensure façade performance

Gravity System
• Composite steel system, 3.25 inch
lightweight concrete topping on 3
inch metal deck
• Designed for loading flexibility
with higher than code live loads

Transfer Trusses:
• Used to cantilever Interstate – 90, transfer
new columns to align with existing,
• Help carry the additional square footage
increase

Composite Columns:
• Composite columns to provide a
more economical section than
either plain steel or concrete

Foundation System:
• Drilled caissons 150 feet to bedrock
• Support building loads too great for mat
slab
• Drilled with slurry to avoid soil failure

Plaza:
• Flexible loading design to
support emergency vehicles
as well as provide a public
gathering space for the Back
Bay area
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Garage System:
• Two‐way flat slab system with drop
panels
• Efficient for bay sizes in the garage
area
• Capable of effectively supporting
increased loads on plaza

Structural

Structural ∙ A – Lessons Learned, Code Analysis, Software, Loads
TRUSSES
Loads

Throughout the design of 888 Boylston Street, the structural team learned a variety of lessons that can be taken to and
applied in both professional and personal life. Below are listed some of the main highlights the structural team took away
from the team experience of the project.
• Structural design
This project allowed the structural team to use the knowledge gained in the classroom and apply it to a
comprehensive, real world design project. The structural partners expanded their knowledge in
everything from steel and concrete design to damping systems (concepts not covered in the classroom)
and façade design. The practical limits of design for a building of this scale were an important learning
experience.

Design

GRAVITY

Loads

Loads

Design

• Power of software/dangers
Software can really speed up the design and iteration processes, however, the most important aspect is
understanding the parameters, inputs, outputs, and processes of a program. Without an understanding
of the fundamentals behind a software along with its response to inputs, the program is useless.
• Design process, iterations, timing, schedule and interaction between disciplines
With a strict timeline and large project, design schedules are very important to the functionality of the
team. It is quite easy to get hung up on one component of the process. This can have negative
consequences for the entire team and the ability to exchange the necessary information in the
appropriate amount of time. It is very helpful to understand the level of detail needed in the information
from another discipline team, in order to get them the critical info without going into excessive amounts
of detail.
• Team Interaction, work/schedule timing between members/team (s)
Finding common times to work/collaborate can be difficult. It is important to keep track of where people
are and when they will be available. It is also crucial to have an overall team schedule which can be
developed from a discipline specific schedule. This helps everyone understand where other team
members are in their process and when information can be made available.
• Industry professionals
As young engineers in training, it is crucial to get guidance from professionals with experience in
different areas. There is a distinct difference between the academic setting and the real world.
Interaction with industry professionals helps to ensure that the standard methods of practice are utilized
to emulate a realistic design process and report/presentation. The experience and knowledge that can be
garnered from these professionals will be invaluable to a successful engineering career.
• Relaxing, team bonding, FUN
Subsidium would not have been the same without this aspect of the team. Although hard work is vital,
finding time to take a break and clear your mind is just as important. This is even more beneficial to the
dynamic of the team. As friendships grew within the team outside of the project, interaction and
collaboration between team members became second nature. An enjoyable work environment and good
people made having the motivation to work and collaborate very simple.

LATERAL

Masses

Designs

PARKING GARAGE

FACADE

CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAMS

Dead Loads

Software
Please see Drawing S‐102 for a breakdown of software usage
• Autodesk Revit 2016
• Autodesk AutoCAD 2016
• RAM Elements
• RAM Structural System
• ETABS 2015
• Google Sketchup
• SAP2000 Version 16
• spSlab
• spColumn

Loca tion

Office Space

Type

Notes

Office Buildings

2

whole floor for 50 lb/ft plus
partitions; minimum partion
load of 15 lb/ft

Assembly

80

Ceiling

100
2

American Concrete Institute (ACI). “Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete and Commentary.” ACI Standard 318‐11. (2011).
American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC). Steel Construction Manual. 14th Edition. (2011).
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). “Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures.” ASCE/SEI Standard 7‐05. (2005).
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). “Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures.” ASCE/SEI Standard 7‐10. (2010).
International Code Council (ICC). International Building Code. International Code Council, Falls Church, VA (2009).

Stairways

Plaza

Stores;Retail

Retail

5

MEP

10

100

Uniform load determined
through other approved
Sidewalks, vehicular methods may be considered
200 (or 8000 lb
driveways and yards, where appropriate;
point load)
subject to trucking concentrated wheel load

40

46
2
5
5
10

Will be determined based on
slab thickness

‐
10
5
10
10

35
Framing
Glass

Total

No underfloor air distribution

Finish Floor
Lighting
MEP
Misc

Total

Façade [plf]

2

Identical to Office Spce

68
Slab

Garage/Plaza

Stairs and Exits

Garages (Passenger
vehicles only)

2

Raised floor system; light,
medium, heavy, and extra heavy 6 ‐ 11
grade

Lighting

Total

100

2

lb/ft to account for
unknown layout/future
occupants

shall be applied on a 4.5 in
area
Garage

Ceiling

75

2

Above 75 lb/ft ; will use 100

•
•
•
•
•

46

Deck/slab
Ceiling
Finish Floor
Lighting
MEP

2

Code Analysis

Deck/slab

For 2 hr required fire rating,
unprotected deck, required
t=3.25in for Lightweight
composite concrete metal deck;
Vulcraft 3VLI19 or Approved
Equivalent

Total

First Level 100 lb/ft , Levels
Retail

Va lue
[psf]

Value [psf]

For flexibility and unknown
corridor placement, design
Office Space

Notes

Finish Floor

Live Loads
Loca tion

Type

Assume 10 psf
Spandrel, electrochromic, regular

140
70

Photovoltaic

5.4ft x 3.26 ft panels; 45 lb/panel
(20 panels across floor)

10

Misc

Other materials, finishes, etc.

10

250

AEI3‐2016 ∙ Structural

Link Back to Structural Exec.

Structural ∙ B – Lateral Loads
Wind Loads

Story
Story
Story
Moment
Force [k] Shea r [k]
[k‐ft]
Roof
111.6
111.6 31471.2
MEP
188.2
299.8 49305.8
Level 18
152.7
452.5 37872.6
Level 17
150.4
602.9 35203.9
Level 16
149.2
752.1 32820.5
Level 15
147.7
899.8 30420.4
Level 14
146.2
1046.0 28062.7
Level 13
144.6
1190.6 25747.3
Level 12
142.6
1333.2 23391.6
Level 11
140.4
1473.6 21054.6
Mech Floor
138.3
1612.0 18815.3
Level 9
136.1
1748.0 16601.8
Level 8
133.3
1881.3 14397.3
Level 7
130.8
2012.1 12294.1
Level 6
127.5
2139.6 10201.0
Level 5
123.5
2263.1
8149.7
Level 4
140.2
2403.3
6869.0
Level 3
132.2
2535.5
4361.4
Level 2
60.4
2595.9
0.0
Base Shear [k]
2596.0
Overturning Moment [ft‐k] 407040.2
La bel

Bost on Wind Loading
Reference Standard
ASCE 7‐05
Risk Category
III
V, Basic Wind Speed
112mph*
0.85
K d, Wind Directionality Factor
I, Importance Factor
1.15
Exposure Category
B
K z, Velocity Pressure Coefficient
1
K zt, Topographic Factor
G, Gust Effect Factor
0.85
Enclosure Classification
Enclosed
0.18
Gcpi, Internal Pressure Coeffecient
Cp, External Pressure Coefficent
Windward
0.8
Leeward
‐0.5
Side Wall
‐0.7
Max Windward Pressure
29 psf
Leeward Design Pressure
.‐12.3 psf
Side Wall Design Pressure
.‐17.3 psf
* 1.07 factor for 100 year MRI

ASCE 7‐10
III
140mph
0.85
1
B
1.33
1
0.85
Enclosed
0.18
0.8
‐0.5
‐0.7
38 psf
.‐24 psf
.‐22.6 psf

Suggested Building Serviceability Quality Levels under Wind
Loads
B uilding Qua lity Servicea bilit y
C omment
a nd D ura bility
Wind Loa d
Building defined by
Stakeholders desire for a
Minimum
10 yr. MRI
minimum standard level of
quality and durability at least
cost
Building defined by
Stakeholders desire for a
Moderate
25 yr. MRI
typical or mid‐level standard
level of quality and durability
Building defined by
Stakeholders desire for a high
High
50 yr. MRI
level standard level of quality
and durability
Building defined by
Stakeholders desire for a very
Very High
100 yr. MRI
high level standard level of
quality and durability

Winds were calculated in accordance to both ASCE
7‐05 and ASCE 7‐10. Given the 100 year MRI
requirement for the building, the ASCE7‐05 wind
speed required a multiplier to accommodate for
the 100 year MRI since the maps are for a 50 year
MRI wind. ASCE 7‐10 wind speeds did not require a
multiplier as they are for a 1700 year MRI wind.
Story Forces were determined using the ASCE 7‐10
values since the pressures were greater than the
pressures form ASCE 7‐05 – designing the building
to the more stringent code.

Leeward

Windward
38.6 psf

24.1 psf

17.0 psf
C omponents and C ladding
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone 4
Zone 5
Roof (psf) Roof (psf) Roof (psf) Wall (psf) Wall (psf)
‐93.6671 ‐147.022 ‐200.376 ‐64.02558 ‐117.38

Base Shear [2600 k]

Overturning Moment [407040 ft‐k]

Wind Loading Diagram

Seismic Loads
D esing Pa ra meters
SDC, Seismic Design Category
Ss , smapped MCE response acceleration at short periods
S1, smapped MCE response acceleration at 1 sec period
Fa, short‐period site coefficient
Fv, long‐period site coefficient
SMS, response acceleration at short periods adjusted for site class
SM1 , response acceleration at 1 sec period adjusted for site class
SDS, design response acceleration at short periods, adjusted
SD1 , design response acceleration at 1 sec period, adjusted
TL, long‐period transition period
Ts , SD1/SDS
I e, importance factor
From ELFP
Cs , seismic response coefficient

Value
D
0.29g
0.068g
1.60
2.40
0.464g
0.1632g
0.309g
0.109g
6.0 sec
0.352 sec
1.25
0.0279

Cs is the coefficient determined through ELFP and used to find the building
base shear which is then distributed based on story mass. This gives the
distribution of story forces, shears and moments.

Label
Roof
MEP
Level 18
Level 17
Level 16
Level 15
Level 14
Level 13
Level 12
Level 11
Mech Floor
Level 9
Level 8
Level 7
Level 6
Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2

St ory
Story
Story
St ory
Weig ht
Force [k] Shear [k] Moment [k]
[k]
1430
77.92
77.92
21982.71
3138
158.86
236.78
41640.54
2983
142.92
379.69
35461.13
2987
135.03
514.73
31614.90
2987
126.96
641.69
27946.99
2993
119.13
760.82
24555.82
2993
111.04
871.86
21333.44
2998
103.13
974.99
18370.21
2998
95.03
1070.01
15596.03
3009
87.25
1157.26
13098.03
3023
79.48
1236.74
10819.35
3015
71.11
1307.85
8684.30
3015
62.96
1370.81
6807.35
3021
54.92
1425.73
5169.54
3021
46.75
1472.48
3746.09
3083
39.37
1511.85
2603.02
3082
29.46
1541.31
1458.39
2668
17.01
1558.32
561.17
3849
12.27
1570.58
202.39
Base Shear [k]
1570.58
Overturning Moment [k‐ft]

158.9 kip

Seismic loads were calculated in accordance with ASCE 7‐05 and
ASCE 7‐10. Both yielded similar results. The Story Forces,
Shears, and Moments are a function of the building mass and as
such were determined based on the guidelines set forth in the
ASCE standard.
• All dead loads above the base
• 25% of floor live load in areas used for storage
• Actual partition weight or 10 psf, whichever is greater,
where provisions for partitions are required
• Total operating weight of permanent equipment
• 20% of flat roof snow load, Pf, where in exceedance of 30 psf
• Weight of landscaping and other materials at roof gardens
and similar areas

17 kip

Base Shear [1600k]

Overturning Moment [291651ft‐k]

Seismic Loading Diagram

291651.39
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Structural ∙ C – Gravity System
For a complete design summary, see
Drawing pages S‐104 – S‐106

Composite Beam Design

Composite Deck Design

Composite Beam Design Check
Calculations are shown for the
long span beam on a typical office
floor. Calculations are similar for
retail and mechanical floors.

Deck Summary with bulleted list of the shit we used
• 3 inch deck with 3.25 inch composite
Lightweight topping
• 19 gauge decking
• 2‐hr fire rating (with 3.25 inch thickness,
compared to 4.5 inches of normal weight for 2‐
hr rating
• 13 feet ‐ 6 inch max un‐shored clear span
• Superimposed load capacity: At 10 feet beam
spacing, 168 psf; at 7 feet ‐ 6 inches >250 psf

Beams [lb]
3271549
Beams
4190763

Column Design

Weig ht C ompa rison
Lightweight
Columns [lb]
Slab [PSF]
985089.5
46
Normalweight
Columns
Slab
1387853
75
Total Savings [lb of steel]
1321977.5

Steel savings from switching to light weight concrete

beff

t

3D model of a typical bay on north side of building
d
Column Design Summary
• Shapes limited to W14 for constructability
• Spot checked with hand calculations
• Columns spliced every two floors
Column interaction output from RAM Structural System • Special columns designed separately (see
Composite Column Design section)

PNA

Cs

Ts

Composite beam design stress diagram
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Structural ∙ D – Gravity System
• Designed in accordance with Chapter I of the AISC
Steel Construction Manual
• Steel sections were designed to carry 75% of their
total load, assuming concrete would reach 75% of its
strength (as specified by Section I3.1b) before 75% of
the load is on the structure
• Retail Truss Column – W14x370encased in 36 inch
square concrete column
• Garage Column – W14x342 encased in 36 inch
square concrete column

Plaza and Parking Garage
Please refer to Drawing S‐103 for floor plan

Genera l Input
d [in]
14
b [in]
12
f'c [ksi]
4
fy [ksi]
60
Φ
0.9
Mu [k‐ft]
Mn [k‐ft]
a [in]

Typical composite column
section

2

As req. [in ]

92.2
102.4
2.35
1.60

Plaza Design Methodology
• Concrete flat slab system with
drop panels
• Designed for worst case of 250
psf or 8000 lb point load; this
allows for access of emergency
vehicles over the lifetime of
the building
• Construction loads will be
shored (space will function as a
laydown area)

Plaza slab design input

3D image of building entrance with plaza and transfer truss highlighted

3D image of parking levels with mat slab foundation
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Structural ∙ E – Gravity System
Column Loads
Truss Design Methodology
Trusses were modeled in SAP 2000. Loading values were
extracted from RAM Structural System using the loading that the
truss would experience from Level 4 and Level 5 framing as
shown in the figures below.

Level 5

Deflection limitations for the truss were set to L/360. Top and
bottom chord member sizes were limited to 30 inches deep
while web members were limited to 14 inches deep.
The same process was used to design all transfer trusses.

Level 4
Level 4: South/West Transfer Truss

Level 4: North
Transfer Truss

Transfer to Exterior Composite columns
N
Level 3: East Transfer Truss

Foundations Design
Existing Mat
Sab: 3’ thick

Caisson

Truss loading diagram based on column and framing loads

Maximum Caisson Size

Deflected shape

Criteria was established in the
geotechnical report as follows:
• End bearing of caissons limited
to 50% of total load
• Allowable end bearing: 100 ksf
• Allowable skin friction: 14.4 ksf
• Any column supporting less
than 1000 kip of load does not
require deep foundation
Weathered
Bedrock (1’‐5’)
Competent
Bedrock

Stress ratios for design
Minimum Caisson Size
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Damping System

Structural ∙ F – Lateral System

Damping Ratio: 4%
Base Shear Reduction: 50%
Max Story Displacement Reduction: 42%

Coupled Shear Wall Core
Wall thickness: 24 inches
Reinforcement: Horizontal – #7 bar (each side)
Vertical ‐ #7 bar (each side)
Link Beams: 24”x48”
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Structural ∙ G – Lateral System

A

Alt ernat e Systems Eva lua tion
Braced Frame Core
Pro
Con
Special consideration for
Coordination with other
eccentric braced frames in Y
systems
direction
Steel floor
Complicated connections
Reduced seismic weight

(7) #8 bars
bundled
Height
[ft]
14.00
16.50
20.00
298.00

Level
Office
Retail
Roof
Total
Wa ll
Thickness

f'c [psi]
4000
6000
4000
6000
4000
6000
4000
6000

22
24
26
28

D rift Limit
[in]
0.42
0.50
0.60
8.94

A

Ma x D rift Ma x D rift
X [in]
Y [in]
6.34
5.21
5.82
4.78
5.38
4.42
5.01
4.11

8.37
7.01
7.75
6.49
7.22
6.04
6.80
5.65

Ma x Int erstory
[in] (for Office
Levels)
0.54
0.45
0.50
0.41
0.46
0.38
0.43
0.36

Effect of shear wall deflection on the forces in
a coupling beam (MacGregor and Wight 2012).

Pro
Control of excessive drift
Reduction of lateral
damage

(7) #8 bars
each diagonal

(3) #8 bars
top and bottom,
typical

Pro
Efficient drift reduction

24 inch cracked (6000 psi)

Story Label

Wind X
Max

Wind Y
Max

Roof
Mechanical Penthouse
Level 18
Level 17
Level 16
Level 15
Level 14
Level 13
Level 12
Level 11
Mechanical Level
Level 9
Level 8
Level 7
Level 6
Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Street Level
Green Mezz (Parking 2)
Green Level

4.78
4.39
4.11
3.83
3.55
3.27
3.00
2.72
2.45
2.18
1.91
1.66
1.41
1.18
0.96
0.76
0.62
0.32
0.15
0.00
0.02
0.00

6.49
6.15
5.90
5.61
5.31
4.99
4.64
4.28
3.90
3.51
3.11
2.70
2.29
1.88
1.49
1.14
0.81
0.52
0.24
0.00
0.02
0.00
MAX

Interstory Drift
X
Y
0.39
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.27
0.27
0.26
0.26
0.25
0.23
0.22
0.20
0.14
0.30
0.16
0.15
‐0.02
0.02
0.00

0.34
0.26
0.28
0.30
0.32
0.34
0.36
0.38
0.39
0.40
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.39
0.35
0.33
0.29
0.28
0.24
‐0.02
0.02
0.00

0.39

0.41

Section A‐A

Pro
Shear Wall Reinforcement
(shown in Figure on previous page)

Keeps core area failry
unobstructed
Reduced seismic weight

Pro
Reduced seismic weight
Keeps core and façade
unobstructed
Pro
Ease of construction,
contractor familiarity
Efficient, cost effective
Minimization of lateral
damage
Ease of construction

Outrigger with belt truss
Con
Large truss members on
upper levels Gutrigger
connections could obstruct
floor plan
Mega Bracing
Con
Obstruction of views with
large bracing members
Complex connections
Increased material costs
Perimeter Braced
Con
Obstruction of views with
large bracing members
Complex connections
No easy coordination at
façade
Perimeter Moment
Con
Not efficient
Uneconomical member sizes
to control drift
Concrete Shear Wall
Con

Solid section for core,
possible integration issues

Goal Met

None

Goal Met
Adaptability

Goal Met
Adaptability

Goal Met

None

Goal Met
None

Goal Met
Adaptabilty
Coexistence
Sustainabilty
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Structural ∙ H – Tuned Liquid Damper/Cooling Tower
For more information regarding the damping system, please see Drawings S109
For information regarding the cooling tower properties of the TLD, please see MEP report

Typically, a designer would
modify f11 and f22 properties
(with a 0.35 factor) in a
Stiffness Modifier menu to
account for concrete cracking.

Principle of Tuned Liquid Damper

After research and consultation
with a design professional, a more
accurate method of cracking the
shear wall core was used. A 25%
reduction to the modulus of
elasticity (E) was found to yield
more realistic behavior.

Link beams were modeled to match the
thickness of the shear wall in each trial. They
were designed at 48 inches deep. An
uncracked concrete type was used for the
material type.

Cracking of the link beams
was accounted for in the
Properties Modifier menu. A
0.35 factor was applied to
the I33 value.

Damper before
wind excitation

TLD response to wind.
Liquid moves opposite
direction of wind
because of the fluid
inertia from gravity.

Baffles work to damp the
liquid within the TLD.

Fluid continues to move
back and forth, damping the
structure.

Acceleration Value Plot ‐ ELCENTRO

To the right can be seen the Maximum Story Displacement
results pulled from Etabs. The numerical values are not the
most important piece of this visual. What really matters is the
relative reduction in drift amounts along with the noticeable
smoothing of the displacement curve by adding just 4%
damping (the value assumed for the TLD).
Wind excitation
complete.

Below are listed the damper results in percentage reduction.
Initial damper properties are given, however, it must be noted
that these values are only preliminary and must be determined
fully through testing.

D a mper Result s [%]
Base shear
50
reduction
Max story
42
disp. reduction

Initia l D a mper Propert ies
Length [ft]
2.91
Depth of Water [in]
1.40
h/L
0.04
Frequency [cyc/sec]
0.33
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Structural ∙ I – Facade

WINDOW WASHING RIG INFORMATION

Section cut of slab embed with reinforcement
location
Plan of façade to slab connection, note slotted holes
for horizontal adjustment

Typical top of slab connection for both façade types

Façade Cleaning System

Typical mullion connection at floors

The cleaning system for the façade will be a Tractel
Roofcar which allows for access to the North, East,
and West sides of the building. The roof car can
access much of the south façade, however, for the
portion of the façade below the mechanical roof
another means of access must be used. Davits will
be installed on the south edge of the mechanical
roof in order to reach the portion of the façade in
this area. A Tractel system makes cleaning and
maintenance of the custom façade just as simple
as a typical curtain wall system.
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Lateral System
A 24 inch concrete shear wall core serves as the
lateral system for 888 Boylston Street. In
combination with a tuned liquid damper, the
lateral system provides adequate support in
servicing the building during a 100 year event.

Gravity System
Composite steel framing with 3.25
inches of lightweight concrete on 3
inch metal deck serves as the gravity
system for the retail and office
spaces.

Composite Columns
For select areas, it was
more economical to design
the columns as composite
sections. The size of the
columns could be
optimized through the
composite action of the
materials.

Link Back to
Structural
Exec.

Roof
The roof system was designed in two parts, the
upper mechanical roof portion and the lower
main roof. The main roof was designed to
accommodate a green roof that is listed as an
add alternate for the owner. this means the roof
can support an extensive or intensive green roof
along with the PV panels provided by the project
team.

SUBSIDIUM ENGINEERING, INC.
1 BOSSTON STREET, SUITE 100
BOSSTON, MA
P: 555-555-5555
WWW.SUBSIDIUMENGINEERING.EDU

Custom Facade
The preliminary design of the facade was
completed by Subsidium. Prior to a more
detailed design, the project team will
collaborate with Benson Industries to
develop construction level documents.
Benson is able to ensure that the facade
meets the project schedule, cost, and
constructibility required.

888 BOYLSTON STREET

Tuned Liquid Damper/Cooling Tower Combination
An innovative and integrative combination of systems,
the tuned liquid damper/cooling tower system not only
increases daily occupant comfort and provides
resiliency in a wind or seismic event but also serves as
the cooling tower for the building.

Transfer Truss
Several trusses were necessary to transfer loads at
different areas of the building. Truss designs were
optimized to limit bracing members to W14 shapes
along with keeping chord members as small as
possible. This aided in the constructibility and
economy of the truss design.

Foundation System
Under the newly constructed
parking garage is an existing mat
slab foundation. Due to
inadequate soils beneath the
slab, select columns were
required to be supported on
deep foundations. A drilled
caisson system was chosen that
delves 150 feet to suitable
bedrock. Caisson diameters
range from 2 1/2 feet to 5 feet.

TRUE
NORTH

KEYPLAN

Plaza
A flexible plaza space serves as a attraction for
passing pedestrians along with the occupants of
the building. The plaza slab, a 16 inch two way
flat slab with drop panels, was design to support
emergency responder vehicles.

Garage System
The garage system consists of concrete
columns, typically 20 inches square with a
12 inch slab. Each column has a 10 foot
square drop panel to increase two-way
shear capacity and flexural strength at the
columns.
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SOFTWARE USEAGE

Gravity loads from the levels supported by
transfer trusses were output from RAM.
Trusses were designed and optimized in SAP.
SUBSIDIUM ENGINEERING, INC.
1 BOSSTON STREET, SUITE 100
BOSSTON, MA
P: 555-555-5555
WWW.SUBSIDIUMENGINEERING.EDU

Gravity design output was exported from
RAM, spSlab and Column, and SAP to
be post-processed in Excel for use in
Etabs for lateral analysis.

RAM Structural System
was used to model the
gravity system for the
office and retail spaces.

Etabs was used to model the lateral system
and approximate the effects of a tuned liquid
damper. All mass and geometry was
accounted for through outputs that were put
into Excel from RAM Structural System,
SAP2000, spSlab and spColumn.

Revit was used as the central modeling
tool for the project team. The structural
model was input into Revit from RAM
Structural System using an ISM
Repository. Structural components not in
the RAM model such as the trusses were
modeled in place within Revit.

888 BOYLSTON STREET

Wind and Seismic loads were generated
in Excel files which were then transferred
into Etabs.

Gravity loads from the superstructure
were input from RAM while the
garage itself was modeled and
designed in spSlab and spColumn.
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MAT SLAB AND PARKING GARAGE

EXISTING MAT SLAB

Ø

Columns supported
on mat slab

888 BOYLSTON STREET

8'-5"

DROP PANEL

Columns requiring
deep foundations

TYPICAL GARAGE COLUMN WITH DROP PANEL
STREET LEVEL

7'-8"

WEATHERED
BEDROCK

h

COMPETENT
BEDROCK

PARKING LEVEL

TYPICAL DEEP FOUNDATION
TRUE
NORTH

Variable Range [ft]
Diameter (Φ) 2' 6" - 5' 0"
Height (h)
3' 6" - 6' 6"

KEYPLAN

MAT SLAB
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RETAIL
LEVELS

E.9

W24x55

W16x26

W16x26

W8x10

W8x10

W16x31

W16x26

W16x26

W12x16

W14x22

W16x26

W16x26

W10x12

W16x26

W30x116

30.9

W12x19

W24x76

31.1

W27x84

W16x26

W8x10

30.5

31.4

W27x84

33.9

W16x26
W16x26

7x
W2

W12x14

W21x44

84

W21x62

W24x76

W24x76

W18x35

W18x35

W18x35

W18x35

34.8

W18x35

W16x26

W14x22

W30x116

W18x35

W18x35

W18x35

W16x31
W40x503
W16x26

32.4

32.9

TRUE
NORTH

W12x14
W12x14

KEYPLAN

33.4

W10x12
W8x10 W8x10

W10x12

W18x35

W33x118

W24x68

W21x44

W18x35

W18x35

33.4

W24x76

W18x35

W16x31

W27x84

W30x130

W8x10

W18x40

W30x99

W16x26

34.1

W16x26

W27x84

W8x10

W30x90
W24x68

W21x50

W8x10

W18x40

W18x35

W12x19
W8x24

W16x26

W14x22

W8x10

W8x10 W8x10

W12x19

W27x84

W8x10

W18x60

W8x10

W16x31

W36x135

W12x19

W16x31

32.4

W21x44

W33x130

W30x99

W12x19

W24x55

29.8

31.9

32.9

W18x35

Atrium Space

W16x26

W24x68

W18x35
W16x26

W33x118

W21x44

W12x16

W18x40

W24x76

W24x76

W27x84

W24x55

W24x55

W21x50
W30x90

W24x68
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MECHANICAL EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Subsidium’s Mechanical team goals are to design an optimal
building by reducing the building load, selecting and optimizing
sustainable systems, and utilizing reclaimed energy while providing
occupant comfort. With these goals in mind, the design team
achieved energy savings of 80% compared to the ASHRAE 90.12007 baseline through the following design:

HEAT REJECTION
Tuned Liquid Damper/Custom
Cooling Tower design innovatively
combined a structural element for
resilient heat rejection
Waste and Domestic Hot Water
Heat Rejection was used to reduce
cooling tower fan usage

TRI-GENERATION
Reciprocating Engine Generator
Set used to produce heat and
power following building thermal
loads while Fuel Cells efficiently
produce power to produce the
remaining
electrical
demand
resulting in a high Primary Fuel
Utilization Efficiency

ENVELOPE
Envelope designed to reduce the
amount of solar heat gain during
the summer reducing peak cooling
load
Solar Wall harnessed winter solar
radiation to preheat ventilation air
in winter

Redundancy in Design allowed for a
fully operable building in the event
of either electric or natural gas
utility service interruption with
Diesel Generator Backup in the
event of a full utility failure

OFFICE DESIGN

RETAIL DESIGN
VAV Reheat Air Handling Unit allowed
to condition sensible and latent load of
the large space

REDUCE DEMAND LOAD
Transformer Vault Room was
cooled by utilizing the turnpike
ventilation air
Lighting Load was reduced to
50% of ASHRAE Standard 90.12013 in the office space to
lower internal load
Fan and Pump Power were
reduced by relocating the main
Mechanical Room to the 10th
level

LOBBY DESIGN
Radiant Heating Slabs
sensibly conditioned at
occupant level in the
double story space
Variable Air Volume
(VAV) provided cooling
and ventilation through
column diffusers

Team Registration Number: 03-2016

Raised Floor Air Distribution
flexibility allowed for easy
future tenant layout
reconfiguration

RETAIL DESIGN
VAV Reheat Air Handling
Unit responded to the
sensible and latent loads
of the densely occupied
space

Dedicated Outdoor Air System
provided ventilation while Radiant
Panels sensibly conditioned the
space

Mechanical
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multidisciplinary approach with a main focus on the client
needs.

3. Project Scope/Themes
Subsidium strives to ensure that the goals of the owner
and the city of Boston are aligned with the design
throughout the duration of the design development during
project turnover. The ability to design an energy efficient
building that promotes increased foot traffic to the
beautiful Back Bay area is essential. The four themes that
the project team will focus on throughout the total project
delivery are: coexistence , sustainability, adaptability, and
safety.

8. System Choices
9. Optimization and Energy Reclamation
10. Fire Protection
11. Acoustics
12. LEED Points
13. Add Alternatives
14. Conclusion

1. Project Introduction
The Boylston project is a proposed multi-use facility in the
heart of the Back Bay area of Boston, Massachusetts. The
project site is located next to some of Boston’s most
prominent buildings, including the Prudential Tower to the
south, and the John B. Hynes Memorial Convention Center
to the west. One of the main entrances to the Shops at
the Prudential Tower neighbors the project site to the
east. The new mid-rise is to consist of three levels of retail
space beneath fourteen levels of office spaces. Two levels
of underground parking will be constructed to tie into a
pre-existing parking garage for the Prudential Tower and
Shops. Subsidium is committed to designing a building
that supports the goals of the occupants, owner, and the
city of Boston. Subsidium plans to accomplish all of their
stakeholders’ goals with an innovative façade system
coupled with a tri-generation system that provides clean
and affordable energy that fulfill all the needs of the
occupants.

2. Team Mission

The mechanical team goals are to design an optimal
building by reducing the building load, selecting and
optimizing sustainable systems, and utilizing reclaimed
energy while providing occupant comfort. The team aimed
to design building systems that are at minimum 50%
better than the ASHRAE 90.1-2007 and exceeded by
achieving energy savings of 80%.

4. Site Analysis
The Boylston project is categorized as climate zone 5A,
which describes cool and humid conditions. In order to
assess the potential usage of nature and design systems
accordingly, the following data was collected. Refer to SD
Mechanical ∙ A for a detailed site analysis.

At Subsidium, we strive to create and deliver optimal,
sustainable design solutions through an integrated,
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Mechanical

4.1 Wind Analysis
The wind in Boston comes from the northwest direction
with an average speed of 12.1mph. The mechanical design
team analyzed the wind in order to determine the possible
usage of wind turbines. Figure 1 shows the wind rose for
Boston, MA provided by Autodesk 360 Energy Analysis.
Although the wind speed in Boston was substantial, the
design team determined utilization of wind was not
beneficial for the Boylston project when comparing the
efficiency and the cost of the equipment.

Figure 2: Annual Weather Conditions of Boston, MA per IES VE

5. Design Method

Figure 1: Autodesk 360 Energy Analysis windrose of Boston, MA

4.2 Climate Analysis
The design conditions of the Boylston project are
summarized in Table 1 in accordance with the ASHRAE
2013 Fundamentals Climate Data.

In order to align with the team theme of providing optimal
sustainable solutions, sustainability had to be further
defined into its subcategories: social, environmental, and
economic sensitivities. Designing sustainably means to
respect the population both locally and globally, to coexist
with the surrounding environment while being fiscally
conscious to allow for further development of sustainable
solutions.

Table 1: Design Conditions of Boston, MA

D esgin C onditions Temperature
Cooling
Heating

Dry Bulb
Wet Bulb
Dry Bulb

90.5°F
75.9°F
8.1°F

The mechanical team used the following data when
selecting and sizing the system. Figure 2 shows the annual
weather conditions of Boston, MA developed by the IES VE
program. As shown in the Figure 2, there is a cold and hot
stress during the daytime when the internal load of the
building is at its maximum. Due to the predominantly
stressed or uncomfortable outdoor conditions, a decision
was made to avoid natural ventilation in favor of
conditioned mechanical ventilation to maintain occupancy
comfort.
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With this definition, the mechanical team devised a
method by which mechanical solutions could achieve the
team goals. This method progressed as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Establish a Baseline/Goal
Reduce Building Energy Demand
Select System Types Based upon Demand Profiles
Optimize Systems and Reclaim Energy Waste

Mechanical

6. Baseline Establishment

7. Demand Reduction

In response to the owner defined challenges, the
mechanical team was instructed to reduce the building
energy usage by 50% in comparison to the ASHRAE
Standard 90.1-2007. Trane Trace 700 was utilized to
analyze the baseline and the proposed design building.
The design team referenced Appendix G of ASHRAE
Standard 90.1-2007 to determine baseline energy
modeling requirements. Through the analysis, the team
determined the baseline building source energy to be
216,944,512 kBTU/yr and an Energy Utilization Intensity
(EUI) of 141.27 kBTU/yr-sf site energy usage.

In order to achieve the project goals, Subsidium developed
a design to reduce the demand loads of the building
through the following design process:

Median Site EUI (kBTU/ft2)

Property Floor Area (ft2)

A second, and also very important benchmark that the
Subsidium design team compared its design to, was the
average energy usage of Boston buildings. The following
data was provided by the City of Boston’s “Energy and
Water Use in Boston’s Large Buildings, 2013” report that
was released in late 2015. As seen in Figure 3, Boston
office building’s median EUI has been on an upward trend
in recent years. Due to the fact that office buildings take
up 42% of the Boston’s building square footage, Subsidium
aimed to set a precedent for newer office building design.

Figure 3: Boston Office Buildings EUI over the years

Refer to SD Mechanical ∙ B for more baseline information.
When comparing design solutions to these baselines,
Subsidium’s design team decided to emphasize the
difference in source energy rather than site energy. This
decision was made to align with the Subsidium goals of
sustainability and adaptability. The team did not see
ensuring only site energy usage reduction to be socially,
environmentally, or economically responsible, but rather
as a shirking the sustainable responsibilities to less
efficient power plants and the associated electric grid. For
this reason, the Subsidium’s design team focused on
decreasing the amount of source energy used for the
Boylston project and compared it to the baseline rather
than comparing the site energy usage.
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7.1 Façade
Through several evaluations between all disciplines,
Subsidium developed a unique façade design to improve
the enclosure of the space. For a detailed progress
development of the façade design, refer to the Integration
Narrative.
In order to analyze the energy savings effectiveness of the
façade design development, a 100’ by 100’ room was
constructed in Trane Trace 700 with the same orientation,
location, and relative window to wall ratio. This room was
then analyzed with the progressive modifications to the
façade design. In particular, the following steps were
analyzed as the design developed:
1. Baseline construction (Single skin with ASHRAE 90.12007 glazing properties)
2. Addition of tilt to glazing to block summer solar heat
gain while allowing low winter sun penetration
3. Adjustment of physical properties ensuring better
insulation
4. Place electrochromic glass on the west façade
5. Utilization of Solera glass to allow diffuse light above
occupant’s viewing plane with better thermal
properties
Through the analysis, Subsidium reached the final façade
design as noted in Step 5. Refer to Drawing M-101 for
more information regarding
the façade.
As shown in Step 2, the
façade was angled to
minimize the amount of
solar penetration and solar
heat gain during higher sun
conditions. However, in
order to allow diffuse
daylight to enter the space
while
having
optimal
thermal
properties,
a
vertical piece of Solera glass
was placed above the
occupant’s viewing plane
shown in Step 5. Details
regarding Solera glass can
Figure 4: Proposed Design of the be found in Drawing M-101.
Boylston Project

Mechanical

Table 2: Façade Development

Façade Diagram

Solar Heat
Gain
[btu/hr]

Cooling
[Tons]

1,953,647

276.1

938,788

170.7

A

1

B
A

A

2

B
A

When selecting enclosure materials to reduce the demand
load, ASHRAE design guide ‘Advanced Energy Design Guide
for Small to Medium Office Buildings’ (AEDG) was used as
a minimum requirement. Table 3 shows the glazing
properties of the recommended façade assembly.

A

3

B

Through analysis of the building
orientation and the solar effects,
electrochromic glass was placed
on the west façade to allow
blockage of the low evening sun
light
entering
the
space
throughout the summer. This
technology was not added to the
east façade due to the
orientation of the building
Figure 5: Sun Radiation
causing
less frequent sun
on the Boylston Project
penetration. Refer to Figure 5 for
the analysis of the sun radiation on the project building.
The electrochromic glass will be powered by photovoltaic
panels that are placed on the façade. In the winter, a
control system will be used to dim the glass minimally to
reduce glare, while still allowing solar penetration into the
space reducing the heating load. Details regarding the
power and control of the electrochromic glass can be
found in the Electrical Narrative.

698,684

140.3

Table 3: Glazing Properties of Recommended Façade

A

U-Value
[BTU/hr-sqft-°F]
Solar Heat Gain
Coefficient (SHGC)

AEDG
Glass

Electrochromic

Solera
R18

0.25

0.28

0.055

0.23

0.103

0.08

B

4

C

475,129

126.5

7.2 Solar Wall
Frequently the envelope of a building can be viewed as
only the insulative barrier preventing heat transfer
between the exterior and interior environment. However,
Subsidium saw an opportunity to utilize the envelope, not
only to prevent heat transfer, but also as a heat transfer
device to preheat cold outdoor air.

A

D

5

C

372,436

A
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124.9
A: Spandrel
B: Clear Glass
C: Electrochromic Glass
D: Solera glass
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electrical team in lighting and plug load reduction. The
proposed lighting design and placement of the zoned
occupancy sensors allowed reduction in internal heat gain.
Occupancy density of the office space was calculated
based on the recommended floor plan layout. Retail space
is assumed to have 35 sf/person per ASHRAE 62.1-2007
ventilation requirements. Due to the limited amount of
information given to the design team regarding the IT
load, Subsidium made an assumption for the location of
the IT space and the load. As shown in Figure 8, the team
assumed a small server room with 5kW worth of IT
equipment on each office level. Refer to the Electrical
Narrative for a detailed breakdown of the loads.
Server
Room

Figure 6: Solar Wall Schematic Diagram

Through research, Subsidium was able to find example
products that harness solar radiation on the surface of
fresh air intakes and release the heat back into the
outdoor air being brought to the dedicated outdoor air
systems (DOAS). Figure 6 is a diagram showing the surface
of an intake heating up from the sun’s rays and being
pulled into the building through a plenum. This preheat
system would be utilized in the colder months in order to
raise the OA temperature brought to the DOAS systems.
Figure 7 shows how radiance values and the office
occupancy on a typical day in January relate. As shown,
the preheating effect would occur during the HVAC system
peak operating mode, allowing for greater energy savings.
Solar Radiation
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Figure 7: Radiance Value comparison with the Office Occupancy

Refer to SD Mechanical ∙ D and Drawing M-105 for the
information on Solar Wall regarding installed locations and
connections to the DOAS system.

7.3 Internal Heat Gain
Further efforts to reduce the total demand load was made
by the mechanical team through collaboration with the
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Figure 8: Recommended Office Layout and IT Room Location

7.4 Mechanical Room Location
Another effort to reduce load included the relocation of
the main mechanical room. The Subsidium design team
decided to move the main mechanical room from the
penthouse to the 10th level through discussions and
analysis of the benefits. This change allowed savings in
both power and materials for the project. Structurally, the
relocation of the mechanical room allowed the column
load to decrease. Mechanically, the design change reduced
the total distance of air and refrigerant movement needed
in the building. This change reduced the duct and pipe
main sizing along with the fan and pump power needed to
condition the spaces. Comparison of the fan static
pressure drop can be found in SD Mechanical ∙ C. This
change in design also provided enough wall area to place
Solar Wall technology for all four DOAS units serving the
office space as two could be placed on the 10th level while
the other two remained in the mechanical penthouse.
Refer to Drawing M-103 to M-105 for more detail
regarding the relocation of the mechanical room and the
Solar Wall.
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7.5 Plumbing

8. System Choices

In an effort to reduce the amount of domestic water
usage, low flow fixtures were selected. Table 5 shows the
comparison between the total daily demand between the
ASHRAE 90.1-2007 baseline and the design.

8.1 Heating and Cooling Plants

Table 5: Total Daily Water Demand

Location
Office
Retail
Total

Total Daily
Demand [gal]
12483
1159
13643

Total Reduced Daily Demand [gal]
6442
843
7284

With the selection of low flow fixtures, domestic water
usage was reduced by 47%. This allowed the Boylston
project to receive 4 points in the LEED water use reduction
credit. The design team then analyzed the average rainfall
records collected by the U.S. Climate data in order to
determine the benefits of utilizing storm water for grey
water. The analysis showed a total savings of 60% in water
usage within the building by using low flow fixtures and
storm water. Refer to SD Mechanical ∙ K for a detailed
plumbing analysis.

7.6 Fan Power – Cooling Tower
Through innovative heat rejection techniques, the fan
power necessary for mechanical heat rejection was
reduced. Heat will be rejected to the building wastewater
and domestic hot water, decreasing the amount of heat
being rejected to the cooling towers by 730MBH.
Table 4: Heat Rejection to Waste Water

This allowed not only for the cooling towers to be sized
smaller, but also reduced the fan power needed to
operate the cooling towers. Table 4 shows the heat
rejection capacity to building waste water with the lowflow fixtures that were recommended by the design team.
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A tri-generation system was selected as the strategy to
heat, cool, and power the building due to its sustainable
and redundant characteristics as well as being energy
efficient. Specifically, a tri-generation system is sustainable
because it is socially, economically, and environmentally
friendly while its robust nature allows for redundancy.
Subsidium’s decision to utilize a tri-generation system is
socially responsible because the system allows for on-site
electricity production, reducing the strain on Boston’s
electric grid. On site power generation helps the Boylston
project coexist with Boston while not burdening the
electric infrastructure.
Economically, a tri-generation system in Boston is
beneficial because of the ratio between the grid electric
prices and the natural gas prices. A spark spread analysis,
which compares the difference between electric prices
and natural gas prices, both in $/MMBtuh, was performed
early in the project to confirm that there was at least a
twelve dollar difference between the two utility prices.
According to Department of Energy (DOE) sources, a
twelve dollar difference between electrical and natural gas
cost is considered to be sufficient to further study the use
of a tri-generation system. According to the utility price
data of Boston from 2014 and the analysis shown in the
tri-generation SD Mechanical ∙ E, the average monthly
spark gap was calculated to be approximately $47.
Therefore, the combination of reducing dependence on
the electric grid along with possible incentives for trigeneration system installation generated a quick payback
period. This would allow for the system to be beneficial for
future expenditure on sustainable solutions.
A tri-generation system is also economically responsible
for the Boylston project because of its resiliency. With a
tri-generation system, the building has the capacity to
operate as if the interruption never occurred in a case of a
utility service interruption. A high profile financial client
could suffer tremendous monetary loss and operational
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damage during any electrical outage. The inherent
redundancy of the system, with the addition of fuel
storage and diesel generators, and uninterruptible power
supplies for further redundancy, ensured that the client’s
critical IT loads would be supported in a grid outage.
Furthermore, the decision to use a tri-generation system is
also environmentally friendly. Fuel is used more efficiently
in the tri-generation system than a traditional separate
heat and power system, decreasing the amount of
emissions produced by the building. On-site power
generation avoids transmission losses that would occur
during transportation of power from coal fired power
plants, which on average only have a 33% primary fuel
utilization efficiency.

ENERGY USAGE [KWH]

Subsidium recognized that in order to optimize the
primary fuel utilization, all power and recoverable waste
heat off of the primary mover, also known as the power
generator set of a tri-generation system, must be used to
its maximum potential. Subsidium also recognized that an
office building is not a facility operated at constant load
values 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, or even throughout
the year. For these reasons, a primary mover type capable
of load following was necessary. Therefore, a reciprocating
engine was chosen because of its load following ability, as
well as its high primary fuel utilization efficiency capability.
250000

CHILLER

200000

COOLING TOWER

150000

PUMPS & MISC.
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four parallel chillers each at a quarter of the capacity to
avoid the part load deficiencies of the equipment when
possible.

Figure 10: Operation of a Solid Oxide Fuel Cell

Subsidium recognized that the electrical demand exceeds
the thermal demand to an extent that using an engine
following the electrical load would create a tremendous
amount of waste heat that is not being used. This load
profile, along with Subsidium’s desire for sustainable
design, led the team to introduce the usage of solid oxide
fuel cells. A fuel cell uses an electrochemical reaction,
combining hydrogen and oxygen in order to efficiently
produce electricity. Hydrogen is brought to the fuel cell in
the form of a hydrocarbon such as methane (CH4) found in
natural gas serving the building. This process can be seen
in Figure 10.
An overview of the system, which will be explained in
more detail in Section 9.1, can be seen in Figure 11 on the
next page. The figure depicts how the engine, fuel cells,
and other power systems connected to the building’s
power, heated hot water loop, and chilled water loop.

50000
0
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Figure 9: Cooling Load Demand Profile

During Subsidium’s analysis of the building load profiles
and how the tri-generation system would operate, it was
recognized that a reciprocating engine could not meet the
peak thermal load in the summer efficiently, but rather a
supplementary boiler should be used instead. Subsidium’s
design consideration and other benefits regarding a
second reciprocating engine can be found in the add
alternatives Section 13.1. Further part load considerations
were taken into account after observing the cooling load
profile shown in Figure 9.
The Subsidium design team also chose to break up the
chillers, in this case double-effct absorption chillers, into
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Figure 12: Tri-generation system’s fuel consumption

Subsidium was able to achieve a high primary fuel
utilization efficiency by sizing and running the
reciprocating engine only at a level at which all
recoverable heat was used. The fuel cells were controlled
to meet the remaining electrical load after the engine and
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Figure 11: Overview of the Boylston Project System

PV cell power contributions. Figure 12, in the previous
page, depicts the tri-generation system’s fuel
consumption, cumulative power and thermal output
utilization, as well as the overall efficiency of the system.
The overall efficiency of the system was found by dividing
the energy output over the energy usage with all energy
consumption. The average monthly efficiency resulted in
69.5% efficiency, with a maximum of 74% and a minimum
of 66%.

8.2 Office Design
One of the main focuses of the Subsidium design team was
to select an energy efficient system for the office that
lends itself towards flexibility for future tenants. With this
in mind, the team selected a raised floor ventilation air
distribution system with radiant cooling and heating
ceiling panels. This system allowed radiant panel boards to
remove the sensible load to its maximum capacity, while
the under floor air distribution (UFAD) system operated
based on the dehumidification and ventilation load.
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UFAD allowed for less fan energy usage due to its lower
static pressure and airflow requirements compared to the
traditional overhead ducted air distribution. According to
the UFAD Guide – Design, Construction and Operation of
Underfloor Air Distribution System provided by ASHRAE,
the static pressure of a UFAD system is lower by roughly
34%.
UFAD also provides future tenants the ability to easily
reconfigure office layouts to meet their needs with its
flexible modular diffuser, data, and power port
placements. The combination of radiant ceilings and UFAD
allows for a more comfortable environment for occupants
as it creates a more consistent and uniform temperature
throughout the space.
In order to eliminate the need of a separate chiller to serve
the radiant ceiling panels, the Subsidium mechanical team
chose to utilize a decoupled chilled water loop design.
Figure 13 shows the schematic diagram provided on
Engineers Newsletter, Volume 38-4 (2011) by Trane,
representing the decoupled loop, which allowed for a
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higher supply temperature for the radiant ceiling
compared to the primary chilled water loop.

diffusers were placed strategically to eliminate
architectural disturbance while allowing for air distribution
closer to the occupant. For a detailed analysis of the
radiant slab sizing in the lobby, refer to SD Mechanical ∙ N.

8.5 Electrical/Transformer Room Design

Figure 13: Schematic Diagram of Decoupled Chilled Water Loop

Refer to the chilled water diagram of the designed building
in Drawing M-106 for more information. The design team
then calculated the amount of panel boards needed per
office floor based on the performance data of Price RPM
panel board. A total of 1,944 panel boards per floor were
placed to meet the load of the office space. Refer to SD
Mechanical ∙ M for more detail regarding sizing of the
radiant panel.

8.3 Retail Design
Once the office system was selected, the retail space
below was considered. ASHRAE 62.1 requires a higher
ventilation load, due to the high occupant density,
compared to the cooling load imposed by lights and
internal heat gain. After consideration, the team decided
that separation of thermal comfort and ventilation loads
was not the best option for the space. Subsidium chose
not to continue the office underfloor air distribution
system in the retail space due to much higher foot traffic
directly from the outdoors, which could easily
contaminate the floor. In order to meet the comfort level
of the varying occupancy load, a variable air volume (VAV)
reheat system was chosen.

Figure 14: Electrical/Transformer Room Air Flow Diagram

In order to cool the main electrical and transformer room
while reducing the energy use of the building, Subsidium
developed an innovative way to condition the spaces. As
shown in Figure 14, the two spaces, which have very high
heat loads, are adjacent to the turnpike fan room. The
design team assumed the transformer room to have a
total heat load of 40kW, requiring approximately
38,500cfm to reject the heat from the electrical
equipment at design cooling outdoor air conditions.
A partition placed in the intake plenum space, shown in
red in Figure 14, along with fire dampers in between
spaces created a pathway to allow the turnpike ventilation
air to flow through both spaces. In effect cooling the main
electrical room and transformer room without further
energy expenditures was achieved. Subsidium design team
approximated the initial amount of air flow through the
louvers going to the turnpike based on an assumption of
500 fpm face velocity. For more detail regarding the
transformer room conditioning, refer to Drawing M-108.

8.4 Lobby Design

8.6 Parking Garage Design

The lobby of the Boylston building consists of sections of a
double story spaces. Due to the high ceiling, large volumes
of air were necessary to meet the demand load. For this
reason, the design team chose to use radiant heating slabs
to heat closer to the occupant. Along with the radiant
heating slab, VAV units were placed to provide cooling and
ventilation in the space. Column diffusers and wall

The parking garage exhaust system was designed per
International Code Council’s IMC section 404 requirements
for the space. In order to model the energy usage of the
space, the design team chose to ventilate the space at
0.75cfm per sf of floor area per ASHRAE 62.1 2013. Refer
to Drawing M-104 and its general notes for more
information.
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9. Optimization and Energy Reclamation
Once the systems were logically decided based on demand
profiles and types, Subsidium turned towards optimizing
and defining how each system could be optimized.

In Figure 16, Subsidium’s chosen engine is shown along
with how it contributes to the power and heated hot
water supply of the building.

9.1 Tri-generation
As it is a major component of Subsidium’s solution to the
owner challenges’ and needs, the tri-generation system
was a main focus of the design team. In order to optimize
the primary energy utilization factor (PEUF), the design
team focused on finding a reciprocating engine with a high
electrical efficiency that also provided sufficient amount of
recoverable heat byproduct. Evidently an engine that has a
high total combined heat and power (CHP) efficiency,
defined as the ratio of electric and thermal production
over fuel consumption, is desired. To maximize the PEUF
of the total combined tri-generation and fuel cell system,
two engines with different recoverable thermal and
electrical efficiencies, but the same overall tri-generation
efficiency potential. While the fuel cell electrical efficiency
remained constant, the two systems were compared as
they met the same demand loads.

Figure 15: Engine characteristic comparison

For instance, an engine with a 42% electrical efficiency and
a 46% recoverable heat efficiency combined with a fuel
cell will result in an overall higher PEUF, compared to the
same system with an engine at 33% electrical efficiency
and 55% recoverable heat efficiency while having the
same total CHP efficiency of 88%. This is because more
electrical power is produced by the first scenario’s
reciprocating engine while it is producing all necessary
heat. This comparison is shown in Figure 15. An engine
with a higher electrical efficiency, but the same CHP
efficiency allows for the lower PEUF fuel cells to run less
frequently resulting in a higher total PEUF.
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Figure 16: Subsidium's Engine Operation Process

Continuing further with the design of the tri-generation
system, the Subsidium design team came together to
ensure that the system was redundant. Building demands
were met at each level of the system with equipment in
parallel configurations at capacities that ensure the critical
load are fully supported in the event of some equipment
failure. Furthermore, sources of energy to fuel the
building included natural gas, two building electrical utility
services, steam utility services, as well as a fuel storage
tank connected to a standby power generator. Details of
how power from electrical utilities and from the trigeneration system is distributed in the building can be
found in the Electrical Narrative.
In order to demonstrate the redundancy of the system,
Figure 17 was created to clearly show building operations
in four different scenarios: normal operation, loss of
natural gas utility service, loss of electrical/steam utility
service, and loss of all utility service to the building. Refer
to SD Mechanical ∙ H for a larger scale diagram.
During normal operation, Subsidium’s sustainable solution
that meets the needs of both the tenants and the owner
will operate as efficiently as possible. The engine produces
power, as long as recoverable waste heat is used by the
heated hot water system serving the heating coils and the
absorption chillers. The fuel cells will produce power based
on the residual demand after both the reciprocating
engine and photovoltaic power contributions. All cooling,
heating, and power loads will be met during this scenario.
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Figure 17: Redundancy of the Boylston project system

However, if there were to be a natural gas service utility
interruption due to a storm, construction accident, or any
unforeseen reasons, the building occupants would never
lose power because of the building’s connection to the
electric grid. Furthermore, it is important to note that
through research, Subsidium was able to determine that
the Boylston project site is served by a nearby combined
heat and power (CHP) plant producing both power and
steam. Therefore, in the event that natural gas is
unavailable, steam at 110 psi from the nearby CHP plant
would be used to introduce heat into the heated hot water
system in order to serve the building heating loads and the
absorption chillers. The detail regarding the connection of
the following scenario can be seen in the HHW diagram on
Drawing M-107 and Figure 17.
A third scenario that might challenge Subsidium’s trigeneration system would be the loss of both electrical
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utility services, as well as the steam service. Again, the
occupants of the Boylston project would not experience
power loss due to the fact that the total power generation
capacity of the system matches the calculated peak
electrical demand. It should be noted that while it seems
unconventional to size a tri-generation and fuel cell system
to the peak electrical capacity of a site with changing
loads, Subsidium made the decision that a high class
financial client would be willing to spend the capital
needed for the initial cost at the reasonable payback
period. Detail of the payback period can be found in SD
Mechanical ∙ I.
With the ability of the system to serve all of the power,
heating, and cooling demands in the event of either
electrical/steam utility loss or the loss of natural gas
service, the Subsidium design team sought to determine
the critical load that would be served in the remote
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unlikelihood that all utility services are interrupted and the
standby electric generator is in use. Firstly, Subsidium
interpreted the owner’s requirements of a 48 hour
operating time to be utilized by the high end financial
client to preserve the lives of their employees as well as
their valuable, critical data. A more specific breakdown of
the critical power load is as follows:
10% of lighting load
50% of plug load
0% of kitchen/pantry load
100% of server room load
25% of specialty equipment load
27% of thermal cooling load
It is important to reiterate that Subsidium had assumed a
server room with a load of 5kW on each office level. For
further explanation regarding the assumption and
breakdown of the critical power load, refer to the
Electrical Narrative. The Subsidium’s design team
understood that a server rack does not operate without
cooling to prevent overheating, and therefore deemed
27% of the thermal cooling load overall to support the
system. The decision was made by modeling, a standby
electric chiller sized to support the cooling load in the
event of all utility service failure. Refer to SD Mechanical ∙
E to I for more detail regarding the tri-generation system.
Table 7 shows a summary of the supported services for the
four scenarios mentioned above.

Reciprocating Engine
Fuel Cells
Boiler
Air Handling Units
EQUIP.
Fan Coils
Absorption Chiller
Electric Chiller
Cooling Tower
Diesel Generator
Lighting
Critical Power
Receptacles
OFFICE
General Receptacles
Server
Lighting
RETAIL
Receptacles
ALL
Life Safety

Normal
Op.

No
Gas

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

No
Electricity/
Steam
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
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A cooling tower is a necessary part of any mechanical
system, however, the design team sought to make the
cooling tower work in more way than one. By combining
the cooling tower with a tuned liquid damper (TLD), the
design team was able to create an innovative solution that
increased the structural system’s resiliency and reliability
under normal and extreme wind events. Even on a day-today basis, occupants can perceive the small motions in a
building. This level of perception varies based on the
individual occupant, however, the addition of a TLD will
virtually eliminate all motion problems improving
occupant comfort. The mechanical design team was able
to use the TLD/cooling tower to create a resilient heat
rejection system that eliminates possible damage in a 100
year storm situation. Figure 18 shows a conceptual design
of the TLD/cooling tower. Refer to SD Mechanical ∙ J for a
detailed description of each element.

Figure 18: Design of Cooling Tower/Tuned Liquid Damper

Table 7: Supported Services in Utility Failure
Scenarios

9.2 Cooling Tower

No
Utility

x
x
x
x
x
x

In order to implement this new system, it was necessary to
understand the needs and purposes of the two pieces of
equipment - cooling tower and tuned liquid damper. A
cooling tower rejects heat from the HVAC system to the
surrounding environment by blowing air over a flow of
water broken up into small droplets in what is called fill.
On the other hand, a tuned liquid damper utilizes the
wave motion of water to counteract the lateral forces in
the structure. For this reason, it was crucial for the water
droplets to fall from the fill uniformly across the surface
and for the condenser water to be drawn out of the
bottom of the tank in a laminar fashion. Furthermore, it
was necessary to maintain the exact volume of water
within the basin of water to operate as intended for
structural purposes. By implementing a control system
that would maintain the defined volume of water, while
allowing the water flow for heat rejection, Subsidium was
able to create an innovative multi-purpose equipment. As

x
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per building industry standards, this tuned liquid damper
must be tested for verification of lateral force resistance.

9.3 Dedicated Outdoor Air System (DOAS)
Progressing from the plant side to the distribution side,
dedicated outdoor air systems (DOAS) with an economizer
capability were used to dehumidify and ventilate the
spaces. Several experiments and research were conducted
in order to select the most optimal economizer and energy
recovery system. Through the study, the design team
determined utilization of an enthalpy control economizer
and OA preconditioning total energy wheel with a
secondary energy recovery system of a coil runaround
loop was most beneficial for the project. Refer to SD
Mechanical ∙ C for a detailed results of the analysis.

10. Fire Protection
Subsidium team designed a fire protection system to
ensure life safety of the occupants while continuing to
meet the client’s needs of protecting their IT data. The
team placed a clean agent fire protection system in the IT
rooms to minimize the possible damage of the equipment.
Due to the system selections mentioned previously, the
design team was able to reduce the amount of square
footage necessary in the duct shaft in the core. The team
chose to utilize this gain in space by placing a room to
store the fire suppression accessories. Refer to Drawing M110 for details regarding fire protection strategies.

optimizing the system and reducing total energy use of the
building while maximizing occupancy comfort. Refer to the
Construction Management Narrative for more breakdown
of the LEED credits.

13. Add Alternatives
The following section show concepts explored by the
design team. However, due to circumstances explained
below, these design solutions were not implemented as
permanent design.

13.1 Supplemental Reciprocating Engine
During Subsidium’s analysis of the building load profiles
and how the tri-generation system would operate, it was
recognized that a reciprocating engine should not be sized
to meet peak thermal demands, but rather a
supplementary boiler should be used instead. If an engine
following thermal loads was sized at peak demand, shown
in Figure 19, most of the year the system would be running
at low part load efficiency.

11. Acoustics
With the movement of the main mechanical room to the
10th floor, the design team analyzed the structure-borne
noise between the mechanical room and the office space
below. For the office space adjacent to a mechanical room,
it is recommended to have an IIC level of 9. The team
recommends placing vibration isolators to minimize the
possible structure-borne sound entering the office space
below. Subsidium also recognized that noise criteria (NC)
for a high class client is crucial. By utilizing Pottorff AIM
Software, it was determined that the maximum underfloor
air distribution system noise criteria is 64. In order to
achieve a recommended NC value of 40 for an open office
space, Subsidium suggests the addition of 1 inch lining to
the main duct from the dedicated outdoor air units. Refer
to SD Mechanical ∙ P for a detailed acoustical analysis.

Figure 19: Thermal Load of Boylston Project

Although Subsidium utilized a boiler as a permanent
system due to the lower upfront cost benefit, the design
team recommends that the project team considers the
utilization of a second reciprocating engine. A second
reciprocating engine would not only provide an n+1
system in case of an equipment failure or maintenance
situation, but also would allow the tri-generation system
to run at a higher efficiency throughout the year.
However, it is important to note that a boiler overall is
cheaper and saves space due to increase first cost, piping,
and need for heat exchangers to recover heat from a
reciprocating engine.

12. LEED Points

13.2 Thermal Storage

The Boylston project is expected to achieve LEED Platinum.
Subsidium’s mechanical design team contributed by

Further analysis of the tri-generation system optimization
included the concept of thermal storage. Subsidium’s
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design team saw an opportunity to level out thermal
demand throughout the summer days, by peak shaving
through discharge of thermal storage tanks charged at
night. Unfortunately, both chilled water storage and ice
water storage were discredited through logical reasoning.
Ice water storage, while compact, was dismissed due to
the fact that the absorption chillers used in a nonindustrial application are incapable of chilling water
enough for ice making. Commercial absorption chillers
utilize a saline solution, usually lithium bromide, as an
absorber in conjunction with water as a refrigerant.
Consequently, commercial absorption chillers rule out ice
storage because water as a refrigerant would freeze in the
chiller attempting to make ice. The Subsidium design team
then considered the idea of chilled water storage.
However, due to the large volume of chilled water
required to make thermal storage worthwhile, the idea
was put aside. Small tanks cost a lot of money and yield
less benefits while large tanks are heavy, causing structural
concerns and would take up a lot of space in a building
where rentable space is highly profitable to the owner.
Therefore, Subsidium was forced to rely more heavily on
the load following capabilities of the reciprocating engine,
which still proves to be an effective and energy efficient
solution.

The proposed mechanical design achieved not only the
project goals, but the team goals to provide occupant
comfort sustainably and reliably. Table 6 summarizes how
the Subsidium’s design met the project themes.
Table 6: Summary of project theme alignment

Goal
Coexistence

Sustainability

Adaptability

13.3 Open Night-time Control
Another energy savings technique that the Subsidium
design team considered was a night time occupant control
system. The idea was to expand the security card swipe
system’s capabilities to direct occupants, who work in the
open office portion of the rented space, to a certain floor
of the building. This concept would save energy by
avoiding the operation of several DOAS units at part load
serving multiple levels, by using a couple of DOAS units
serving concentrated occupant load at a higher efficiency
instead. Additionally, less pumping power would be
required because only the radiant ceilings on minimum
number of levels would have to be served instead of all
levels.

Safety

Design Approach
Tri-generation allowed for less strain on
Boston's electric utility infrastructure
Socially, Environmentally, and Economically
Responsible by not focusing on site energy
alone, but the source energy usage and
total carbon footprint through an efficient
and cost effective design
Water Usage Reduction through low flow
fixtures
Reduction of Cooling Tower Usage through
heat rejection to waste water, domestic hot
water, and turnpike air intake
Redundancy in Design allows for a fully
operable building in the event of partial
utility interruption
Flexibility through Under Floor Air
Distribution allowing for re-work and point
of use services
Planned for Future Expansion in mechanical
room design
Tuned Liquid Damper/Cooling Tower
mechanism allows for hurricane resistant
building systems

Subsidium design achieved a reduction of 80% source
energy usage compared to the ASHRAE 90.1-2007
baseline. The design solution’s reduction achievements are
summarized below:

This concept would only be feasible if multiple levels of the
building were leased by a single tenant. Furthermore, the
tenant would have to enable employees in the open office
to be capable of working at any workstation.

14. Conclusion
Subsidium’s mechanical team designed a sustainable
Boylston project by reducing the building load, selecting
sustainable systems based upon the demand profile,
optimizing the system, and reclaiming waste energy.

Team Registration Number: 03-2016

Mechanical

Mechanical ∙ A – Site Analysis
SITE ANALYSIS
Department of Energy climate map of the U.S.
As shown, the Boylston project is located in Climate
Zone 5A. This particular zone is categorized as a coolhumid climate.
Project Site
Climate Zone 5A

Autodesk 360 Energy Analysis wind rose of Boston.

IES Virtual Environment annual weather analysis of
Boston, Massachusetts.

The wind in Boston comes from the northwest direction with
an average speed of 12.1 mph. Although the average wind
speed was significant, the design team determined utilization
of wind was not beneficial when comparing the efficiency and
the cost of the equipment.

As shown, there is a cold and hot stress during the daytime
throughout most time of the year. For this reason,
Subsidium design team chose to utilizing mechanical
ventilation to meet occupancy comfort.

1200

Degree Days, Heating and Cooling

1000

The maximum dry bulb temperature is reached in the
month of July. Subsidium took the following design data
when developing the energy model.

800

Degree Days

Average Dry Bulb and Design Temperature of Boston, MA

600
400
200

D esgin C onditions Temperature

0
-200
-400

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Mean Heating Degree Days

Mean Cooling Degree Days
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Cooling
Heating

Dry Bulb
Wet Bulb
Dry Bulb

90.5°F
75.9°F
8.1°F
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Mechanical ∙ B – Baseline and Assumptions
BASELINE & LOAD ASSUMPTIONS
Energy and Water Use in Boston’s Large Buildings
According to the “Energy and Water Use in Boston’s Large Buildings, 2013” report released in late 2015, most of the building
square footage in Boston, MA is comprised of office space. At an average site EUI of 80 kBTU/sqft, office buildings greatly
impact the energy usage of the city. With this in mind, Subsidium’s design team aimed to exceed, not only the ASHRAE 90.12007 baseline, but also the average Boston office building energy consumption. Below are graphics provided from the report.

Base Utility Assumptions
In order to fully model the total building load, the Subsidium mechanical design team included the following scheduled base
utilities provided by the electrical design team for both design and baseline. Refer to the Electrical Narrative for a detailed
breakdown of each load. Shown for reference in the table below is the energy consumption of the ASHRAE 90.1-2007
Baseline used for coordination with the electrical design team.
Base Utilities Added to Model
Type
Office General
Receptacles
Plaza
Server
Stair Lights
Fire Alarms
Kitchen Equipment
& Copiers
Mechanical Room
Domestic Hot
Water Load

Hourly Demand

Electrical
Gas
Water
Consumption Consumption Consumption
[kWh]
[kBtu]
[1000 gals]

Loads

Total Source Energy
[kBtu/yr]

450 kW

Primary Heating

4,380

5,329,906

273

5,655,727

1.8 kW
70 kW
1.8 kW
33.6 kW

Primary Cooling

2,697,973

-

4,156

27,903,582

Auxiliary (Fans,
Pumps, Base
Utilities)

15,117,010

-

-

156,346,528

204.8 kW

Lighting

1,761,906

-

-

18,222,380

16 kW

Receptacle

852,438

-

-

8,816,278

750 Mbh

Totals

20,433,708

5,329,906

4,428

216,944,512

Energy Consumption Comparison between average Boston building, ASHRAE baseline, and Subsidium’s design
ENERGY CONSUMPTION
BUILDING

BUILDING

SOURCE

[kBTU/yr-sf] [kBTU/yr-sf]
AVG BOSTON OFFICE BLDG
ASHRAE 90.1-2007
SUBSIDIUM

194.5
141.3
80.1

416.2
84.9

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

SOURCE
ENERGY

SAVINGS
OVER
BASELINE

[kBTU/yr]

[%]

216,944,512
43,498,976

REF
80%
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CO2

SO2

[LBM/YR-SF] [GM/YR]
6.6
47.5
0.1

76,645
158

NOX

HVAC WATER
USAGE

[GM/YR]

[GAL/YR]

20,745
43

4,428,000
3,874,000

Link Back to Mechanical Exec.

Mechanical ∙ C – Dedicated Outdoor Air System
DEDICATED OUTDOOR AIR SYSTEM

ORIGINAL DESIGN – MECHANICAL PENTHOUSE
COMPONENTS

Optimization of the System
In order to optimize the DOAS system, the Subsidium
mechanical team conducted several experiments utilizing
Trane Trace 700. Below are the preliminary results of the
analysis. As shown, utilization of an enthalpy economizer
control and OA preconditioning total energy wheel with a
secondary energy recovery system of a coil runaround loop
was most beneficial for this climate zone.
Economizer Control Selection
To the right, Boston’s hourly bin data is plotted on a
psychrometric chart. Economizer control, based upon
outdoor air set-points deemed suitable for supply
air without conditioning, can be controlled either
by dry bulb or enthalpy air properties. Each of
DRYBULB
these control strategies yield errors because
ERROR
air satisfying the specified dry bulb condition
ENTHALPY
may not have the correct enthalpy or vice
ERROR
versa. These error areas, depicted to
the right, led the Subsidium design
team to choose enthalpy control
as its error field encompasses
less of the hourly bin data’s
plotted points.

1000 FPM 1500 FPM 2000 FPM

Total Source Energy [kBtu/yr]

0.07

0.28

0.86

0.02

0.04

0.08

0.16

0.05

0.03

0.25

0.29

0.07

0.03

0.05

0.41

0.08

0.15

0.22

0.05

0.10

0.08

0.04

0.07

0.02

0.16
0.40
0.60
DIFFUSER 1.00
0.05
DUCT WORK 400.00
0.08
SOLAR WALL LOUVER 1.00
0.25
TOTAL EXTERNAL STATIC PRESSURE[IN-WG]
SAFETY FACTOR +15%

0.40
0.05
0.32
0.25
3.16
3.79

4.00

RADIUS ELBOW - ROUND
BOOT BRANCH LOSS
BOOT MAIN LOSS
BOOT BRANCH LOSS
TRANSITION 15 DEG.
VOLUME DAMPER
CONTROL DAMPER (MOD)
AIR FLOW / STATIC STATION

0.01
1.00
0.05
6.00

0.09
5.00

0.01

3.00
0.02

1.00
0.07
6.00

0.16
5.00

0.01
2.00

4.00

2.00
0.03

1.00

1.00
0.03

1.00
0.02
1.00

LOUVER

PROPOSED DESIGN – 10TH FLOOR MECHANICAL
ROOM
SUB500 FPM 1000 FPM 1500 FPM

TOTAL

2.00

MITRED ELBOWS

0.02

0.16

0.31

0.01

0.02

0.04

0.05

0.09

0.05

0.01

0.02

0.06

0.07

0.16

0.07

0.01

0.03

0.06

0.03

0.08

0.06

0.03

0.05

0.03

0.02

0.04

0.02

0.05
0.16
0.40
DIFFUSER 1.00
0.05
DUCT WORK 200.00
0.08
SOLAR WALL LOUVER 1.00
0.25
TOTAL EXTERNAL STATIC PRESSURE
SAFETY FACTOR +15%

0.05
0.05
0.16
0.25
1.31
1.57

0.00
1.00

BOOT BRANCH LOSS

0.01
6.00

BOOT MAIN LOSS

0.00
1.00

BOOT BRANCH LOSS

0.02
6.00

TRANSITION 15 DEG.

0.00
2.00

VOLUME DAMPER

0.01
1.00

CONTROL DAMPER (MOD)

0.01
1.00

AIR FLOW / STATIC STATION

STAGE 2 AIR-TO-AIR ENERGY RECOVERY COMPARISON
LOUVER

0.07
2.00

RADIUS ELBOW - ROUND

Total Source Energy [kBtu/yr]

2.00
0.16

COMPONENTS

STAGE 1 AIR-TO-AIR ENERGY RECOVERY COMPARISON

2.00

MITRED ELBOWS

SUBTOTAL

0.00
1.00

Mechanical Room Re-location
The re-location of the main mechanical room from
the penthouse to the 10th level allowed for a 58.6%
savings on external static pressure along with a
material cost savings of 49%. Refer to Drawing M-102
for the mechanical room layout and Drawing M-103
for the comparison of the relocation.
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Mechanical ∙ D – Solar Wall
SOLAR WALL
Solar Wall Analysis
Subsidium conducted an analysis to
determine the Solar Wall contribution
to the dedicated outdoor air units. Solar
Wall is a system that harnesses solar
radiation on the portions of the façade
and utilizes the heat in order to preheat
outdoor air entering the units. The
figure shows the operational concept of
Solar Wall.

The photos provided by Shift Energy, represents the Lubi Glazed Solar
Air Heater. The figure to the left shows the holes through which the air
would pass through, acting as a louver. Once the cold outdoor air
enters through the Solar Wall intake, it is then pre-heated in the cavity
as shown in the figure below.
The Subsidium design team utilized this system and created a plenum
partition in order to connect to the air handling units. Details regarding
the connection can be found in Drawing M-105.
According to the data provided by Enerconcept Technologies, the Solar
Wall with a flow of 8cfm/sqft allowed for the outside air to raise 9 °F at
a 300W/m^2 sun radiance. Through the modeling method depicted on
Drawing M-105, Subsidium’s Mechanical Design team was able to
determine that the Solar Wall technology implementation saved
roughly 165,088 kBTU/yr of source energy usage.

LOCATION

PENTHOUSE
10TH FLR

UNIT
AHU-1
AHU-2
AHU-3
AHU-4

TOTALS:

AIRFLOW
[CFM]
14,683
14,683
11,013
11,013
51,392

SQFT SOLAR
AVERAGE SOLAR WALL
WALL
COST ($33/SQFT)
CONTRIBUTION
NEEDED
[BTU/hr]

1835
1835
1377
1377
6424

$60,569
$60,569
$45,427
$45,427
$211,992

AEI3-2016 ∙ Mechanical

145,366
145,366
109,024
109,024
508,781

The area needed to allow all
four air handling units to
utilize Solar Wall was made
possible with the relocation of
the main mechanical room to
the 10th floor. As noted in the
table, two air handling units
supporting the upper levels of
the office will be placed on
the penthouse level, while the
other two units supporting
the lower levels will be on the
10th floor mechanical room.
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Mechanical ∙ E – Tri-generation
TRI-GENERATION – ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
$/MMBtu

SPARK SPREAD ANALYSIS

$60.00
$50.00

$/kwh

Spark Spread Analysis

$0.250

Through research and analysis, Subsidium’s
Design Team was able to determine from the
U.S. Bureau of Labor statistics that the price
of electricity in comparison to the price of
piped natural gas in the Boston in 2014. The
spark spread analysis, which compares the
cost of natural gas and electric both in
$/MMBtu from that year, is shown above to
be very favorable for a Combined Heat and
Power or Tri-generation system. Due to this
analysis performed early in the design
process, as well as Subsidium’s pursuit of an
energy efficient and resilient design, the
design team further pursued the concept of
a CHP/Tri-Generation system.

$0.200

$40.00
$0.150
$30.00
$0.100
$20.00
$0.050

$10.00
$0.00
JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

SPARK SPREAD

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NATURAL GAS

NOV

$0.000
DEC

POWER

Future Trends of Natural Gas and Electric
Prices in Boston
Subsidium’s design team also analyzed
through the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics if
the prices from 2014 would be similar, worse,
or better in the years to come. Shown in the
two graphs to the left, natural gas prices
dropped in Boston and the U. S. at large in
2015 while electric prices stayed close to
constant. If these trends continue during the
early years of operation of the building, then
paying back the higher initial cost of a CHP or
Tri-generation system is very viable. In fact, a
spark spread of over $12 dollars between
electric to natural gas prices in $/MMBtu is
normally considered to be an indicator for
further study of Combined Heat and
Power/Tri-Generation systems, which pales in
comparison to the average spark spread in
2014 of $47.43, furthering the success
possibility of CHP or Tri-generation.
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Mechanical ∙ F – Tri-generation
BUILDING LOAD ANALYSIS FOR TRI-GENERATION SYSTEM
Building Load Type and Magnitude Analysis
In order to design a CHP/Tri-Generation system, it is important for the designer to determine the relationship between the
building electric and thermal demand. As can be seen in the graph below, and as expected in an office building, electrical loads
greatly outpace thermal loads. In order to combat this ratio for the sake of energy efficiency, Subsidium engineers decided to use
a reciprocating engine generator set controlled to run following the thermal loads while using efficient fuel cells to produce any
residual power demands left.

35.0

1300.0

30.0

1100.0

25.0

900.0

20.0

700.0

15.0

500.0

10.0

300.0

5.0

100.0

0.0

-100.0

BLDG THERMAL LOAD

THERMAL OUTPUT

BOILER THERMAL OUTPUT

ELECTRIC DEMAND [KW]

THERMAL LOAD/OUTPUT [THERMS]

BUILDING LOAD PROFILE / SIZING OF RECIPROCATING ENGINE AND BOILER

BLDG ELECTRIC LOAD

Thermal Load Analysis
With the seasonal swings of Boston, it was clear that using electric chillers in the summer would cause a large peak of electrical
demand. Instead, thermally driven absorption chillers were used to shift the energy demand from electric to thermal, increasing
the primary energy utilization factor (PEUF) during summer months by using the reciprocating engine. Through iterations of
energy modeling in Trace 700 in combination with redundancy considerations, it was determined that an engine with around
400kW of power generation was efficient and pragmatic. This size generator set would enable the tri-generation system, in
combination with Fuel Cells with 1000kW of power generation capability, to fully power the normal operation of the building
under electric utility loss.
Unfortunately, Boston’s climate lends itself to large cooling load peaks while heating loads are mostly level as depicted above.
Because running an engine sized to the peak load of summer means running most of the year at part load to meet the heating
loads of winter, spring, and fall is inefficient, Subsidium’s design team determined that a supplementary boiler would be more
beneficial to the energy and economic efficiency of the system. The graph depicts the thermal load of the building and how the
tri-generation system and the supplementary boiler respond to the loads.
Refer to SD Mechanical ∙ H for more information on the layout and redundancy of the described system.
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Mechanical ∙ G – Tri-generation
RECIPROCATING ENGINE CHOICE CONCEPT / TRI-GENERATION SYSTEM LAYOUT
WASTE 12UNITS

FUEL INPUT
100 UNITS

TRI-GEN η
88%

46
THERMAL η
THERMAL η
UNITS
46%
55%
THERMAL

ELEC η 42%

FUEL INPUT
100 UNITS

WASTE 10 UNITS

FUEL CELL ELEC. η : 58%

100
UNITS
ELEC

TRI-GEN η
88%

Reciprocating Engine Thermal to Electric
Efficiency Strategy

FUEL INPUT
83.6 UNITS

ELEC η 33%

FUEL CELL ELEC. η : 58%

WASTE 42 UNITS

WASTE 52.4 UNITS

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
OUTPUT/INPUT
(46+42+58)/(100+100)
TOTAL PEUF η : 73%

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
OUTPUT/INPUT
(46+27.6+72.4)/(83.6+125)
TOTAL PEUF η : 70%
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FUEL INPUT
125 UNITS

Subsidium’s design team used the graphic to
the left in order to conceptually decide what
performance characteristics were desired.
To maximize the Primary Energy Utilization
Factor (PEUF) of the total combined Trigeneration and Fuel Cell system, two engines
with different recoverable thermal and
electrical efficiencies, but the same overall
tri-generation efficiency potential. While the
Fuel Cell electrical efficiency remained
constant, the two systems were compared as
they met the same demand loads. As shown,
the engine with a higher electrical efficiency
responding to the electrically dominant load
resulted in a higher PEUF.
Shown below is a single line diagram which
compiles the interactions between the
utilities as well as Subsidium’s solution for
the building’s power, heating and cooling
generation.
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Mechanical ∙ H– Tri-generation
TRI-GENERATION SYSTEM REDUNDANCY
Scenarios
Reciprocating
Engine
Fuel Cells
Boiler
Air Handling
Units
EQUIP. Fan Coils
Absorption
Chiller
Electric Chiller
Cooling Tower
Diesel
Generator
Lighting
Critical Power
Receptacles
OFFICE
General
Receptacles
Server
Lighting
RETAIL
Receptacles
ALL
Life Safety

No
Normal
No Gas Electricity/ No Utility
Op.
Steam
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

The chart above shows which portions of the building will
remain in operation in of different utility failure scenarios. It is
important to note that the standby electric chiller is sized only
to cool the office server and electrical rooms.
The map below depicts the area of service of the Veolia CHP
plant steam utility. This 110psi steam allows the building
heated hot water system to remain in operation during natural
gas service interruption.

BOYLSTON
SITE
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Mechanical ∙ I – Tri-generation
HOT WATER SUPPLY

NATURAL GAS

INTAKE AIR

300.0

TRI-GENERATION MONTHLY THERMAL/ELECTRIC RATIO

1.8
1.6

830 °F EXHAUST

EXHAUST GAS HEAT
EXCHANGER

CATAPILLAR
G132-8

MAXIMUM
ELECTRICAL
OUTPUT
[400 KW]

POWER PRODUCED [KW]

250.0

970 KW FUEL IN
5900 CFM OA
@ MAX CAPACITY

1.4
200.0

1.2
1.0

150.0
0.8
100.0

0.6
0.4

50.0
0.2
0.0

0.0

THERMAL TO ELECTRIC RATIO / THERMAL OUTPUT
[MMBTU/HR]

TRI-GENERATION

EXHAUST
ENGINE
HEAT EXCHANGER

POWER PRODUCED

74%

1,000,000
72%
950,000
70%

900,000
850,000

68%

800,000

66%

750,000
64%
700,000
62%

650,000
600,000

60%
APR

FUEL CONSUMPTION

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

TOTAL POWER AND THERMAL PRODUCTION

Tri-generation Performance Summary
Average Monthly Efficiency: 69.8%;
Max Monthly Efficiency: 74.0%
Minimum Monthly Efficiency: 66.0%

NOV

DEC
EFFICIENCY

Possible Incentives
Tier 3 Incentive Package from “Mass Save” which yields
$1,100 per installed kW of CHP pending:
- Passing an ASHRAE Level 2 Audit
- Minimum CHP Efficiency > 65%
- All Energy Efficiency measures to achieve 10% reduction
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MONTHLY COMBINED GAS AND ELECTRIC COST
[$/MONTH]

1,050,000

EFFICIENCY [%]

FUEL CONSUPTION, TOTAL PRODUCTION [KWH]

$500,000

76%

MAR

VALUES

ELECTRICAL POWER
ELECTRICAL EFFICIENCY
RECOVERABLE THERMAL EFFICIENCY
TOTAL POSSIBLE EFFICIENCY

kW
%
%
%

400
41.2
46.1
87.3

Tri-generation Performance Summary
Using the shown Caterpillar CG132-8 as the primary
mover of the tri-generation system, supplemented with
Fuel Cells meeting the residual electrical load, Subsidium’s
engineers were able to design an efficient tri-generation
system. The fuel cells helped to create a thermal to
electric ratio that could be efficiently met by the trigeneration system.
Trane Trace 700 was used to model the performance of
the tri-generation and fuel cell system using
manufacturers data.

THERMAL TO ELECTRIC RATIO

MONTHLY UTILITY COST COMPARISON

1,100,000

FEB

UNITS

Simple Payback Period for Tri-Generation

TRI-GENERATION EFFICIENCY

JAN

THERMAL OUTPUT

Trane Trace 700 was then used to determine a simple
payback period with the installed baseline and tri-generation
installation and utility costs. Below is a summary:

$4,000,000

$450,000

$3,500,000

$400,000
$3,000,000
$350,000
$2,500,000

$300,000
$250,000

$2,000,000

$200,000

$1,500,000

$150,000
$1,000,000

YEARLY TOTAL COST [$/YR]

HOT WATER RETURN

CAT CG132-08

$100,000
$500,000

$50,000
$0

$0
Jan

Feb

Mar

SUBSIDIUM: TRI-GEN

Apr May June July

Aug Sept Oct

SUBSIDIUM: NON-TRIGEN

Nov

Dec Total

ASHRAE 90.1-2007 BASELINE

Monthly Utility Cost Comparison
Subsidium’s Design Team performed an economic analysis utilizing Trane Trace 700. Although the trigeneration and fuel cell combination was compared against the ASHRAE 90.1-2007 baseline design, it
was realized that this comparison is unfair as the baseline systems responds to different building loads
due to differing envelopes and HVAC systems. Therefore, an efficient Separate Heat and Power (SHP)
Plant responding to the same buildings loads as the tri-generation system, utilizing condensing boilers
and the same absorption chillers was also used as a point of comparison.

ALTERNATIVE

HVAC FIRST
COST

YEARLY UTILITY
COST

ASHRAE 90.1 2007

$16,006,700

$4,012,170

SUBSIDIUM: NON TRI-GEN

$16,006,700

$1,371,676

SUBSIDIUM: TRI-GEN

$20,532,200

$460,015
SIMPLE
PAYBACK [YRS]

COMPARISON
SUBSIDIUM: TRI-GEN VS
ASHRAE 90.1 2007
SUBSIDIUM: TRI-GEN VS
SUBSIDIUM: NON TRI-GEN

1.3
5

It is important to note that the ASHRAE 90.1 2007 baseline
system is responding to higher building loads with a system
using electric chillers, which is disadvantageous because
electricity costs are high in Boston.
Incentives of $440,000 would further reduce the payback
periods but were not included because they involve passing
testing before being awarded.
Furthermore, future study would need to consider operation
and maintenance of these systems to be a more thorough
study.
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Mechanical ∙ J – Heat Rejection / Cooling Tower
HEAT REJECTION / COOLING TOWER
Untraditional Heat Rejection Methods
Subsidium mechanical team developed an unconventional method to reject heat of the
system in order to reduce the size of the cooling tower. By rejecting heat to the building
domestic water and waste water, the team was able to reduce the cooling tower capacity
by 730MBH. Refer to the Plumbing SD Mechanical∙ K for the specific breakdown of the
water usage.
Rejection of Heat to Building Waste Water

Waste-Water Waste-Water Approximate Waste Acceptable Waste Water
per Day [gal]1 Peak [gpm] Water Temp. [°F]
Maximum Temp. [°F]2

7284.12
15
65
145
1. Refer to grey-water usage chart for calculation of waste water quantity.
2. Boston Water and Sewer Comission
3. Q = Cp*lbm/hr*DeltaT, with Cp of water being 1 BTU/lbm-R

Heat Rejection
Capacity (Q)
[BTU/h]3

607,010.25

Tuned Liquid Damper
A tuned liquid damper utilizes the wave motion of water
to counteract the lateral forces in the structure.

Cooling Tower
A cooling tower rejects heat from the HVAC system to the
surrounding environment by blowing air over a flow of
water broken up into small droplets in what is called fill.

4. Approximated heat rejection capacity is placed on the same percentage of full capacity
schedule as the office occupancy.
Rejection of Heat to Building Domestic Water

DHW usage
per Day [gal]

DHW Peak
[gpm]

Approximate
Domestic Water
Temp. [°F]

Heat Rejection
Acceptable Domestic Water
Capacity (Q)
Maximum Temp. [°F]
[BTU/h]1

2202
5
65
120
126,156.25
1. Q = Cp*lbm/hr*DeltaT, with Cp of water being 1 BTU/lbm-R
2. Approximated heat rejection capacity is placed on the same percentage of full capacity
schedule as the office occupancy.
Tuned Liquid Damper/Cooling Tower Location

Design Criteria for Tuned Liquid Damper/Cooling Tower
It was crucial for the water droplets to fall from the fill uniformly across the surface and for the condenser water to be drawn out of the bottom of the tank in a
laminar fashion. Furthermore, it was necessary to maintain the exact volume of water within the basin of water to operate as intended for structural purposes.
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Mechanical ∙ K - Plumbing
PLUMBING
Water Reduction
Subsidium Mechanical Team analyzed the approximate water usage of the building based on the “National Efficiency Standards
and Specifications for Residential and Commercial Water-Using Fixtures and Appliances.” The analysis showed the approximate
yearly water demand to be 5,000,000 gallons. In order to lower the water usage, the team chose to utilize low flow fixtures
throughout the building lowering the water demand by 47%.
Baseline Total Water Usage Breakdown
Location

Office

Retail

Fixture

Total
Flow Rate
Number of
(gpm or gpf)
Fixtures

D uration
[sec]

Total # of
people

Number of People

Total D aily
D emand

Uses per D ay

Monthly
D emand

Yearly
D emand

Male

Female

Male

Female

[gal]

[gal]

[gal]

Toilet

1.6

8

-

2161.6

1080.8

1080.8

1

2

5187.84

155635.2

1893561.6

Urinal
Faucets
Showers
Toilet
Urinal
Faucets

1
0.5
3
1.6
1
0.5

28
42
8
6
2
9

30
300
30

2162
2161.6
2162
1267
1267
1267

1081
1080.8
1081
633.5
634
633.5

1081
1080.8
1081
633.5
634
633.5

3
2.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
2.5

0
2.5
0.1
0.2
0
2.5

3242
1351
2702
304.08
63
791.875

97272
40530
81060
9122.4
1901
23756.25

1183476
493115
986230
110989.2
23123
289034.375

Total

13,643

409,276

4,979,529

Total Water Usage with Low Flow Fixtures
Location

Office

Retail

Fixture

Total
Flow Rate
Number of
(gpm or gpf)
Fixtures

D uration
[sec]

Total # of
people

Number of People

Total D aily
D emand

Uses per D ay

Monthly
D emand

Yearly
D emand

Male

Female

Male

Female

[gal]

[gal]

[gal]

Toilet

1.1

8

-

2161.6

1080.8

1080.8

1

2

3566.64

106999.2

1301823.6

Urinal
Faucets
Showers
Toilet
Urinal
Faucets

0
0.4
2
1.1
0
0.4

28
42
8
6
2
9

30
300
30

2162
2161.6
2162
1267
1267
1267

1081
1080.8
1081
633.5
634
633.5

1081
1080.8
1081
633.5
634
633.5

3
2.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
2.5

0
2.5
0.1
0.2
0
2.5

0
1080.8
1794
209.055
0
633.5

0
32424
53824
6271.65
0
19005

0
394492
654857
76305.075
0
231227.5

Total

7,284

218,524

2,658,705

Storm Water Collection
Average Rainfall
(in)
January
3.35
February
3.27
March
4.33
April
3.74
May
3.50
June
3.66
July
3.43
August
3.35
September
3.43
October
3.94
November
3.98
December
3.78
Total
43.76
Month

Utilizing the average
rainfall data provided by
the U.S. Climate Data, the
team calculated a total
annual rainfall in Boston,
MA to be 43.76 in/yr. The
design team chose to
utilize the storm water for
waste water by placing a
305 gallon storage tank.
The storage tank was
sized to meet the water
demand throughout the
day. Utilization of storage
tanks allowed for a total
water usage savings of
60% compared to the
baseline water usage.

AEI3-2016 ∙ Mechanical

Rainwater Collection
Total Annual Rainfall [in/yr]
44
Total Roof Area [sf]
24,390
TotalAnnual Rainfall Collection [gal/yr] 665,333
Total Daily Rainfall Collection [gal/day] 1,823
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Mechanical ∙ L – Under Floor Air Distribution
UNDER FLOOR AIR DISTRIBUTION (UFAD)
Office System Design
After consideration of different systems, the Subsidium design team chose to
utilize a raised floor ventilation air distribution system with radiant cooling and
heating ceiling panels for the office space. Below are the details and benefits of
an under floor air distribution system.
Under Floor Air Distribution
1. Flexibility through modular and relocatable tiles with point-of-use data,
diffuser, and power ports
2. Reduced life-cycle cost due to ease of reconfiguration
3. Improved thermal comfort through occupant operable diffusers
4. Lowers fan energy needed due to reduced static pressure (0.05 in-wg/50 ft)
5. Reduced necessary ceiling plenum height allows for placement of windows
higher for deeper daylight penetration
6. Displacement ventilation increases mixing effectiveness taking advantage of
natural air buoyancy/removing thermal plenums
7. Reduced sheet metal cost

Pressure loss comparison between
a traditional overhead air
distribution and an under
floor air distribution

AEI3-2016 ∙ Mechanical

OVERHEAD

UFAD

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

AHU

1.1

1.1

Dampers

0.1

0.1

Filter

0.75

0.75

Ductwork, shafts

0.08

0.08

Ductwork, branches

1.25

0.75

VAV boxes

0.5

0

VAV box, reheat coil

0.2

0

Diffusers and lowpressure ductwork

0.3

0.05

Total

4.28

2.83

PRESSURE LOSS ITEM

Link Back to Mechanical Exec.

Mechanical ∙ M – Radiant Panels
RADIANT PANELS
Radiant Panels Sizing for Office Space
Subsidium Mechanical Team analyzed each zone of the office to calculate the number of radiant panels needed. Each zone was
calculated based on a supply water temperature of 60°F. Note most zone panels were sized based on their cooling performance
due to a higher cooling load compared to their heating load. By Price RPM Modular Radiant Panels as a basis of design, the team
determined the total number of panel boards needed for each office floor to be 1944. For a larger scale zoning map of the office,
refer to Drawing M-109.

ZONE # CEILING AREA [SF]

COOLING ROOM
SUPPLY WATER
SETPOINT
TEMPERATURE [°F]
TEMPERATURE [°F]

COOLING LOAD
[MBTU-hr]

PERFORMANCE OUTPUT
PER PANEL
COOLING[BTU/HR]

HEATING LOAD
[MBTU-hr]

PERFORMANCE
OUTPUT PER PANEL
HEATING [BTU/HR]

# OF PANELS

TOTAL PANEL
AREA [SF]

1

420

75

60

7.58

116

0.93

320

66

264

2

676

75

60

12.37

116

6.59

320

107

428

3

1565

75

60

1.10

116

3.06

320

10

40

4

2377

75

60

11.09

116

6.28

320

96

384

5

287

75

60

5.03

116

4.35

320

44

176

6

1299

75

60

18.59

116

14.41

320

161

644

7

420

75

60

7.57

116

0.71

320

66

264

8

2132

75

60

16.56

116

8.37

320

143

572

9

1159

75

60

15.61

116

11.52

320

135

540

10

742

75

60

9.76

116

6.04

320

85

340

11

1659

75

60

0.00

116

3.38

320

11

44

12

1184

75

60

21.39

116

12.51

320

185

740

13

2179

75

60

17.39

116

8.47

320

150

600

14

1272

75

60

28.95

116

14.96

320

250

1000

15

2397

75

60

11.07

116

6.31

320

96

384

16

872

75

60

20.96

116

11.73

320

181

724

17

281

75

60

5.76

116

4.36

320

50

200

18

680

75

60

12.46

116

6.64

320

108

432
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Mechanical ∙ N – Radiant Slabs
RADIANT SLABS
Radiant Slab Sizing for Lobby
Utilizing the ‘Complete Design Assistance Manual’ provided by Uponor, the design team has conducted the following calculation
to model the amount of flow needed for the radiant slab to condition the given space load for the each lobby space. The team
assumed the floor covering to have a marble finish (R-value of 0.5) per typical lobby design. Once the supply water temperature
was determined based on the cooling load and floor covering, the team utilized the flow chart to determine the gallons per
minute needed for the space.
ROOM
ZONE NAME SETPOINT
TEMP [°F]
LOBBY
STREET
LEVEL
ENTRANCE
RECEPTION
AREA
LOBBY
ARCADE
ENTRANCE
ELEVATOR
BANK
CORRIDOR

AREA
[SQFT]

COOLING COOLING LOAD HEATING
LOAD
PER SQFT
LOAD
[MBH] [BTU/HR-SQFT] [MBH]

FLOOR
SURFACE
HEATING
TEMP [°F]

TUBING FLOOR COVERING DIFFERENTIA
SIZE
R-VALUE
L TEMP [°F]

SUPPLY
WATER
TEMP [°F]

TUBING ONGPM PER
CENTER
FOOT OF
DISTANCES
TUBING
[IN]

65

1364

9.8

7.18

2.6

68.6

0.5

0.5

20

90

0.00089

15

65

2082

44.4

21.33

14.7

75.7

0.5

0.5

20

117

0.00266

15

65

1767

19.4

10.98

10.4

70.5

0.5

0.5

20

95

0.00139

15

65

468

2.8

5.98

0.9

68.0

0.5

0.5

20

80

0.00076

15
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Mechanical ∙ O – Indoor Air Quality
ANSI/ASHRAE STANDARD 62.1-2013 OUTDOOR AIR QUALITY INVESTIGATION
According to Section 4 “Outdoor Air Quality” of ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2013: “Outdoor air quality shall be investigated
in accordance with Section 4.1 and 4.2 prior to the completion of ventilation system design.” Section 4.1 requires research
into outdoor air quality of the region in which a building is to be constructed while Section 4.2 dictates the need for a local
survey to be performed.
Section 4.1: Regional Outdoor Air Quality
• According to the Clean Air Act, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is required to set clean air quality standards and
then periodically test the ambient air of regions of the U.S. against these standards. Shown below is the table produced by
the EPA setting the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (40 CFR part 50):1

http://www3.epa.gov/airquality/greenbook/ does not designate Boston as an area of “nonattainment” for any of the above
categories. Therefore Boston is in compliance with all of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards.
Section 4.2: Local Air Quality
• Below is a Local Survey of the building site based upon the template provided in Table H-1 of ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1
2013:

Local Outdoor Air Quality Survey
Area Surveyed

888 Boylston Street, Boston MA

Nearby Facilities

Hynes Convention Center, Prudential Tower, Hotel, Residential Buildings,

Visible Plumes

None

Nearby Sources of
Vehicle Exhaust

Boylston Street on the North Side of the Building
Massachusetts Turnpike connects to the parking garage of 888 Boylston.

Prevailing Winds

NW (11% of the year)

Other Observations

There is a nearby Veolia Steam Generation Plant.
There is kitchen air being exhausted from the top of the food hall to the south in between the
Prudential Tower and the 888 Boylston Site.

Conclusions

Preventative measures to avoid entrainment of kitchen
exhaust into the intake air of the

AEI3-2016 ∙ Mechanical
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Mechanical ∙ P – Acoustical Analysis
ACOUSTICAL ANALYSIS
Noise Criteria consideration for Open Office.
Prior to any acoustical strategy implementation, a duct layout at 0.08 in-wg per foot resulted in a poor background noise level
of NC-64. Subsidium recognized the importance of acoustical environmental conditions within a high class office. Research
leaned towards a Noise Criteria level of NC-40. The design team recommends placing a 1” lining on the duct main in order to
achieve NC-39.

The table shows the recommended duct design from main mechanical room to 9th floor office raised floor which is the worst
case acoustical scenario from the 10th floor mechanical room. Refer to graph for the sound pressure level of the office with
the recommended design. This analysis was completed utilizing the Pottorff AIM Software.
10th Floor Mechanical Room Noise Reduction Considerations.
Octave B and [Hz ]
63
Lp at 1m [dB]
85
(2) Reciprocating Engines 88
Lp at 3m [dB]
78
A-Weighting
-26
Toal Lp [dBA]
52

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
85 91 93 87
88
92
91
88 94 96 90
91
95
94
78 84 86 80
81
85
84
-16 -8.6 -3.2 0
1.2
1
1.1
62 76 83 80
83
86
86

Engine noise level provided by Caterpillar Engines.

Subsidium conducted a sound pressure level
analysis for the 10th floor mechanical room.
However, due to the limitation of acoustical
data, the team was only able to only analyze the
reciprocating
engine
levels.
Subsidium
recommends placing vibration isolators to
minimize the possible structure-borne sound
entering the office space below.
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Mechanical ∙ Q - References
REFERENCES
Baseline Establishment:
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 90.1 – 2007, 2010, 2013
International Code Council IMC 2009
International Code Council IFC 2009
International Code Council IBC 2009
Boston Energy Reporting and Disclosure - http://www.cityofboston.gov/eeos/reporting/
Ventilation Establishment
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1– 2013
Radiant Design:

Fire Protection:
Cooling Tower:

Complete Design Assistance Manual (Ch. 8 Radiant Floor System Design) by Uponorpro
Price RPM Performance Data - http://www.priceindustries.com/products/details/rpm-modular-radiant-panel
Clean Agent System (FM-200) http://www.fike.com/products/fm-200-fire-suppression-system/
Cooling Tower Information - http://www.globalspec.com/
Sizing and Reference - http://spxcooling.com/products/towers/cooling-towers

Under Floor Air Distribution (UFAD):
Images and Reference- Tate Developer Brochure ‘High Performance & Sustainable’
Images and Reference- UFAD Guide – Design, Construction and Operation of Underfloor Air Distribution
System by ASHRAE
Chilled Water Diagram Reference:
Radiant System CHWD Reference - https://www.trane.com/content/dam/Trane/
Commercial/global/products-systems/education-training/engineers-newsletters/
airside-design/adm_apn034en_1209.pdf
Radiant System Basics and CHWD Reference - https://www.taco-hvac.com/news.html?News=325
Solar Wall:

Performance Characteristics and Images - http://www.shiftnrg.com/

Reciprocating Engine Power Generator Set:
http://www.cat.com/en_US/power-systems/electric-power-generation/gas-generator-sets/18487639.html
Fuel Cell Power Generator:
Performance Characteristics - http://www.bloomenergy.com/fuel-cell/es-5710-data-sheet/
Diagram - http://peswiki.com/index.php/Directory:Solid_Oxide_Fuel_Cells
Energy Modeling and Weather Analysis:
Trane Trace 700 – Software, User Manual, Help Menu
IES Virtual Environment – Weather Data
Carrier’s Hourly Analysis Program v4.90– Weather Data
Climate Consultant – Weather Data, Psychrometric hourly bin data plot
Autodesk Knowledge Network – Wind Rose
Utility Services - Prices, Price Trends, and Locations:
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics - http://www.bls.gov/regions/new-england/newsrelease/averageenergyprices_boston.htm
Veolia CHP Green Steam Service Map - http://www.veolianorthamerica.com/en/boston-cambridge-mass
Acoustical References:
Air Handling Unit Fan Noise Calculation - AIM Pottorff Software
Isolation Pads Image - http://www.caldyn.com/content/products/hvac_and_plumbing/
vibration_isolation_and_seismic_restraints/pring_mounts.html
Air Handling Unit Sound Level Data – McQuay http://www.vibrationdata.com/tutorials2/AG31-010lo.pdf
Tri-generation Image Reference:
Image - cogentenergy.com.au
Sustainability Reference:
Sustainability Graphic - http://computingforsustainability.com/2009/03/15/visualising-sustainability
Photovoltaic Energy Modeling:
Trane Trace 700 PV Approximation: http://energy-models.com/downloads/trace-700-solar-panel-estimator
Revit Families:
Fire Suppression:

Autodesk Revit 2016
Autodesk Seek - http://seek.autodesk.com/
FM-200 Sizing: http://www.orrprotection.com/agent-calculator/
Diagram - http://www.engineerlive.com/sites/engineerlive/files/Total%20Flooding%20Systems_Novec1230.jpg
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. WHEN COMPARING THE BASELINE AND THE
PROPOSED FAÇADE DESIGN ENVELOPE,
SUBSIDIUM'S PROPOSED FAÇADE ALLOWED
FOR A 23% DECREASE IN TOTAL ENVELOPE
LOAD
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Exec.
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SUBSIDIUM ENGINEERING, INC.
1 BOSSTON STREET, SUITE 100
BOSSTON, MA
P: 555-555-5555
WWW.SUBSIDIUMENGINEERING.EDU

A

3D CLASH DETECTION WAS PERFORMED BY EXPORTING THE INTEGRATED REVIT
FILE TO NAVISWORKS. IN THIS CASE, A DUCT, PLACED BEFORE THE STRUCTURAL
MODEL WAS LINKED IN, WAS FOUND TO BE RUNNING THROUGH STEEL AND THEN
LOWERED DUE TO THE CLASH DETECTION TEST.

E
F

888 BOYLSTON STREET

E

F

C
1

10TH FLOOR MAIN MECHANICAL ROOM - ISOMETRIC

D

E

D
G

E

B

C

3

F

F
E
A

2

10TH FLOOR MECHANICAL ROOM - WITH STEEL

10TH FLOOR MECHANICAL ROOM - ISO VIEW 2

A
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EXHAUST
DOAS-O7-9
MAKE-UP

EXHAUST
DOAS-O10-13
MAKE-UP

EXHAUST
DOAS-O14-17
MAKE-UP

36x36

22' P.H.

3,675 CFM TYPICAL FOR
ALL OFFICE FLOORS AT
DESIGN HEATING

28x26

ALL AIR HANDLERS IN ROOF PENT HOUSE

36x36

32x32

9TH FLR

8TH FLR

32x32

32x32
32x32

7TH FLR

10TH FLR

7TH FLR

6TH FLR

28x26

6TH FLR

5TH FLR

REV

28x26

8TH FLR

11TH FLR

32x32

28x26

9TH FLR

12TH FLR

28x26

32x32

EXHAUST
DOAS-O7-9
MAKE-UP

32x32

EXHAUST
DOAS-O4-6
MAKE-UP

13TH FLR

32x32

11TH FLR

14TH FLR

28x26

28x26

12TH FLR

15TH FLR

28x26

28x26

13TH FLR

16TH FLR

36x36

14TH FLR

17TH FLR

28x26

36x36

15TH FLR

MOVING PART OF MECH. ROOM TO 10TH FLOOR:
1. REDUCED COLUMN LOAD BY 3%
2. 50% REDUCTION OF SHEET METAL COST.
3. 59% DECREASE IN WORST CASE STATIC
PRESSURE (FROM PENT HOUSE TO 4TH FLOOR:
3.79 IN-WG VS 10TH FLOOR TO 4TH FLOOR:
1.57 IN-WG)
4. REDUCED PIPE MAIN AND PUMPING COST.
5. ALLOWED FOR THE USE OF SOLAR WALL
INTAKE TECHNOLOGY BY INCREASING
EXTERIOR ENVELOPE OF MECHANICAL SPACE.
REFER TO SD MECHANICAL - D AND DRAWING
M-105 FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SOLAR
WALL.

28x26

14' TYPICAL

36x36

28x26

16TH FLR

AIR HANDLERS SPLIT BETWEEN 10TH FLOOR MECH ROOM AND MECHANICAL PENTHOUSE

28x26

17TH FLR

SUBSIDIUM ENGINEERING, INC.
1 BOSSTON STREET, SUITE 100
BOSSTON, MA
P: 555-555-5555
WWW.SUBSIDIUMENGINEERING.EDU

36x36

MECH. P.H.

18TH FLR

10TH FLR

EXHAUST
DOAS-O4-6
MAKE-UP
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. REFER TO THE AIR FLOW DIAGRAM ON
DRAWING M-104 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
2. 14,700 CFM IN A 36x36 DUCT RESULTS IN A
STATIC PRESSURE OF 0.07 IN-WG/100'.
3. 7,350 CFM IN A 28x26 DUCT RESULTS IN A
STATIC PRESSURE OF 0.08 IN-WG/100'.
4. 11,025 CFM IN A 32x32 DUCT RESULTS IN A
STATIC PRESSURE OF 0.08 IN-WG/100'.

4TH FLR

4TH FLR

PRELIMINARY
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

DEDICATED OUTDOOR
AIR SYSTEM ORIGINAL
VS PROPOSED DESIGN
SHEET NUMBER:

M-103

14,700 CFM
(SUMMER)

14,700 CFM

14,700 CFM

SOLAR
WALL

SOLAR
WALL

14,700 CFM
(WINTER)

DOAS-O11-14

14,700 CFM
(WINTER)

DOAS-O15-18

19TH FLOOR- MECHANICAL PENTHOUSE/ROOF
FCU-OFFICE
SERVER ROOM
1200 CFM PER OFFICE
FLOOR SERVER ROOM

FCU-OFFICE
ELEC. ROOM
100 CFM PER OFFICE
FLOOR ELEC. ROOM

3,675 CFM PER FLOOR - OFFICE UNDERFLOOR SUPPLY AIR DISTRIBUTION

FCU-OFFICE
ELEC. ROOM
100 CFM PER OFFICE
FLOOR ELEC. ROOM

3,675 CFM PER FLOOR - RETURN AIR PLENUM

3,675 CFM PER FLOOR - OFFICE UNDERFLOOR SUPPLY AIR DISTRIBUTION

TYPICAL 11TH THROUGH 14TH FLOOR - OFFICE FLOORS
11,025 CFM
SOLAR WALL
(WINTER)

11,025 CFM
SOLAR WALL
(WINTER)
11,025 CFM
(SUMMER)

DOAS-O8-10

DOAS-O4-7

11,025 CFM

888 BOYLSTON STREET

11,025 CFM
(SUMMER)

11,025 CFM

FCU-OFFICE
SERVER ROOM
1200 CFM PER OFFICE
FLOOR SERVER ROOM

FCU-OFFICE
ELEC. ROOM
100 CFM PER OFFICE
FLOOR ELEC. ROOM

3,675 CFM PER FLOOR - RETURN AIR PLENUM

3,675 CFM PER FLOOR - OFFICE UNDERFLOOR SUPPLY AIR DISTRIBUTION

TYPICA 8TH THROUGH 10TH FLOOR - OFFICE FLOORS
FCU-OFFICE
SERVER ROOM
1200 CFM PER OFFICE
FLOOR SERVER ROOM

18,900 CFM

SUBSIDIUM ENGINEERING, INC.
1 BOSSTON STREET, SUITE 100
BOSSTON, MA
P: 555-555-5555
WWW.SUBSIDIUMENGINEERING.EDU

3,675 CFM PER FLOOR - RETURN AIR PLENUM

TYPICAL 15TH THROUGH 18TH FLOOR - OFFICE FLOORS
FCU-OFFICE
SERVER ROOM
1200 CFM PER OFFICE
FLOOR SERVER ROOM
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. 72,000 SQFT PARKING GARAGE, LOCATED
BENEATH RETAIL L01 AND LOBBY ENTRANCE, IS
TO BE EXHAUSTED BY FANS WITH A CAPACITY
OF 1.5 CFM/SQFT (108,000 CFM TOTAL). FANS
SHALL HAVE THE ABILITY TO TURN DOWN TO
0.05 CFM/SQFT(3600CFM) WHEN CARBON
MONOXIDE LEVELS ARE MEASURED BELOW 25
PPM. THESE MEASURES ARE IN ACCORDANCE
WITH IMC 2009 SECTION MC 404.1 AND 404.2.
2. OFFICE AND RETAIL BATHROOMS, NOT
SHOWN, TO BE EXHAUSTED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH TABLE 6.5 OF ASHRAE STANDARD 62.1
2013.

14,700 CFM
(SUMMER)

FCU-OFFICE
ELEC. ROOM
100 CFM PER OFFICE
FLOOR ELEC. ROOM

3,675 CFM PER FLOOR - RETURN AIR PLENUM

3,675 CFM PER FLOOR - OFFICE UNDERFLOOR SUPPLY AIR DISTRIBUTION

TYPICAL 4TH THROUGH 7TH FLOOR - OFFICE FLOORS
7,100 CFM
RETAIL L03 ZONES

OA
PLENUM
FAN
18,900 CFM

3RD FLOOR - RETAIL
8,550 CFM
RETAIL L02 ZONES

5,000 CFM
LOBBY 2ND FLR ZONES

2ND FLOOR - LOBBY

2ND FLOOR - RETAIL

6,000
CFM

4,000
CFM

3,400
CFM

9,650 CFM
RETAIL L01 ZONES

5,500
CFM

500 CFM
LOBBY ENTRANCE
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BELOW IS THE METHOD USED BY THE SUBSIDIUM’S MECHANICAL DESIGN TEAM TO APPROXIMATE AND MODEL THE POWER PRODUCED FROM
PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS ON THE ROOF AND WESTERN FACADE (REFER TO THE ELECTRICAL NARRATIVE FOR MORE INFORMATION):
1. CREATED A ROOM WITH A WALL THAT HAS THE SAME AREA, ORIENTATION, AND TILT AS THE PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS THAT ARE IN THE AT THE SAME
ORIENTATION AND TILT IN TRANE TRACE 700. ONE ROOM WAS MADE WITH A WALL REPRESENTING THE WEST FACADE PV AREA, WHILE ANOTHER WAS
MADE TO REPRESENT THE ROOF PV AREA.
2. THE WALL WAS SET TO BE 100% GLASS, WITH A U‐VALUE OF 0 AND A SHADING COEFFICIENT OF 1.0. THIS ENSURED THAT ALL SOLAR RADIANCE HITTING THE
SURFACE WAS RECORDED BY TRACE.
3. ASSIGNED THE ROOMS TO A SYSTEM THAT CONSUMES NO ENERGY.
4. MADE A UNITARY ELECTRIC CHILLER WITH A POWER USAGE CURVE THAT CAUSES TRACE TO USE ‐100% POWER AT 100% LOAD IN THE MECHANICAL
EQUIPMENT LIBRARY OF TRACE. DREW A STRAIGHT LINE FROM (‐100% POWER USAGE, 100% LOAD) TO (0% POWER USAGE,0% LOAD) TO MAKE THE CURVE.
5. DESIGNATED THE KW/TON EFFICIENCY OF THE CHILLER TO 0.13 KW/KW, 13% BEING THE EFFICIENCY OF THE PV THAT SUBSIDIUM IS USING.
6. ASSIGNED THE SYSTEM TO THE PLANT WITH THE CHILLER, AND A PLANT WITH A BOILER THAT CONSUMES NO ENERGY.
7. RAN THE SYSTEM NOTICE THAT THE REPORT SHOWED THE CHILLER WAS USING NEGATIVE AMOUNTS OF ELECTRICITY.

SUBSIDIUM ENGINEERING, INC.
1 BOSSTON STREET, SUITE 100
BOSSTON, MA
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NOTES:
• WITH THIS METHOD, SUBSIDIUM'S MECHANICAL TEAM WAS ABLE TO MATCH THE MONTHLY AND TOTAL ESTIMATES OF PV POWER PRODUCTION WHICH THE
SUBSIDIUM'S ELECTRICAL TEAM HAD ESTIMATED.
• TRACE ACCOUNTS FOR REFLECTING RADIATION AS WELL AS CLOUD COVER BASED UPON WEATHER DATA FILES.
• A DERATING OF THE PV PERFORMANCE WAS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN A DERATING CURVE ON THE 'SOLAR POWER' RECORDING CHILELR DUE TO INCREASES
IN TEMPERATURE.

888 BOYLSTON STREET

BELOW IS THE METHOD USED BY THE SUBSIDIUM’S MECHANICAL DESIGN TEAM TO
APPROXIMATE AND MODEL THE EFFECTS OF THE SOLAR WALL:
1. EXPORTED THE TOTAL RADIATION, BOTH DIRECT AND REFLECTED, IN WATTS/M^2 FROM
CLIMATE CONSULTANT SOFTWARE
2. CALCULATED A WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF THE RADIANCE DATA TO DETERMINE THE TILT
OF THE SURFACE IN ORDER TO ACCURATELY MODEL THE TILTED FAÇADE SUBSIDIUM
DESIGNED
3. AVERAGED THE RADIANCE VALUES ABOVE 0 WATTS/M^2 FROM SEPTEMBER TO APRIL
(WINTER DAY RADIANCE DATA)
4. DETERMINED A 9°F TEMPERATURE RISE FOR AIR COMING IN AT 8 CFM/SQFT THROUGH
THE SOLAR WALL UTILIZING THE MANUFACTURER’S DATA AND THE AVERAGE RADIANCE
OF 300 WATTS/M^2
5. SIZED A VENTILATION HEATING COIL, LOCATED BEFORE THE PREHEAT COIL, WITHIN THE
TRACE 700 ENERGY MODEL TO HAVE A MAXIMUM HEATING CAPACITY OF 508,781BTUH
(REFER TO APPENDIX M‐D FOR SOLAR WALL CONTRIBUTION CHART)
6. SCHEDULED THE VENTILATION HEATING COIL TO ONLY OPERATE DURING WINTER DAYS
7. ASSIGNED THE VENTILATION HEATING COIL TO A HEATING PLANT WHICH CONSUMED
NO ENERGY IN ORDER TO ‘TRICK’ TRACE 700 INTO MODELING THE SOLAR WALL
PREHEATING EFFECT WITHOUT ANY EXPENDITURE OF ENERGY

IN GREEN, EXHAUST
DUCTWORK TAKES SPENT AIR
AWAY FROM INTAKES

YELLOW HIGHLIGHTED
SUMMER BY‐PASS DUCTWORK
PULLED OUTDOOR AIR FROM
THE COOLER NORTH SIDE OF
THE BUILDING

COLD WINTER AIR WAS PULLED
THROUGH THE ORANGE
HIGHLIGHTED FACADE. THIS
OUTDOOR AIR WAS PREHEATED WITH
SOLAR WALL TECHNOLOGY.

IN RED, A PLENUM WAS BUILT
BEHIND THE SOLAR WALL TO
COLLECT THE PREHEATED AIR

IN TEAL, DEDICATED OUTDOOR AIR UNITS
USED THE PREHEATED AIR FROM THE
SOLAR WALL IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE
HEATING COIL DEMAND IN THE WINTER.
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10TH FLOOR MECHANICAL ROOM - SOLAR WALL CONNECTION DEMONSTRATION
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, CV CONTROLLED
BY ZONE THERMOSTAT.
2. REFER TO AIRFLOW DIAGRAM AND ZONING
DIAGRAM FOR MORE INFORMATION.
3. COOLING COILS TO BE SELECTED FOR A 10°F
DIFFERENTIAL (44-54°F).
4. RADIANT PANELS TO BE SELECTED FOR A 4°F
DIFFERENTIAL (58-62°F).
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COOLING TOWER /
TUNED LIQUID
DAMPER

DOAS-O11-14

DOAS-O15-18

FCU-OFFICE
SERVER ROOM

FCU-OFFICE
ELEC. ROOM

VARIABLE
VOLUME
CONDENSER
PUMPS

19TH FLOOR- MECHANICAL PENTHOUSE/ROOF

VSD
CIRCULATOR

58°F (COOLING)
120°F (HEATING)
TT

HEATED HOT
WATER SUPPLY

TYPICAL 11TH THROUGH 18TH FLOOR - OFFICE FLOOR FAN COIL UNITS

ZONED
RADIANT
CEILINGS

HEATED
HOT WATER
RETURN

HEATED HOT
WATER SUPPLY
44°F

TT

DOAS-O4-7

REFER TO HEATED
HOT WATER
DIAGRAM

CH-1
[210 TONS]

CH-2
[210 TONS]

CH-3
[210 TONS]

CH-4
[210 TONS]

CH-5
[20
TONS]

HX

HEAT
REJECTION
TO DOMESTIC
AND WASTE
WATER

HX
HEATED HOT
WATER RETURN
10TH FLOOR - MEP FLOOR

DOAS-O8-10

VARIABLE VOLUME
PRIMARY PUMPS

56°F

WATER SIDE
ECONOMIZER

TT

FCU-OFFICE
SERVER ROOM

FCU-OFFICE
ELEC. ROOM

VSD
CIRCULATOR

58°F (COOLING)
120°F (HEATING)
TT

HEATED HOT
WATER SUPPLY

TYPICAL 4TH THROUGH 9TH FLOOR - OFFICE FLOOR FAN COIL UNITS

VSD
CIRCULATOR

ZONED
RADIANT
CEILINGS

HEATED HOT
WATER SUPPLY

2ND FLOOR - RETAIL

AHU-R3

AHU-R2

AHU-L

AHU-R1

VSD
CIRCULATOR

HEATED
HOT WATER
RETURN

58°F (COOLING)
120°F (HEATING)
TT

ZONED
RADIANT
SLABS

HEATED
HOT WATER
RETURN
2ND FLOOR - LOBBY

58°F (COOLING)
120°F (HEATING)
TT

1ST FLOOR - LOBBY/RETAIL/FOOD HALL ENTRY AHU ROOM 0113
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195°F TT

Link Back to
Mechanical
Exec.

HEATED HOT
WATER SUPPLY

ZONED
RADIANT
SLABS
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, CV CONTROLLED
BY ZONE THERMOSTAT.

DOAS-O15-18

19TH FLOOR- MECHANICAL PENTHOUSE/ROOF

FCU-OFFICE
SERVER ROOM

FCU-OFFICE
ELEC. ROOM

VSD
CIRCULATOR

58°F (COOLING)
120°F (HEATING)
TT

CHILLED
WATER SUPPLY

TYPICAL 11TH THRU 18TH FLOOR - OFFICE FLOOR FAN COIL UNITS
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ZONED
RADIANT
CEILINGS

CHILLED
WATER
RETURN

HX
VARIABLE SPEED
PRIMARY PUMPS

(2) SUPPL.
CONDENSING
BOILERS
[1000 MBH
EA.]

HX
110 PSI STEAM
UTILITY SERVICE
(CONDENSATE TO BE
USED FOR COOLING
TOWER MAKE-UP)

TT

DOAS-O8-10

FCU-OFFICE
SERVER ROOM

FCU-OFFICE
ELEC. ROOM

REFER TO CHILLED
WATER DIAGRAM

EXH.
HX

NATURAL
GAS

DOAS-O4-7
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ENGINE
EXHAUST

195.1 °F

HX
RECIP. ENGINE
[400 kW]

PUMP

COMBUSTION AIR

HX

EXPANSION
TANK

AIR
SEPARATOR

PUMP
10TH FLOOR - MEP FLOOR

VSD
CIRCULATOR

58°F (COOLING)
120°F (HEATING)
TT

CHILLED
WATER SUPPLY

TYPICAL 4TH THRU 9TH FLOOR - OFFICE FLOOR FAN COIL UNITS

ZONED
RADIANT
CEILINGS

CHILLED
WATER
RETURN

REFER TO ZONING DIAGRAM
AND EQUIPMENT SCHEDULES

3RD FLOOR - RETAIL

REFER TO ZONING DIAGRAM
AND EQUIPMENT SCHEDULES

VSD
CIRCULATOR

58°F (COOLING)
120°F (HEATING)
TT

CHILLED
WATER SUPPLY
2ND FLOOR - RETAIL

AHU-R3

AHU-R2

AHU-L

AHU-R1

VSD
CIRCULATOR

2ND FLOOR - LOBBY

58°F (COOLING)
120°F (HEATING)
TT

CHILLED
WATER SUPPLY
1ST FLOOR - RETAIL/FOOD HALL ENTRY AHU ROOM 0113

ZONED
RADIANT
FLOORS

CHILLED
WATER
RETURN

ZONED
RADIANT
FLOORS
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TRANSFORMER
VAULT
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ACCESS ROOM
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FIRE PUMP
0311

MAIN ELECTRICAL
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DOMESTIC WATER
ROOM
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TRANSFORMER ROOM FLOOR PLAN
1/8" = 1'-0"

MAIN ELECTRICAL ROOM
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FM‐200 SYSTEM
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FM‐200 FIRE SURPRESSION SYSTEM FOR SERVER
ROOM WITH IT EQUIPMENT
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. AS PER NFPA, THE MAXIMUM SPACING
BETWEEN SPRINKLERS IS 15FT IN A LIGHT
HAZARD OCCUPANCY. THE DESIGN TEAM HAS
PLACED SPRINKLERS AT MAXIMUM 14FT APART
TO MEET CODE
2. PER BOSTON FIRE PREVENTION CODE SECTION
14.09, AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEMS MUST
HAVE A MINIMUM FLOW OF WATER OF 0.10
GPM/SQFT OVER A CALCULATED AREA OF
APPLICATION OF 1,500 SF IN LOW-HAZARD
OCCUPANCIES
3. STANDPIPE SYSTEM WITH HOSE OUTLETS FOR
FIRE DEPARTMENT USE IN A BUILDING WILL BE
PLACED ON ALL FLOORS. PER BOSTON FIRE
PREVENTION CODE, THE WATER SUPPLY
SYSTEM WILL SUPPLY 500 GPM FROM THE
MAIN STANDPIPE, AND 250GPM FOR EACH
ADDITIONAL STANDPIPE
4. SUBSIDIUM UTILIZED THE "THORNTON"
METHOD FROM M. LORENZ / J. ROBINSON,
TKLP IN '"BOUNDARY AND AIRLOCK DESIGN
ISSUES" TO CALCULATE THE DOOR TRANSFER
RATE (320 CFM PER DOOR) NECESSARY FOR
STAIR PRESSURIZATION. WITH A 21 LEVEL
BUILDING, 6,720 CFM NEEDS TO BE PUSHED
INTO THE EACH STAIRWELL IN THE EVENT OF A
FIRE.
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ELECTRICAL EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Subsidium’s electrical team goals are to design an optimal and efficient system that supports the project themes and design team
goals by implementing renewable energy and sustainable systems that maximizes occupancy comfort and experience. While pursuing
these goals, the electrical team collaborated with all disciplines to make important design decisions.

PV Integration
PV panels are integrated on
the roof and the west façade
as the building’s main
renewable energy source.
These panels generate
approximately 197,332 kWh
annually for the building.

Control System
MechoShade SolarTrac was
selected to control shading
applications. EnOcean Building
Automation system was utilized to
control building illumination, with
additional control strategies
implemented to save energy.

Tri-Generation System
Fuel cells and reciprocating
engine are located on the
10th floor, servicing the
building‘s MEP system. This
equipment allows the
building’s standard
operation to primarily run
on natural gas, while also
providing redundancy in
times of electric grid failure.

Shading Applications
Electrochromic Glass is
implemented on the
West Façade and
Automated Shades are
integrated into South
And East window units,
preventing direct solar
ingress and reducing
mechanical loads.

Main Electrical Room
A double ended substation
is located on the 4th floor
where the main
distribution panel lives.
Two bus ducts service the
office levels above for
maximum flexibility and
resiliency.
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Typical Office Floor
Lighting designed for occupant comfort

Office Lobby
Lighting designed to celebrate integration

Plaza and Underground Parking
Lighting designed for safety
Overall Lighting Power Density of the building achieved 55%
better than ASHRAE 90.1-2013 allowance.
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1. Project Introduction

to the west. One of the main entrances to the Shops at the
Prudential Center neighbors the project site to the
east. The new midrise is to consist of three levels of retail
beneath fourteen levels of office spaces. Two levels of
underground parking will be constructed to tie into a preexisting parking garage for the Prudential Center and
Shops. An exterior view of the project is shown in Figure 1.
Subsidium is committed to designing a building that
supports the goals of the occupants, owner, and the city of
Boston. Subsidium plans to accomplish all of their
stakeholders’ goals with an innovative facade system
coupled with a tri-generation system that provides clean
and affordable energy to flexible spaces that fulfill all the
needs of the occupants.

2. Team Mission
At Subsidium, we strive to create and deliver optimal,
sustainable design solutions through an integrated,
multidisciplinary approach with a main focus on our client
needs.

3. Project Scope/Themes
Subsidium strives to ensure that the challenges of the
owner and city of Boston are aligned with the design from
design development to project turnover. The ability to
design an energy efficient building that promotes increased
foot traffic to the beautiful Back Bay area is essential. The
four themes that the project team will focus on throughout
the project delivery are: coexistence with surroundings,
sustainability and lifecycle, adaptability, and safety. Each
one of these project goals is defined below:

Figure 1: Exterior view of the Boylston Project from the bay

The Boylston Project is a proposed multi-use facility in the
heart of the Back Bay area of Boston, Massachusetts. The
project site is located next to some of Boston’s most
prominent buildings, including the Prudential Tower to the
south, and the John B. Hynes Memorial Convention Center
Team Registration Number: 03-2016
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The lighting/electrical team goals are to design a
sustainable and efficient system while also aligning with the
Bostonian pride of visual clarity in a building of Boston. The
design aimed for the project to have multiple levels of
redundancy as well as ability of operation during
emergencies for 48 hours.

4.2 Climate Analysis
Statistics from U.S. climate data show that Boston gets 2615
annual hours of sunshine, which suggests a strong potential
for renewable energy. For the wind analysis, please refer to
the Mechanical and Structural Narrative.

5. Codes and Standards
4. Site Analysis
4.1 Solar Analysis
The project site is located in downtown Boston,
Massachusetts, amongst a fairly dense urban environment
with high-rise structures immediately to the east and south,
with lower buildings toward the west and north and a
relatively clear view to the Charles River. The 52-story
Prudential Tower directly south of the building casts a
shadow on the south facade throughout the year and limits
daylight penetration into the space. The west façade, on the
other hand, is oriented 19 degrees towards true south, and
along with the open site, allows great solar power potential
for the roof and façade as shown in Figure 2.
North-East

Codes and Standards used by the lighting and electrical
team of Subsidium include but are not limited to:
ASHRAE 90.1 – 2007
NFPA 70 - National Electrical Code 2011
International Building Code 2012
Lighting Handbook – 10th Edition

6. Computer Programs
The Subsidium team utilized Google Sketchup, AutoCAD,
and AGi32 for preliminary shadow and daylighting
considerations. Rhino with Grasshopper and DIVA plugins
were used for parametric design and Radiance calculations
to find the right balance between solar heat gain and
daylight harvesting. Revit, 3Ds Max, and Unity were used to
create renderings for both the interior and exterior of the
project, and ElumTools in Revit was used for lighting
calculations. NREL’s PVWatts Calculator, Excel, and Revit
were used for all electrical load calculations. Finally,
AutoCAD and Revit MEP were used for systems illustrations.

7. Power Considerations
7.1 Building Load

South-West

Figure 3: Breakdown of building loads into categories

Figure 2: Solar radiation analysis of Boylston Project and its
surrounding performed in DIVA for Rhino
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The Boylston Project not only houses fourteen levels of
Class A office space, but also two levels of retail spaces, and
two levels of underground parking garage. This impacted
the building load vastly as additional lighting power density
for the retail space had to be taken into account, as well as

Electrical

the large receptacle load from the office spaces. The
building load was gathered from codes and assumptions for
the Class A office tenants with reference to given and
recommended floor fitting layouts. Referring to the floor
plate, the team allotted 5 kW of power necessary for server
equipment per floor. A break-down of the building load
categories in percentages can be seen in Figure 3. The
calculated building peak demand load is approximately
1282 kW; the break-down, which can be reviewed in
Drawing E- 105.
For the Boylston Project, the overall lighting power density
was based off ASHRAE 90.1 – 2007; however, the Subsidium
team targeted 50% of the allowable in ASHRAE 90.1 – 2013
for the fourteen levels of office space, to exceed the
owner’s wishes and align with the goals of the mechanical
team. The receptacle load was estimated based on the floor
fitting layouts and calculated with the demand factors in
compliance with NEC 2011, Table 220.44. The
kitchen/pantry loads were taken at full load as
recommended for equipment stated in NEC 2011, as was
the other specialty equipment including the server room
and copy machines located on each of the office floors.
The office lobby, plaza, and underground parking lighting
power density were once again designed to meet 50% of
the allowance stated in ASHRAE 90.1 – 2013 to align with
the owner’s defined challenge. The small plug loads for
each of these spaces include estimated general receptacles
needs in the space.
The building load consideration for the retail levels were
allotted 100% of the allowance in ASHRAE 90.1 – 2013
because the design is left for the retail space’s decision. This
choice made by the design team was to allow for greater
flexibility for tenants that might rent the retail space.
Although this space was allotted more than the owner’s
goal, the overall building LPD is more than 50% lower than
ASHRAE 90.1 - 2013. The food hall was not taken into
consideration for the full building load since it was not
within the scope of the Boylston Project.

8. Building Electrical System
8.1 Tri-generation
Per the challenges that came with making the electrical and
mechanical system as redundant as possible and minimizing
points of failure, the design team implemented a trigeneration system for the Boylston Project.
The tri-generation system utilizes natural gas to power two
solid oxide fuel cells and reciprocating engines power
Team Registration Number: 03-2016

generators to provide the building with a maximum of 1300
kW of electrical energy at peak capacity. The byproduct of
heat from the reciprocating engines is then utilized to
become part of the heating and cooling systems of the
building. The overall system provides electrical power,
heating, and cooling to the building, making it a trigeneration system.
The fuel cell is part of the tri-generation system. The
utilization of this system enables the building to be able to
produce most of its own power to minimize reliance on the
electrical grid, with a sustainability bonus of clean energy
with low emissions. For additional information on the
implementation of the entire tri-generation system, please
refer to the Mechanical Narrative.

8.2 Power Sources

Figure 4: Power generation equipment for redundancy

Two utility service lines from the electric grid service the 18story mixed use building. The high voltage 15 kVA power
from these two electric lines then goes through individual
transformers and respective switchgear in a double ended
substation that makes this component of the system 100%
redundant.
Although the utility is 100% redundant, there are still
different points for failure, so to minimize this concern as
much as possible, other design components were
considered. A level of ground fault protection is required by
NFPA at the circuit breakers leading to the double ended
substation; however, to ensure the point of failure would
be minimized, a second level of ground fault protection was
included at the distribution panel level following the
substation. This prevents several levels of equipment from
damage making the system more reliable.
Two 250 kW fuel cell modules are dedicated to power the
life safety branch, the critical IT load branch, and critical
mechanical load (27% of the total mechanical load); these
loads are being serviced through a natural gas line on a
Electrical

typical day instead of the electrical grid. These two fuel cells
are implemented in conjunction with an uninterruptible
power module, which provides immediate response to
failure of a fuel cell module or failure in the natural gas line.
This provides this section of the power generation a level of
redundancy. Two additional 250 kW fuel cells are used to
service the rest of the building load on a normal basis to
decrease reliance on the electrical grid, aligning with the
team’s objective of social sustainability. The added benefit
to using fuel cells include lower emissions, allowing for the
system to be more environmentally sustainable.
In addition to this, one 250 kW diesel generator will be used
to provide power for the life safety load, critical IT load, and
critical mechanical load (electric chiller to cool the IT
equipment) in the unlikely case where both the electrical
grid and natural gas line fails. This 250 kW diesel generator
will provide the critical loads mentioned with a runtime of
48 hours. The diesel fuel for this generator will be stored in
the fuel oil storage room on the green level and will be
approximately 864 gallons.
To summarize, in the event of the electrical grid failure
(Scenario 1), the two reciprocating engines, four fuel cells,
and four uninterruptible power module will provide power
through natural gas for the whole building. In the event of
a natural gas line failure (Scenario 2), the two electrical
utility line will service the whole building’s power needs.
And finally in the event of all exterior utility service failures
(Scenario 3), the diesel generator will maintain the life
safety, critical IT, and critical mechanical loads, as
adjudicated by the project team, for 48 hours. The
equipment that contributes to the power generation of the
building system can be seen in Figure 4.

8.3 Building Distribution
Two bus ducts provide service to office levels 4 to 9 and
office levels 10 to 17 to eliminate single points of failure.
The bus duct system allows the owner flexibility to divide
the rentable space for future tenants since additional
lighting and receptacle panels can be swiftly added into the
bus duct. Metering for each tenant can also be easily added
to the system. The meter will be placed on the line as it
enters the lighting (480V) panel for the tenant. Each bus
duct will be 2000 Amperes, providing power to the the
lighting, receptacle, and specialty loads that are not on the
life safety branch or critical load branch.
With these bus ducts, each office floor comes prepared with
two 480V lighting panels that plug into the duct. A
stepdown transformer connects each 480V panel to the
208Y/120V double panelboard to service the plug loads on
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the floor. An additional 208Y/120V panelboard provides
power to the critical loads, and one 480V panel provides
power to the life safety load (every five levels). The critical
load will be connected to the unmarked outlets, while the
regular loads will be connected to outlets marked
controlled.
Both switchgear setups will be located on the third floor of
the building in the main electrical room. The fuel cell
modules and emergency diesel generator will reside on the
mechanical floor on the 10th level. The diesel fuel for this
generator will remain in the fuel oil storage room on the
green level (underground parking level). All life safety
panelboards will be located in the emergency electrical
room on their respective floors. All other panelboards and
the step down transformers will be located in the electrical
rooms provided on each of their respective floors and as
noted in the single-line diagram is on Drawing E-101. All
typical electrical room layouts and main electrical room
layout can be referenced on Drawing E-104.

8.3 Life Safety Branch
Life Safety
LS-Lighting
LS-Power
LS-Total

25.557 kVA
2.400 kVA
27.957 kVA

Life Safety
2%

Critial Power
CRIT-Power
CRIT-Mech
CRIT-Total

224.824 kVA
53.780 kVA
278.604 kVA

Regular Load
GEN-Lighting
GEN-Power
GEN-Mech
GEN-Total

General
Load
76%

Critial
Power
22%

232.267 kVA
600.365 kVA
142.720 kVA
975.352 kVA

Figure 5: Breakdown of electrical load by branches

Ten percent of the lighting power density in the building
was assumed for egress lighting for the building load.
Analyzes, shown in later sections, were completed to
ensure that minimal illumination requirements were met.
Following IBC 2012, Section 1006.2, means of egress
illumination level has to be no less than 1 footcandle (11
lux). Portions of the standard core and ambient office
lighting layout were used for egress purposes to minimize
cost. The ambient office fixtures that are part of the life
safety branch are plugged into a twist and lock receptacle.
More details about the life safety lighting load can be seen
Electrical

in Section 11.5.1 of this narrative. These fixtures are
powered through the life safety branch at all times. They
are placed on a separate lighting panel on each floor.
In addition to the lighting load, power for the fire alarm
system was included in the life safety branch, which is 2%
of the building load (Figure 5). As depicted in the Single-Line
Diagram in Drawing E-101, the distribution of life safety
loads is split onto four different panelboard sets for the
building to prevent single points of failure and reduce
unnecessary costs. The loads on the life safety branch will
typically be serviced by the fuel cells. This load is attached
to both a manual and an automatic transfer switch. The two
switches allow for the life safety loads to be switched at any
time from three different power sources. The manual
switch will allow the owner to make the decision to switch
to the electric grid in the event of maintenance; however,
the automatic transfer switch will allow for this branch to
be continuously serviced by the emergency diesel
generator, even in the event of both the electric grid and
natural gas line failure (Scenario 3).

8.4 Critical Load - 48 Hour Emergency

generators with a 30 second delay to ensure the life safety
branch is serviced first. With this, a small dedicated electric
chiller will run in conjunction with the diesel generator to
provide cooling for 100% of the server room load as
mentioned above.

8.5 Renewable Energy
Photovoltaic Panels are another renewable source of
energy that the design team implemented on this project
with sustainability efforts being the front runner and driver
of the project. Whilst additional photovoltaic (PV) panel
locations were desired on the roof of the building, the
design team also looked to other means to implement these
panels in locations that included, but were not limited to
the façade. After iterative studies and analyses were
completed for different façade arrangements, the
Subsidium design team ruled out the South façade for
photovoltaic panel placement due to its limited energy
production since the Prudential Tower looms over that
façade. Please refer to SD Electrical ∙ A. for the photovoltaic
panel analysis and comparisons that occurred during the
iterative process.

The Subsidium project team deemed the critical loads in the
offices to be:
10% of lighting load
50% of plug loads
0% of kitchen/pantry load
100% of server room load
25% of specialty equipment loads
27% of thermal cooling load
Similar to the life safety loads, in the event of loss of natural
gas to the building or when the fuel cells are being serviced,
the manual transfer switch can be used to put all of these
loads on to the electric grid. These loads will allow for
occupants to continue working and will result in no loss of
work time; therefore, no loss of monetary gain for the
tenants, as is desired in a Class A office. In order to ensure
this, receptacles in the office area will be provided with
clear distinction between critical loads and controlled loads.
After many discussions and considerations of the tenants’
needs, the project team decided the likelihood of failure in
two electric lines and the natural gas lines is very low.
However, in the event where this does occur, the critical
loads will be unaffected. Two uninterruptible power
modules provide approximately 10 minutes of power and
notify the diesel generator to start running before
triggering the automatic transfer switch. The critical IT load
branch is being serviced by the emergency diesel
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Figure 6: Photovoltaic Panels on Boylston Project’s façade

Because the nature of the current façade did not provide
self-shading properties, proper allowable tilts optimal for
photovoltaic panels, or lessening of solar heat gain, the
design team came to a conclusion to angle the façade as
shown in the Figure 6. This façade improves the envelope
from a mechanical perspective, as well as providing optimal
power generation, while also allowing for daylight
penetration. Please refer to the Integration Narrative for
more information on how the design team considered the
tilt, materials, connections, and constructability of the
façade, and how the resulting design came to be.
Coexistence with surroundings is one of Subsidium’s major
design themes; therefore, when the option of a protrusive
façade appeared, we limited the horizontal stretch to 18”.
Electrical

Putting the panel on the exterior of the plenum space
allotted the greatest area for PV, as well as an increase of
energy generation when the slant of 30 degrees (from
vertical) was applied. The slant of the PV panels on the
façade allowed for an increase of 26.9% in energy
generation as compared to a vertical façade with similar
parameters. Standard polycrystalline solar panels were
selected for their generation efficiency, durability, and
initial cost. See SD Electrical ∙ A for documentation on
assumptions made and calculations for the different façade
design iterations.

The Subsidium design
team recommends the
usage of the Gen2 system
by Otis, Elevator Company
for the thirteen elevators
located in the Boylston
Project. The magnitude of
elevator trips available for
the regenerative drives to
recycle this wasted energy
was
significant
and
resulted in $11,409 and
57,037 kWh of savings per
year. These results come
from calculations that the
design team completed,
which can be referred to
in SD Electrical ∙ B.

Portions of the photovoltaic array were set apart to provide
DC power for the electrochromic glass on the West façade
(See Figure 7). The rest of the generated power will be
inverted to AC power back on the building grid and operate
through a battery in order to eliminate the harmonics and
variable generation coming from the sun.
Figure 8: Regenerative elevator drive
system’s principle

Piezoelectricity implements technology that uses the
changes in force to produce renewable energy that can be
applied to the building electrical energy generation. The
Subsidium design team looked into PaveGen as a renewable
resource in the project. These tiles thrive most in a location
where they receive consistent foot traffic; therefore, the
design team looked to locations where this technology
would apply. The team considered placing these tiles in the
office lobby by the elevators as well as the turnstiles
because these spaces provide the team with trackable
general numbers for foot traffic. After analysis of the
PaveGen system, the team deemed the system
unsuccessful. The full analysis completed by the Subsidium
team can be referred to in SD Electrical ∙ C.

Figure 7: Façade photovoltaic DC and AC distribution

Regenerative Drive is another form of energy generation
that is gathered from using the motor to act as a generator
at times of low load. In this case, it takes place in an elevator
hoistway.
This drive captures the energy generated when a loaded
cab is lowered (Figure 8). The benefits of the regenerative
drive comes not only in energy generation, but also in
reducing harmonic distortion in the power produced and
decreasing radio frequency interference. This system also
provides little vibration and noise, as well as a much smaller
machine room.
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The design team went farther into research for
implementation of piezoelectric technology through other
locations and means. Upon observing the location of the
building in relation to the subway system in the city of
Boston, the team noticed that the Green Line of the
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority runs directly
under the project. Because piezoelectric energy is related
to the weight of the subject that is applied, the design team
saw this application as a possibility.
Furthering the research included inquiring about the
possibility of a shared entity in a public space, which was
found to be positive. A current shared ownership of
renewable energy in the form of photovoltaic panels is
found along Massachusetts highways. There is a publicprivate partnership between the office of MassDOT and
Electrical

Ameresco Inc., an independent provider of energy solutions
for facilities. This partnership allowed the state of
Massachusetts to benefit from the energy savings and
ownership, while Ameresco took full responsibility of
construction, operation, and maintenance.
The Innowattech energy harvesting system railways
solution was then analyzed to see if this implementation
could be a possibility. The current system is being tested in
Israel, with some information available on the performance
of the system. In addition, the team was able to gather
information about the trains’ frequency and weight.
Calculations and assumptions are referenced in SD
Electrical ∙ C.
Although the location and use of piezoelectric technology
in the subway track produced far greater results, the
unknown of the cost of the panels, the final generation
created from an installation of 0.621 mile (1 km), and the
debatable possibilities of this installation on public property
prevented the team from adding this system to the
renewable energy generation of the Boylston Project.

9. Special Systems
9.1 Fire Alarm Infrastructure
The Boylston Project was determined to be a building type
combination of B (office), M (retail), and S-2 (underground
parking), which the Subsidium design team took into
consideration when designing the fire alarm infrastructure
for such a building. An addressable voice over alarm system
was selected due to its flexibility; it can send signals for each
particular detector rather than a specific zone. This means
the fire alarm system is not restricted to how a floor can be
rented out. In addition to the addressability of the system,
the combined horn and strobe feature of the fire alarm will
provide all occupants in all spaces with a clear and alert
warning when an emergency occurs. This feature is to
ensure the clientele a comfortable and safe work
environment. This system also provides the ability for selftesting and self-recording, providing the owner with the
flexibility to conduct regular testing and maintenance.
This system lives in the fire communications center located
on the first level; it services all 17 office levels, 3 levels of
retail, 2 levels of mechanical and electrical rooms, and
finally the 2 levels of underground parking. The fire pump
room is located on the third floor and will contain a
high/low pressure switch, an alarm pressure switch, and
fire alarm addressable interface modules. For the fire alarm
riser diagram, please see Drawing E-103.
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A combined horn and strobe
fire alarm (example shown
in Figure 9) will be used on
all floors with variances from
15, 30, 75, and 110 candelas
located according to IBC
2012 and NFPA 72. An
automatic fire signaling
system is in place. One
smoke detector and two
heat detectors will be
located in each elevator as
Figure 9: Combined horn and
well as other locations
strobe fire alarm
required by NFPA 72. A
special smoke control system will be provided at the lobby
on the third floor where the atrium is located. However,
manual fire signaling stations will still be implemented in
accordance with NFPA 72. The manual stations will be
double action and pull operated at 42” height, handle from
floor. These stations will be located at every point of egress,
5’ or less from the swing side of door, and 200’ or less travel
distance.
Each floor of the building has a fire alarm room. This will
accommodate a notification appliance power extender
panel, a fire alarm terminal cabinet, a fire alarm amplifier
panel, and a fault isolation module. Along with this, a fire
extinguisher cabinet (FEC) will be located in the fire alarm
control room, electrical emergency room, and the electrical
room of each of the typical office floors, as well as all other
areas in accordance to IBC 2012 and NFPA 72.

9.2 Telecommunication Infrastructure
In the design of the telecommunications infrastructure, the
Subsidium team felt that implementing a clear and reliable
data network was necessary to exceed the goals of the
owner. The Class A office will draw clients based on its
reliability and by providing features that not all offices offer.
The electrical design team proposed a desktop
virtualization resource system that is also known as the thin
or lean client. This “lean” system allows for lightweight
computers for each of the individuals in the office space,
which are connected to a larger server to provide these
computers with their computational needs. This system
allows for flexibility with minimization of hardware, as well
as cost in terms of reduced hardware purchases, and
minimized software maintenance. Because the software is
centralized, the security of the system is also improved.
More details can be referenced in SD Electrical ∙ D.
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The public telephone network enters the building on the
third floor of the demarcation room. From this room, the
data lines are sent throughout the building in the
underfloor distribution plenum. Because the location of the
cabling will be in the raised floor distribution system, the
communication circuits are comprised of plenum rated
cable jacket (CMP), fuses, and circuit breakers. For each
office floor, a network LAN switch located in the main
telecommunications room will be connected to all the lean
clients. In each of these server rooms, category 6 horizontal
cabling will be used due to its compatibility to cross talk
with past cabling systems, as well as future cabling systems.
Category 6a horizontal cabling was not chosen due lack of
beneficial assets for a much higher cost. A riser diagram
showing the distribution of the telecommunications system
can be found in Drawing E-102.
Power over Ethernet (POE) is used in the telephones and
surveillance video cameras for security all over the building.
The POE router and injector are located in the data closet
of each floor. These supply power and data to the various
voice/data outlets, card readers, access points, security
cameras, and access controls.

9.3 Security Infrastructure

Each office floor will also have additional card access
controls to each of the tenant spaces for additional safety
and security. However, in the event of a loss of power to the
elevators, all office main doors will be automatically
unlocked for access to the stairs and to prevent any
occupants from being trapped within the corridor of the
elevator waiting area. Security will be enforced upon
entering the office lobby. Only registered occupants may
enter the security turnstiles through the use of an individual
key card. Guests may enter after the security staff has
verified his/her identification and reason for visit.
To compliment the security that will be enforced primarily
in the office lobby, a surveillance system will be
implemented. A network system was chosen due to its
ability to provide a stable network connection as well as its
ease of installation and lower cost of installation. This is all
possible through power over Ethernet (PoE). PoE is a single
cable that provides both power and network connection to
send back video files or other data to the NVR. This network
also allows for the owner and/or the tenant leasing the
space to have the power to tap into the security system for
on-site or off-site observation. The network cable the IP
cameras will be on is CAT 6, which is equipped with longer
allowed distances compared to CAT5 or CAT5e, and a lower
cost in comparison to the CAT6a, which the project team
concluded would be unnecessary in this application.
IP cameras with megapixel resolution will be heavily placed
in areas, such as the exterior plaza, building entrance, retail
spaces, office lobby, and the underground parking garage.
This is to provide the occupants with a safe environment, in
addition to presenting the owner with his/her own way to
oversee the building. In addition to the locations mentioned
above, all elevators, offices, corridors, elevator lobbies, and
mechanical spaces will also be fitted with IP cameras.

Figure 10: Example of card access system at turnstiles

The location of the lobby and turnstiles prevent unknown
personnel from entering the office space. Security at the
front desk will be placed in the lobby in front of the 8
elevators serving the office spaces. Identity cards will be
necessary for visitors, and identity badges will be required
of all occupants before passing the security turnstiles. The
card access system is essential because it will direct the user
to an elevator carriage and the floor to which they have
access; an example can be seen in Figure 10. This will not
only decrease elevator traffic, but also decrease power
usage.
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Figure 11. Concourse Render

Figure 12. Main Lobby Render

10. Lobby Lighting
10.1 Lighting Design Criteria
The lobby is the entry area from which all workers access
the office floors. A staircase and an escalator in the North
Concourse take occupants to a 27’-0” high daylight
accessible main lobby with reception desk and benches. A
secondary entrance connected to the East Arcade brings
circulation into the main lobby as well. Circulation meets at
the 11’-0” tall elevator lobby before moving up to the office
floors.

Figure 13. Secondary Entrance Render

entrance serve as ambient light, and unite at the main lobby
in the form of a ring chandelier. As the scattered geometries
come together, it reflects Subsidium’s integrated design
and resembles the collaborative environment the team
aimed to create for the future tenants. Track lights were
applied to provide a required illuminance of 400 lux to the
reception desk and illuminate the wall mounted sculpture.
Downlight were also utilized for general seating areas. On
top of that, perimeter lights were implemented along the
outer perimeter of the lobby to enlarge the space.
Furthermore, the main lobby is daylight accessible, and
photocell dimming was utilized for ambient and perimeter
lighting fixtures to reduce lighting loads during the day.

The design team strived to create an open and welcoming
space with visual clarity. Material accentuation and
highlights of the large columns were implemented to create
visual interest for not only tenants, but also pedestrians
walking by the project site. Daylight utilization was also part
of the efficient design approach the team pursued.
Peak Hour
Off Peak Hour
E a vg (lux)
E a vg (lux)
Stair & Escalator
100
100
Lobby
Reception Desk
400
400
Main / Elevator Lobby
100
50
Lighting Power Density
ASHRAE 90.1 - 2013
1.92 W/SF
Actual
1.04 W/SF
Table 1. Lobby Quantitate Design Criteria
Type of
spaces

Sub-spaces

10.2 Design Concept
The design concept was developed to help reinforce the
space and define the circulation. This concept was carried
out with various layers of light. Trails of light follow the
inner perimeter of the lobby and converge at the end of the
elevator lobby, acting as directional light to bring circulation
from the primary concourse entrance and the secondary
entrance into the elevator lobby. Non-uniform recessed
circular LEDs placed at the concourse and the secondary
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Figure 14. Ground Floor Elevator Lobby Render

10.3 Lobby Lighting Schedule
A lighting schedule for the main lobby and elevator lobbies
on each floor was developed from the building occupancy
schedule. Light intensity changes after business hours to
minimize electrical loads, but will also assure security.
Please refer to SD Electrical ∙ J for details about lobby
lighting control in the Sequence of Operations, and Drawing
E-108 for lobby lighting plan.
Electrical

11. Office Lighting
11.1 Daylighting
N

Figure 16. East/South Façade 2D and 3D Section

Figure 15. DIVA Annual Direct Sunlight Analysis

An annual direct sunlight analysis with the integrated
facades was performed in DIVA for Rhino as shown in Figure
15. The North side of the building gets diffuse natural light
all year long. However, direct solar penetration affects East,
South and West sides of the space. The windows on the
East, South and West facades were slanted 17 degrees
outward from vertical to prevent high angle summer
sunlight ingress to the open office space. 1’-6” high frosted
Solera diffuse glass was utilized above the slanted windows
to allow diffuse daylight into the office spaces.

Electrochromic Glass was selected for the west façade with
coordination between the electrical and mechanical
options. Electrodes within the window are controlled to
adjust the level of visible transmittance of the glazing to
block direct sunlight and direct solar gain. Please refer to
the Mechanical Narrative for more detailed data on the
heat reduction achieved with the implementation of
electrochromic glass.

11.2 Shading applications
In addition to the architectural form responding to the sun,
shading applications tied to MechoShade’s SolarTrac
System provide thermal and visual comfort. This system
includes three radiometers on the building roof and one
photometer on the exterior of each façade to track realtime sky condition. The system takes into account a
window’s elevation, geometry, and solar orientation. It
calculates sun’s angle on each window in every zone, and
automatically adjust the shades, so that direct solar
penetration is no greater than a horizontal depth of 8’-0”
from the window wall at floor level.
Automated Interior Roller Shades were integrated into the
slanted East and South window units with tracks (Figure 16).
Five modes were programmed to drop down the shades to
different positions of the window according to the sun’s
angle in the sky. The shadecloth was selected with 3%
openness that provides pleasant transmittance. Manual
override through a wireless control network allows
occupants to operate shades to suit personal needs.
Detailed shading modes and shadecloth specification can
be found in Drawing E-106.
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Figure 17. West Façade 2D and 3D Section

Both the interior roller shades and electrochromic glass
were provided with DC power directly from the
photovoltaic panels on the façade and operated with
signals from MechoShade’s SolarTrac System through
communication gateways. (Please refer to Drawing E-106
for more information and details on shading applications.)

11.3 Office Lighting Zones
To efficiently control the open office space, the electrical
team formed daylight zones, including 14 primary daylight
zones and 5 secondary daylight zones. Fixtures inside all
daylight zones are operated under photocell control, and
shading applications inside the same primary daylight zone
are controlled together as a group.
Electrical

N

Type of
spaces

Sub-spaces

Horizontal
E a vg (lux)

Vertical E a vg
(lux)

Lobby
50
Reception Desk
400
Conference Rooms
300
Open Offices
150
Office
Closed Offices
300
Space
Kitchen
100
Circulation
50
Stairs
100
Restrooms
50
Lighting Power Density
ASHRAE 90.1 - 2013
1.27 W/SF
Actual
0.51 W/SF
Table 2. Office Spaces Quantitate Design Criteria

20
150
30
50
50
30
30
50
30

11.5 Design Concept

Figure 18. Office Daylight Zoning Diagram

11.4 Lighting Design Criteria
Subsidium’s recommended furniture layout provides a large
area of open office space with a 9’-6” ceiling height. Private
offices and conference rooms are situated along the south
and north sides. A service core in the center of the floor
contains all equipment rooms, elevators, fire stairs,
bathrooms, copy rooms and kitchens. Carpet flooring was
preferred to mitigate strong glare on the floor, and 2’x2’
white absorptive mineral fiber ceiling tiles were selected for
higher reflectance and increased ambient bounces. The
lighting design criteria were tied closely to the four project
themes, with an additional layer of visual reinforcement:
Coexistence – The lighting fixture layout provides pleasant
aesthetics through slanted facades to the neighborhood.
Sustainability – Maximized daylighting strategies (zoning)
and automated lighting control systems together serve to
minimize energy usage for electric lighting.
Adaptability – Office lighting is designed to be flexible to
the needs of future tenants. Electrical conduit and wiring is
capable of serving different floor layouts.
Safety – Emergency lighting for the elevator or lobby, fire
stairs and all paths of egress is a necessity.
Visual Reinforcement – Layers of light are used to create
visual interest, enhance productivity, and encourage
communication and collaboration.
The design team also ensured the illuminance level for each
space meets quantitative design criteria referenced from
the IES Handbook.
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The concept of collaboration was celebrated in the lobby
with various lighting layers, and the design team aimed to
extend this celebration to each office floor via integrated
design features and a hierarchy of luminaires.
All product information and IES files were collected to check
the quantitative criteria in Revit ElumTools.

11.5.1 Design Features
The electrical team proposed two design features on each
office floor. Both features bring integrated elements to the
space, help achieve daylight penetration to the open office,
and provide maximized comfort to the occupants.
Integrated Workstations were
suggested to allow richer daylight
harvesting into the open office, and
maintain a clear view out to the
Back Bay area. The
workstations
are
grouped into four or six
throughout the open
Figure 19. Workstations office area, encouraging
collaboration and communication between
desks. A tele-power pole with eight receptacles
(Figure 20) is incorporated into per two
workstations, accommodating power usage at
the desk. The eight receptacles includes two
unmarked receptacles for critical loads, a twist
and lock receptacle for plugged in lighting
fixtures (The Lavigo fixture will be discussed in
Section 11.5.2), and five controlled receptacles
on occupancy sensors for regular loads. Details
on how fixtures are connected to the twist and
lock receptacles can be found in SD Electrical ∙ F.
Figure 20. Tele-power pole
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Semi-Transparent Interior Partitions were recommended
for the private offices.
Partition glass not
only let more natural
light penetrate into
the open office, but
also form a friendly
connection between
Figure 21. Semi-Transparent Partitions
the private offices and
the open office. 4’-0” tall opaque stripes layered on the
glass panels, starting below desk height, provide privacy
and prevent a “mirror light box” effect at night if only the
private office light is turned on.

efficiency. On top of that, Lavigo also promotes user
interaction and allows separate adjustable control for task
and ambient light. As workers are satisfied with the visual
environment, productivity is enhanced. All Lavigo fixtures
are trimmed to 80% of its full output at the beginning of the
lamp life. Fixtures can talk to each other via EnOcean Pulse
Talk wireless modules. Occupants control 100% of
downlight and override 50-80% output range of uplight that
are controlled by sensors. Please refer to SD Electrical ∙ F on
EnOcean Pulse Talk and zoned Lavigo control scenarios.

11.5.2 Luminaire Selection
During the design process, the design team evaluated
various luminaire combinations for the office floor. Besides
performing quantitative calculations on different fixtures,
the electrical team coordinated with the other three
disciplines on ceiling arrangement, mounting location
options and cost tracking. With these mentioned factors in
consideration, four kinds of LED fixtures were selected for
three different types of office space, and they serve the
space with style and provide the occupants with comfort.

Figure 23. Private offices / Colab Areas Rendering

XAL TASK LED is an ultra-thin suspended LED fixture
selected for private offices and conference rooms. Its sleek
rectangular shape and direct/indirect functionality echo
Lavigo. A uniform 5’-0” spacing applies to all fixtures within
one room, bringing visual clarity to the space.

Figure 22. Open Office Rendering

XAL EDGE 60 LED was applied continously around service
cores. Recessed EDGE 60 LED provides soft grazing to the
center core walls from its thin profile. During the day, this
lighting layer harmonizes daylight and balances luminances
within the space; and at night and emergency situations,
this luminaire acts as the primary source to assure safety.
Waldman Lavigo was chosen for the open office space.
Lavigo is an innovative and modern desk mounted
direct/indirect LED light engine that provides both task light
to the work plane and ambient light to the space. This glarefree LED engine goes well with grouped workstations (as
previously mentioned in Section 11.5), where every two
desks would share one Lavigo fixture. Compared to the
combination of linear LED at ceiling and task lights at each
desk, Lavigo stands out with its sleek style and high
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XAL HELIOS LED is a round disc pendant selected for
collaboration areas. The disc shape is distinct from the
rectangular forms applied elsewhere in the office,
presenting a more relaxed communication environment.
Non-uniform layout of this luminaire stimulates creativity
during collaboration or group discussions.

12. Other Space Lighting
12.1 Retail and Food Hall Lighting Design
The retail space and food hall will be designed by the tenant
that leases the space. The following lighting power density
values were used to calculate load and size electrical
equipment.
Type of
spaces
Retail
Food Hall

Sub-spaces

Lig hting Power D ensity 100% ASHRAE 90.1-2013

Sales Area
Concourse
Food Court
Kitchen

1.44 W/SF
1.10 W/SF
0.65 W/SF
1.21 W/SF

Table 3. Retail and Food Hall Quantitate Design Criteria
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12.2 Parking Garage Lighting Design
Parking garage lighting was designed to ensure safety. A
portion of the parking garage including six parking spots
were modeled and examined to meet the required
illuminance of 5 lux. Please see SD Electrical ∙ I for detailed
calculations.
Type of spaces

Horiz ontal E av g (lux)

Parking Garage

5

Figure 24. Control System Diagram

As Figure 24 illustrates, Subsidium ensured that daylight
applications and electrical lighting were integrated to
support the occupants and the building. The electrical team
suggested separate systems for daylighting management
and electrical lighting control to ensure if one system
malfunctions, the other system will maintain its
performance and deliver comfort to the tenants.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Table 6. Control Strategy Matrix
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X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

OVERRIDE SWITCH

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

AUTOMATED SHADING

13.2 Control Design

SPACE TYPE
Concourse Entrance
Arcade Entrance
Elevator Lobbies
Main Lobby / Reception
Open Office
Private Offices
Conference Rooms
Colab Areas
Corridors
Bathrooms
Storage
Mechanical Rooms
Electrical Rooms
Underground Parking

PHOTOCONTROL DIMMING

The control system was selected to be stable, flexible and
user friendly. The electrical team sought a system that is
capable of couture and fixture expansion. Flexible wiring
system was demanded for phased occupancy as well as
necessary interior partition modification during building
phases. The intent for low operating cost and low
maintenance cost was kept in mind throughout the system
selection process.

13.3 Control Strategy
OCCUPANCY SENSOR PARTIAL ON

During the control system design process, Subsidium
followed the control design requirements listed in ASHRAE
90.1-2013. The design team strived to provide control
solutions that minimize energy usage while maximizing
safety. Different control strategies were applied to different
spaces to meet energy reduction goals.

OCCUPANCY SENSOR OFF

13.1 Control Criteria

OCCUPANCY SENSOR ON

13. Lighting Control

MOVEMENT SENSOR ON

Table 5. Plaza Quantitate Design criteria

TIME CLOCK DIMMING

Street Level Plaza
6
2
Lighting Power Density - 100% ASHRAE 90.1-2013
0.2 W/SF
Street Level Plaza

TIME CLOCK OFF

Vertical E a vg (lux)

TIME CLOCK ON

Horizontal E a vg (lux)

KEY SWITCH

Type of spaces

EnOcean Building Automation system was selected by the
design team to control electric lights. This system
encompasses wireless technology, allowing communication
between fixtures without physical wiring. Minimal use of
physical wiring reduces operating cost and brings more
flexibility to the system. On top of that, this system
accommodates battery-less switches and sensors, which
generate energy from movement, solar and temperature
differences. These sensors eliminate frequent replacement
of batteries and significantly reduce maintenance cost for a
large commercial project like the Boylston Project. The
adaptability of this system enables modification and
expansion throughout the lifetime of the building, and
satisfies the need of phased occupancy. Besides control for
electric lights, the Building Automation system also embeds
security cameras and sensors to automatically control
mechanical loads, combining lighting control and HVAC
control to create an intelligent building system.

MULTIZONE SWITCH

A schematic lighting plan (Drawing E-110) was developed
for the plaza. It was mainly designed to attract attention at
night and ensure safety for pedestrians that are passing by.

DIMMING SWITCH

12.3 Plaza Lighting Design

MechoShade’s SolarTrac system was implemented to
control both interior shades and electrochromic glass, as
mentioned previously in Section 11.2 Shading Applications.

HIGH END TRIMMING

Table 4. Parking Garage Quantitate Design Criteria

MANUAL OFF

1.27 W/SF
0.53 W/SF

MANUAL ON

Lighting Power D ensity
ASHRAE 90.1 - 2013
Actual

X
X
X

Multiple strategies were adopted to control electric lights
and shading applications inside the building. The matrix in
Table 6 shows combined control methods applied to the
underground parking lot, the lobby and the office floors.
Based on ASHRAE 90.1-2013, with the application of
occupancy sensors, individual dimming control, daylight
harvesting and programmable time scheduling, the
electrical team gained additional allowances in certain
spaces in addition to the standard requirements. As a result,
the actual overall lighting power density of the building was
55% less than the code requirements. Please refer to
Drawing E-107 for detailed calculations on Lighting Power
Density.

26, demonstrating the reduction of electricity usage on
office floors when combing four control strategies to the
space. (Please look at SD Electrical ∙ J for enlarged graphic)

14. LEED
Please Refer to Drawing E-110 for LEED summary.

15. Conclusion
Subsidium’s electrical design team were able to reach the
project themes in the Boylston Project through reducing the
building load in lighting and controls, selecting sustainable
systems, and incorporating renewable energy generation.
The proposed electrical design achieves all owner defined
challenges and design team defined challenges. The
following table, Table 7, shows the achievements by the
electrical team in relation to the project themes.
Table 7. Summary of project goal alignments

Goal

Figure 25. Lighting Power Density Comparison

13.4 Office Lighting Energy Profile

Figure 26. Electricity Usage Profile with Control Strategies

Design Approach
Tri-generation allowed for less strain on
Coexistence
Boston's electric utility infrastructure.
Fuel Cells reduced the emissions that would
have be produced from other facets of energy
generation or consumption.
Photovoltaic Panels on both the façade and
roof produced approximately 197,332 kW
Sustainability
annually for the building.
Shading Applications were essential for
energy load reduction and occupant comfort.
Controls for electric lighting and daylighting
lowered energy consumption.
Redundancy in Design allowed for a fully
operable building in the event of electric or
natural gas failure.
Adaptability Double Ended Substation permitted a
redundant system in electric utility service.
Bus Ducts allotted the owner flexibility for
future changes to the floor plan.
48 Hour Emergency Fuel was provided for life
safety and critical loads in the building.
Safety
Office, Plaza, and Parking Garage Lighting
were all designed for the safety needs of the
occupants, especially in emergencies.

The design team looked specifically at the office space, and
researched on how different lighting control strategies help
reduce electrical usage on office floors.
Based on an energy saving model published by Lutron, the
electrical team projected performance as shown in Figure
Team Registration Number: 03-2016

Electrical

Electrical ∙ A – Solar Studies
Photovoltaic Study
Utilizing NREL’s PVWatts® Calculator at pvwatts.nrel.gov,
the West façade was the only face deemed to benefit
from the integrated façade design. The South façade was
considered for this addition; however, after analysis, the
towering Prudential Tower would inhibit the usefulness
of the system on that façade.
Both thin film and standard (Polycrystalline) photovoltaic
panels were considered for each façade iteration. These
arrays were analyzed and the results can be seen in the
table below, Table 7. Assumptions for the calculations
include $0.20/kWh for cost of utility power (annual
average cost), a fixed array type, 14% in system losses, a
251° azimuth (building’s West façade), a 1.1 DC to AC
ratio size, and a 96% in inverter efficiency.
After deliberation with the design team, iteration 3 with
standard photovoltaic panels was chosen to be part of
the façade design. Although it had a slightly slower
payback period, it provided the best cost savings after 25
years, which is the life span of the panel. Iteration 2 also
raised other concerns with the project team as discussed
in the integration report.

Roof Array with Standard PV Panels
Tilt of PV Panel
Area of PV Panel

10

(ft2)

7489.219
695.771

Area of PV Panel (m2)
PV Efficiency (%)

15%

DC System Size (kW)
Initial Cost of PV, Inverter, and Installation($)
Cost Energy Bought from the Utility ($)
AC Energy Generated (kWh/yr)
Federal Incentive Savings
Payback Time (yr)
Cost Savings After 25 Years ($)

104.366
$
$
$

$

344,406.59
23,750.20
118751
104,321.98
10.109
833,839.61

Table 8. Photovoltaic Roof Array Calculation Results

In addition, one-third of the roof was allotted for an
array, and the calculation for this array can be seen in
Table 8 on the right.

Photovoltaic Panel
Solera Glass
Electrochromic Glass

Photovoltaic Energy Production: 197,332 kW

Spandrel Glass
Table 7. Photovoltaic on Façade Iteration Comparison Analysis
Façade Iteration with Type of
Panel
Length of Façade (ft)
Height of PV Panel (ft)
Tilt of PV Panel
# of Stories (#)
2
Total Area of PV Panel (ft )
2
Total Area of PV Panel (m )
PV Efficiency (%)
*DC System Size (kW)
Initial Cost of PV Film and Installation($)
Cost Energy Bought from the Utility ($)
**AC Energy Generated (kWh/yr)
Federal Incentive Savings($)
Payback Period (yr)
Cost Savings After 25 Years ($)

Iteration #2
with Thin
Film
108.125
2.018
42
14
3055.427
283.858
10%
28.386
$ 93,673.26
$ 6,394.20
31971
$ 28,101.98
10.255
$ 94,283.72

Iteration #2
with
Standard
108.125
2.018
42
14
3055.427
283.858
15%
42.579
$ 140,509.89
$ 9,596.40
47982
$ 42,152.97
10.249
$ 141,553.08

Iteration #3
with Thin
Film
108.125
3.808
67
14
5764.188
535.510
10%
53.551
$ 176,718.43
$ 10,435.80
52179
$ 53,015.53
11.854
$ 137,192.10

Iteration #3
with
Standard
108.125
3.808
67
14
5764.188
535.510
15%
80.327
$ 265,077.64
$ 15,716.20
78581
$ 79,523.29
11.807
$ 207,350.65

*DC System Size (kW) = Array Area (m²) × 1 kW/m² × Module Efficiency (%)
**AC Energy Generated (kWh/yr) is calculated from NREL’s PVWatts® Calculator at pvwatts.nrel.gov
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Electrical ∙ A – Solar Studies
Photovoltaic and Electrochromic System
The design team thought the direct use of DC power collected
from the photovoltaic panels on the façade would be ideal since
there are some losses associated between converting DC and AC
power. Many discussions led to possible applications, but
application in the form of powering electrochromic glass
became a front runner in the development of the façade system.
This choice came to light because both the photovoltaic (PV)
panels and the electrochromic glass are only applied to the West
façade. Formation of this system allows for smart control of the
glass because high levels of energy will only be produced by the
PV’s when the electrochromic glass needs to be tinted, which
both happen when solar gain is high. The process of this power
distribution can be seen depicted in Figure 27 on the right.
To further develop this, calculations for energy required to
power 14 levels of electrochromic glass on the West façade was
completed as it can be seen in Table 9 below. Assumptions
made include the operation of the 2000 SF of electrochromic
glass (SageGlass) required approximately 60W. The annual
energy required to power all 14 stories is not high, and a
customized panel on every other floor will be allotted to power
two stories of electrochromic glass.
Electrochromic Glass Power Needed
Height of Smart Glass (ft) 5.5
Length of Façade (ft) 108.13
2

Area of Smart Glass (ft ) 594.69
Area of Smart Glass (m2 ) 55.248
Energy Required Per Floor (kWh/yr) 52.04
Energy Required for 14 Stories (kWh/yr) 728.56

Table 9. Electrochromic Glass Power Calculation

Figure 27. Façade photovoltaic DC and AC distribution
Façade Tilt with Standard

Straig ht

Slanted

Height of PV Panel (ft)
3.500
3.808
Tilt of PV Panel
90
67
Total Area of PV Panel (m2)
492.212
535.510
*DC System Size (kW)
73.832
80.327
Energy Bought from the Utility ($) $ 11,486.80 $ 15,716.20
**AC Energy Generated (kWh/yr)
57434
78581
Payback Period (yr)
14.848
11.807
Cost Savings After 25 Years ($) $ 116,618.64 $ 207,350.65

Table 10. Façade Tilt Comparison
Figure 28 and Figure 29 indicate
that, by slanting the west facades,
the potential locations of PV panels
gain extra 33.3% solar irradiation
annually.

Figure 28. DIVA Straight South West
Façade Solar Irradiation

Figure 29. DIVA Slanted South West
Façade Solar Irradiation

AEI3-2016 ∙ Lighting / Electrical

After analyzes performed using the
PVWatts Calculator, it was found
the slanted façade performs 26.9%
better in energy generation
annually and 43.8% better in
overall cost savings throughout the
lifespan of the panels than the
straight façade. This confirmed the
original hypothesis in changing the
angle of the façade.
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Electrical ∙ B – Regenerative Drive
Regenerative Elevator Drive System
The Otis, Gen2 System is recommended by the Subsidium design team, due to its
regenerative capabilities. This source of renewable energy became a component of the
design because of the number of elevators in the building.
The team used the TyssenKrupp Elevator Energy Calculator* to generate the total
energy consumption in both kilowatt-hour unit and the dollar amount. The cost/kWh
was assumed to be $0.20/kWh. Other assumptions made for these calculations include:
LED cab light, and auto light and exhaust fan shut off for the Gen2 System; Incandescent
cab lighting, and manual light and exhaust shut-off for the hydraulic system.

Regenerative Elevator
Energy Savings
35.06%

Cost Savings
$11,409.00

Table 11. Typical Elevator Energy Consumption Calculation – Hydraulic with Dry Drive
Hydraulic with
Dry Drive

Elevator

Total Energy Total Energy
# of
# of Weight Speed
Consumption Consumption
Elevators Stops (lbs) (fpm)
(kWh/yr)
($)

SE1
1
21 5000 350
SE2
1
3
5000 150
PE1,2,3,6,7
5
17 3500 350
PE4,5
2
18 3500 350
PE8
1
18 3500 350
Passenger
PE9
1
4
3500 150
PE10
1
4
3000 150
PE11
1
2
2100 150
Building Elevator Energy Consumption (kWh/yr)
Service

17833
10325
67005
27408
13704
9466
9041
7884
162666

$3,567.00
$2,065.00
$13,402.00
$5,481.00
$2,741.00
$1,893.00
$1,808.00
$1,577.00
$32,534.00

Table 12. Subsidium’s Elevator Energy Consumption Calculation – Gearless Regen Drive
Gearless/PMD
with VVVR
Regen Drive

Elevator

Total Energy Total Energy
# of
# of Weight Speed
Consumption Consumption
Elevators Stops (lbs) (fpm)
(kWh/yr)
($)

SE1
1
21 5000 350
SE2
1
3
5000 150
PE1,2,3,6,7
5
17 3500 350
PE4,5
2
18 3500 350
PE8
1
18 3500 350
Passenger
PE9
1
4
3500 150
PE10
1
4
3000 150
PE11
1
2
2100 150
Building Elevator Energy Consumption (kWh/yr)
Service

15846
2731
48923
20504
10252
2703
2589
2081
105629

$3,169.00
$546.00
$9,785.00
$4,101.00
$2,050.00
$540.00
$518.00
$416.00
$21,125.00

*Calculations completed at https://www.thyssenkruppelevator.com/Tools/energy-calculator
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Electrical ∙ C – Piezoelectric
Piezoelectric Energy Generation – PaveGen
Referring to the PaveGen©’s piezoelectric data on
energy generation and cost, the Subsidium design
team was able to complete an analysis on the
energy generation and cost of this system applied in
different locations of the building.
The results of office lobby elevator and turnstiles
analyzes can be seen in Table 13 below. The lifespan
of this product is estimated to be 5 years, but
because of the small amount of energy generated,
these panels were eliminated as a renewable
resource. Office restroom entrances were also seen
as a potential for PaveGen location; however, after
completing the calculations, this location provided
an even longer payback period, which resulted in the
location’s elimination as well.
PaveGen Analysis - Office Lobby
Assumptions - # of Steps
2162 People 8-9 AM Arrival to Work
1513 People 12-1 PM Leave for Lunch
1513 People 1-2 PM Return from Lunch
2162 People 5-7 PM Leave from Work
14699 Steps/Day (Office Lobby Turnstiles)
7349 Steps/Day (Office Lobby Elevator)
Assumptions - PaveGen Information
7 Watts/Step
0.68 Second/Step (Duration of Step)
9 PaveGen Tiles (Office Lobby Turnstiles)
24 PaveGen Tiles (Office Lobby Elevator)
$ 200.00 /Tile (Not including installation)
$ 6,600.00 Total Cost of Tiles
Calulations - Energy Generation
0.009 kWh/day 8-9 AM Arrival to Work
0.006 kWh/day 12-1 PM Leave for Lunch
0.006 kWh/day 1-2 PM Return from Lunch
0.009 kWh/day 5-7 PM Leave from Work
0.029 kWh (Total for One Day)
$
0.01 Cost (Total for One Day)
Calulations - Payback Cost
1131967.57 days (Payback)
4353.72 years (Payback)

Figure 30. Third Floor Office Lobby – PaveGen Locations

Table 13. PaveGen Analysis of Office Lobby
Other Assumptions for Calculations Include:
80% of occupants will be in attendance (14 Levels)
5 days of the week and 52 weeks of the year
PaveGen tile’s lifespan is 5 years
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Electrical ∙ C – Piezoelectric
Piezoelectric Energy Generation – Innowattech IPEG

The design team performed preliminary calculations on piezoelectric energy generation from Innowattech IPEG pads in the
Massachusetts subway system. The green line of the subway system runs directly below the Boylston Project as can be seen
in Figure 33.
The current setup in Israel includes two generators at every sleeper of the rail for 0.621 mile (1 km). There are
approximately 300 loaded wagons at every hour generating 120 kWh/h. Assumptions include an approximation of 4243
trains pass through the station every week. Each train carries two carts, which could be equivalent to a loaded wagon each
in weight. This gives the possibilities of approximately 17,166 kWh to be generated per week. A table summarizing the
calculations performed can be seen in Table 14.

Figure 31. Innowattech IPEG application on railways

Figure 32. Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority –
Subway Green Line

Boylston Project
Location

Innowattech Analysis - Subway Railway
Assumptions - # of Trains
298 Trains
5:01 AM - 12:52 AM
317 Trains
5:01 AM - 2:10 AM
321 Trains
4:45 AM - 2:10 AM
292 Trains
5:20 AM - 12:48 AM
4243 Train Carts/Week

Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Assumptions -Innowattech Information*
0.4 kW/Train Cart Step
Calulations - Energy Generation
2364.14 kWh/day 5:01 AM - 12:52 AM Monday - Thursday
2683.94 kWh/day 5:01 AM - 2:10 AM Friday
2752.04 kWh/day 4:45 AM - 2:10 AM Saturday
2273.71 kWh/day 5:20 AM - 12:48 AM Sunday
17166.22 kWh (Total for One Week)
$ 3,433.24 Cost Generated (Total for One Week)

Figure 33. Portion of the MBTA Subway Map

Table 14. Preliminary Calculation on Innowattech
Assumptions Made Based on:
http://www.iroads.co.il/sites/default/files/mtsgt_1_innowattech_presen
tation_-lucy_edery-azulay.pdf
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Electrical ∙ D – Telecommunications
Telecommunications – Thin Client

Subsidium suggested that the thin client system be used because even
though it is more expensive to install, the technology provides better
uptime, which is necessary from the tenant that is known to be leasing
the space. Additionally, it uses less energy, which is also to the
tenant’s benefit.
Assumptions were based on typical work hours and days. Additional
assumptions made on the typical power consumed by equipment are
based on the HPE BladeSystem’s c7000 Platinum Enclosure accounting
for a redundancy of N+1. Traditional CPU is based on the Intel Core
with an i7 processor.
The monitors were estimated to be used for 9 hours and in sleep
mode for 15 hours a day. The annual work period was estimated to be
261 days. The calculation completed can be referenced in Table 15.
The overall thin client system provides the building with annual energy
savings of 603,622 kWh; a reduction of 67% in comparison.

Figure 34. HP BladeSystem c7000 Blade Chassis

Thin Client System vs. Traditional CPU System
Assumptions
People Per Floor
# of Office Floors

163
14

Users Per Server 100-120
Servers Required
23
Blade System
2
Storage Array
4
Cloud Client 163
on
Monitor
sleep
Thin Client System Total
Monitor

on
sleep

Intel Core - i7 Processor
PC Usage
Figure 35. Typical CPU vs. Typical Thin
Client in hardware size

Yearly Energy
Usage
Equipment Building
Building
W
W
kWh
Power Requirments

Operation Assumptions
Hours Per Day
9
Days Per Year 261

2450.00

4900.00

30693.60

7.00
20.00
5.00

15974.00
45640.00
11410.00

100061.14
107208.36
62538.21
300501.31

20.00
5.00
130.00

45640.00
11410.00
296660.00

107208.36
100061.14
696854.34
904123.84

Energy Savings
(kWh)
603622.53
%
67%

Table 15. Thin Client System Comparison with Traditional CPU System
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Electrical ∙ E – Bloomenergy
Specification
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Electrical ∙ E – Bloomenergy
Specification
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Electrical ∙ F – Waldmann Lavigo
Receptable

Specification

Figure 36. Receptacle
at Workstation
Each Waldmann Lavigo
fixture is plugged into a
twist and lock receptacle.
Twist and lock receptacles
will be located at the
workstations that hold the
life safety lighting loads.
Additionally, all plug loads
not on the critical or life
safety
load
will
be
controlled.
These receptacles will be
marked as shown in Figure
36.
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Electrical ∙ F – Waldmann Lavigo
EnOcean Pulse Talk
PULSE TALK is a module installed inside Waldmann Lavigo light engines allows wireless
communication between luminaires. Each module can be assigned to one or two zones.
Each Lavigo fixture includes one Pulse Talk module, and they are grouped into zones to
be controlled together.

Figure 37. EnOcean Pulse Talk Wireless Module Communication

Waldmann Lavigo Zoned Lighting Conditions
The electrical team grouped 74 Lavigo
LED engines on each typical office floor
into 5 zones. Fixtures within the same
zone communicate with each other via
the Pulse Talk Module, and the uplight
portion are controlled by occupancy
sensors integrated into the fixtures.
Figure 38. Zoned Lavigo Lighting Condition 1

When occupancy sensor sensed
occupants within the zone, all uplight
within the zone turn up to 50% of their
output, as shown in Figure 38. When
the occupant sit down by one fixture,
ambient light of that fixture can be
adjusted manually between 50-80%,
and task light can be adjusted between
0-80%, while the uplight at other
workstations within the zone still
remain 50% of their output.

Figure 39. Zoned Lavigo Lighting Condition 2
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Electrical ∙ G – Typical Office Lighting Calculations
Open Office Analysis
Waldmann Lavigo direct-ambient LED engine provides task light for the work planes, and
ambient light to the open office. Occupants have separate control for task light and
ambient light. The electrical team performed calculations on 18 workstations and nine LED
engines, and the following tables and figures show the calculation results.
WALDMANN
LAVIGO

81W desk mounted direct-ambient LED engine @ 4'-4"

Horizontal Eavg
Requirement
150 lux @ 2'-6"

Actucal Eavg
257 lux @ 2'-6"

ASHRAE 90.1-2013 LPD
Allowance
1.38 W/SF

LLF = 0.7
Actual LPD
0.54 W/SF

Table 16. Open Office Quantitative Analysis

WALDMANN LAVIGO

The actual Eavg of 257 lux is higher
than the required 150 lux, so the
electrical team planned to trim all light
output of Lavigo fixture to 80% at the
beginning of its lamp life.

Figure 40. Open Office Workstation Rendering

Figure 41. ElumTools Open Office Workstation Plane Pseudo Color Calculation
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Figure 42. Open Office Workstations Pseudo
Color Rendering
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Electrical ∙ G – Typical Office Lighting Calculations
Open Office Emergency Lighting Analysis
On each office floor, 12 Waldmann Lavigo
LED engines serve as emergency lighting.
The 12 LED engines needed to plug into
twist & lock receptacles at workstations,
assuring power supply during emergency.
When these LED engines disconnected
from regular power during emergency,
they automatically switch to emergency
power, and supply 20% of their full
luminous intensity to paths of egress.

Continuous XAL EDGE 60 ceiling
recessed linear LEDs graze the
service core walls, and provide
100% of their full luminous
intensity during emergency.
Figure 43. Open Office Emergency Lighting Diagram
Table 17. Open Office Emergency Lighting Quantitative Analysis

Office Space Paths of Egress
Average Eavg Requirement
11 lux @ Ground

Actual Eavg
18 lux @ Ground

Minimum E Requirement
1 lux @ Ground

Actual Minimum E
1.7 lux @ Ground

Figure 44. Open Office Emergency Lighting Rendering (A)

The electrical team performed
emergency lighting calculations
for paths of egress in half of the
office floor. Calculation results
from ElumTools are shown in
Table 17.

Figure 45. Open Office Emergency Lighting Rendering (B)

Figure 46. Open Office Emergency Lighting Rendering
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Electrical ∙ G – Typical Office Lighting Calculations
Private Office Analysis
XAL direct-indirect LED fixtures are suspended 1’-6” from the ceiling, and they are used to
create a productive environment for the private offices. The quantitate calculations show
that enough illuminance is provided with 5’-0” spacing between fixtures.

Figure 47. XAL TASK LED dimensions

XAL TASK LED

Figure 48. Private Office Rendering

Figure 49. Private Office Pseudo Rendering

Table 18. Private Office Quantitative Analysis
XAL TASK LED

40W

suspended direct-indirect fixture @ 8'-0"
Shading Control
All shades in this area
controlled by solar position,
photocell dimming enabled
ASHRAE 90.1-2013 Allowance
1.21 W/SF

4' x 1'
LLF = 0.7

Horizontal Eavg
Actual Eavg
Requirement
300 lux
@ 2'-6"

342 lux
@ 2'-6"

Actual LPD
0.53 W/SF

Figure 50. ElumTools Private Office Pseudo Color Calculation
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Electrical ∙ G – Typical Office Lighting Calculations
Conference Room Analysis
Same as in private offices, XAL suspended direct-indirect LED fixtures were selected to
create a productive environment for the conference room. Conference Mode provides
100% of fixture illuminance output as Presentation mode only needs 10% of fixture output
to achieve illuminance requirements.

Table 19. Conference Room Quantitative Analysis
XAL TASK LED

40W

4' x 1'

suspended direct-indirect fixture @ 8'-6"

LLF = 0.7

Scene

Horizontal Eavg Requirement

Shading Control

Actual Eavg

Conference Mode

300 lux @ 2'-6"

All shades in this area are controlled by solar
position, photocell dimming is enabled

363 lux @ 2'-6"

Presentation Mode

10 lux @ 2'-6"

All shades in this area automatically drop all
the way down, photocell dimming is disabled

11 lux @ 2'-6"

ASHRAE 90.1-2013 Allowance
1.33 W/SF

Actual LPD
0.36 W/SF

Conference Mode

Figure 51. Conference Room Conference Mode Rendering

Figure 52. ElumTools Conference Mode Pseudo Color Calculation

Presentation Mode

Figure 53. Conference Room Presentation Mode Rendering

Figure 54. ElumTools Presentation Mode Pseudo Color Calculation
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Electrical ∙ H – Lobby Lighting Calculations
Lobby Lighting Analysis
Customized fixtures were
designed and utilized for the
lobby
space.
Recessed
Circular
LEDs
provide
general
and
uniform
illumination to the stairs and
escalators. Continuous graze
along the inner perimeter
highlight the wall and direct
people into the elevator
lobby.
Figure 56. Concourse Pseudo
Color Calculation
Concourse

Figure 55. Concourse Lighting Rendering

Horizontal Eavg Requirement
Actucal Eavg
100 lux @ Ground
125 lux @ Ground
Table 20. Concourse Lighting Quantitative Analysis

Elevator Lobby Lighting Schedule
Elevator Lobby
Horizontal Eavg
Requirement
100 lux
During Business Hour
100%
@ Ground
50 lux
After Business Hour
50%
@ Ground
Table 21. Elevator Lobby Lighting Quantitative Analysis
Scene

Percentage of
Full Output

Actucal Eavg
260 lux
@ Ground
112 lux
@ Ground

During Business Hours

After Business Hours

Figure 58. Elevator Lobby During
Business Hour Pseudo Color Calc

Figure 59. Elevator Lobby After
Business Hour Pseudo Color Calc

Figure 57. Elevator Lobby Lighting
Rendering
During business hours, all fixtures in the
elevator lobby are at their full intensity, strong
grazing towards the end of the elevator lobby
attract workers into the space.
After business hours, all fixtures automatically
dim to 50% of their full luminous output.
Illuminance level meets the requirement of 50
lux, and ensure safety and security when
workers start to leave the offices.
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Electrical ∙ I – Parking Garage Lighting Calculations
Parking Garage Lighting Analysis
Rentalite suspended Premium Power LED was chosen to provide illumination
for the underground parking lot. A model of six parking spots were modeled
in Rhino and moved into AGI-32 for future lighting calculation.

Rentalite Premium Power LED
40W

5' x 2"

LLF = 0.7

suspended direct fixture @ 8'-0"

Figure 60. Partial Parking Garage Rendering

Control
Movement Sensors implemented
to reduce lighting loads

Horizontal Eavg
Requirement

Actual Eavg

5 lux
@ Ground

5.46 lux
@ Ground

ASHRAE 90.1-2013 Allowance
0.19 W/SF
Table 22. Parking Garage Quantitative Analysis

Actual LPD
0.06 W/SF

Two fixtures with 10’-0” spacing are
designed for every three parking spots
between the columns. Approximately 110
fixtures will serve total 150 parking spots
and sloped areas.

Figure 61. AGI-32 Partial Parking Garage Pseudo Color Calculation
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Electrical ∙ J – Controls
Sequence of Operation for Specific Space
SEQUENCE OF OPERATION
CONCOURSE / ARCADE ENTRANCE / ELEVATOR LOBBIES
Key Switch
Multizone Switch

Time Clock

All loads can be turned On/Off maunally with key switch, key switch can override all loads at all time
All loads can be overridden with multizone switch
Peak Hour Mode: all loads turned on | Off-Peak Hour Mode: 50% of the loads turned on
Emergency Mode: 20% of the loads turned on | Off Mode: all loads turned off
Peak hour loads automatically turned on from 6:00AM to 8:00PM, and automatically switch to off-peak hour loads at 8:00PM.
Off-peak hour loads automatically turned on from 8:00PM to 12:00AM, and automatically switch to emergency loads at 12:00AM.
Emergency lodas automatically turned on from 12:00AM to 6:00AM, and automatically switch to peak hour loads at 6:00AM.
Camera Occupancy Sensor enabled from 12:00AM to 6:00PM. Off peak loads automatically turned on quickly after the space is
occupied. All loads automatically turned off 10 minutes after the space is vacated.

MAIN LOBBY / RECEPTION AREAS
Key Switch
Multizone Switch

Time Clock

Photocontrol Dimming

All loads can be turned On/Off maunally with key switch, key switch can override all loads at all time
Pheriperal loads turned On/Off manually with key switch without impacting connected loads
Peak Hour Mode: all loads turned on | Off-Peak Hour Mode: 50% of the loads turned on
Emergency Mode: 20% of the loads turned on | Off Mode: all loads turned off
Peak hour loads automatically turned on from 6:00AM to 8:00PM, and automatically switch to off-peak hour loads at 8:00PM.
Off-peak hour loads automatically turned on from 8:00PM to 12:00AM, and automatically switch to emergency loads at 12:00AM.
Emergency lodas automatically turned on from 12:00AM to 6:00AM, and automatically switch to peak hour loads at 6:00AM.
Task loads can be turned On/Off manually at reception desk between 8:00PM to 6:00AM.
Camera Occupancy Sensor enabled from 12:00AM to 6:00PM. Off peak loads automatically turned on quickly after the space is
occupied. All loads automatically turned off 10 minutes after the space is vacated.
All daylighting connceted loads will be set for dimming only, and will dim connected loads only. Commissioned for 100 lux.

OPEN OFFICE
Manual On/Off
High-End Trimming
Dimming Switch

Occupancy Sensor
Photocontrol Dimming
Automates Shading

Task loads turned On/Off manually at each work station
All loads are trimmed to 80% at all time
All task loads can be overridden and adjusted from Off to 80%
All ambient loads can be overridden and adjusted between 50% and 80%
50% of the ambient loads automatically turned on immediately once the space is occupied
Ambient loads in each zone automatically turned off 10 minutes after the zone is vacated
Controlled receptacles set on occupancy sensors after 6:00 PM with a 20 minutes delay.
All daylighting connected ambient loads will be set for dimming only and will dim connected loads only. Commissioned for 150 lux.
Interior shades automatically adjusted according to solar position from 6:00AM to 8:00PM

PRIVATE OFFICES
Manual On/Off
Occupancy Sensor
Photocontrol Dimming
Automated Shading
Override Switch

All loads can be turned On/Off manually at any entry wall station
50% of the loads automatically turned on quickly after the space is occupied
All loads automatically turned off 10 minutes after the space is vacated
All daylighting connected loads will be set for dimming only, and will dim connected loads only. Commissioned for 300 lux.
Interior shades automatically adjusted according to solar position
Interior shades can be overridden with override switch at any entry wall station from 6:00AM to 8:00PM

CONFERENCE ROOMS
Manual On/Off
Dimming Switch
Multizone Switch
Occupancy Sensor
Photocontrol Dimming
Automated Shading
Override Switch

All loads can be turned On/Off manually at any entry wall station
All loads overridden and adjustable by dimming switch
Conference Mode: all loads turned on | Presentation Mode: 10% of the loads turned on | Off Mode: all loads turned off
50% of the loads automatically turned on immediately after the space is occupied
All loads automatically turned off 10 minutes after the space is vacated
All daylighting connected loads will be set for dimming only, and will dim connected loads only. Commissioned for 300 lux.
Interior shades automatically adjusted according to solar position
Interior shades can be overridden with override switch at any entry wall station from 6:00AM to 8:00PM

COLAB AREAS
Manual On
Occupancy Sensor
Photocontrol Dimming
Automated Shading

All loads can be turned On/Off manually at any colab station
All loads can be turned On/Off manually at any colab station
All daylighting connected loads will be set for dimming only, and will dim connected loads only. Commissioned for 300 lux.
Interior shades automatically adjusted according to solar position from 6:00AM to 8:00PM

CORRIDORS
Key Switch
Time Clock

All loads can be turned On/Off Manually with key switch, key switch can override all loads at all times
All loads automatically turned on from 6:00AM to 6:00PM, and automatically dimmed to 50% at 6:00PM
Occupancy sensor enabled from 6:00PM to 6:00AM, 50% of the loads turned on automatically once the office floor is occupied, all
loads automatically off 10 minutes after the office floor is vacated.

BATHROOMS
Occupancy Sensor

All loads quickly turned on automatically once the space is occupied
All loads turned off automatically once the space is vacated and the sensor's time delay of 10 minutes expires

STORAGE / MECHANICAL / ELECTRICAL ROOMS
Manual On/Off

All loads turned On/Off manually at any entry wall station

PARKING GARAGE
Key Switch
Movement Sensor

All loads manually turned On/Off with key switch
All connected loads automatically reduced to 50% 5 minutes after no movement is sensed
All connected loads within zone quickly turned on to 100% once movement is sensed
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Electrical ∙ J – Controls
Control Strategies

Figure 62. Lutron Lighting Control Strategy and Energy Saving Model
Based on the above control strategy and energy saving model from Lutron (Figure 62), the electrical team projected
performance for the office space. High-End Trim sets maximum light level of Lavigo fixtures to 80% of their full output,
reducing energy demand from beginning of the lamp life. Daylight Control takes advantage of useful daylight, dimming the
fixtures close to the windows. Personal Dimming provides users personal preference on the light levels, and continuous
energy saving was shown during the day. Occupancy Sensors dim lights to a low level or turn lights off when occupants are
away, and it is noticed that significant energy saving occurs during lunch time.
Overall of approximately 40% energy saving on office electric lights is predicted with the combined lighting control strategies.

Figure 63. Lighting Power Density Comparison
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North Window Fish Eye View
@ 5:00PM on Summer Solstice

N

Boylston Project ‐ Electrical Building Load
Plaza (Exterior)
Item
Exterior Lighting

Quantity VA/Item VA/ft2
SF
‐
‐
0.1
18000
Total kVA for Plaza

Total kVA
1.8
2.250

Critical DF
0%
Total Crit kVA

Total kVA
0
0
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Parking (Green Level and Green Mezzanine Level)
Item
Small Power
Lighting

SF
Quantity VA/Item VA/ft2
‐
‐
0.5
90000
0.25 90000
‐
‐
Total kVA for Parking

Total kVA
27.5
22.5
55.625

Critical DF
Total kVA
0%
0
10%
2.250
Total Crit kVA
2.813

Quantity VA/Item VA/ft2
SF
4.13 24948
‐
‐
0.55
1083
‐
‐
1.44 17150
‐
‐
0.49
1218
‐
‐
0.32
5497
‐
‐
Total kVA for Retail Space

Total kVA
56.518
0.596
24.696
0.597
1.759
91.077

Critical DF
Total kVA
0%
0
10%
0.060
10%
2.470
10%
0.060
10%
0.176
Total Crit kVA
3.456

SF
Quantity VA/Item VA/ft2
‐
‐
0.5
5246
0.45
‐
‐
5246
Total kVA for Office Lobby

Total kVA
2.623
2.3607
5.574

Critical DF
Total kVA
0%
0
10%
0.236
Total Crit kVA
0.295

Total kVA
12.881
6.079
0.998
0.385
0.167
0.270
0.833
0.088
1.091
0.132
0.260
32.118
0.300
0.740
0.018
10.422
6.755
36.000
8.625
3.000
2.000
3.000
1.500
2.000
11
5.000
6.000
64.623
904.729

Critical DF

Total kVA
14.151
7.686
196.5
220.259

Critical DF
Total kVA
0%
0
10%
0.769
27%
53.780
Total Crit kVA
54.741

NORTH GLARE

North Side Glare Analysis

East Side Glare Analysis

West Side Glare Analysis

South Side Glare Analysis

Retail Space (Level 1‐3)
Item
Small Power
Lighting ‐ Concourse
Lighting ‐ Sales Area
Lighting ‐ Restroom
Lighting ‐ Support Spaces

Office Lobby (Level 3)
Item
Small Power
Lighting

Typical Office Floor (Level 4‐9, 11‐18)
Quantity VA/Item VA/ft2

SF

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

0.56
0.49
0.49
0.37
0.45
0.62
0.33
0.33
0.35
0.32

10856
2036
785.46
452
601
1344
266
3307
377.74
814

4
4
4
193
193
200

75
185
4.6
54
35
180

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

2
2
2
2
2

1500
1000
1500
750
1000

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
1
5000
‐
‐
4
1500
Total kVA for 1 Level of Office Space
Total kVA for 14 Level of Office Space

Total kVA
1.288
10%
0.608
10%
0.100
10%
0.038
10%
0.017
10%
0.027
10%
0.083
10%
0.009
10%
0.109
10%
0.013
10%
0.026
9.559
50%
0.150
50%
0.370
50%
0.009
50%
5.211
50%
3.378
0%
0
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
6.500
100%
5.000
25%
1.500
Total Crit kVA
17.347
Total Crit kVA 242.857

The electrical team performed a glare study in DIVA for Rhino. A single point glare was analyzed at a point 8'-0" setback from the exterior wall looking out the North, East,
South, and West windows.

888 BOYLSTON STREET

Item
Continuous Loads ‐ Lighting
Open Offices
Closed Offices
Restrooms
Lounges
Reception
Conference Rooms
Kitchen
Circulation
Stairs
Support Spaces
Receptacle Loads
Conference ‐ Monitors
Conference ‐ Projectors
Conference ‐ Voice Stations
Computers
Computer Monitors
General Receptacles
Kitchen/Pantry
Microwaves
Refrigerators
Coffee Makers
Water Coolers
Dishwashers
Specialty Equipment
Server Room
Copy Machines

The analysis shows that the West has the most severe glare condition, South facade gets glare late afternoon during winter time, and East facade gets intolerable glare on
early mornings half of the year. Even though the North facade doesn't appear to have perceptible glare condition, a fish-eye view of a North window showed that the North
side gets glare after 5:00PM on some summer days. However, the design team applied value engineering and decided shading applications on the North facade was not
necessary due to the issue only occurring after business hours during a small portion of the year.
Details and configurations of the North Facade systems can be found in 1.1, 1.2, 2.1 and 2.2 in E-106.

3'-4" Spandrel Glass

Dropped Ceiling

6'-6" Clear Glass

9'-6"

3'-4" Clear Glass
Rigid Insulation
Raised Floor

1.1

North Middle Facade Diagram

E-105

NOT TO SCALE

1.2

North Middle Facade Section

E-105

SCALE: 3/8" = 1'-0"

3'-4" Spandrel Glass

Mechanical Penthouse (Level 10, Roof)
SF
Quantity VA/Item VA/ft2
‐
‐
0.5
36602
‐
‐
0.21 36602
‐
‐
‐
‐
Total kVA for Mechanical System/Space for Building

Item
Small Power
Lighting
HVAC

Dropped Ceiling

6'-6" Clear Glass

Fire Alarm Infrastructure

9'-6"

Item
Quantity VA/Item Amp Voltage
Fire Alarm Infrastructure
1
‐
20
120
Total kVA for Fire Alarm System for Building

Total kVA
2.4
2.400

Critical DF
Total kVA
100%
2.4
Total Crit kVA
2.400

Demand Load (kVA) 1281.913 Critical Load (kVA)

REV

3'-4" Spandrel Glass

306.561
Raised Floor

Sizing of equipment was completed in reference to the demand load, which did not include the correct lighting
loads as specified in NEC 2011. The Subsidium design team realizes this oversight; however, together made the
decision to maintain the current design work due to late discovery of this oversight.

2.1

North Edge Facade Diagram

E-105

NOT TO SCALE

North Edge Facade Section

E-105

SCALE: 3/8" = 1'-0"
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Specification
- Solera
Solera Glass

24'

20'

1'-6" high Solera Glass acts as clerestory
windows to the open office, integrated into the
West, South and East facade systems.

30'

15'

24'

The office is divided into twelve shading zones.
Zone A contains all Electrochromic glass. The
visual transmittance of the glass vary from 60%
to 1%, and they all adjust together smoothly and
continuously to mitigate glare and maintain
good aesthetics.

ZONE K

ZONE L

20'

ZONE J

FD

FD

FD

FD

FD

FD

30'

30'

ZONE I

Zone B to Zone L are zoned to control
automated shades. Each bay has six coupled
5'-0" shades, and shades within one zone are
controlled together, programmed into five
modes and able to drop down to four different
positions of the window.

FD

FD

FD

FD

ZONE A

30'

ZONE H

20'
30'

30'

30'

Primary Daylight Zones
(Shading+Photocontrol)

1
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ZONE B

ZONE C

Secondary Daylight Zones
(Photocontrol Only)

Daylight Zoning Diagram
SCALE: 1/32" = 1'-0"

ZONE D

2

Shading Zones

E-106

SCALE: 1/32" = 1'-0"

ZONE E

ZONE F

ZONE G

Details on the shading application modes can be
found in 3.3 and 4.3 in E-106.

Specification - MechoShade EuroTwill 6000 Series Shadecloth
Water Tight Metal
Insulated Panel
(R=28.6)
3'-4" Spandrel Glass
Dropped Ceiling
1'-6" Solera Glass

MODE 0
Fully Raised

Automatic Shade

MODE 1
Above Vision

5'-0" Clear Glass
Automatic
Shade

9'-6"

MODE 2
Vision Area
MODE 3
Below Vision

3'-4" Spandrel Glass
Rigid Insulation
(R=28.6)

Raised Floor

MODE 4
Fully Lowered

3.1

South/East Facade Diagram

3.2

South/East Facade Section

3.3

South/East Shading Modes

E-106

NOT TO SCALE

E-106

SCALE: 3/8" = 1'-0"

E-106

SCALE: 3/4" = 1'-0"

Specification - Sage Electrochromic Glass

Water Tight Metal
Insulated Panel
(R=28.6)
3'-4" Photovoltaic Panel

MODE 1
60% VT

Dropped Ceiling
1'-6" Solera Glass

Continous

TRUE
NORTH

MODE 1
1% VT

KEYPLAN

5'-0" Electrochromic Glass
9'-6"

Electrochromic
Glass
REV

3'-4" Spandrel Glass
Raised Floor
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West Facade Section

4.3

South/East Shading Modes
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AL‐1

AL‐2

AL‐3

AL‐4

Space

Description

Lobby

2" wide grazer at stairs, top
and bottom of the lobby walls.
4000K (white), 83CRI

Lobby

Lobby

4" wide customized 8'
diameter ceiling recessed LED
for concourse entrance.
4000K

4" x 8" adjustable 0°‐30° wall
washer for sculpture and
reception area

Lobby/ 4.5" diameter downlight for
Office transition areas

Lamp
Type

LED

LED

LED

Input
Wattage

8 W/LF

Lumen
Output

304 lm/LF

9.3 W/FT 435 lm/FT

50 W

Voltage Dimming

277V

0‐10V

Product Image

Product Name

Manufacture

Drama Linear Wall
Grazer

Amerlux

227V

0‐10V

Minimal 60
CURVE LED

XAL Lighting

227V

no
dimming

Minigrid in
Trimless 2 QR

DeltaLight

Typical Office (7th Floor)
Space Category

Floor Area
(SF)

Reception Area
Open Office
Conference Rooms
Private Offices
Colab Areas
Bathroom
Storage
Electrical/Mechanical Room
Elevator Lobby
Stairwell

475
14735
1252
2018
1322
723
65
689
430
336

14 W

975 lm

277V

0‐10V

BeveLED Basic
Downlight 1020

USAI Lighting

0.00
0.40
0.10
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.00

Number of Fixtures

Fixture Wattage (W)

Total Actual Wattage
(W)

3
2

47
21

141
42

84
315 LF

81
3.6 W/LF

6804
1134

Conference Rooms
AL‐13: XAL TASK LED

12

38

456

Private Offices
AL‐13: XAL TASK LED

28

38

1064

Colab Areas
AL‐14: XAL HELIOS LED

20

47

940

Bathroom
AL‐12: Lucifer 2RE‐FD‐2

22

10

220

Storage
AL‐4: USAI BeveLED Basic

1

14

14

Electrical/Mechanical Room
AL‐4: USAI BeveLED Basic

8

14

112

Elevator Lobby
AL‐5: Selux CERLR

7

38

266

Stairwell
AL‐4: USAI BeveLED Basic

2

14

28
11221

Reception Area
AL‐14: XAL HELIOS LED
AL‐15: XAL GEAR 3
Open Office
AL‐10: Waldmann Lavigo
AL‐11: XAL EDGE 60 LED

AL‐5

AL‐6

AL‐7

Lobby

Lobby

Lobby

6" diameter high ceiling
adjustable downlights, 4000K
15" diameter ceiling recessed
circular LED for ground
elevator lobby. 4000K

ArtDeco Halo Chandelier for
the main lobby

LED

LED

LED

45 W

38 W

approx.
200 W

3000 lm

3210 lm

15353 lm

277V

277V

120V

0‐10V

0‐10V

0‐10V

DL2YP

CERLR

Halo Chandelier ‐
4 Rings

Lucifer

Selux

Roll & Hill

Adjusted Allowed
Wattage (W)

0.54
0.98
1.23
1.11
1.23
0.98
0.63
0.42
0.64
0.69

Fixture Used Each Space

LED

ASHRAE 90.1 ‐2013
Additional Wattage Allowance
Wattage Allowance (W/SF) with Control Strategies (W/SF)

256.50
20334.30
1665.16
2441.78
1626.06
708.54
40.95
289.38
318.20
231.84
27912.71

SUBSIDIUM ENGINEERING, INC.
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P: 555-555-5555
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Type

Lobby

Fixture Used Each Space

AL‐10

AL‐11

Lobby

Office

Office

Desk Mounted direct/indirect
fixture.
4000K(neutral white)
>80 CRI
1.5" wide ceiling Recessed
linear LED around office core
perimeter.
3500K

LED

LED

LED

9.3 W/FT 435 lm/FT

81 W

3.6 W/LF

10000 lm

200 lm/LF

227V

120V

120V

0‐10V

EnOcean
PULSE‐
TALK

DALI

Minimal 60
CURVE LED

Lavigo

XAL Lighting

Waldmann

Main Lobby
AL‐1: Selux L35R2
AL‐2: XAL Minimal 100
AL‐3: DeltaLight Minigrid
AL‐4: USAI BeveLED Basic
AL‐5: Selux DL2YP
AL‐7: HALO Chandelier
AL‐8: 3form Vivid Lighting
AL‐9: XAL Minimal 60
Elevator Lobby
AL‐6: Selux CERLE

EDGE 60 LED

XAL Lighting

0.20
0.00

13336.00
256.00
13592.00

Number of Fixtures

Fixture Wattage (W)

Total Actual Wattage
(W)

529 LF
100 LF
4
12
5
2
154 LF
32 LF

8 W/LF
9.3 W/LF
50
14
45
200
5 W/LF
9.3 W/LF

4232
930
200
168
225
400
770
297.6

4

38

152
7374.6

Office Floors
Lobby
Parking Garage
Retail
Plaza

308630
7068
72000
24948
18000

Office

4.4" diameter downlight for
bathrooms

LED

10 W

634 lm

227V

0‐10V

2RE‐FD‐2

ASHRAE 90.1 ‐2013 LPD Allowance (W/SF)

Parking Garage

Lucifer

Space Category

Floor Area
(SF)

Parking Garage

72000

Fixture Used Each Space

AL‐13

Office

4' x 1' suspended fixture for
conference rooms

LED

38 W

4300 lm

227V

0‐10V

TASK LED

XAL Lighting

(W/SF)
1.27
1.92
0.19
1.23
0.20

Parking Garage
AL‐16: Rentalite Premium Power LED

ASHRAE 90.1 ‐2013
Additional Wattage Allowance
Allowed
Wattage Allowance (W/SF) with Control Strategies (W/SF)

Wattage (W)

0.19

0.00

13680.00
13680.00

Number of Fixtures

Fixture Wattage (W)

Actual Wattage (W)

110

40

4400
4400

(W)
157094.00
7374.60
4400.00
30599.02
3600.00
203067.62

Design Exceeding ASHRAE
90.1 ‐ 2013 (%)

(W/SF)
0.51
1.04
0.06
1.23
0.20

60%
46%
68%
0%
0%
55%

LIGH TING P OW E R D E N SI T Y COM PA RI SON

OFFICE FLOORS

AL‐12

(W)
390777.94
13592.00
13680.00
30599.02
3600.00
452248.96

0.19

AL‐9

2.5" wide customized 5'
diameter ceiling recessed LED
for arcade entrance.
4000K

1.80
0.64

Actual LPD (W/SF)

Actual LPD (W/SF)

LOBBY

PARKING
GARAGE

RETAIL

0.20

6668
400

Area

0.20

Main Lobby
Elevator Lobby

Space

ASHRAE 90.1 ‐2013 LPD
Allowance (W/SF)

1.23

3form

Adjusted Allowed
Wattage (W)

1.23

277V

ASHRAE 90.1 ‐2013
Additional Wattage Allowance
Wattage Allowance (W/SF) with Control Strategies (W/SF)

0.06

/

Floor Area
(SF)

1.04

5 W/LF

Space Category

1.92

LED

Vivid Lighting with
Thatch 50 Percent
pattern

0.51

Lobby

Vivid
Dimmer
via 0‐10V

1.27

AL‐8

Integrated decorative wall
illumination (modular light
uplighting textured translucent
wall panels)

PLAZA

Retail
AL‐14

AL‐15

Office

Office

20" round disc pendant for
colab spaces and office
reception desk

Star‐shaped luminaire at
reception area

LED

LED

47 W

21 W

5000 lm

2400 lm

227V

227V

0‐10V

0‐10V

HELIOS LED

GEAR 3

XAL Lighting

Space Category

Floor Area
(SF)

Main Concourse
Sales Area
Restrooms
Support Spaces

1083
17150
1218
5497

Space Category

Floor Area
(SF)

Exterior Plaza

18000

ASHRAE 90.1 ‐2013
Additional Wattage Allowance
Allowed
Wattage Allowance (W/SF) with Control Strategies (W/SF)
1.1
1.44
0.98
0.64

/
/
/
/

XAL Lighting

Wattage (W)

1191.30
24696.00
1193.64
3518.08
30599.02

Plaza

AL‐16

Parking 2" x 5' suspended fixture for
Garage underground parking

LED

40 W

3080 lm

227V

0‐10V dim
to 5%

Premium Power
LED

Rentalite

ASHRAE 90.1 ‐2013
Additional Wattage Allowance
Allowed
Wattage Allowance (W/SF) with Control Strategies (W/SF)
0.20

0.00

Wattage (W)
3600.00
3600.00
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D.7
D.8

AL-5

AL-5

AL-5

AL-5

FEC

AL-5

E.5

FEC

AL-4

E.9

AL-1 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED ALONG
TOP OF THE WALL)

AL-2
AL-1 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED ALONG
TOP AND BOTTOM
OF THE WALL)
FD

NOT UNDER
LOBBY LIGHTING
F.3 SCOPE
DESIGN

AL-6

F.5

F.4

AL-1 AT THE
BOTTOM BREAKS
AT ELEVATOR
OPENINGS

FEC

AL-2

DN

AL-1 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED AT STAIR)

FD

AL-6

FD

AL-1 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED AT STAIR)

AL-1 AT THE
BOTTOM BREAKS
AT ELEVATOR
OPENINGS

AL-2

AL-6

UP

AL-1 AT THE
BOTTOM BREAKS
AT ELEVATOR
OPENINGS

NOT UNDER
LOBBY LIGHTING
DESIGN SCOPE

G.3

AL-6
AL-2

DN

AL-1 AT THE
BOTTOM BREAKS
AT ELEVATOR
OPENINGS

28.1

G.4

G.5

AL-1 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED ALONG
TOP AND BOTTOM
OF THE WALL)

AL-1 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED ALONG
TOP OF THE WALL)

UP

23' - 10 1/2"

AL-1 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED ALONG
TOP AND BOTTOM
OF THE WALL)

AL-1 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED ALONG
TOP AND BOTTOM
OF THE WALL)
AL-4 (ABOVE
THE BENCH)

FEC

FEC

AL-8 (DECORATIVE
PERIMETER WALL
ILLUMINATION)

AL-3

AL-3

AL-3

AL-3

AL-1 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED ALONG
BOTTOM OF THE WALL)

RD

AL-4 (ABOVE
THE BENCH)

H.5

AL-4 (ABOVE
THE BENCH)
AL-4 (ABOVE
THE BENCH)
AL-4 (ABOVE
THE BENCH)

AL-8 (DECORATIVE
PERIMETER WALL
ILLUMINATION)

AL-7

AL-4 (ABOVE
THE BENCH)
AL-4 (ABOVE
THE BENCH)

AL-7

H.8

AL-4

H.9
AL-4

AL-4

AL-8 (DECORATIVE
PERIMETER WALL
ILLUMINATION)

AL-4

AL-1 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED ALONG
BOTTOM OF THE WALL)

AL-9

AL-9

AL-8 (DECORATIVE
PERIMETER WALL
ILLUMINATION)

TRUE
NORTH

NOT UNDER
LOBBY LIGHTING
DESIGN SCOPE

KEYPLAN

30.4

29

30

31

32

33

34

35
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C.9
D
D.3
AL-13

AL-13

AL-13

AL-13

AL-13
AL-14

AL-13

AL-13

AL-13

AL-13

AL-13
AL-14

D.7
D.8

AL-13

AL-13

AL-13

AL-13

AL-14

AL-14

AL-13

AL-13
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AL-13

AL-14

AL-13

AL-13

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-13

AL-10

E
AL-10
AL-13

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-13

AL-13

AL-10

AL-10

E.5

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

ALL AL-10 LUMINAIRES
ARE DESK MOUNTED

AL-13

AL-10

ALL AL-10 LUMINAIRES
ARE DESK MOUNTED

AL-14

AL-14

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-14

AL-14

AL-14

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

E.9

AL-10

AL-10

AL-14

AL-10

F
AL-11 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED GRAZER,
CONNECTED TO
EMERGENCY)

AL-11 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED GRAZER,
CONNECTED TO
EMERGENCY)

AL-10

AL-10

ALL AL-10 LUMINAIRES
ARE DESK MOUNTED

F.3

AL-12

AL-12

FD

ALL AL-10 LUMINAIRES
ARE DESK MOUNTED

AL-4

F.1

AL-4

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-6
AL-12

AL-12

F.4
F.5
AL-6

AL-11
(CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED
GRAZER)

AL-4
AL-10

AL-6
AL-11 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED GRAZER,
CONNECTED TO
EMERGENCY)

AL-12

AL-12

AL-12

AL-11
(CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED
GRAZER)

AL-12

AL-12

AL-12

AL-12

AL-12

AL-12

AL-12

AL-12

AL-12

AL-12

G

AL-4

AL-10

AL-6
AL-4

AL-4

AL-4

FD

AL-10

AL-12

AL-10

AL-4

AL-10

AL-12

AL-4

AL-12

AL-11 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED GRAZER,
CONNECTED TO
EMERGENCY)

G.3

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

FD

AL-10

AL-12

FD

AL-4

FD

AL-4

AL-12

28.1

G.4

G.5

AL-11 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED GRAZER,
CONNECTED TO
EMERGENCY)

ALL AL-10 LUMINAIRES
ARE DESK MOUNTED

AL-11 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED GRAZER,
CONNECTED TO
EMERGENCY)

ALL AL-10 LUMINAIRES
ARE DESK MOUNTED

G.8
AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-13

AL-10

AL-14

AL-13

AL-13

AL-13

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-15

H
AL-10

AL-14

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-15

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-14
AL-13

AL-13

AL-13

AL-13

AL-11 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED GRAZER)
AL-10

H.5

AL-10

AL-10
AL-11 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED GRAZER)

AL-14

AL-10

AL-10

AL-10

AL-14

AL-11 (CONTINUOUS
LINEAR LED GRAZER)

AL-14

AL-14

AL-14

H.8

AL-13

AL-13

AL-13

AL-13

AL-13

AL-13

AL-13

AL-14

AL-13

H.9

I

TRUE
NORTH

KEYPLAN

J
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Office Lighting Plan

Electrical - Typical Office Lighting Plan
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ENERGY AND ATMOSPHERE
-OPTIMIZING ENERGY PERFORMANCE
-Establishing an energy performance target no later than the schematic design phase.
-RENEWABLE ENERGY PRODUCTION
-Use renewable energy systems to offset building energy costs.
INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
- INTERIOR LIGHTING
-For at least 90% of individual occupant spaces, provide individual lighting controls that enable
occupants to adjust the lighting to suit their individual tasks and preference, with at least three
lighting levels or scenes.
-DAYLIGHT
-Provide manual or automatic (with manual override) glare-control devices for all regularly occupied
spaces.
-QUALITY VIEWS
-Achieving a direct line of sight to the outdoors via vision glazing for 75% of all regularly occupied
floor area.
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CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The goal of the Subsidium construction team, is ultimately to mitigate the risks of the project and deliver a quality building while
meeting the budget and schedule. The team strives to alleviate the risks associated with the design process, marketing and
constructability of the building.

Design Facilitation
The importance of understanding Lean Principles was recognized throughout the design process
by Subsidium. This design facilitation sought to eliminate waste in creating a systematic design
process. A Lean Assessment was utilized to ensure that each member of the design team would
continually improve their knowledge and understanding of lean techniques being implemented.
The continual learning allowed Subsidium to improve upon the uses of a BIM Execution Document
and the Last Planner System.

Overall Budget
The ability to understand the owner’s overall budget was important in making decisions
during the design process. Subsidium utilized Target Value Design to create a benchmark
cost. The target value was derived from similar existing projects to establish the end goal
of about $142.8 million for base building. Once the end goal was established, the project
cost was closely tracked against the target value. The design team also provided the
owner with add/alternate designs that could add value to the Boylston Project.

Marketing
Subsidium strives to make the owner a part of the team. One of the
numerous ways in which Subsidium plan to extend their services to the
owner is through their marketing strategy: Subsidium’s Tenant Transition
Plan. Through the Tenant Transition Plan, Subsidium can offer
prospective tenants the ability to virtually immerse themselves in a
typical office and customize the layout during construction of the base
building, with the help of an Oculus Rift.

Schedule
Subsidium utilized a variety of scheduling techniques throughout the entirety
of project delivery to reduce the risk of the extending the duration of the
project while ensuring that each part of the building received the same
attention. The total design process took about 6 months, with the completion
of the construction documents overlapping demolition and excavation. The
construction schedule is an aggressive 24 months allowing for tenant fit-out and
occupancy of the retail space and the first five office floors before the additional
office floors were completed. A procurement plan and short interval production
schedule were created to aid in the schedule acceleration.

Constructability
The construction of the Boylston Project offered many issues with a
congested job site and unique façade system. With minimal crane
location options, and fairly large transfer trusses being built over I-90, this
project presents a few problems with critical picks. The unique façade
system demands a high level of quality control and an on-site mock up to
ensure consistency. As safety on the jobsite is a number one priority for
Subsidium, a very detailed Site Specific Safety Plan has been put together
to eliminate accidents and incidents.
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1. Project Introduction
888 Boylston Street is a proposed multi-use facility in the
heart of the Back Bay area of Boston, Massachusetts. The
project site is located next to some of Boston’s most
prominent buildings, including the Prudential Tower to the
south, and the John B. Hynes Memorial Convention Center
to the west. One of the main entrances to the Shops at the
Prudential Center neighbors the project site to the
east. The new midrise is to consist of three levels of retail
beneath fourteen levels of office spaces. Two levels of
underground parking will be constructed to tie into a preexisting parking garage for the Prudential Tower and
Shops. Subsidium is committed to designing a building that
supports the goals of the occupants, owner, and the city of
Boston. Subsidium plans to accomplish all of their
stakeholders’ goals with an innovative facade system
coupled with a combined heat and power system that
provides clean and affordable energy to flexible spaces that
fulfill all the needs of the occupants.

2. Team Mission
At Subsidium, we strive to create and deliver optimal,
sustainable design solutions through an integrated,
multidisciplinary approach with a main focus on our client
needs.
To satisfy these needs, the construction
management (CM) team endeavors to build the safest and
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The construction team strives to ensure that the needs of
the owner are aligned with the design throughout the
duration of the design development. The design team is
able to align these goals by utilizing a BIM Execution
Document to track decision making and design
deadlines. Additionally, lean concepts like Last Planner and
target value design will be implemented to aid in this
process. Through this strategic planning, the goals of cost
and schedule for the project can be maintained. To coexist
with the Back Bay area during the building phases, the team
will protect the exterior of the neighboring buildings and
provide a pedestrian path around the site.
Through innovative design and construction solutions, our
goal is to minimize upfront and long term energy costs for
the end user, echoing the mentality of the city of Boston as
Construction Management

they look to improve upon their title as the most Energy
Efficient City in the Country. Recycling as well as selecting
local materials are some of the proactive measures being
taken by the construction team.
Enabling the users to customize the spaces to meet their
needs is an important part to the marketability of the office
and retail areas. Resiliency to natural disasters is provided
through designing systems that have a 48 hour emergency
period. Safety on and off the site is a priority to the
construction management team. This is done through
taking measures to create a knowledgeable workforce. Not
only must the building coexist with Boylston Street but it
during the construction process actions must be taken to
protect existing buildings and pedestrians.

4. Delivery Method
The project delivery method that Subsidium would provide
for the owners of the Boylston Street project is a DesignBuild Joint-Venture (DBJV). Through this method, the
owner has contracted an architectural firm to begin the
architectural design of the overall layout and flow of the
spaces which included the floor plans and elevations.
Subsidium would then be contracted to provide a design
development, once a percentage of these architectural
plans are complete. The contractual structure of this
delivery method is seen in Figure 1. The construction team
would enter into a single contract with the design team and
then this joint venture entity would sign one contract with
the owner.

Planner and thus, the risk for the owner is decreased as
opposed to traditional delivery methods. In this integrated
environment, communication is open and problems are
easily identified and resolved before crossing over into
construction. A benefit of this is that construction can
begin before the construction documents are completed,
with the release of bid packages. This is viable because
construction management team and subcontractors are
involved early in the process. This will facilitate an easy
transition from drawings and models to the field and fast
track the completion of the project. Overall, the cost and
schedule will be easily documented and maintained since
the construction team has conducted cost tracking through
the design phases. An obstacle to this method was the lack
of control that the owner has over the design. To alleviate
owner concern, Subsidium has held and will continue to
hold frequent meetings to ensure the design aligns with the
owner’s challenges. This delivery method strives to
maintain a good relationship with the owner, and a quality
design and construction process.
Before coming to the conclusion that the DBJV was the
appropriate delivery method, Construction Management at
Risk project delivery was also investigated. To support that
Design-Build satisfies the owner’s needs, the lean method
of choosing by advantages was utilized to show the value of
this delivery method to the owner, as seen in Table 1. At
Subsidium we have provided construction management
services through the design and construction process, as
well as, mechanical, structural, lighting and electrical
design. The two main areas for not deciding a CM at Risk
contract were the multiple contracts which could lead to
goal alignment issues.
Table 1: Project Delivery Decision Making

Figure 1: Project Delivery Contractual Dynamic

A Design Build Joint Venture allowed for the team to use an
integrated design process to achieve the established
project goals, derived from those of the owner. This
collaboration can provide smart and innovative solutions
that are sustainable, maintainable and resilient. Since the
risk was shared with within Subsidium, lean processes can
be implemented to facilitate the design process like Last
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4.1 Extending Services
Subsidium wishes to provide the owner with quality
services and would like to extend the relationship to the
future tenants of the project. An aggressive schedule
provides the opportunity for tenants to begin fitting out the
Construction Management

spaces before the base building is complete (see Drawing
CM-106 for schedule). Subsidium will utilize their Tenant
Transition Plan which allows future clients a chance to
visualize and adapt the architectural layout and system
designs to provide flexibility. Further information on
Subsidium’s Total Project Delivery marketing strategy is
discussed in Section 10. Marketing.

5.2 Lean Assessment
To gauge the team’s knowledge of lean principles and
integration, a self-regulated lean assessment was
completed. Created by a highly regarded research team for
integrated project groups, the assessment identifies the
strengths and weaknesses concerning ones’ understanding
of lean concepts, strategies and implementations. Each
member took the assessment at the beginning and end of
the project to identify personal growth. An example of the
results from the test can be found in Figure 2. This spider
diagram maps out certain attributes to the overall path. For
example, the wisdom path tested for motivation,
knowledge, effort, performance and awareness. The
attributes are rated on a scale of one to five, five testing the
highest. The goal of the team was to grow from the original

5. Design Facilitation
5.1 BIM
The Subsidium project management team realized the
value of a Building Information Modelling execution (BIMex) document. The BIM-ex document helped the design
team to align their goals with the stakeholders and
understand the building’s function. The BIM-ex document
provided a means for the team to collaborate in deciding
the goals of the project. A decision making matrix, shown
in SD Integration ∙ A, was derived, in part, from the
application of this document. This tool identified the
probable modeling software that would be used for the
overall systems design. This early discussion of the program
gave the design team a chance to recognize any potential
interoperability issues, and allow the team to mitigate
these issues up front. The ability for the project team to
combine all of their designs and data analyses into one Revit
file became a main driver in program selection. This
allowed for each discipline to model separately with the
ability to conduct clash detection when all designs were
complete.
More information on the BIM-ex doc
implementation can be found in SD Construction
Management ∙ B.
The 3D coordination of the design is an important aspect
since it finds potential flaws in the design before they
become issues during construction. When these clashes
can be remedied in this design phase, the costs are
significantly reduced for the owner. A BIM Coordination
meeting took place in an immersive environment and
further information is located in SD Construction
Management ∙ C.

5.2 Last Planner

Figure 2: Lean Assessment, Wisdom Path Results

results, making the “web” closer to the outside of the circle.
This tool was mainly used for understanding how to utilize
these lean strategies for more effective designing and
ultimately reducing the overall waste of the
project. Further investigation of the implementation can
be found in SD Construction Management ∙ A.
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To facilitate the design process, the construction
management team saw the value in implementing the Lean
Construction tool, the Last Planner System. This system
allows for strategic planning of the design process and
proved valuable to the project team. This system can be
utilized to plan the sequence of the conceptual, schematic
and design development phases. To use the lean strategy
to its full extent, the building was divided into three
different zones: office, retail, and parking garage. This
allowed for system designs of each zone to have
overlapping design phases. Once the zones were
established, Pull Planning was conducted to identify the
major design milestones and the tasks that were crucial to
their completion. Pull Planning is a tool that helped the
design team work backwards to develop a design schedule.
These schedules planned out the work to be completed for
each option. This task tracking was supplemented with
meeting minutes, which are exemplified in SD Construction
Management ∙ E. This tool allowed for the information
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necessary between disciplines to be identified and is further
explained in SD Construction Management ∙ D. The
construction team also tracked meeting effectiveness,
which can be seen in great detail in the Integration
Narrative Section 6.3.4.

6. Existing Site
6.1 Surrounding Area
The proposed project location is 888 Boylston Street, which
falls in the heart of the Huntington Avenue/Prudential
Center District. The midrise is highlighted in green noted
Figure 3. The site neighbors include many attractions in the

Convention Center to the west, and a small part of the
southwest corner of the building will overhang the
Massachusetts Turnpike, which tunnels below the
Prudential Tower. The subsurface soil is comprised of
granular fill, marine sand, marine clay, glacial till, and
bedrock. The bedrock depth is anywhere from 145 to 149
feet below the mat slab foundation. The groundwater
levels observed to underneath the mat slab range from
directly under the slab to 6.5 feet below the slab. Outside
the Prudential Center garage, the groundwater level was
measured at elevation 6 to 7. The difference in
groundwater level is due to an interlocking sheet pile cut off
wall installed and left in place from the construction of the
original Prudential Center. Due to the existing walls on site
creating the differing groundwater levels, a dewatering
system has been deemed unnecessary during excavation.
Though, additional caissons will be necessary for deep
foundations beneath the mat slab. They will be drilled and
filled with slurry to prevent the soil collapsing. Twenty-four
hour local dewatering at each caisson will be necessary for
this phase because of the high water table.

7. Architectural Integration
7.1 New Façade

Figure 3: Project Site Location

Back Bay area, including the Prudential Tower, Shops at
Prudential Center, and the John B. Hynes Veterans
Memorial Convention Center. The Prudential Tower, rising
749 feet, is located directly south of the project site. The
Shops at Prudential Center stretch the length and width of
the city block. One of the five main entrances into the
Prudential Center Shops borders the project location to the
east, and will be renovated during the project. The John B.
Hynes Memorial Convention Center lies just west of the
project site, and is home to many events throughout the
year. Boylston Street, a one-way street headed east,
encloses the north end of the project site and will act as the
main access point for deliveries. With so many attractions
the project location will experience heavy foot traffic. The
site can be reached by subway, which runs directly under
Boylston Street in front of the site.

The design team developed an integrated facade system for
the office tower, and the detailed progression of the
development is highlighted in the Integration Narrative
Section 8.1. A schematic view can be seen in Figure 4. Two
separate facades were designed to look the same, however,
the west façade utilizes PV panels and electrochromic glass
to deal with the solar exposure. The project team decided
that the overall energy saving benefits from redesigning the
façade outweighed the overall cost increase for the facade
system of the office tower. The reasoning for developing
this new façade was to satisfy the team goals of exceeding
50% ASHRAE 90.1, 2007, reducing energy consumption
from the building, including renewable energy,
withstanding a 100 years storm, and optimizing the square
footage. How these goals were met are explained in the
integration section mentioned above.

6.2 Soil and Foundation Site Conditions
The geotechnical reports provided from Haley and Aldrich,
Inc. detail an existing parking garage below grade. The
geotechnical reports indicate that the new office building
will begin with the excavation of the existing garage, and
rise up from the existing mat slab foundation. The building
will be constructed in very close proximity to the Hynes
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Figure 4: Facade Iteration 3: East and South (Left); West (Right)
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The main two construction concerns with the new façade
design included costing and payback periods as well as
concerns with coordination and constructability. The
integrated façade that will be incorporated in the design
maximizes energy efficiency. The façade was first analyzed
for cost increases from a construction standpoint. The new
façade was priced and compared to the baseline system on
a typical office building. See Section 9.2 for more detail on
the cost tracking of the façade design.
Construction of a sloped façade system can be difficult,
especially based on how much of the installation will be
done directly in the field. The ability to structurally support
the façade with well-designed connections needs to ensure
that a high level of quality is upheld. A learning curve may
be apparent throughout the installation of the façade, thus
a high level of quality control will be necessary. More detail
on constructability can be found in the Section 12.2 and
Drawing CM-101.

7.2 Jurisdictional Requirements
The project location falls under the jurisdiction of Article 41Huntington Avenue/Prudential Center District within the
Boston Redevelopment Authority Zoning Code. Each
district has its own personal goals within the zoning code to
improve the area. Within the Huntington Avenue/
Prudential Center District, the redevelopment authority
wishes to:
“promote development that emphasizes a sense of
human scale through appropriate block and
building sizes and shapes, modulated and detailed
facades and storefronts, and articulated
entryways; to increase pedestrian activity along the
streets surrounding the Prudential Center by
promoting streetscape improvements, requiring
active ground-level uses, and permitting the
creation of a mixed-use economy, including office,
retail, commercial, and residential uses; and to
promote the public welfare of the people of Boston
(Section 41-1).”
Although the proposed design exceeds the allowable height
requirement, Subsidium believes that the building that
aligns with the goals Boston Redevelopment
Authority. The office tower coupled with the three levels
of retail will guarantee plenty of additional foot traffic
around the Prudential Center, which aids in the
redevelopment authority’s goal. Subsidium has designed
an integrated facade system for three sides of the building,
with a more conventional curtain wall system on the
northern facade facing Boylston Street. This dual facade
system allows for 888 Boylston Street to stand out and
promote the green thinking Boston prides themselves on
Team Registration Number: 03-2016

while assimilating with the surrounding architecture of the
Back Bay area.

7.3 Additional Square Footage
The current building design rises roughly three hundred
feet above the street level conflicting with the maximum
building height of one hundred fifty-five feet. Because the
current design rises well above the current zoning code
regulations, Subsidium will have to file for approval to build
above the maximum height and extend the northern
boundary of the building outwards by five feet from the
conceptual drawings. The new floor plans and renderings
are located in Drawing CM-102. Upon approval of the
appeal, Subsidium, the owner and tenant will be positively
affected by the change. Since the original cost estimate did
not take into account the newly added space, the cost
estimate must be adjusted, and become the new baseline.
The owner will pay a higher upfront cost but will gain
additional rent money from the tenant. The baseline
increases about $1.79 million and the revenue generated by
rent will increase by almost $1 million for the entire building
per month. In addition, the tenants will appreciate the
additional square footage for their office space.

7.4 Plaza Design
The new public plaza design has been developed to better
align with the goals of the Boston Redevelopment
Authority. Subsidium planned to support the community by
offering a space that is not only used by Bostonians, but
offer a space that Bostonians want to use, shown in Figure
5 with images in Drawing CM-103. To be able to provide
the Huntington Avenue/Prudential Center District with this
new public space, the construction team will have a few
coordination challenges. The plaza design seeks to offer
office workers the ability to work outside in the public
space. The plaza space also offered a number of design
challenges, primarily in creating a space that can be used
most of the year. Prevailing winds were counteracted with
designed and natural barriers, to create a comfortable area.

Figure 5: Boylston Project Plaza Rendering
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7.5 Mechanical Room Location
The mechanical room was originally located in the
penthouse. The design team saw the value in moving the
mechanical room to the 10th floor of the office space and
opening an 18th floor to the building. While the chillers and
sloshing damper will remain on the roof, the remaining
pieces of the tri-generation system will move to the lower
floor. In terms of construction, there will be certain
coordination efforts that must take place to make this
possible. The critical mechanical picks will occur earlier in
the construction sequence to place the equipment on the
tenth floor. This will lead to shorter procurement lead
times on equipment and put much more emphasis on the
arrival of the units. A procurement schedule, found in SD
Construction Management ∙ F, identifies the top lead items
to alleviate the risk of not arriving on time for installation.
In addition to the effects on the sequence, the mechanical
room relocation did cut the distribution ductwork cost in
half, identified in Drawing CM-104.
There will also be a heightened quality control program
with this move, due to the nature of this mechanical
equipment. Dampers will have to be installed and checked
for these pieces of equipment to ensure that no vibrations
are felt on the adjacent floors. The mechanical equipment
rough in and fit out sequence will also change to
accommodate this move.

7.6 Green Space
On the roof, approximately 8000 square feet for green
space will be allotted. The space will provide an additional
area for the tenants in the office spaces to enjoy the
outdoors along with the plaza space. This rooftop green
space offers optimal views of the Boston area, as well as the
bay. The space as currently designed is only an outdoor
rooftop area. If the owner so wishes, they could add a
green roof to the area. The structural team has designed
the roof to account for this additional load, and therefore,
the construction team must be in constant contact with the
owner to allow them to make a decision on their vision for
this space. More information about the possible green roof
can be found in Section 9.5 Add/Alternates.

8. Project Finances
8.1 Target Value Design
Target Value Design (TVD) or “designing to a target cost” is
a cost design approach where the final design is dictated by
established parameters. In a typical target value design
project, the project team is required to establish an end
“Target Cost” at the beginning of a project. The project
team decided that the baseline budget for a typical Boston
office building would be used as the target cost in which the
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team would design. For a project such as this, the project
team had to balance the team project goals with the target
cost. Although the design costs may exceed the target cost,
the team must be committed to either cut costs elsewhere
in the budget, or be able to offset the high initial costs with
energy savings or lower maintenance costs.

8.2 Establishing the End Goal
Subsidium utilized a combination of R.S. Means along with
industry costing data to formulate a baseline estimate for a
typical Boston Building. To establish an estimate that was
as accurate as possible, the project team divided the project
into three sections: underground parking, retail, and a midrise office building. Combining project data found in R.S.
Mean for each building section, the project team was able
to put together an estimate for the Class-A office
building. The full details on the baseline building estimate
is in SD Construction Management ∙ G and the general
conditions is in SD Construction Management ∙ H. The total
baseline cost per square foot was compared to similar
precedent buildings in Boston to ensure that the baseline
estimate was fairly accurate. Once the baseline budget for
a typical office building in Boston was established, the
project team began to map the project design cost. The
baseline estimate allowed the project team to understand
the target value for each division. Upon review of the
original design, as well as the additional square footage, the
base cost of the building is $136,514,500 or $288.25/SF and
will become the target value.

8.3 Uniformat II
Subsidium utilized the Uniformat II format to track the
project costs over the course of design. Uniformat II was
chosen over Masterformat because it allows for systems to
be estimated as parts of assemblies, such as substructure,
superstructure, exteriors, etc. rather than by typical
divisions. Materials in certain divisions may be a part of
many assemblies in the building, such as metals, and could
easily be missed while estimating. A main concern of
Subsidium, was keeping the estimate as current as possible,
and in order to do this, the project team utilized the “over
the shoulder” estimating method. The “over the shoulder”
method is a much more collaborative approach to
estimating where both the design teams and the
construction team worked together to deliver a more
accurate estimate. The project was estimated in many
iterations, and the change in each assembly could be
tracked over the course of the design phase. A good
example of the mechanical system tracking can be found on
Drawing CM-104. Each iteration was closely documented
to track what changes in design occurred from estimate to
estimate.
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9. Budget Cost Tracking
Uniformat divisions allowed the project team to track each
system separately, and more importantly, inform the
design team if a certain system’s cost was growing at an
alarming rate. This allowed the team members to become
aware of potential problem areas, and helped to facilitate
discussions on these specific systems. The Uniformat
divisions set the stage for the project cost tracking system
established by the Subsidium construction team. Though
not an expressed challenge to the design, the construction
team decided that maintaining the budget would be an
important goal to owner.

9.1 Overall Cost Tracking
The overall building cost tracking was a very useful tool
throughout the design of the building and its systems
compared to the baseline. A rolling estimate was updated
as new systems were implemented into design, and designs
became more detailed. The estimate was updated in the
design phases, including: original baseline, original baseline
with additional square footage, two different schematic
design estimates, a design development estimate, and
finally a value engineering estimate. Please refer to
Drawing CM-104 for more details about what each estimate
entailed. A project cost trend graph was created to show
the Uniformat divisions and how the costs increased or
decreased through design and facilitated discussions that
took into account the project team’s goals, seen in Figure
6. The facade system, for example, grew to over double the
original baseline facade cost, and quickly became a topic of
discussion. The tri-generation system also became an
expensive system throughout design, but with value
engineering, the cost was cut and justified with energy
savings. The overall cost is a guaranteed maximum price of

$142,867,000 for the base building; the Uniformat Cost
Breakdown is exemplified in Table 2.
Table 2: Overall Cost Breakdown

A
B
C
D 10
D 20
D 30
D 40
D 50
E
F
G
H
H
J

Uniforma t C ost B rea kdown
Subst ruct ure
$
7,485,000.00
Shell
$
37,986,600.00
Int eriors
$
19,214,900.00
C onveying
$
2,819,100.00
Plumbing
$
4,076,800.00
HVAC
$
22,619,400.00
Fire Prot ect ion
$
3,089,800.00
Elect rica l
$
16,236,100.00
Equipment /Furnishing s $
1,212,100.00
Pla z a D esig n
$
750,000.00
Genera l C ondit ions
$
10,078,100.00
C ont ra ct or Fees
$
9,226,200.00
Archit ect ura l Fees
$
8,072,900.00
FF&E
$
Tot a l: $ 142,867,000.00

9.2 Façade Cost Tracking
The project team designed an integrated facade system for
the office tower, which is detailed in the Integration
Narrative. The project team decided that the overall energy
saving benefits that redesigning the facade outweighed the
overall cost increase for the facade system of the office
tower. The baseline facade would increase solar gain into
the office spaces and totaled about $75.00 per square
foot. The project team designed two different double skin
façade systems, façade iteration 1 and 2, to combat the
solar gain issue while still utilizing the benefits of
daylighting. Façade Iteration 2 includes a photovoltaic
panel extending inward, angled to the optimum degree to
maximize the solar exposure of the panel. Spandrel glass
extends below the photovoltaic panel to cover the
structural system. One of the main concerns of this facade
system is that it protrudes inward 18”, which significantly
affects the total floor area of the office floors. If this facade
system would be implemented, it would impact the overall
amount of rentable space per floor by roughly 10,000
square feet. Keeping the tenants needs in mind, the project
team decided that this amount of rentable floor area could
not be sacrificed for efficiency. The double skin facade also
presented costing issues due to essentially doubling the

Figure 6: Overall Cost Tracking
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facade
area
of
the
building. The costing of
each façade iteration can be
found in Figure 7.
Facade Iteration 3 is a single
pane facade system that
maximizes energy efficiency
while combating the floor
area issues that arose
during the analysis of the
Figure 7: Facade Iterations
first design option. The
Costingdecided that the overall facade should be energy
team
efficient and enhance the experience of the end user, the
tenant, without inhibiting the owner’s amount of rentable
space. Facade iteration 3 was designed with these goals as
the main driver. The original concave facade system was
replaced with a convex system, and electrochromic glass
was added to address the effects of solar gain on the west
facing facade. Electrochromic glass is roughly double the
cost of a typical double pane glazing, however, the benefits
of it in regards to the mechanical system and maintenance
costs to the owner make it a feasible option for the facade.
The electrochromic glass will be powered by a sloped
photovoltaic panel, which is sloped at the same angle as the
previous facade choice to maximize the solar exposure. The
benefits of the facade in regards to energy efficiency can be
found in the Integration Narrative. The facade now
protrudes out from the building 18”, instead of taking away
the rentable floor area. The jurisdictional requirements
that allow us to extend the footprint of the building in all
directions are outlined in Section 7.2 Jurisdictional
Requirements. The angle in which the electrochromic glass
protrudes out provides the optimal angle for solar shading,
as well. The glass will lighten and darken as it becomes
exposed to sunlight to guarantee the occupant’s
comfort. The cost for this facade system is about
$135/SF. The overall cost increase is supplemented by the
energy savings in the systems. More information on the
energy savings can be found in the Mechanical and
Electrical Narrative.

9.3 PV Panels
An important part to the creation of the unique façade was
the ability to incorporate the PV panels to power the
electrochromic glass on the west façade of the building.
One of the driving factors of deciding the feasibility, was the
payback period. Two different types of PV panels were
analyzed, the film and standard for both façade iterations 2
and 3. The analysis showed that, although they had the
same payback period of about 13 years, the standard PV
demonstrated a higher efficiency and a larger cost savings
after 30 years. The SageGlass requires 175.2 kWh annually
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to operate. With the standard PV panels, PV energy will be
absorbed in excess to operate the glass and more. The total
energy absorbed is approximated at 6,500 kWh per year,
demonstrated in Figure 8. Calculations are located on SD
Construction Management ∙ I.

Figure 8: PV Panel Energy Generation Comparison

9.4 Lifecycle/Payback
Although the cost of the tri-generation system was
substantially higher (almost a 44% increase) than the
baseline HVAC system, the payback period for the
combined heat and power system was impressive enough
to overlook the high front end costs. The payback is
approximately 5 years for the entire system based on the
estimated $22.7 million tri-generation cost. Additional data
is available in SD Construction Management ∙ I.

9.5 Add/ Alternate
Throughout the estimating process, Subsidium utilized
additive alternate bidding. This form of bidding provides a
list of quoted priced for a specific change or design
enhancement for the project. Subsidium was able to
analyze two major additions that may benefit the
stakeholder’s for an additional cost.

9.5.1 Alternate Systems
The design team put together a report of each additional
system that could be implemented, the cost of installing
that system, and the financial and energy efficiency benefits
of utilizing that system within the building. These systems
were left out of the main design based on feasibility
reasons, both related to cost and accessibility, and are up
to the owner’s discretion for implementation, however,
suggestions will be provided to the owner from the project
team. The proposed systems include an additional
reciprocating engine within the tri-generation system and a
full green roof within the green space. The benefits of each
decision can be found on Drawing CM-105.

9.5.2 System Suggestions
Subsidium believes in assisting the owner in making the
correct decisions to best suit them. The design team
suggests that the owner hold off on the green roof for
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practical reasons, but consider putting the second
reciprocating engine into the tri-generation system to allow
for a more efficient generation of heat and power in the
summer months. More on this suggestion can be found on
Drawing CM-105.

10. Marketing
Subsidium understands that buildings are built for those
who occupy them. Subsidium’s Tenant Transition Plan
consists of project delivery from conceptual design all the
way through tenant fit out, to satisfy the individual tenants’
needs.
Project delivery typically would end at project turnover to
the owner. Subsidium, however, believes that project
delivery does not stop at project turnover. What Subsidium
offers is the complete package, where the tenants have the
ability to be involved in the construction process. Early
tenant involvement benefits the owner by assisting in
leasing the office and retail spaces, and the tenants because
they get a space that truly satisfies all of their needs.

10.1 Tenant Transition Plan: Owner Benefits
Subsidium’s Tenant Transition Plan seeks to aid in the
leasing of the building office. The idea is pretty simple,
Subsidium will utilize technology that they would typically
provide to enhance owner satisfaction and essentially
extend those services to prospective tenants. Subsidium
implements their Tenant Transition Plan, which benefits
both the building owner and potential occupants.
Traditionally the burden to market the spaces available for
leasing lies heavily on the owner of the building. In a
traditional setting project signs and renders would be
provided by the contractor to show the public more
information about the project. The owner-contractor
relationship would typically conclude once the project
turned over to the owner. The owner may or may not have
the most current technology to market the spaces to the
prospective tenants, and often times, clients want the
ability to visualize what type of space they will be renting.
Subsidium has the ability to utilize the same technology
they used for the owner and extend it to the prospective
tenant. Subsidium would be able to bridge the gap between
the owner and tenants, providing so much more than
project signs and renders, but a fully immersive model to
allow owners to see exactly what the space includes.
Subsidium’s Tenant Transition Plan alleviates the burden of
marketing from the owner and allows them to focus on
what is important, the tenants needs.
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10.2 Tenant Transition Plan: Tenant Benefits
Tenants will have the ability to visualize the space that they
could very well occupy. Subsidium strives to design a
building with flexible office spaces. In order to deliver a
flexible, customizable space, Subsidium must stray away
from a tradition tenant fit out plan. Table 3 highlights the
pros and cons of the typical project delivery and
Subsidium’s Tenant Transition Plan.
Subsidium offers a suggested floor layout that was designed
to work best with the integrated façade system. The ability
to customize these spaces to satisfy every tenants’ needs is
enhanced with the use of the Oculus Rift technology. More
information on the Oculus Rift and how Subsidium can
implement this technology can be found on SD
Construction Management ∙ J.

10.3 Tenant Fit-Out
Tenant fit-out is not currently included in the price to the
owner, however, through the use of the oculus rift,
Subsidium hopes to extend their construction services to
prospective tenants. Complete fit-out of each of the spaces
will be available for anywhere from $200-$500 a square
foot, depending on the finishes that the tenant
selects. Offering the tenants the option to fit out their
space during the initial building construction will allow the
tenants to save money on mobilization and general
conditions costs. An extensive quality control and punch list
program will be implemented to allow Subsidium to
continue their focus on designing and delivering the optimal
space for each tenant.
Table 3: Project Delivery Method Comparison
T ypi ca l Proj ect Del i very f or a
Devel oper

Subs i di um' s T ena nt T ra ns i ti on
Pl a n

- It the owner's responsibility to
market the project and find
tenants to lease the office spaces

- Subsidium will assist in the
marketing of the spaces by
supplying informational signs
around the project site as well as
Virtual Models of the spaces
- Project Delivery ends at project
- To satisfy both the owner and
turnover to the owner
tenants, project turnover ends
with tenant fit-out
- Tenants will be given a shell and it - Tentants will be given the change
will be up to the tenant to find a
to immerse themselves in a
contractor for fit-out
virtual model of a suggested floor
plan to see how the space could
be used
- Tenants will be given little
- Tenants can make changes to
guidance in regards to office
layout and even see their layout in
layout
a Virtual Model before fit-out
begins

According to research articles from a few prominent
business journals, the owner should be able to rent out
these Boston office spaces for anywhere between $50-$75
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per square foot of office space per month. With the
additional square footage added to the project that can
increase the rent by almost $900,000 a month.

11. Schedule
11.1 Design Schedule
The design schedule has a duration of 6.5 months and
stretches from conceptual design to construction
documents, illustrated in Figure 9. The design schedule
evolved through the consistent evaluation of the pull
planning sessions. Each building section was planned
separately. Similar in nature to the BIM-ex document, the
design schedule was ever changing and constantly updated
throughout the design process. The design team went
through seven phases of design, which can be seen on the
design schedule below. The complete schedule can be
found on Drawing CM-106, which shows what activities
were completed during each design phase.
Weeks
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Office Conceptual Design
Retail Conceptual Design
Office Schematic Design
Retail Schematic Design

Office Design Development
Retail Design Development
Project Design Documentation

Figure 9: Design Schedule

11.2 Overall Schedule
Including the design schedule, the entire duration of the
project is 30 months. The construction schedule alone is an
aggressive 24 month schedule which includes some fit-out.
The intent of this was to decrease the owner’s wait time for
substantial completion. Subsidium understands that the as
soon as the owner is able to lease the spaces, they can begin
to make money. Mentioned earlier in the Project Delivery
section, the delivery system is a design-build joint venture
which allows the project to be fast tracked. The civil
package will be released before the completion of the rest
of the construction documents. Additionally, the timeline
was designed to allow the tenants to begin fitting out the
spaces before the interior finishes are completed. The
tenants of the retail space will be able to open their doors
to the public four months before the office spaces are
finished. The complete schedule is found in Drawing CM107.

11.3 Project Phases
Flow of work is essential to operate at the most efficient
level throughout construction of the building. To best
establish this flow of work, Subsidium divided the
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construction sequence into five construction phases. A
schedule of each phase can be seen in Figure 10. The
construction phases include Demolition/Excavation,
Substructure and Core, Superstructure, Interior RoughIn/Fit-Out, and Partial Occupancy. A site logistics plan for
each one of these construction phases were carefully
developed to best utilize the minimal space on site.
2016
2017
2018
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2

Demolition/Excavation
Substructure and Core
Superstructure

Interior Rough-In/Fit-Out
Partial Occupancy

Figure 10: Construction Phases Schedule

11.3.1 Site Logistics Plans
The site logistics plan was developed by the construction
team to combat the congested site already discussed in the
Surrounding Area section. The project team must deal with
a very congested project site during construction. The
congestion on site eliminates any possibilities for onsite
trailers, considering little room is even available for material
storage. There are plenty of office spaces to be rented
nearby the site, such as the Prudential Tower. Due to this
lack of site area, the project team must undoubtedly occupy
the sidewalk, which means the team must reroute
pedestrian traffic. Boylston Street runs directly to the north
of the project site is a one way street. The street has three
lanes headed eastbound with enough shoulder room on
either side for parking. The construction team plans to take
away the parking lane on the project site side to reroute
foot traffic around the site. To do so, Subsidium will have
to file for a permit with the local officials. The construction
team strived to allow the site to coexist with the Back Bay
area without compromising safety.
When space is at a premium, the construction team must
be creative to get the most out of the area. The site
utilization plan specifies one material hoist on the outside
of the north façade. To save space, the project team plans
to install service elevator 1 as early as possible to allow for
the construction team to have another material and worker
hoist on site without using more of the congested site.
The congested site also poses a problem with the delivery
of materials. The construction team plans to implement
“just in time” deliveries. “Just in time” deliveries is a
method of delivery where materials arrive on site very close
to the time that they will be installed. This cuts down on
material storage space on site. The site superintendent
must be very focused on the coordination of deliveries so
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that delays will not occur that ultimately affect the project.
The detailed site utilization plans can be seen on Drawing
CM-108 and include information such as crane location,
material laydown area, onsite equipment, delivery
entrances and exits, site fencing, and the marketing area.

11.3.2 Steel Sequence
To
visualize
the
erection of steel before
occurring in the field, a
4D
model
in
Navisworks
was
created. This included
the
steel
beams,
columns, decking and
concrete
floor,
demonstrated in Figure
11. The model allows
for adjustments to be
made to the steel
sequencing to ensure
Figure 11: Example screenshot of 4D that the structure does
steel erection model
not delay the project
schedule. The transfer trusses that support the southwest
corner of the offices must be constructed on site, otherwise
they are too heavy to transport. Modeling the installation
is crucial since I-90 may not be touched. To construct them,
supplemental steel will be necessary for proper installation
(Figure 12). Through the development of this model, the
construction management team aimed to reduce the risk of
delaying the schedule since the structure is on the critical
path. Images for the steel erection is located on Drawing
CM-109.

utilized to get a detailed cost estimate, demonstrated in SD
Construction Management ∙ M.

11.4 Short Interval Production Schedule
A short interval production schedule will be especially
useful for the office zone of the building. All of the floors
are very similar and are highly repetitive in trade work and
coordination. A SIPS schedule has been developed for the
interior of the trades of the building. The schedule is based
on the core and shell of the building. This will aid in the
aggressive schedule that was developed for the overall
scope of the project. Though not explicitly stated,
additional time for material handling will be accounted for
on the upper floors. Moving the material vertically will
require additional use of resources. The SIPS schedule can
be view in SD Construction Management ∙ K.

11.5 Procurement
As mentioned in the Overall Schedule Section above, some
crucial items on the critical path of the overall schedule
include the facade and steel. These items have long lead
times so careful procurement planning will be necessary to
ensure there is enough time to manufacture these
items. Other long lead time items that will be crucial to the
planning process is the mechanical equipment that will be
installed on the 10th floor in the tower. Some of the items
will include boilers, chillers, and a fuel cell. It will be
necessary to begin procurement of the steel in the
schematic phase and for procurement of the mechanical
equipment and facade in design development, refer to SD
Construction Management ∙ F. The typical lead times for
facade, steel, and mechanical equipment are 10, 12 and 17
weeks respectively. The construction management team
felt it was necessary to include a large amount of float time
for any last minute design details or potential scheduling
conflicts with the manufacturers. In addition, this will
support the decision to use just in time delivery.

12. Constructability
12.1 Crane Selection

Figure 12: Transfer Trusses

Crane selection for the project site was based on critical
picks for the project. The team decided that a Liebherr 540
HC-L 12, luffing boom tower crane, would be the best
selection for the project critical picks. The critical picks
included the fuel cell in the parking garage, as well as, a few
columns W14x655; making the total weight of the column
to be 9.3 tons.

This model was originally created in RAM by the structural
team. It was then imported into Revit to be imported into
Navisworks. RAM also has the capability of exporting steel
members into an Excel spreadsheet. This spreadsheet was

Multiple, large transfer trusses are designed with some of
the heaviest pieces of steel. These are to support the front
five foot extension of the building, as well as the corner of
the office space that extends over 1-90. More on the
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selection of the cranes as well as the erection plan can be
found on Drawing CM-110.

12.2 Façade
The design team felt that the façade was key to creating an
energy efficient building, and therefore spent a good
amount of time refining the façade design. More about the
different façade options can be found in the Integration
Narrative.
Such an intricate façade system demands a strict quality
control program to ensure that the façade is installed
consistent and correctly. The façade installation will be
tested multiple times before installation begins on the
building. An off-site mock-up will be assembled and tested
against a variety of weather and impact tests to confirm
that the façade system will offer the resiliency in which it
was designed. For more information refer to Drawing CM101.
Once the façade is tested off-site, an on-site visual mock-up
will be built in the front corner of the site. Once the visual
mock-up is approved, the façade crews can officially begin
installation on the building. The façade will come as 14’x5’
unitized panels. Careful shakeout precautions will be taken
to ensure that the correct facades are installed. They will
be set into place by the crane the temporary hooks on the
side of the panels. The connection to the structure will be
a typical floor slab embed. The schematic of the panels is
shown in Figure 13.








Hazard/ hazardous product register
Pre-start site assessment
Toolbox Talk Meeting Minutes
Evacuation plan
First Aid locations
Safety Training Checklist

The plan will be continually updated through the phases of
construction. Weekly updated plans and records will keep
the project team and subcontractors knowledgeable about
the current safety conditions on the site. Additionally,
throughout these different phases of the project,
emergency evacuation plans will be posted on all of the
working floors within the building. This is crucial to the
employees that may be working inside the building because
they must quickly get to safety in the event of an emergency
like a natural disaster. The plan will show means of egress,
floor number and emergency contacts. For an example of
an evacuation plan, review SD Construction Management ∙
L.

12.3.1 Training
Before working on the site, each personnel will have to
attend a safety orientation with the site safety
manager. This will include a training video which identifies
common safety practices, activities with the potential for
accidents and the identification of the fatal four. Once the
employee has watched the video, the safety manager will
review the site specific activities with a higher potential to
cause accidents during the project. Additionally, a review
of the site specific safety plan will be conducted. When the
orientation is complete, the employee will receive a sticker
for their hard hat so it is understood clearly who has
participated in the safety orientation.

12.3.2 Maintaining Safety

Figure 13: Facade Detail

12.3 Site Specific Safety Plan
A site specific safety plan was developed before
construction begins. Subsidium aims for zero accidents
and incidents on site. It is especially important for the
project management team, subcontractors and any visitors
that enter the site to be mindful of the plan. Some of the
key aspects of the plan will include:





project management contact information
local emergency contact information
Personal protective equipment necessary to the site
Accident/ Incident reporting procedure and register
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Daily huddles will occur before work begins. These
meetings will include the project management team and
the subcontractor foremen to discuss the day’s work ahead,
leading with a discussion about safety. Potential safety
violations and upcoming work activities and their safety
implications will be reviewed to mitigate any cause that
may put an employee at risk. Once these risks are
identified, the foremen will reach out to the rest of their
team in the form of tool box talks to overview these safety
precautions. Additionally, evacuation procedures will be
practiced in the form of drills during the event of a natural
disaster. This will acquaint the employees with reading the
evacuation plans posted around the building.

12.3.3 Extending Safety
Safety does not stop at the site fence for Subsidium. The
safety of the public is critical to the construction
process. Routing the pedestrian pathway around site fence
with barriers and signage allow for passersby to avoid the
Construction Management

risks associated with a job site, see Drawing CM-108. Since
the site is very close to existing buildings, our team plans to
cover the facade in order to protect them from construction
debris which could
harm the outside of
the building. To
account for the
windy city of Boston
and the potential for
higher winds during
a storm, netting will
be attached to the
side of the building,
displayed in Figure
14. This will keep the
Figure 14: Safety Nets picture
construction debris
http://www.viewpointtw.com/construc
within the constraints
tion-safety-netting.htm
of the building and
prevent it from blowing into the public and causing harm to
buildings or a passerby. Where the building meets the rest
of the Prudential Plaza, there will be temporary wall (Figure
15) separating the
users
from
the
construction site. This
will be something
upgraded
from
traditional plywood
sheathing
as
to
uphold
to
the
sophistication of a
Class A building, that
space
will
Figure 15: Temporary Walls picture the
http://www.mallforms.com/
become.

12.3.4 Site Security
To ensure the safety of the employees on the site and any
visitors to the site, a strict attendance sheet will be
developed each work day. During the Daily Huddles, the
foremen will inform the site safety manager of the number
of employees on the site that day. Any visitors to the site
must sign in at the project management office. A sign with
the location of the office will be posted on the exterior of
the site fence for ease of finding the project management
team. Accounting for everyone on site is critical for
evacuation procedures to ensure that every person is out of
the building if the environment becomes unsafe. A field
engineer will monitor all deliveries on site to ensure no
unauthorized vehicles make it on to the site. The field
engineer will track all deliveries on a detailed calendar to
ensure all deliveries are on time, which is an important
aspect to the lean strategy of just in time delivery.
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13. Sustainability
13.1 Local Materials
Obtaining materials that will be regularly transported to the
site like steel and concrete, are crucial items to be
purchased locally. By including local materials, these will
decrease the time, money and energy needed to transport
the site. Since the transportation is within close proximity
of the site, the embodied energy, or the total energy
consumed throughout the production and transportation
of a product, of the process is reduced. Subsidium is not
only looking towards reaching the sustainable goals of the
owner but taking on the social responsibility of reducing the
use of fossil fuels.
Since the structure of the Boston Project is steel, many
deliveries of it will be made to the site. Choosing a
fabricator near the site is not only beneficial to the
environment but it will decrease the transportation costs.
A potential fabricator, Boston Bridge & Steel, Inc., is located
just across the Boston Main Channel.
They are
approximately five miles away and will aid in the just in time
deliveries.

13.2 Recycling
During the demolition of the existing plaza, it will be
especially important for waste management to include
separate dumpsters for recyclable materials. Subsidium
requires this for all projects. Materials like concrete, metal,
and masonry are some materials that would be recycled at
this site. Recycling is an important aspect to obtaining LEED
points and will continue through construction. The project
management team will work with a nearby waste
management facility to provide these dumpsters and
coordinate the removal of the waste.

13.3 LEED
Utilizing LEED v4, we were able to achieve a certification of
LEED Platinum at 86 points. Achieving a LEED certification
is an important part to the pride of Boston, since it is the
greenest city in the country. Maintaining this prestige is a
priority to Subsidium in order to create an environment that
the occupants can be excited to work in. Through our
sustainable and adaptable design and even through
sustainable construction practices, this achievement was
easily reached. The scorecard can be viewed in SD
Construction Management ∙ N.

14. Owner Turnover
Once the building is ready for tenant fit out, the Subsidium
project management team will work with the owner’s
facility manager to ensure that they are knowledgeable
about the building systems and required the maintenance.
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Facility operations were outlined in Subsidium’s BIM
document and a main focus throughout modelling.

14.1 Turnover Documentation
Successful facility management begins with thorough
turnover documentation. As a part of Subsidium’s
commitment to owner involvement, the project team will
ensure that the facilities operation manager understands
everything necessary to run the building the way it was
designed to operate. The owner will be given an as built
computer model, although this can be difficult to navigate
and extract specific information. The owner will also be
given: As-Built Drawings, System Schedules and System
Data/Manuals. A typical system schedule can be seen in
Table 4 and will allow information to be easily located.
Table 4: Typical system schedule provide with model
Type
AL-1
AL-2
AL-3

Lighting Schedule
Space Lamp Wattage
Manufacturer/Product
Lobby LED
7.8W
Selux
L36R2
Lobby LED
15W
XAL Lighting
Minimal 100
Lobby LED
50W
DeltaLight
Minigrid IN Trimless 2 QR

14.2 Operation and Maintenance
System data provided to the owner will give them the
specific output for each system to ensure that they are
getting the most efficiency out of each system. System
manuals and personal training from the experts will be
given to the facility manager so that they fully understand
the systems. Subsidium will also offer commissioning to the
owner once the systems are installed. Subsidium is
dedicated to supplying the tools that the owner needs to
guarantee their success throughout the lifecycle of the
building.

15. Conclusion

Table 5: Theme Analysis

Goa l

D esig n Approa ch

Traffic Coordination: Minimize pedestrian
blockages and maintain shop entrance to
the shops for much of construction
Debris Control: Use of netting to control
Coexistence
debris from leaving the building site
Steel Construction Sequence: Erecting
transfer trusses without affecting I-90
traffic
LEED Recycling: Implementation of
recycling program
Sustainability
Local Materials: Utilization of local
resources for materials
Site Utilization Plan: Adapt site plan to
allow for early access to retail space
Tenant Transition Plan: Allow tenants to
Adaptability
visualize and customize their office space
Phased Occupancy: Grant retail store early
occupancy to space
SSSP: Detailed Site Specific Safety Plan in
case of emergency
Building Protection: Protection of
surrounding buildings (shop entrance)
Safety
from falling debris
Steel Sequence: Erect transfer trusses in
place to mitigate crane capacity issues
and safety concerns
For references please see SD Construction Management ∙O.

The goal of the Subsidium construction team, is ultimately
to mitigate the risks of the project and deliver a quality
building while meeting the budget and schedule. The team
strives to alleviate the risks associated with the design
process, marketing and constructability of the building.
Facilitating the design process to the construction stages is
crucial to ensure that the system designs meet the goals of
the owner and the team. While Subsidium is designing and
building only the base building, the team will aid the owner
in the tenant transition process for the early fit out of the
spaces. During the construction process, the team
organized constructability planning for the façade and
transfer trusses and created a detailed Site Specific Safety
Plan to ensure safety on and off the site. A detailed analysis
of how the construction team was able to satisfy the design
team goals and project themes can be found in Table 5.
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Construction Management ∙ A – Lean Assessment
Example of Individual Results

Lean Assessment
There are five assessments within the lean assessment: wisdom, strategy, mindfulness, leadership and integration. Wisdom measures ones
understanding of lean concepts and understanding of value and nonvalue adding. Strategy evaluates the knowledge of how to implement
lean strategies such as Last Planner System and target value design. Integration path probes how you trust team members with shared goals
and accountability. After completing the questionnaire on these topics, the results were provided in the form of a spider web chart. The
closer the rating is to the outside of the chart, the more proficient of a score; examples of the individual results can be seen to the right.
These results showed that as a group, the level of integration was higher and wisdom and strategy were an area of lacking upon in the first
assessment. To mitigate this issue, the construction team put together a lean study guide from which the rest of the team could review
important topics and strategies in order for the team to become more knowledgeable. Each team was tasked with implementing a lean
measure to their design process in order to improve it. This nicely corresponds with the team’s integrative theme of Continuous
Improvement. By the end of the project, the team scored higher in the wisdom and strategy categories than previously.
The first to second lean assessment results demonstrated an affect called the Dunning-Kruger, regarding the Integration Path. This occurs
when an individual or team has an over confidence of their knowledge and abilities. As the team continued designing in an integrated
manner, it was realized that there was still a lot to grow upon, like our communication during meetings.
Team

Lean Measure

Construction Management

Last Planner, Target Value
Design

Lighting/ Electrical

Heijunka, Total Productive
Maintenance

Structural

Plan Do Check Act

Mechanical

Poka-yoke, Heijunka

How the Implementation Added Value
LPS aided in facilitating the design process for more efficient use of time and flow of information
Target Value Design was utilized to keep the system selections on budget
Heijunka supplemented schedule generation by grouping tasks into smaller batches
TPM resulted in 100% redundancy for the electrical system and n+1 for the emergency generator and separate
systems for controls like lighting and shading
PDCA was implemented to reduce the weight of the building to eliminate waste in designing
Poka-yoke was utilized to detect and prevent design errors while using Trace
Heijunka supplemented schedule generation by grouping tasks into smaller batches

Average Team Score for Second Lean Assessment

Average Team Score for First Lean Assessment
MOTIVATION
3.63

KNOWLEDGE
1.66

MOTIVATION
3.40

KNOWLEDGE
2.05

TRUST
4.58

CONFLICT
4.22

STRATEGY PATH
EFFORT
PERFORMANCE
3.35
2.15
WISDOM PATH
EFFORT
2.73

PERFORMANCE
2.63

AWARENESS
2.40

MOTIVATION
3.65

KNOWLEDGE
3.65

STRATEGY PATH
EFFORT
PERFORMANCE
4.08
3.42

AWARENESS
3.88

AWARENESS
2.94

MOTIVATION
3.73

KNOWLEDGE
3.52

WISDOM PATH
EFFORT
PERFORMANCE
3.50
3.91

AWARENESS
3.75

GOALS
4.25

TRUST
4.53

CONFLICT
3.94

INTEGRATION PATH
COMMITMENT
ACCOUNTABILITY
4.88
4.21
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INTEGRATION PATH
COMMITMENT ACCOUNTABILITY
4.88
4.25

GOALS
4.44

Link Back to Construction Management Exec.

Construction Management ∙ B – BIM-Ex Document
Subsidium BIM-Execution Document

Plan
Development of:
- BIM Goals
- BIM Uses
- Design Schedules

Design
- Information Exchanges
- Systems Design
- 3D Coordination
- Design Review
- Schedule Update
- Sustainability Viability

Construct

Operate

- Construction Documents
- Site Trouble Shooting

- "As Built" Drawings
- Systems Data Logs
- System/Building Models
- Operation and
Maintenance Manuals

Through the Use of the BIM Execution Document, the typical uses for a BIM document as well as how the
document will be utilized throughout the phases of the project. This was important to the team for the evaluation
of how not only the physical model would be developed but also, how the work was planned to achieve the team
goals. Creating a Revit model was the ultimate goal for the team, to import all system models into.

The design team decided that Building Information Modelling would benefit the project in all four project
phases. The above chart details all of the uses for BIM from project planning to building turnover and
operation.
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Construction Management ∙ C – BIM Coordination
BIM Coordination
3D coordination and clash detection was completed
for the 10th floor mechanical room, using Navisworks
Manage. This space was chosen to evaluate because
of the large pieces of equipment and large duct work
that would be in the space which could easily clash
with the structure. It was crucial that both the
mechanical and structural models were imported into
Revit so that it may be exported into Navisworks. 3D
coordination is important for fixing clashes before
they make it into the field. The design team utilized
the software to fix any clashes for smooth field
installment.

These images show the view of the clashes in the clash detection
setting. The team, viewed above, reviewed these interferences in a
three screen, immersive environment for easy and speedy coordination.

The top clash was a heated hot water piping going through a concrete header at the shear wall opening. This problem was
resolved by shifting the piping down. This shift extended to both the designated outside air system and the absorption chillers.
The clash below that was ductwork that was impeding the beam above it. The entire length of the ductwork was able to be
shifted down entirely without interfering with any other structural elements or mechanical equipment.

AEI3-2016 ∙ Construction Management
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Construction Management ∙ D – Last Planner System
Last Planner System
To fully take advantage of the
LPS, the team utilized the
process shown in to the right.
The theme of this lean tool is
to begin with the end in mine.
This is advantageous over
traditional design methods

Milestones
The end goals of the project
were determined to be the
milestones.
This included
design goals for individual
disciplines as well as integrated
decisions. To further see major
design goals please refer to
CM-106 for the design
schedule.
Image from “The Last Planner” by Alan Mossman

Phase Schedule
Pull planning was completed to identify the major tasks that led up to the milestone. These were written on sticky notes and
included the name of the task, the duration of the task and what was needed to complete the task. Each discipline required its own
color, an image of the pull planning end product can be seen in the image below. Identifying the constraints to the tasks allowed
for the team to be aware of what information was needed from the other disciplines. These tasks were then arranged in a
sequential order, starting at the milestone.

Lookahead Planning
Two week lookahead schedules were then made based on the task order, based on the pull planning. These lookahead schedules
included what tasks that would be worked on within the next two weeks and if measurable, the approximate percentage completed.
These were continuously updated each week. The benefits of looking into future tasks are that tasks can be made ready when they
are required to be done, and remove the uncertainty of the flow of time and information, which ultimately reduces the waste.

Weekly Work Plan
Weekly work plans were established in the weekly meeting held by the team. These weekly schedules identified the tasks that will
be done for the week and hold the disciplines accountable for the work they said that they will complete.

Percent Plan Complete
While some tasks it was easier to establish the
percentage of the task completed, it was not so easy for
others. Regardless of the holes in establishing the
percentage complete, the causes for the task not being
completed were identified in the weekly meetings. This
allowed for the team to find potential themes in not
being able to complete the work like, lack of time or
information. This was identified by A3 documents.
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Construction Management ∙ E – Meeting Minutes
Meeting Minutes

The team meeting minutes have been designed to create a consistent meeting format that covers all outstanding discussion topics
before new topics are brought to be discussed. The meeting minutes sought to improve meeting efficiency.
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Construction Management ∙ F – Procurement Schedule
Procurement Schedule

Along with steel, mechanical equipment and the curtain wall systems, other major systems like switchgear and procurement of mobile cranes will be tracked since they
are crucial to the schedule due to extensive planning and importance. This will not only be created for the base building but this tracking will be completed for tenant
fit-outs, as well. Being a Class A office space, tenants may potentially have high-end finishes which could have long lead times, especially if they are specialized
materials or materials from other parts of the world. By making these design decisions early and working with the client, Subsidium will be able to ensure that the
finishes are delivered on time.
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Construction Management ∙ G – Overall Cost Breakdown
Overall Cost Breakdown
C ost Per Ind. % Of % Of SubS.F.
Sub-Total
Total

Uniformat C ost B reakdown
A. Substructure
Standard Foundations
Special Foundations
Basement Excavation

$
$
$

419,400.00 $
2,946,300.00 $
1,004,300.00 $

0.89
6.22
2.12

0.3%
2.1%
0.7%

Parking Garage

$

3,115,000.00 $

6.58

2.2%

$

13,104,100.00 $

27.67

9.2%

9.2%

$
$

23,591,300.00 $
563,500.00 $

49.81
1.19

16.5%
0.4%

16.9%

$

727,700.00 $

1.54

0.5%

0.5%

5.2%

B . Shell
B10 Superstructure
Floor/Roof Construction
B20 Exterior Enclosure
Exterior Curtain Windows
Exterior Doors
B30 Roofing
Roof Coverings
C . Interiors
Partitions
Inerior Doors
Fittings
Stair Construction
Wall Finishes
Floor Finishes
Ceiling Finishes
D . Services
D10 Conveying
Elevators and Lifts
D20 Plumbing
Plumbing Fixtures
Domestic Water Distribution
Rain Water Drainage
D30 HVAC
Trigeneration System
D40 Fire Protection
Sprinklers
Standpipes
D50 Electrical
Electrical Service/Distribution
Lighting & Branch Wiring
Communications & Security
Other Electrical Systems
E. Equipment & Furnishing s
Commerical Equipment
F. Plaz a D esig n
Exterior Plaza Design
G. General C onditions
General Conditions
H. Fees
Contractor Fees
Architectural Fees
Subtotal:

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,094,500.00
3,019,100.00
456,100.00
2,584,800.00
759,700.00
4,334,900.00
5,965,800.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4.42
6.37
0.96
5.46
1.60
9.15
12.60

1.5%
2.1%
0.3%
1.8%
0.5%
3.0%
4.2%

13.4%

$

2,819,100.00 $

5.95

2.0%

2.0%

$
$
$

3,594,800.00 $
262,700.00 $
219,300.00 $

7.59
0.55
0.46

2.5%
0.2%
0.2%

2.9%

$

22,619,400.00 $

47.76

15.8%

15.8%

$
$

2,561,800.00 $
528,000.00 $

5.41
1.11

1.8%
0.4%

2.2%

$
$
$
$

1,161,500.00
9,929,300.00
4,744,000.00
401,300.00

$
$
$
$

2.45
20.97
10.02
0.85

0.8%
7.0%
3.3%
0.3%

11.4%

$

1,212,100.00 $

2.56

0.8%

0.8%

$

750,000.00 $

1.58

0.5%

0.5%

$

10,078,100.00 $

21.28

7.1%

7.1%

$
$

9,226,200.00 $
8,072,900.00 $

19.48
17.05

6.5%
5.7%

6.5%
5.7%

100.0%

100.0%

$

142,867,000.00

$ 301.67
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Construction Management ∙ H – General Conditions
General Conditions Estimate
General C onditions Estimate
Item

Total plus
Location Factor

D uration

Unit

$/Unit

Project Executive

24

Months

$

135.00 $

152,900.00

Project Manager
Assistant Project Manager

24
24

Months
Months

$
$

110.00 $
87.50 $

498,900.00
396,500.00

2 Project Engineers
Superintendent

20
24

Months
Months

$
$

65.00 $
100.00 $

490,900.00
453,100.00

Assistant Superintendent

20

Months

$

82.50 $

311,500.00

Months
Months
Months
Months
Months

$
$
$
$
$

65.00
55.00
55.00
70.00
55.00

$
$
$
$
$

490,900.00
249,200.00
249,200.00
317,200.00
249,200.00

Months
Months
Months
Months

$
$
$
$

75.00 $
70.00 $
75.00 $
55.00 $

56,600.00
105,700.00
56,600.00
31,200.00

Project
Project

$ 442,500.00 $
$ 59,000.00 $

442,500.00
59,000.00

Months

$

29,500.00 $

708,000.00

Months
Months
Months

$
$
$

50,000.00 $
40.00 $
590.00 $

1,000,000.00
800.00
14,200.00

$
590.00 $
$ 11,800.00 $
$
95.00 $
$
2,400.00 $
$
2,950.00 $
$ 755,200.00 $
$
5,900.00 $

14,200.00
11,800.00
22,900.00
2,400.00
70,800.00
755,200.00
5,900.00

Project Supervision
Construction Staffing

2 Field Engineers
20
Accountant
24
Administrative Assistant
24
Safety Engineer
24
Full Time Traffic Control
24
Pre -Construction Staffing
Senior Estimator
4
2 Estimators
4
Preconstruction Manager
4
Assist. Preconstruction Manager
3
Quality C ontrol
Onsite Testing and Inspection
1
Testing Laboratory Services
1
Temporary Office and Facilites
Office Rental
24
Temporary Services
Temporary Power
20
Temporary Lights
20
6 Temporary Toilets
24
Project Supplies
Office Supplies/Furniture
24
Computers/Fax/Printers/Software
1
Company Phones
267
Project Signage
1
Project Recycling
24
Project Permits
1
PPE/First Aid/Additional Safety
1
Temporary Equipment and C ontrols
Material Hoists
6
Tower Crane
8
Tower Crane Mobilization
1
Mobile Crane
10
Concrete Pump
6
Self-Climbing Formwork
4
Temporary Dewatering
1
Temporary B arriers and Enclosures
Temporary Fencing
1
Adjacent Building Protection
1
Temporary Road Barriers
1
Project C loseout
Topping Out
1
Final Cleaning
1
Total

Months
LS
Mo./Staff
LS
Months
Project
Project
Months
Months
LS
Months
Months
Months
LS
LS
LS
LS

$ 16,750.00
$ 40,000.00
$ 16,200.00
$ 23,840.00
$
9,200.00
$ 35,400.00
$ 1,947,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

100,500.00
320,000.00
16,200.00
238,400.00
55,200.00
141,600.00
1,947,000.00

$
$
$

$
$
$

1,100.00
17,700.00
15,000.00

1,100.00
17,700.00
15,000.00

LS
$
2,300.00 $
2,300.00
LS
$
5,800.00 $
5,800.00
(with Location Factor): $ 10,078,100.00
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Construction Management ∙ I – Payback and Lifecycle Cost
PV Payback and Lifecycle Cost

PV Payback
An important aspect in evaluating the
sustainability is the payback and lifecycle
costs of the building. For the owner to
buy in to the systems that have a higher
upfront cost, they need to be justified.
Through calculations found in section 8.5
Renewable Energy of the Electrical report,
the payback period of the PV panels on
the facade is about 13 years. This is within
the life of the panel. After 30 years, the
owner will be making money back on the
panels, approximately $500,000.
PV
panels are additionally located on the
roof.

Lifecycle Cost
The electrical and HVAC system chosen
for the building is a tri-generation system
8.1 Heating and Colling Plants. Compared
to the ASHRAE 90.1-2007 baseline and a
non-tri-generation system, the monthly
cost for natural gas and electricity usage
is significantly lower, identified in the
Monthly Utility Cost Comparison.
Utilizing
Trace,
the
mechanical
determined payback period of the system
is about 5 years. This number has its
limitations though, since it is strictly
compared to the overall cost of the base
building. This does not include the
operations and maintenance of the
system.
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Construction Management ∙ J – Marketing
Marketing: Tenant Transition Plan
Tenant Transition Plan
Subsidum’s Tenant Transition Plan seeks to extend their virtual reality capabilities to the owner and their tenants. It is important
for the owner to be able to market their office spaces to prospective tenants, and with the use of Subsidium’s Oculus Rift
technology, give tenants the ability to immerse themselves in their office space as well as make changes to the layout to meet their
needs.

Oculus Rift
The Oculus Rift is a technology many construction managers
utilize for various analysis, from design reviews to clash
detection. Subsidium plans to extend their access of the
Oculus Rift to the owner allow their prospective tenants the
ability to see what type of office and retail spaces will be
available for rent. The Rift is a head-mounted display
developed by Oculus VR to allow the users to become fully
immersed in a virtual reality space, shown in the image to
the right.
Subsidium’s design team is able to put together a model of a
typical office space layout, and tenants will be able to freely
explore the space. Tenants can analyze the space and assess
what they believe to be the best office layout to fit their
needs as a company. If the tenant decides to have
Subsidium complete their office fit-out, the project team can
continue to put together virtual models of their office space
until they become satisfied. The ultimate advantage of this
technology is that it allows the tenants to experience what
they requested before it is ordered and installed. This gives
them the flexibility to make adaptations early on in design
rather than in the field.

User Experience
The Oculus Rft will be set up in the job office
across the Boylston Street from the job site.
Subsidium understands that it can be difficult to
visualize a three dimensional space based on a
two dimensional drawing. The Oculus Rift can
bridge this game and give the tenants a fully
immersive experience in their new office space.
The goggles will move with the head
movements of the user, and then a handheld
controller will aid in walking through the space.
There is little to no learning curve for users,
which makes it such a great tool.
The Oculus Rift can have some affects to the
user that are less than desirable, mainly in
regards to a slight delay between head
movements and response. The effects of the
slight delay can have nauseating effects,
however, users will be warned prior to, and all
the benefits of the technology in regards to
flexibility and project delivery certainly
outweigh this minor setback. Tenants will enjoy
the ability to picture the space before it
becomes a reality.
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Construction Management ∙ K – SIPS
SIPS Schedule for the Offices

Task
Crew Size

Duct
Pipe
Duct
Roughin Roughin Insulation
3

4

1

Pipe
Testing

Pipe
Fitout

1

1

Plumbing Plumbing Raised
Roughin Fitout
Floor
1

1

3

Fire
Metal
Electrical Electrical
Protection Stud Wall Drywall
Roughin Fitout
Fitout
Framing
10

1

2

2

3

To mitigate the risk of a tight schedule, a Short Interval Production Schedule
was created for the office spaces. The offices are identical, so the work is
repeated for all 15 floors. By mapping out more detailed tasks, the CM was able
to identify the timeline it would take to complete each floor. The schedule to
the right shows the durations. From the labor hours calculated, the number of
crews were decided for each floor, shown in the table above.
The schedule to the right demonstrates not only the timeline but the parade of
trades, as well.
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Construction Management ∙ L – Site Specific Safety Plan
Evacuation Plan

Emergency Contacts
CALL 911 for immediate attention
Project Management Team
Project ManagerSuperintendentSite Safety ManagerField EngineerProject Engineer-

Local Emergency Healthcare
Massachusetts General Hospital Main Campus
55 Fruit Street
Boston, MA 02114
(617) 726-2000

Massachusetts General Hospital-Back Bay
388 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 267-7171

Local Fire Department
Boston Fire Department Engine 33 & Ladder 15
941 Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 343-2880

Local Police Department
Boston Police District D-4 Back Bay/South End/Fenway
650 Harrison Avenue
Boston, MA 02118
(617) 343-4250

Evacuation Plan
The evacuation plan is crucial to safety of the entire site
workforce. It keeps everyone on site knowledgeable about their
location and the means of egress from the building. This will be
continually updated throughout different stages of the
construction process to keep up-to-date on the current escape
routes that may change due to the changing sequences of
work. The directions will be written in English and Spanish to
accommodate a diverse employee base. A designated meeting
area after evacuation is located near one of the site exits. This
meeting area is necessary to account for everyone that is on the
site. A specified plan is not only important for any danger that
may occur on the site but also, in case of natural disaster.
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Construction Management ∙ M – Steel Take-Off
Steel Takeoff
TOTAL STRUC TURE GRAVITY B EAM TAKEOFF
Steel Grade: 50
SIZE
# LENGTH (ft) WEIGHT (lbs)
C OST/LF
W8X10
319
3618.15
36443
$
21.95
W8X24
1
30
723
$
43.00
W8X13
2
54.67
714
$
29.35
W8X21
1
28.17
590
$
37.85
W10X12
77
1868.12
22503
$
24.85
W12X14
131
3514.88
49755
$
28.51
W12X16
10
258.67
4146
$
28.51
W12X19
16
476.66
9034
$
37.01
W14X22
71
2456.33
54246
$
42.46
W14X26
1
28.58
748
$
42.46
W16X26
155
5004.34
130780
$
42.41
W16X31
55
1777.87
55234
$
49.90
W16X36
1
25.33
914
$
64.01
W18X35
274
10893.51
381802
$
57.08
W18X40
51
2149.5
86308
$
64.58
W18X60
1
47.5
2845
$
95.98
W21X48
36
1178.48
56543
$
78.49
W21X44
92
3366.65
148928
$
69.49
W21X50
58
2062
103143
$
78.49
W21X55
4
123.5
6808
$
96.13
W24X55
104
4204.17
231755
$
85.25
W24X62
92
3941.22
244082
$
95.75
W24X68
207
10923.1
747094
$
104.25
W24X76
59
3406.2
259628
$
116.25
W27X84
86
4307.36
363493
$
126.90
W30X90
21
1016.67
91331
$
148.86
W30X99
9
307.83
30482
$
148.86
W30X108
3
98
10571
$
161.86
W33X118
3
168.83
19935
$
176.96
W33X130
4
150
19549
$
194.14
W36X135
1
30
4053
$
201.99
W40X149
1
52.5
7825
$
223.99
W36X487
1
37.08
18045
$
545.64
W40X503
1
43.08
21697
$
645.64
W40X655
2
75.83
49803
$
745.64
No Design
1
71.67
0
$
24.85
----------------1951
3271549
Total Number of Studs = 53553
Total B eam C ost:

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

TOTAL C OST
79,418.39
1,290.00
1,604.56
1,066.23
46,422.78
100,209.23
7,374.68
17,641.19
104,295.77
1,213.51
212,234.06
88,715.71
1,621.37
621,801.55
138,814.71
4,559.05
92,498.90
233,948.51
161,846.38
11,872.06
358,405.49
377,371.82
1,138,733.18
395,970.75
546,603.98
151,341.50
45,823.57
15,862.28
29,876.16
29,121.00
6,059.70
11,759.48
20,232.33
27,814.17
56,541.88
1,781.00

$

5,141,746.93

A detailed structural steel takeoff was completed upon the finalization of the RAM model. The structural
discipline utilized that program to design the gravity and lateral loading. RAM is not only compatible with Revit
but also Excel. The steel member totals are downloaded into a comprehensive takeoff. From there, it was easy
to assign costs to the steel members by linear foot unit prices.
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Construction Management ∙ N – LEED Scorecard
LEED Scorecard

Based on the corresponding scorecard, Subsidium’s building design will register
at least 86 points with 14 points in question. This results in a LEED Platinum
certification, the highest lead rating achievable.
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Construction Management ∙ O – References
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Facade Designs
Facade A: Facade A is only utilized in the very center of
the north facade to allow the most daylighting to enter
the office spaces.

Unitized System
The facade system is designed to be constructed as a
unitized system. A unitized system, rather than a stick
built system, was chosen due to the complexity of the
facade system design. The unitized system eliminates
part of the steep learning curve and possible
inconsistencies in constructing the unique facade
design. The panel will be constructed in 14 feet high by
5 feet wide units.

Facade B: Facade B is utilized everywhere else on the
north facade. This design allows for the same views as
Facade A while respecting the ASHRAE design
recommendation for the window/wall ratio.
Facade C: Facade C is located on the west facade, and
utilizes PV panels slanted up towards the sun and self
shading electrochromic glass to shade the spaces.

Stack Joint Design
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Water Tight Metal
Insulated Panel
(R=28.6)

The stack joint detail is a typical detail that allows all the
unitized facade panels to stack, or connect vertically.

3'-4" Photovoltaic Panel
Dropped Ceiling
1'-6" Solera Glass

Facade D: Facade D is located on the east and south
facade, and keeps the same shape as Facade C without
the use of electrochromic glass and PV panels to cut
cost without sacrificing the architecture.

5'-0" Electrochromic Glass
9'-6"

3'-4" Spandrel Glass

A

B

C

1.1

West Facade Section

A101

SCALE: 3/8" = 1'-0"

888 BOYLSTON STREET

Raised Floor

Rigid Insulation
(R=28.6)

D

Facade Testing and Shipping

An off-site mock-up test will be conducted to ensure that the facade materials
can withstand all the necessary forces that will be placed on it. Only once the
facade is proven to withstand all necessary wind forces and water penetration
will the facade be shipped to the project site for installation.

On-Site Quality Control
Concerns
The construction team will have a few concerns
regarding on-site quality control. The two main
concerns are confusion between the multiple facades
and their locations and the steep learning curve
regarding the sloped facade.
Mitigation of Concerns
Daily meetings will be held with the facade crews to
ensure that the installation plan is understood in order
to confirm the correct facades will be installed. The
construction team will combat the steep learning curve
with an on-site visual mock up
as well as facade installation
training for each crew member.
The on-site visual mock-up will
be supervised by both the
architect and facade supplier
to guarantee quality installation.

Installation Process
Subsidium understands that the ability to manage the
flow of material and labor on site to successfully
execute the installation of the facade system. Field
installation sequence goes as follows:
(1) placement of embedded anchors
(2) Shake-out of facade units
(3) Hanging of units with crane (seen below)
(4) Interior trim and accessories
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The unitized facade panels will be built and transported as individual vessels. The
packaging design is essential to ensure that the facade arrives in the same
condition as it was built. The facade delivery with utilize the Just-in-Time delivery
method to ensure the panels are on-site when they are needed.
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Collaborative Spaces
Movable, tables and chairs
enable the tenants and
pedestrians seating to relax and
enjoy the outdoor space,
whether on a lunch break or a
rest during a day of shopping.
The mobility of the tables also
gives tenants the flexibility to
hold meetings outside in a
collaborative manner

Plaza Space Render

888 BOYLSTON STREET

Islands
The islands serve as planters to
give the plaza space a green
touch. The islands have built in
seating, giving pedestrians
additional seating options.
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Trees
One of the concerns with the
plaza space throughout design
was prevailing winds. Evergreen
plants were used to offer a
screen from the wind year
round as well as remain
aesthetically pleasing during all
seasons.

Bike Racks
Bike racks offer tenants an
alternative to taking driving or
taking the subway to work.
Bike racks support Boston's
green initiatives as well as
satisfy LEED points.
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Mechanical Cost Tracking Breakdown
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The project budget was tracked from a preliminary baseline design through multiple design iterations until the final
project budget was derived. Above is the costs for each design iteration broken into Uniformat II divisions. Below (left)
is the cost tracking graph over design phases, and (right) is the Uniformat II divisions broken into percentages.

Facade Cost Tracking
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Above is the facade design cost tracking broken down into the
different materials for each facade iteration. To the right is a
detailed cost estimate for the mechanical system over all the
design phases. This detailed estimate is an example how each
division was tracked over the design phases.
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Green Roof

Additional Reciprocating Engine
As Designed
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Alternate

As Designed

Alternate
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Four Seasons Hotel-Boston, MA

Condensing Boilers
The current tri-generation system
incorporates two condensing boilers to
produce heat. Condensing boilers are
more efficient than a typical boiler. The
condensing boilers will only be active
during the summer months, because the
cooling load is highest during this time of
year.

Caterpillar CG132-8 Gas Generator

Additional Reciprocating Engine
Adding an additional Caterpillar CG132-8
gas generator in place of the gas boilers
has a much higher initial cost, however,
has various benefits in terms of
operating without the purchase
electricity. An additional engine will also
aid in the event the first engine is being
serviced. During these times, the owner
would have to pay for electricity.

Green Space
Located atop of the Boylston Street
project is 8000 SF of green space.
Subsidium defined green space as an
outdoor space that people can gather in
to enjoy fresh air. The green space atop
the Boylston Street project will have
many of the same characteristics as the
plaza design in front.

Green Roof
Subsidium's structural design team has
designed the roof to support a full green
roof. The city of Boston has incentives
to promote building owners to
incorporate green roofs a top their
buildings. Subsidium can transform the
8000 SF of green space atop the
Boylston Street Project into an 8000 SF
green roof for an additional fee.

888 BOYLSTON STREET

http://www.lochinvar.com/_images/linePics/28537527_LinePic_CRE
ST%20Cutaway%2012-10.jpg

Cost Comparison

Cost Comparison

$25.00/SF x 8000 SF

To implement a
green roof, it will
cost the owner an
additional $200,000.

greenerheights.wordpress.com

Effects
An additional reciprocating engine would
counter the need to pay for electricity
during maintenance and allow each
engine to take half of the load, thus
technically doubling the lifespan of each
piece. Engines supply both electricity
and heat, which will have benefits during
the summer months.

Suggestion
For an extra $393,875, Subsidium
suggests that the owner choose to install
another reciprocating engine to assist the
original engine during times of
maintenance, extend the life of the
reciprocating engine, and generate both
heat and electricity during the summer
months.

Effects
Green roofs can be beautiful and inviting
spaces, and an attractive feature to
prospective tenants. Green roofs can be
detrimental to building roofs, and have
high maintenance costs. The Boston
weather may not be as friendly to a
green roof as other climates.

Suggestion
Subsidium suggests that the owner does
not proceed with the green roof, because
it can be potentially more of a hassle than
it is worth for the short time span each
year it can be used. Tenants will be
unable to use the green roof part of the
year, and so a much more manageable
green space is suggested.
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Design Reviews
Design Reviews were opportunities for the
design team to present their system designs for
critique regarding owner satisfaction and design
feasibility.
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Revit Modelling
The completion of the Revit model allowed the
design teams to input their system into the
model for 3D coordination.

888 BOYLSTON STREET

Finalize Gravity System
The Finalization of the Gravity System design
gave the construction team the chance to
coordinate the steel erection sequence as well
as finalize the steel estimate for the cost
tracking.
Lateral System Optimization
The Lateral System Optimization came to be a
crucial milestone within the design schedule
because it gave the mechanical design team
the necessary information to size the tuned
liquid damper for the tri-generation system.

Facade Finalization
Facade Finalization was an important milestone
in the design schedule because it allowed for
the structural design team and construction
team to begin to collaborate on how to
construct the facade system.
Finalize Critical Building Loads
The Critical Building Load Finalization gave the
mechanical design team the opportunity to size
their equipment and finish the design of the
tr-generation system.
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System Optimization
System Optimization was an important
milestone in the design schedule because it
gave the structural design team the ability to
coordinate their design loads with the
mechanical equipment. The construction team
was also able to finalize the cost tracking for
the mechanical system, one of the systems that
drove costs for the project budget.
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Superstructure
-Steel erection will go as detailed on
drawing CM-109
-Transfer truss above I-90 installation is
critical to avoid interruption
-Just-In-Time delivery for steel will
minimize steel lay down
-Steel shakeout will occur in Northeast
corner of site
-Material hoist will be erected on the
north facade

Superstructure

N

N
Interior Fit-Out

Demolition and Excavation

-Demolition of the existing plaza and
parking garage will take place
-Construction team must be weary of the
existing sub-structures that services I-90
-Trucks and vehicles will enter through
the Northwest gate and exit through the
Northeast gate
-Pedestrians will be detoured out into
the shoulder of Boylston Street
-Three lanes of traffic on Boylston Street
will go uninterrupted

Demolition and Excavation

-Tower crane will be disassembled during
fit-out
-Retail fit-out will become first priority to
allow owner ability to rent out retail
sooner
-Exterior material hoist, Service Elevator
1, remain primary material hoists
-Office fit-out will correspond with
tenant marketing

Interior Fit-Out

N
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Original Project Site
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Substructure and Core

Partial Occupancy

-Caissons will be drilled prior to tower
crane erection
-Tower crane will be erected in the
northern part of the site
-Concrete core will be erected using
crane and bucket
-Concrete parking garage will follow the
core construction

-Material hoist will be disassembled so
retail can open
-Access to Service Elevator 1 will remain
for materials
-Office tenant fit-out will continue while
retail opens
-Pedestrian path to the retail will be
available noted in blue
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2

3

4

5
Level Three Erection Plan

7

8

9

10

888 BOYLSTON STREET

6

The Steel Sequence for each level
follows a similar pattern, where
the center pieces surrounding the
core (blue) will be erected first,
followed by the east portion
(yellow) and finally the west
portion (green). Erection of floors
1-5 can be seen to the left.
Erection becomes typical
following level five.
N

11

12

13

14

15
Typical Level (Floor 5-18)
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16

17

18

19

20

The typical level follows the same
sequence as level 2 above, first
steel around the core (blue) then
the east portion (yellow) and
finally the west portion (green)
An image of the finished steel
structure can be seen in sequence
picture 20.
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Critical Picks:
-Fuel cells at 19.4 tons
-14x665 column at 9.3 tons
Luffing Boom Tower Crane

A luffing boom was chosen because of its many advantages. These cranes are especially useful in
congested sites because the boom is adjustable to fit the numerous site logistical stages. This is
preferable over a hammerhead tower crane because the jib is predetermined and static throughout
the project. A luffing boom does have its drawbacks, though. It takes time to adjust the jib, so that
was necessary to account for when scheduling. It is more costly because of the extensive assembly
and deconstruction. Additionally, the jib can have a greater moment when winds are high. This
makes monitoring the high Boston winds crucial when making larger picks. Even with these
drawbacks, the ability to adjust the jib length is an important safety feature since the construction
site is very close to buildings and pedestrians.

Crane Selection

The crane selected is a Leibherr 540 HC-L 12 luffing boom tower crane. With a reach of 213 feet
and the max capacity at 26 tons, this model makes a great option for the site constraints and critical
pick. A potential crane rental company could be Morrow Equipment which is located nearby, in
New York.
TRUE
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The fuel cell is the critical pick at 19.4 tons and is located on the 10th floor mechanical room. The
procurement process will need to begin weeks before the fuel cell is set to ensure that it arrives just
in time to the site. See CM-F for the procurement schedule.

Supplemental Crane

A smaller mobile, rough terrain crane with a luffing boom will also be necessary on site. This will aid
in the transfer truss construction and additional material mobilization and handling. The retail slab
on grade will need to be shored in order to support this. One way to support this, would be for the
reshoring below the slab is sized not only for the slab self weight but also the weight of the crane.
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